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PREFACE

This volume is part of a 16-volume set that iummarizes the research accomplishments of
faculty, graduate student, and high school participants in the 1992 Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (AFOSR) Summer Research Program. The current volume, Volume 5B of 16, presents
part two of the final research reports of faculty (SFRP) participants at Wright Laboratory.

Reports presented herein are arranged alphabetically by author and are numbered
consecutively -- e.g., 1-1, 1-2, 1-3; 2-1, 2-2, 2-3.

Research reports in the 16-volume set are organized as follows:

VOLUME TITLE

1 Program Management Repl,.t

2 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

3 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

4 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

5A Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part one)

5B Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory (part two)

6 Summer Faculty Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

7 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

8 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

9 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

10 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

11 Graduate Student Research Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory; Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory; Wilford Hall Medical Center

12 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Armstrong Laboratory

13 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Phillips Laboratory

14 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Rome Laboratory

15 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Wright Laboratory

16 High School Apprenticeship Program Reports: Arnold Engineering Development Center; Civil
Engineering Laboratory



1992 FACULTY RESEARCH REPORTS

Wright Laboratory

Report
Numbe Report Ti Author

VOLUME 5A

1 Validation of a Hypersonic Nonequilibrium Code for Nozzle Flow Dr. Brian M. Argrow

2 Motion Segmented Object Identification using I-D Signal Analysis and a Dr. Abdul Ahad S. Awwal
Heteroassociative Complex Neural Network

3 Analytical Guidance Laws and Integrated Guidance/Autopilot for Homing Dr. S. N. BaiaLrhnan
Missiles

4 Estimation of Aspect Angles of Targets in FLIR Images Dr. Prabir Bhattacharya

5 Crack Arrest in Composite Plates Reinforced with Tough Layers Dr. Victor Birman

6 Some Results in Machine-Learning Dr. Mike Breen

7 Effect of Antioxidants on Thermal Decomposition of Energetic Materials Dr. Theodore J. Burkey

8 Evaluation of the SBR and GRE Methods for Computing the Time Domain Dr. Robert J. Burkholder
Electromagnetic Scattering from Large Open-Ended Waveguide Cavities

9 One-Dimensional Wave Mechanics Model for Terminal Ballistics Dr. E. Eugene Callens, Jr.

10 An Investigation of the Use of Embedded Fiber Optic Sensors in Dr. Gregory P. Carman
Composite Materials

II A Study of Flight Dynamic Modeling for Nonlinear Aerodynamic Dr. Gary T. Chapman

Parameter Estimation

12 Built-in Self-Test Design of Pixel Chip Dr. Chien-in Henry Chen

13 Characterization of Part Shrinkage for Large, Thick Injection Molded Dr. Joe G. Chow
Articles

14 Determination of Multiple-Source Schlieren System Capabilities Dr. Steven H. Collicott

15 Computational Studies on Rigid Rod Model Polymer and NLO Model Dr. John W. Connolly
Substances

16 Performing Target Classification using a Fuzzy Morphology Neural Dr. Jennifer L. Davidson
Network

17 VLSI Synthesis Guiding Techniques using the SOAR Artificial Intelligence Dr. Joanne E. DeGroat
Architecture

18 Modeling of Pulsating Jet in Crossflow using Vortex Element Methods Dr. Mark A. Dietenberger

ii



Wright Laboratory (cont'd)

Report
Number Tite Autho

VOLUME SA (cont'd)

19 Laser Multiphton Ionization Detection of Methyl Radicals in a Filament- Dr. David A. Dolson
Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition Reactor

20 (Report not received)

21 Performance Analysis of a Heterodyne Lidar System Incorporating a Dr. Bradley D. Duncan
Multimode Optical Waveguide Receiver

22 Turbulent Heat Transfer in Counter-Rotating Disks with Thermographic Dr. Jamie S. Ervin
Phosphor Temperature Determination

23 Molecular Modeling of Materials for Non-Linear Optical Applications Dr. B. L. Farmer

24 Nonlinear Dynamics and Control Issues for Aeroelastic Enhancement using Dr. George T. Flowers
Piezoelectric Actuators

25 Passive Ranging and Roll-Angle Approximation for Fuze Application Dr. Simon Y. Foo

26 Velocity and Temperature Measurements in a High Swirl Dump Combustor Dr. Richard D. Gould

27 Effect of Aeroelasticity on the Measurement of the Indicial Response of an Dr. Gary M. Graham
Airfoil

28 A Study of Virtual Reality and its Application to Avionics Dr. Elmer A. Grubbs

VOLUME SB

29 Enhancement of the Time Response of Linear Control Via Fuzzy Logic Dr. Charles E. Hall, Jr.

and Nonlinear Control

30 Microstructural Evolution of Ti-23.2AI-24.4Nb Dr. Ian W. Hall

31 Investigation of the Combustion Characteristics of Swirled Injectors in a Dr. Paul 0. Hedman
Confined Coannular System with a Sudden Expansion

32 Stress Wave Propagation Through the Thickness of Graphite/Epoxy Dr. David Hui
Laminated Plates Using PVDF Sensors

33 Preliminary Missile Autopilot Design using Jets and Aerodynamic Control Dr. Mario Innocenti

34 Laser [maging and Ranging (LIMAR) Processing Dr. Jack S. N. Jean

35 Description and Recognition of Radar Targets using Wavelets Dr. Ismail Jouny

36 Axisymmetric Thermoelastic Response of a Composite Cylinder Containing Dr. Autar K. Kaw
an Annular Matrix Crack and a Frictional Interface

111..



Wright Laboratory (cont'd)

Report
Nume Reort Title

VOLUME 5B (cont'd)

37 On the Failure Mechanisms in Titanium Aluminide Composites Dr. Demitris A. Kouris

38 A New Technique for Measuring Rayleigh and Lamb Wave Velocities in Dr. Tribikramn Kundu
Metals. Graphite-Epoxy and Metal Matrix Composites

39 Fatigue Damage Accumulation of Angle-Plied Cord-Rubber Composites Dr. Byung-Lip Lee

40 A Physics-Based Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor Model Including High- Dr. Juin J. Liou
Current and Thermal Effects

41 A Switched Reluctance Motor Drive using MOSFETS, HCTL-1I0, and Dr. Shy-Shenq P. Liou
MC6802 Microprocessor

42 Thermal Analysis and Molecular Weight Distribution of Triaryl Phosphates Dr. Christopher C. Lu

43 Effects of Free-Stream Turbulence and Surface Riblets on Heat Transfer Dr. Paul K. Maciejewski
in a Linear Turbine Cascade

44 Trade-Off Analysis of Sensor Fusion Methodologies for an X-band and W- Dr. Charlesworth R. Martin
band Radar Sensor Suite

45 Efficient Analysis of Passive Microstrip Elements for MMICs Dr. Krishna Naishadham

46 Third Order Nonlinear Optical Properties of Strained Layer Dr. M. J. Potasek
Semiconductors with Application to Optical Waveguides

47 Development of Control Design Methodologies for Flexibles (High Order) Dr. Armando A. Rodriguez
Missile Systems with Multiple Hard Nonlinearities

48 Determination of the Operational Characteristics of a Phase-Doppler Dr. Larry A. Roe
Droplet Analyzer and Application to a Ramjet Fuel-Injection Research
Tunnel

49 A Study of Millimeter-Waver Radar and Infrared Sensor Fusion using Dr. Thaddeus A. Roppdl
Neural Networks

50 Toward a Characterization of the Debris Cloud Created in a Flypervelocity Dr. William P. Schonberg
Impact on a Thin Plate

51 Quantum Mechanical Investigations of Molecular Structure and Dr. Martin Schwartz
Conformation in Perfluoropolyaikylethers

52 Detection and Adaptive Frequency Estimation for Digital Microwave Dr. Arnab K. Shaw
Receivers

53 Hardware Implementation of the ANVIL Algorithms: A Study of the Dr. Janusz A. Starzyk
Approach
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Wright Laboratory (cont'd)

Report
N er Reort Title Author

VOLUME SB (cont'd)

54 Wavelet Analysis of Ultrasonic Signals Dr. Theresa A. Tuthill

55 MBE Surface Kinetics of Semiconductors - A Stochastic Model Study Dr. R. Venkatasubramaman

56 Development of a Resonant DC Link Inverter for Induction Motor Drive Dr. Subbaraya Yuvarajan

V
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rNHANCEMENT OF THE TIME RESPONSE OF LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
VIA FUZZY LOGIC AND NONLINEAR CONTROL

Charles E Hall, Jr.
Assistant Professor

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
North Carolina State University

ABSTRACT

The use of linear feedback, of either outputs or state variables, is the standard technique for control of

dynamical systems. In many problems the gain of the feedback is a constant that was determined by analysis

of the behavior of the dynamics. While usually this yields acceptable results for many systems it can produce

unacceptable results, due to either large disturbances or the invalidity of the linear approximation, and thus

gain scheduling is used in order to improve system performance. The techniques of fuzzy logic control and

nonlinear control offer methods of increasing the system's performance without the need of gain scheduling.

Fuzzy logic is a linguistic based system and accordingly it is much simpler and faster to implement than

standard control techniques. It was found that fuzzy logic controllers produce deterministic maps and thus

can be reduced off-line to these deterministic maps for real time implementation in a control system. Fuzzy

logic control systems are not as linguistic based as the proponents contend. There is a large numerical

base that needs to be established for each system, which is more complex than normal control techniques.

Analysis and simulations involving two types of fuzzy logic based systems were run and compared to similar

linear systems. Further examination of fuzzy logic systems were terminated since they were not producing

desirable results. Nonlinear control techniques were examined for an improved linear system response. It

was found that a linear and cubic operation on the error signal to a first order scalar differential equation

improved the system's performance. This technique was not, by itself, applicable to higher order systems,

but since the systems of interest were for the control of aircraft, this nonlinear technique was applied to

the elevator servo for control of the short-period longitudinal mode of the Lambda URV. This method did

provide desirable results
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ENHANCEMENT OF THE TIME RESPONSE OF LINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS
VIA FUZZY LOGIC AND NONLINEAR CONTROL

Charles E. Hall, Jrf

INTRODUCTION

The use of lineai feedback, of either outputs or state variables, is the standard technique for control of

dynamical systems. In many problems the gain of the feedback is a constant that was determined by analysis

of the behavior of the dynamics. While usually this yields acceptable results for many systems this produces

unacceptable results, due to either large disturbances or the invalidity of the linear approximation, and thus

gain scheduling is used in order to improve system performance. The techniques of fuzzy logic control and

nonlinear control offer methods of increasing the system's performance without the need of gain scheduling

This paper examines both of these techniques for the enhancement of the performance of linear systems.

Section I is a review of current fuzzy logic control theory, and the basic concepts of fuzzy logic control

are presented. Section 2 applies fuzzy logic control to two linear control systems, a Type 0 and a Type I

system. Section 3 develops two stratagems of nonlinear feedback control with applications to the linear

systems presented in Section 2. Section 4 presents an application of one of the nonlinear feedback controllers

to the Lambda Unmanned Research Vehicle. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

1. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL

The mathematical basis of Fuzzy Logic will not be presented here as there is sufficient background

material availible [1-5]. The application of Fuzzy Logic to form Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) is reviewed [6-7].

The concepts of FLC are understandable without a thorough understanding of the mathematical basis of

Fuzzy Logic. This will present no problem to the reader.

The main advantage of FLC touted by its proponents is that it is a linguistic rule based system and

thus it does not require the elaborate anaij as in generating a feedback control law. The linguistic rule base

is a common sense approach to controlling the system and thus knowlee.ge of the dynamics of the system is
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not required. The linguistic rule base is rtpresented by the following rule

IF low THEN go up.

While this linguistic base is heavily emphasized in the literature, the fuzzification and defuzzification.

which requires numeric values, is deemphasized [3-7]. Analysis of the process of fuzzification/defuzzification

and the linguistic rule base interaction results in a deterministic system. This deterministic formulation of

a FLC system is further examined.

The basis of FLC i6 the ability of a object to have a partial membership to a set. Given an n-dimensional

vector (which represents the input to the FLC), x, and a set of sets, A = {Aii = I to k} the measure of x

being a member of a particular set Ai is represented by a,.

as, PA.(X)

Each i is associated with the i'th rule of the rule base. Where a, has allowable values in the range of [0,11

The variable, ai, is termed a fuzzy variable, and the measurement of membership is reffered to as fuzzification

of the variable x. It is easily shown that the k-dimensional vector. A, formed from the a, is the result of a

deterministic map of the n-dimensional vector onto the space [0, l]1.

A : x - [0, 1?

Fuzzification is a unique process once decided on, but there are an infinite number of possible shapes to the

sets Ai. Typical shapes are shown in Fig I, which for clarity is shown for a scalar input x. The shapes of

the sets Ai perform the same function as window functions that are common to signal processing (8].

Fig 1. Three possible set shapes.
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If the window functions are constructed of a sequence of line segments, it is easy to show that there is

a function that maps the n-dimensional vector x into a scalar and that this map has a structure similar to

that of the equation of a line.

Gs = /JA.(X) = m X4-0 +

The operator, • is the normal inner product operator. Where mi is a vector of the local slopes, and ., is a

vector based on the intercepts. The vectors m, and 3i are piecewise constant function of x. This form of

fuzzification of the variable x will be used in the remainder of this paper, unless otherwise noted.

Let B be a k-dimensional fuzzy variable of the rn-dimensional vector y. As with the inputs to the fuzzy

system, b6 = pq,(y). The fuzzy vector, B represents k outputs of the linguistic rule base and thus are related

to the fuzzy inputs, A, through the rule base. The linguistic rule base is represented by a matrix.

B = M o A

Where M is a kxk matrix. The o operator is a type of matrix multiplication that is accomplished by a

max-min operation, which in the literature is called fuzzy matrix multiplication.

bi= max min(a, rn.i)

Since the various mU are constants, they can be represented by an equation of a line, a line of const .at

value. It thus follows that the bj are given by.

bj =Aj x+ 7j

Where the n, and yj are piecewise constant functions of x. This is another mapping of x onto a scalar space

with the locus of the map being line segments.

Defuzzification is the process of mapping the fuzzy vector, B, to the vector y. As with the numerous

fuzzification methods, ther are many methods of defuzzification. Two of these methods were examined,

Tsukamoto's method and Fuzzy Centroid Defuzzification.

Tsukamoto's method of defuzzification is the simplest and easiest applied. Tsukamoto's method is a

weighted sum of the fuzzy variables. For the j'th rule of the rule base there is an associated output vector,
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y, . Thus to defuzzify the output, the &j is the weight applied to the rule associated output vector y,,

Tsukamoto's method is given by the equation.

j=1

A substitution for the bi can be made yielding.

&

Sn -Xyj + Y.yj
y=j=1k

E--- -X-I

j=1

If either; l)Only one rule is activated, or 2)Tbe coefficient for each component of x, zi, in the demoninator

is zero, nj • , - 0 then the resultant map of the overall fuzzy system is piecewise linear in x.

y = Kx + ko

Where K is a gain matrix premultiplying the vector x, in the usual sense of vector multiplication, and ko is

an offset vector. The gain matrix and offset vector are piecewise constant functions of the variable x and they

can be calculated off-line for a given fuzzy control system. A typical FLC, with Tsukamoto's defuzzification

which results in a piecewise linear system, output verses the input is shown in Fig 2.

I If

Fig 2. Outout of a Tsukamoto FLC. Fig 3. Fuzzy Centroid Defuzzification.

The fuzzy centroid defuzzification(FCD) is based on the centroid of the area of the fuzzy output. Fig 3

shows the area in which two rules are activatied by the input to the FLC. The shapes for the particular yj

2S-



for Fig 3 were choosen to be triangular, but this need not be the case. The shaded area is the area of which

the centroid is to be calculated. The clipping that ,s observed on the first triangle is due to the input for

that particular rule. For a scalar input and output to the FLC yields the overall result of the form of the

following equation where x is the input to the FLC.

n33 3 + n2Z 2 + nIX + no

2 d•2z + dz + do

Where the coefficients of the numerator and demoninator are solely determined by the shape and values

of the particular input and output set A and B. For triangular input and output sets the coefficients are

complicated and will not be further expanded in this paper, but they can be calculated offline. In the general

for an output window whose shape is of order, iv, FCD yields an input-output map of the form.

nizO

+.1.

E dizi
i=o

For triangular output windows v = 1, since the window is formed of line segments. Due to the complicated

structure of the coeficients it would be best to calculate them with a package such as MACSYMA. Fig 4

shows the function of y verses x of a FLC using centroid defuzzification method with scalar input and scalar

output to the controller and triangular output windows. The curve is between adjacent peaks of the output

sets.

i ._4

Fig 4. Output of Fuzzy Centroid Method.

While only these two methods of defuzzification were examined it, is expected that the other methods

will also yield a deterministic map between the FLC inputs and outputs. While the scalar case was primarily
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examined, expansion to the case of the multiple inputs and outputs is straight forward. Vith the reduction of

the FLC with either defuzzification via Tsukamoto's method or centroid method to a deterministic map the

FLC can be implemented with the respective maps in an IF-TIIEN-ELSE structure with identical results.

The major fallacy of Fuzzy Logic Controllers is that it is a linguistic rule based system. From the

example rule one must ask how is it encoded into the M matrix, since the rn1 j are numeric values. The fuzzy

logic proponents further qualify the rule base by adjectives such as: small, large, and very large. But what

is large low or large up? The literature that was examined did not include information on the assignment of

numeric values to the linguistic rules If anything was mentioned about the assignment of numeric values, it

was usually done in a single sentence that related how it took a large amount of computer time, performing

simulations, to assign the numeric values to the fuzzy system in order to obtain an acceptable level of system

performance. It is easy to see that once the rule base is set, the shape of the window functions for both

inputs and the outputs leave a large number of variables to modify. The shape of these window functions

which directly affect the peformance of the system and shape of these window functions are vastly more

complex than one or two feedback gain constants.

While the determination of the fuzzy system, for acceptable system performance, is a formidable task

it does have it merits and therefore it has the ability to assist the control engineer. Use of the linguistic rule

base can, in many complicated systems, clarify the partitioning of the output or state space into regions for

application of standard control techniques, such as gain scheduling. The actual numeric values that are used

in the partitioning of the space would still need to be determined, but an initial use of easily determined

values or generic values would give the control engineer an initial concept on how to approach the problem.

This would be best accomplished by the window functions, for both input and output functions, to be

restricted to triangular or trapezoidal in shape. The task could be further simplied by a compiler for the

rule base. This compiler could be written in a language such as "C". The compiler would operate on a file

containing the rule base and the necessary information of the space and it would generate the partitioned

space. The control law generation should not include many of the concepts of Fuzzy Logic Control, but

should be based on the more standard control techniques.
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2. FLC APPLICATION TO TYPE 0 AND 1 LINEAR SYSTEMS

Two linear systems were used in simulation of FLC. These linear systems were of Type 0 and Type I

structure and respresented by the following equations.

1
Go(s) = ( + 1)(s + 3)(s + 4)

1
G(s) = ss + 3)(s + 4)

These systems were chosen for their easy analysis. Two FLC's were designed, one employed Tsukamoto's

defuzzification method and the other system used centroid defuzzification. These were made comparable to

a linear feedback with a gain of 10. The FLC systems were run, one at a time, in parallel with the linear

system in order to compare the results of the two systems. All simulations were run with on the EASY5

simulation and analysis packager8]. Fig 5 shows the block diagram of the simulation along with blocks to

calculate the comparisons. Both the linear and FLC systems were started with the same initial conditions

and given the identical inputs. In the simulations in which noise was injected into the systems, there was

only one noise generator which was fed into both systems as shown in Fig 5. For the simulations that did

not include noise, the summer junctions that inserted the noise into the feedback path from the output were

set such that the coefficient for the noise signal was zero.

The FLC using Tsukamoto's method of defuzzification was designed so that it yielded a linear system

that was identical with the reference linear system, the results of the simulations will not be presented here.

But it was used primarily for verification of the fuzzification and rule implementation. Simulations were

then performed using the centroid method of defuzzification.

Fig 6 and 7 are typical results for the simulations conducted with a Type 0 linear system. The sign

difference on the fuzzy and linear controllers is compensated by summing junction coefficient. There was

no noise injected into the simulations results presented in Fig 6 and 7. The input to the systems for this

particular simulation was a step function selected such that the output of the purely linear system was 1. It

should be noted that the steady state error of the system employing fuzzy logic control was a function of z.
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If the overall gain of the FLC was modified to give an error similar to the strictly linear system, the steady

state error would be different for other values of the inputs to the sy stem.

One way of eliminating the steady state error was to use a Type I linear system in the simulations,

which are shown in Fig 8 and 9. Noise was injected into these systems. The noise had a standard deviation

of 0.05. The input for this particular simulation was 10. The purely linear system had. as expected. a zero

steady state error. The system with the FLC did not possess a zero steady state error, even when no noise

was present. This was due to nonlinearities inherent in the FLC. While initially this appears confusing, it

should be noted that the output of the FLC is -10 which when added to the input results in a zero error

signals.

During the simulations of the FLC and comparison linear system it was noted about the amount of

time that was required for a run. Two purely linear systems were run and the time noted. The time was

only a rough measure. The FLC system took about 2.5 times longer to execute that the two linear systems.

This was due to the numeric intensive centroid defuzzification. There are several fuzzy logic engines on the

market which would decrease the time required.

Sr qnm#dm

v -b iW ~ - .

'OWN

Fig 5. FLC/Linear Simulation.
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4. NONLINEAR FEEDBACK CONTROL

The application of nonlinear control to linear control systems present a dilenima in that the first choice

for feedback would be to generate a system that would minimize a quadratic cost function. For nonlinear

control systems this implies solving the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation. But when the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation

is applied to a constant coefficient linear system the result is the Algebraic Ricotti Equation. Thus, the

application of the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation to a linear syster- results in the familiar Linear Quadratic

Regulator.

Thus application of nonlinear feedback to a linear system requires an approach that is not based on

optimal control. It was desired to increase the system's response to a disturbance, without using gain

scheduling or at least gain scheduling in the usual sense. All of the nonlinear feedback methods that were

examined were functions that possessed even or odd symmetry about zero, and were thus applied to the

error signal of the system.

One method that was examined was a feedback gain that was based on a inverted Gaussian curve. The

gain was given by the following equation.

k = k., - k11

This gain function has the characteristics that as x gets far from zero the effective gain is ko,, and for z close

to zero the effective gain is k. - kdqjf. The variable a relates to how rapidly the effective gain changes from

k". - kd1 I1 to k,,. This system is effectively a continuous gain schedule. Simulations of this system, with

comparison to the associated linear system given in Section 2 were run. Results indicated that this feedback

method did increase the response speed to a large disturbance, but they were not appreciably better than

that of a gain scheduled linear system. Further efforts related to these method were abandoned.

A more promising technique was linear and cubic feedback, as given by the following equation.

U - kln:z + keubicz3

For the first order system

i = ax + bu
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This feedback law always increases the speed of the system's response as long as the feedback increases the

system's stability. For the first order system the time response is given by.

X Z0 -e(G-bkj,,,)t

/-a + 6k1,. + bk•. 41ci` =/-a + bkj1n + bk•W4 ,izo;'

It can be seen that the time component in the exponent is the same as that for the linear system. A nonlinear

transformation of x to z results in a linear system.

z

-a 6kj,,j + bkeub,ez 2

z = Zoe(4-&kj..)9

It is easy to show that the response of the system with the added cubic feedback is always faster than the

associated linear system. The system is stable independent of the value of z.

Unfortunately, the results are not as productive with higher dimensional systems as it was with the

1-dimensional first order system. The results of the time solution for the n-dimensional first order inhomo-

geneous differential equation are either an infinite series or an extremely complicated equation. In addition,

if the root locus is examined it is seen that, for the 1-dimensional first order equation the root locus is a

real locus located to the left of the open loop pole. While for the Type 0 system given in Section 2, ignoring

the cubic feedback term, shows that the system is stable providing -12 <_k < 140. With the application of

the cubic feedback, we can set k = bklj. + bktubcz 2 and it is seen that for large values of z the system will

become unstable. For example, with b = 1, k1j, = 0 and k,,i, = 0.1 the region of stability is limited on one

side to r < 37.4. The magnitude of /,i, can be limited such that the system does not leave the desired

stability region, but the effect of the cubic feedback is reduced for moderate values of z. This is primarily

due to the rapid increase of zX. Simulations of the Type 0 and 1 systems with the cubic feedback added

proved to be unsatisfactory, and thus it was not examined further.

It may appear that the cubic feedback was unacceptable, except for 1-dimensional first order systems or

possibly 2-dimensional first order systems that have a restricted zero arrangement. The ultimate goal of this

program are for control system applications that are applied to aircraft systems. For aircraft control systems,

control of the aircraft is through the use of aerodynamic control surfaces that are actuated by either electric
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or hydrui.ic servos. These surface actuators are usually modelled as l-dimensional first order systems and

thusly they are candidates for a linear and cubic feedback law. Initial simulations indicated that this was a

productive approach to the problem.

Servos are generally supplied as a complete package, but an add on controller can be added in order to

implement the linear and cubic control law. The modified servo system is shown in Fig 10. For the given

1-dimensional first order system, b = -a. With u being the input to the servo and um being the command

input to the servo, in order to obtain the linear and cubic control law for the servo the LC Control block

must implement the following.

u = uC.,O, + kewi,(u, -

This control law can be modified to affect the exponential component in the time response.

r o!
Co-)tr o I 41-W

Fig 10. Servo with cubic feedback added.

Simulations indicated that the linear and cubic feedback implemented on the actuator servo for the pre-

viously given Type 0 and 1 system indicated improved system performance. The results of these simulations

will not be presented here, as the next section presents the results of the simulations based on the Lambda

URV, which is a Type I system with one zero.

An attempt was made at solving the Hamilton-Jacobi Equation of the Type 0 and 1 linear systems that

included the linear and cubic servo. Due to the nonlinearities injected in the servo model, the Hamilton-

Jacobi Equation does not reduce to the Ricotti Equation. Unfortunately, at this time these efforts have been

unsuccessful.
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4.THE LAMBDA URV APPLICATION

The Control System Development Branch of Wright Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB uses a re-

motely piloted vehicle, the Lambda Unmanned Research Vehicle (URV), for flight testing of new flight control

systems. The aerodynamic model for the Lambda URV[10) was used in the short period approximation for

longitudinal motion[lil. The servo model for the elevator servo was also obtained 10]. The servo model

included position limits, but not rate limits. Rate limits typical for servo of the type used on the Lambda

URV were implemented, 60*/s. The damping of the short period mode was lower than desired, a pitch

damper was used to make this an acceptable value(10]. This lead-lag compensator was also implemented on

the simulation of the Lambda URV.

As was the case in the previous simulations, two identical systems were run in parallel. One system

was the standard Lambda URV, while the second system was augmented by a servo with linear and cubic

feedback. Simulations with the inclusion of noise are not included here. An acceptable value of the cubic

feedback term in the modified servo was used. Optimization of the servo response (ie. kui) was not

conducted. The simulations were run such that the the systems started in a disturbed state and it was

the controllers goal to return their respective systems to the zero state. This was done in order to obtain

useful data from the error analysis block which employed an It norm, to produce a positive definite value

for deviations from zero, comparisons were established so that a negative value indicated that the system

with the modified servo was closer to the desired value. Some comparisons were integrated for knowledge

pertaining to cummulative performance instead of a instantaneous value. An 11 norm was chosen for easy

comparison to the particular variable of interest.

The simulation presented in Fig 12-14 present system with the only difference being the modified servo.lt

can be seen in the simulation that the modified servo increases the systems response and that the aircraft

spends less time away from the zero value, therefore less drag. Also the deviation of the elevator from zero

is also reduced. Both of these factors indicate a decrease in drag due to the disturbance, and thus a smaller

loss of energy.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Fuzzy Logic Controllers while initially appearing attractive did not provide as many advantages as

were expected at the beginning of this program. The numerical aspects of fuzzification and defuzzification,

and the numeric translation of the linguistic rule base had been highly glossed over in the literature. These

numerical aspects left many variables for the control engineer to adjust in the design of a FLC. The general

nonlinearities of the FLC also generated problems in the use of FLC. In addition the extra on-line computer

time involved in the implementation of a FLC, necce-itates the addition of a fuzzy logic engine which implies

an increase in cost and hardware for an implementation of a FLC, unless the process under control were of a

slow nature. Implementation of a FLC onto an already existing system with a standard digital control could

be accomplished easily through the off-line processing of the FLC to a set of deterministic maps, and then

these maps could be applied either in a look-up table or an IF-THEN-ELSE structure.

There were two positive attributes to the FLC structure. One would be for a partitioning of a space into

regions via the use of a "Fuzzy System Compiler". This would allow for the input of linguistic rules, some

space and value data and the output would be the regions of validity of the various control laws. Further

refinement of the control laws could t)hen be performed in the more standard methods. This technique would

be extremely useful for complex problems, such as carrier landings of aircraft. The other area of use is for

the situations were little or nothing is known of the dynamics of the system under investigation, but for

which rules could be established, for example spin recovery of an aircraft.

An application of nonlinear feedback to enhance the time response for a linear system did provide some

encouraging preliminary results. These techniques should be further examined as there probably exist better

functions to use. Also, the inability of the nonlinear feedback technique that was employed on the simulations

of the Lambda URV to operated on the entire system was a draw back. Other functions and methods should

alieviate this problem.
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Abstrac

A Ti-23.2A1-24.4Nb alloy has been subjected to long term heat treatments at
temperatures within its projected use range. The microstructure was studied by
transmission electron microscopy and the phase changes which occurred were
investigated as the heat treatment temperature was increased from 5000C to 8000C.
It was found that the alloy transformed from an initial microstructure which was
predominantly ordered beta to a predominantly orthorhombic structure containing
a few percent of beta and alpha-2 phases. Furthermore, it appears that the
orthorhombic phase undergoes an ordering reaction within the temperature range
of interest.
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Microstructural Evolution of Ti-23.2AI-24.4Nb
Ian W. Hall

1. Background

The need for new materials for high temperature applications has led to the
development of many promising intermetallic systems: titanium aluminides are one
group of such materials. Early interest in titanium aluminides quickly identified
their advantages, such as strength at high temperature, oxidation resistance and low
density, but also pointed out their disadvantages, principally low ductility and
toughness at room temperature. More recent work has shown that proper alloying
can improve the ductility and, since there is cause for believing that the properties
of monolithic aluminides can become acceptable, there is now the interest in
producing composites of these intermetallics.

Titanium aluminides were initially based on either Ti3AI or TiA1, so-called
a2 or y, but more recent work has explored other compositions and the phase
relationships and stabilities are, of course, much more complex. One of the
particularly promising new intermetallic alloys is based on a variation of the a2
phase, with the composition approximately Ti2AINb (Ti-25at.%Al-25at.%Nb).
This material is being extensively studied and considerable progress has been made
in outlining its structure.

Banerjee et al. [1] first identified a new orthorhombic phase in Ti-25at%Al-
12.5at.%Nb alloy (all compositions hereafter are given in atomic %). They later
investigated the structure, tensile deformation and fracture of the same alloy and
presented a schematic pseudo-binary Ti3AI-Nb phase diagram [2]. Rowe et al. [3]
have investigated the mechanical properties of intermetallics near the composition
Ti-25A1-25Nb and found that compositions near Ti-24A1-25Nb yielded the best
combination of properties with a yield stress estimated at -800MPa up to -750°C.
The optimum structure was a dual phase orthorhombic+ordered beta micro-
structure. Later, Rowe et al. [4] also showed that the creep resistance was
comparable to currently available titanium aluminides. Since these results all
indicate that alloys based upon this composition may be suitable for use as a matrix
material for intermetallic matrix composites, it was decided to conduct a
microstructural investigation of the long term stability of the alloy at temperatures
up to its maximum potential use temperature. This report presents the results of
that study.
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2. Experimental

The material used in this study was Ti-23.2%A1-24.4%Nb, corresponding
closely to the desired stoichiometric composition Ti2AINb. Initial production and
processing was by Timets and consisted of hot pack rolling, grinding and pickling
to remove surface contamination. Thereafter, the material was further processed
to sheet by T.I. Inc. of Attleboro, Mass.. Although the process is proprietary it is
known that the alloy was reduced in successive passes at room temperature with
interstage annealing treatments at a temperature in the range 980-1010°C. The
final pass, after the last annealing treatment, consisted of a light reduction (or 'kiss
pass') to final dimensions. The sheet was 2.0mm thick and 133mm wide.

Samples of this starting material were wrapped in tantalum foil, and then
encapsulated in quartz tubes with titanium sponge as a getter. Isothermal heat
treatments of 500 and 1000 hours at 5000, 6000, 7000, and 800°C were carried out
followed by air cooling. Samples were prepared for optical and scanning electron
microscopy, X-ray microanalysis and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
This report focuses principally upon the transmission electron microscopy study
which constituted the main activity of this investigator. Details of the other studies
can be found in a forthcoming report [5]

Specimens for TEM were prepared by mechanical thinning to ~100gm,
followed by dimpling on a Gatan Dimple Grinder (merely to ensure perforation in
the center of the foil). They were then electropolished in a Fischione twin jet
polisher at 15V and -40°C using an electrolyte of 250ml ethanol, 150ml ethylene
glycol monobutyl ether and 15ml perchloric acid. It is remarked here that,
although results were satisfactory for all but the 800°C heat treatments, other
researchers report using the normal ethanol, butanol, perchloric acid electrolyte
which may provide superior results for heat treated conditions which prove
difficult to polish.

Samples were sent for oxygen and nitrogen analysis: the results, presented
below as Table 1, show that significant interstitial contamination only occurred
after the longest heat treatment at the highest temperature. The TEM study showed
no obvious effects arising due to interstitial pick-up.
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Table 1. Oxygen/Nitrogen Analyses

Sample wt% Oxygen wt% Nitrogen
As received 0.115 ± 0.002 0.017-±0.001
500'C for 500 hours 0.116-±0.004 0.018
500°C for 1000 hours 0.115-±0.002 0.017±+0.002
800°C for 500 hours 0.114±0.003 0.013±+0.003
800'C for 1000 hours 0.140"±0.003 0.020"±0.001

3. Results

The following microstructural observations will be presented in order of
increasing heat treatment temperature and heat treatment time, after a description
of the initial material.

The structures had been previously examined by SEM to determine the major
features of the microstructure [5] and the initial structure is illustrated in Figure 1.
It can be seen that the as-received structure consisted of three phases, namely, i) the
matrix with a grain size of approximately 20pm, ii) large particles approxAnately
2-51pm in length and -2pm wide, and iii) smaller needlelike particles -1 pan in
length and -0.5M wide. The large particles were identified by microprobe
analysis as a2 and the smaller ones were believed to be the orthorhombic phase.
After ageing for 500 hours at 500°C the matrix grains were clearly delineated by a
network of aX2 particles and a contrast effect apparently associated with the grain
boundaries suggested the occurrence of a transformation. After heat treatment for
500hrs at 6000C, the aX2 had spheroidized, the needles of orthorhombic phase were
less clearly in evidence and a lighter phase had begun to appear as small equiaxed
grains -0.25pin in diameter. After treatment at 700°C the matrix appeared to have
undergone recrystallization and the light phase had increased in volume fraction
,vhile the needles of orthorhombic phase had effectively disappeared. Treatment
for 500 hours at 8000C led to two morphologies of the (presumably) same light
phase, namely, similarly oriented needle-like precipitates within the grains and
grain boundary precipitates as illustrated in Figure 2.
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3.a) As received condition

TEM shows that the microstructure consists of three phases. The matrix
consists of large grains ~ 20p1m in diameter which are subdivided into smaller
subgrains about 0.5-Iprn in diameter, Fig. 3. The subgrains form no doubt from
the successive roll/anneal cycles during production. Distributed within the matrix
and aligned in the rolling direction are a2 particles -21am in width and with an
aspect ratio of-2 as shown in Fig. 4. The third phase is present as short aligned
plates, constituting -5% by volume of the alloy, which usually do not coincide with
the rolling direction and which, therefore, are presumed to have formed during the
interstage annealing treatment and been unaffected by the final light rolling pass.

Considering first the major (matrix) phase, selected area diffraction patterns
can be indexed on the basis of a body centered cubic cell with a lattice parameter of
3.23A. Many, but by no means all, of the patterns exhibit clear and sharp
superlattice reflections at the 010 matrix reflection positions, Fig. 5, indicating the
presence of an ordered structure and also show pronounced diffuse streaking along
<110>. The streaking arises from a tweed effect which is clearly visible at high
magnifications. Other patterns exhibit much weaker superlattice reflections but
show correspondingly stronger streaking in <110> and additional reflections in
positions which can not arise from 13 or P3.. Figure 6 shows both superlattice
reflections at (100)p etc. and the pronounced diffuse streaking in <112> and
reflections with spacings at 2 (112)p etc.. Since the nature of the diffraction patterns

obtained from individual grains shows much variation and the appearance of what
appear be irrational reflections, it is considered probable that the matrix consists of
a mixture of disordered beta and ordered beta phases, referred to as 13 and 13o
respectively, and also that another transformation is also in its early stages.

The large, clearly visible second phase grains are identified by electron
diffraction as (X2, Fig. 7. The a2 is very heavily faulted on (10101 as shown in
Fig. 8, probably representing the early stages of a phase transformation. The
needle-like orthorhombic phase will be illustrated in the next heat treated condition
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3.b) 5000 for 500hrs.

The a2 particles are still visible and are unchanged in appearance. The small

needle-like grains are still there, apparently without transformation and are
identified as the orthorhombic phase. Fig. 9(a) shows a general view of these
particles and Fig. 9(b) shows a higher magnification view of a single one. The
particle has well-defined edges on two sides and is probably a needle which cuts

through the plane of the foil at a shallow angle. The indexed [110] zone axis
diffraction pattern from this latter particle is shown in Fig. 10.

In the matrix, a complex transformation of the matrix has clearly begun with
complex faulting and lamellar features appearing across entire grains in well-
defined crystallographic directions in four variants, Fig. 11. In some regions the
transformation occurs over a large area in a single variant as illustrated in Fig.
12(a) and the corresponding diffraction pattern Fig. 12(b) which shows the
expected corresponding streaking of the spots.

All matrix diffraction patterns are now indexable as the orthorhombic phase,
however, the differences between this and the 03 are subtle. Fig. 13(a) is an
indexed [1001o matrix pattern, still containing vestigial spots from the 03 matrix,
which should be compared with the [100]p pattern of the as-received matrix in Fig.
5. The similarity is striking since the two are related by only a very minor change
in lattice parameter.

Similarly Fig. 13(b) is a [110] orthorhombic pattern which, it can be seen,
closely resembles a <11 l>p pattern with a -4% change in one of the lattice
parameters. Furthermore, comparison of Figure 13(b) with the pattern from the
same zone axis of the small acicular particle described just above, Fig. 10, shows a
clear difference in relative intensities between the spots which is indicative of a
structure factor difference between the two crystals even though both are
orthorhombic. This must be due to differences in the atomic configurations in the
respective orthorhombic structures, one of which arises due to a low temperature
process involving only short diffusion distances whereas the other is the result of a
high temperature annealing treatment where diffusion is much less restricted. This
gives rise to a highly ordered orthorhombic structure after low temperature ageing
and a more highly disordered orthorhombic structure after high temperature
ageing. The observation of both types of orthorhombic phase in the same
microstructure is interesting since it indicates that it is easier to nucleate ordered
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orthorhombic phase from ordered beta than to follow the disorder-*order

transformation.

3.c) 5000 for 1000hrs.

After 1000 hours the structure had evolved considerably and, although many
areas still showed the complex faulting and lamellar transformation product several
microns in extent, Fig. 14, many regions now exhibited discrete precipitates. These
regions were typically located near original prior 53 grain boundaries and consisted
of small, new recrystallized grains with extensive precipitation within them. This is
illustrated in Fig. 15 which shows a prior 5 grain boundary lying horizontally

across the center of the micrograph and 0.5-lprn grains nucleated there; extensive
precipitation is evident in the adjoining grains. The grains which have nucleated at
the boundaries are often entirely single phase orthorhombic with no trace of
intragranular precipitation, Fig. 16.

The precipitates themselves are very thin lamellae and will be further
illustrated at a later stage of their development below.

3.d) 6000 for 500hrs.

The transformation is now quite well advanced and the planar faults and
striations, barely visible previously after the 5000 treatments, are now well
resolved as lamellar precipitates. They are extremely thin and are ribbon-like with
partial dislocations visible along their length. Many are quite straight while others
appear to be rather wavy, Fig. 17. Despite repeated attempts, it has proved
impossible to obtain diffraction patterns from these features and their identity as
either faults or discrete precipitates is still uncertain.

The structure at the prior 13 grain boundaries resembles that of the
500'/1000h specimens and the transformation there again appears to be giving rise
to single phase grains and recrystallized grains with lamellar precipitates, Fig. 18.
The ca2 and the small acicular particles of the orthorhombic phase, which were both

present in the starting material, are still visible and unchanged in appearance.
In summary, the structure after 600°/500h appears analogous to the

500'/1000h specimens.
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3.e) 7000 for 500hrs.

Figure 19 shows a general view of the structure after this treatment,
the principal difference being a modest coarsening of the structure present after
600° treatments. Precipitation is still very heavy and fine-scale in most regions

except in the grain boundary grains where single phase grains appear to be
undergoing a discontinuous precipitation process, Fig. 20. The a2 grains from the
starting material can still be found but they are much reduced in size, Fig. 21.

3.f) 8000 for 500hrs.

The structure had totally recrystallized, yielding a grain size of
approximately 5-10pxn. The majority of the grains contained well oriented needle-
like precipitates, Fig. 22(a): the precipitates were typically 100nm in thickness, Fig.
22(b). Large regions of the matrix consisted entirely of monolithic precipitate-
free grains but these did, however, exhibit a contrast effect which may indicate an
ordering or further transformation reaction, Fig. 23. Other small equiaxed grains
are described more fully in the next section.

In addition, occasional grains of a2 were also observed, although much less
commonly than in the 7000C treated material

3.g) 8000 for 1000hrs.

The structure was basically the same as that after 500 hours at 8000C, the
needle-like precipitates had not coarsened appreciably, Fig. 24. The sample
appeared to consist of two types of grains, the first being the 5-101tnm grains with
crystallographically oriented precipitates and the second being small equiaxed
grains -0.5txm in diameter, Fig. 25. These were both studied using convergent
beam and conventional electron diffraction. The matrix was shown to be
orthorhombic with approximate lattice parameters of a--0.605nm, b--0.961nm and
c--0.465nm. Figures 26(a) and (b) are from [10210 and [001]o matrix zone axes
respectively.

The needles and the small equiaxed grains were both found to consist of f3-
phase. Figures 27(a) and (b) show [100] patterns clearly exhibiting the expected
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four-fold symmetry and, furthermore, showing no evidence of superlattice
reflections which would be present if the structure were ordered.

Again, occasional grains of a2 were found, but the total volume fraction is
estimated at <5 volume%.

4. Discussion

If this material is to find use in high temperature applications, its thermal
stability and equilibrium microstructure at temperature are of fundamental
concern. The results of this investigation indicate that, for this specific
composition, the equilibrium microstructure at moderately elevated temperatures
will consist of orthorhombic, beta and a2 phases. The structure present after
500hrs at 8000C appears to be essentially unchanged after a further 500 hours,
indicating that a stable three phase microstructure should be obtainable. Such a
structure should present many possibilities for thermomechanical treatment to
obtain suitable microstructures for intermetallic matrix composites.

The various transformations within the Ti-Al-Nb system have been studied
by several investigators [6-11 ] and a broad understanding of the processes has been
formulated. The phase transformations which occur depend, of course, upon the
precise composition, and the transformation temperature. In the present study the
transformations which have been encountered are:

i) 3 -4 Orthorhombic (0)
ii) P0 - 0
iii) a2 - 0 0
iv) 0 -4 5

and combinations thereof. Of these, i) & ii) were the major ones and occurred as
the as-received material was heated up: iii) occurred as the a2 present in the initial
material decreased in volume fraction: iv) occurred as the needles were
precipitated in the large 0 grains at 800"C.

At this point it is useful to consider the sequence of phase transformations
which may be expected as the material is heated up. The starting structure consisted
principally of 03. with some disordered (3, -10vol% of a2, and -4vol%
orthorhombic phase. The latter 3 phases were presumably present at the annealing
temperatures used in production of the sheet and the P3. formed during the cooling
from this temperature. In addition, electron diffraction, Fig. 6, showed that both
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the 03 and the P3. had already begun to transform even during the final cooling,
leading to the appearance of the tweed structure and to evidence of the ortho-
rhombic phase. With increasing time and temperature thereafter, the transform-
ation of [3 and P3oto an orthorhombic phase is essentially complete after 500'/500h.
However, intensity changes continue to occur in electron diffraction patterns
(compare Figs.lO & 13(b)) indicating that transformation continues up to 800TC.
The lamellar precipitates have not been unambiguously identified, however, they
are probably precursors to the 13 needles which have been identified definitely after

treatment at 8000C. The final structure consists, therefore, of 0, [ and a2 phases
although it is not at all clear at this point why disordered P3 forms instead of the

expected 03o.
The diffraction patterns obtained allow orientation relationships to be

derived for most of the phases involved in the transformations, the principal one
(which can be derived from Fig. 5, for example) being as follows for either
precipitation of 0 from 3 or Po (at 5000C) and precipitation of [P from 0 (at

8000C):
(001)o II (0|1)P

[100]o A [1OOJp = 2-30

The orientation relationship between the orthorhombic and beta phases, and
the [3 habit plane has been studied experimentally and theoretically by Bendersky et
al. [ 11 ] using TEM and a minimization of strain energy technique. They found by
TEM an O.R. of the type:

(l1O)oII (2 1)p
[O01]oll [00110

with a (112) habit plane. Calculations broadly agreed with these observations but it
was pointed out that the accuracy of matching and the deviation from any specific
orientation relationship is a sensitive function of precise composition and lattice
occupancy. They presented the model below showing the atomic matching to be
expected across such an interface in which [OOIp A [100]o is -2-3", a conclusion
which is corroborated by the present study.
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It appears, then, that the Ti-Al-Nb system presents the possibility of other
order-disorder transformations in the orthorhombic phase in addition to the
already well known 03-+P3o transformation. Even the f3-•j3o transformation

deserves further study since, as pointed out above, the needles which form in the
orthorhombic phase after heat treatment at 800*C appear to be 0 and not P3o.

Investigation of the occurrence of such transformations could involve high
temperature X-ray or in-situ TEM studies in order to determine the phase
boundaries and structures. However, the implications for mechanical properties
should not be overlooked, especially if order/disorder transformations should
occur in the temperature regime of interest for structural applications. A
transformation of this type could make the ductility of the alloy strongly dependent
upon temperature and thermal history, especially under conditions of thermal
cycling.

Finally, it is suggested that now the microstructure of the monolithic alloy is
reasonably well understood, future work should be directed to the effects of
processing into composite form. Microstructural effects of the unavoidable
presence of residual stresses on the order/disorder transformations may may be
anticipated. Also, interstitial element solution from potential reinforcing fibers
may be a further source of influence on the microstructure.
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6. Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Microstructure of as-received material.
Fig. 2. Microstructure after heat treatment at 800°C for 500hrs.
Fig. 3. TEM micrograph of as-received material showing small subgrain size.
Fig. 4. ca2 grains in as-received material.

Fig. 5. [001] matrix SADP showing saperlattice reflections and streaking

along <110>.
Fig. 6. [1 10j matrix SADP showing streaking, superlattice and extra

reflections.
Fig. 7. [0001] SADP from a2.

Fig. 8. cx2 grains showing heavy faulting on ( 10101.
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Fig. 9(a). Particles of orthorhombic phase, ( some are labelled 0) in material
heat treated at 500 0C for 500 hours (500°/500h).

Fig. 9(b). Higher magnification view of an 0 particle.
Fig. 10. [001]o SADP from orthorhombic crystal.
Fig. 11. Complex transformation in matrix, (5000/500h).
Fig. 12(a) Large area of similarly oriented transformation product.
Fig. 12(b) SADP from Fig. 12(a).
Fig. 13(a). [100]o zone axis pattern.
Fig. 13(b) [110]0 zone axis pattern.
Fig. 14. Transformation after 500'/1000h.
Fig. 15. Recrystallization at prior P3 grain boundary (horizontal across center

of micrograph).
Fig. 16. Monolithic orthorhombic crystal at prior P3 grain boundary.
Fig. 17. Lamellar precipitates in 600°/500h material.
Fig. 18. Orthorhombic grains at prior I3 grain boundary.
Fig. 19. General view of 7000/500h material.
Fig. 20. Discontinuous precipitation in orthorhombic phase at prior P3 grain

boundary.
Fig. 21. oc2 grain and lamellar precipitates in orthorhombic matrix.
Fig. 22(a). General view of 800°/500h showing needle-like precipitates in

orthorhombic matrix.
Fig. 22(b). Higher magnification view showing the apparently needle-like

precipitates (800'/500h).
Fig. 23. Apparent fine-scale transformation within the orthorhombic matrix.
Fig. 24. Needle-like precipitates after 800°/100Oh.
Fig. 25. Type of small crystal occurring at orthorhombic grain boundary triple

points, etc..
Fig. 26(a) [10210 SADP from matrix.
Fig. 26(b). [001 ] SADP from matrix.
Fig. 27(a). [0011 SADP from one of the needles.
Fig. 27(b). Corresponding [001]p CBDP showing the expected 4mm symmetry.
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Fg1. Microstructure of as-received Fi g. 2. Microstructuire after heat
material treatment at S000 C for

500hirs.

Fi 11. 3. TEM micrograph of as-received Fi u. 4. cx2 grains in as-receive
material showing small subgrain material.
size.

Fi 2, 5. [0011 matrix SADP showing super- Fig2. 6. 1 101 matrix SADP showin12,
lattice reflections and streaking streaking. superlattice and

dl~<I I O>. extra reflections.
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Fig. 7. [0001] SADP from oc2. Fig. 8. (X2 grains showing heavy

'X .faulting on {1010}.
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Fig. 9(a). Particles of orthorhombic phase, Fig. 9(b). Higher magnification
view (some are labelled 0) in material of an 0 particle.

heat treated at 500'C for
500 hours (500'/500h).

Fig. 10. [110] oSADP from ortho- Fig. 11. Complex transformation in

rhombic crystal. matrix, (500'/500h).
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Fki. 1 2(a) Large area of similarly Fi.12(b) SADP from F*ir. 12(a).
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Fig. 22(a). General view of 800'/500h Fig. 22(b). Higher magnification
showing needle-like precipitates view showing the
in orthorhombic matrix, apparently needle-like

D~reciDitates (800'/500h

Fig. 23. Apparent fine-scale transform- Fig. 24. Needle-like precipitates
ation within the orthorhombic after 800°/1000h.
matrix.

Fig. 25. Type of small crystal occurring at orthorhombic grain
boundary triple points, etc..
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INVESTIGATION OF THE COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS OF SWIRLED IJECTORS

IN A CONFINED COANNULAR SYSTEM WITH A SUDDEN EXPANSION

Paul 0. Hedman, Professor

David L. Warren, Master Candidate

Departments of Chemical and Mechanical Engineering

Brigham Young University

This report contains a brief summary of work done during the 1992 AFOSR summer faculty
research program to investigate the flow and combustion characteristics of a burner designed to

"specifically reproduce recirculation patterns and LBO processes that occur in a real gas
turbine combustor." The Pratt & Whitney Task 150 Combustor uses a swirling fuel injector
from an actual turbojet engine installed in a sudden expansion combustor which closely

simulates the geometry of a jet engine combustor. The Task 150 burner has been configured so
the geometry around the injector is nearly axisymmetric, but incorporates quartz windows

permitting optical (laser-based) measurements to be made in the flame.

The primary effort during this summer's AFOSR sponsored research program for faculty and

graduate students was to use OH- laser induced fluorescence (LIF) imaging to investigate OH-

ion concentrations and laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) to make gas velocity measurements.
These two techniques were employed in both the Task 100 and Task 150 combustors.

Preliminary analysis of the Task 150 OH- images, combined with flow split information
obtained during last year's summer research program, revealed basic mixing patterns. The
images also further defined characteristic flame shapes previously measured. LDA
measurements have quantified the axial, radial, and tangential velocity components in the
combustor. Preliminary analysis of iso-axial velocity contours have identified the major
recirculation zones. This data will allow streamlines to be determined which will give a good

understanding of the flow field within the combustor. This data is also useful for model
validation. Measurements of the fuel equivalence ratio at lean blow out as a function of air flow

rate with nitrogen dilution were also obtained with the Task 100 burner.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS OF SWIRLED INJECTORS
IN A CONFINED COANNULAR SYSTEM WITH A SUDDEN EXPANSION

Paul 0. Hedman and David L. Warren

I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents a brief summary of results of an investigation to determine the flame

characteristics of a single swirling fuel injector from an actual Pratt & Whitney jet engine
installed in a burner with a sudden expansion (Pratt & Whitney Task 150 combustor). This

work provides a bridge between the combustion characteristics of confined, coannular fuel and

air jets discharged into a sudden expansion (Pratt & Whitney Task 100 combustor) and the
characteristics of a linear array with four swirling fuel Injectors installed in a rectangular

combustion chamber simulating a segment of a real jet engine combustor (Pratt & Whitney
Task 200 combustor). The advantage of the Task 150 combustor is it allows the actual

combustion characteristics of a real injector to be investigated in a simple geometry where
various diagnostic measurements (primarily laser-based optical measurements) can be more

easily made. The Task 100 and 150 combustor configurations have been specifically developed

to study the phenomenon of lean blowout (LBO) in modern annular aircraft gas turbine

combustors. The combustor has been carefully designed (Sturgess, et al. 1990) to "specifically
reproduce recirculation patterns and LBO processes that occur in a real gas turbine combustor."

The Task 100 combustor consists of a 29 mm diameter central fuel jet surrounded by a

40 mm diameter annular air jet. The jets are located in the center of a 150 mm diameter
duct, creating a rearward-facing bluff body with a step height of 55 mm at the exit plane. The
combustor test section incorporates flat quartz windows to accommodate laser and other optical
access, but uses a metal shell with metal coiner fillets to reduce the vorticity concentration and

its effect on the bulk flow field in the combustor. This box-section combustor with corner
fillets allows reasonable optical access while providing a cross section that approximates a two-

dimensional axisymmetric cross section. The bluff body provides a recirculation region which

stabilizes the flame.

The Task 150 combustor configuration utilizes the basic Task 100 hardware, but replaces the

confined, coannular jets with an insert and a swirling fuel Injector from a Pratt & Whitney jet
engine. A schematic drawing of the Task 150 Combustor is shown in Figure 1. A drawing

showing the installation of the fuel injector in greater detail Is presented in Figure 2.
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Two different fuel injectors were used for this study,

a high swirl injector, and a low swirl injector. The high

swirl injector used in this study was referred to by ExhaustOrifice

representatives of Pratt & Whitney as a "bill of Plate

materials injector" used in production engines. The

low swirl injector was reported to match the ChamberExtension •
characteristics of the injectors supplied by Pratt &

Whitney for use in the Task 200 combustor.
Quartz...90._.

The objective of the project was to determine the Window 1.79 m

combustion and flow characteristics of the Task 150

burner over a range of operating conditions. Fuel Inlet 2---

Specifically, the study was to characterize the broad Fuel Injecto

operating characteristics of the Task 150 burner

with both high and low swirl injectors. The initial Diffuse---

characterization (Hedman and Warren, 1991)

included the following experimental work: flow Air Inle

meter calibration, checkout experiments, flame

characterization experiments which were recorded

on film and video tape, lean blow out Figure1- Task15O Pratt and

measurements, determination of the flow Whitney Combustor

partitioning between the injector passages as a

Insert Swiders Deflector
(Xl 5) Cooling Quartz

Dome Cooling Jets I•W rido~w n o

d: i •Aluminum~m

Leakage K • Swirl

Fuel 11Vae Aluminum

Pass Secondary Diffuser
SSwider Shelf

Fuel Nozzle Primary Swirler

Figure 2. Detall of Task 150 Injector
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function of air flow rate, and measurements of wall differential pressure and wall temperature

measurements. The results of this study relate to a flame blowout modeling study being conducted by

other investigators from Pratt & Whitney (Sturgess, et al. 1990). A secondary purpose of this study has

been to collect data to be used in validating a computer code which predicts the flame phenomena and

blowout limits (Sturgess, et al. 1990).

The experimental efforts during the 1992 summer faculty research program (this study) were focused on

three areas: 1) The collection of OH- concentrations images using laser induced fluorescence (LIF) to

document the instantaneous location of the flame reaction zones, 2) The collection of extensive sets of

laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) data to quantify the velocity flow fields existing in the burner, and 3) a

limited amount of additional lean blow out data with nitrogen dilution in the Task 100 burner to

supplement data obtained last year (Hedman and Warren, 1991) in the Task 150 burner.

The page constraints of this report prevent a detailed summary and discussion of all of the experimental

results obtained. Consequently, only example results are presented. A more complete compilation of the

data collected has been prepared in the form of an appendix which has been supplied to the Air Force

sponsor at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. A complete analysis of the data obtained during the 1991

(Hedman, and Warren, 1991) and 1992 summer research programs (This study), and the data collected in

two AFOSR research initiation grants (Pyper and Hedman, 1991; Pyper, Warren, and Hedman, 1992) will

be analyzed in detail and reported in the Master of Science theses of Mr. David L. Warren ( Warren, 1993)

and Mr. David K. Pyper (Pyper, 1993).

II. RESULTS

Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) Imaging of OH"

LIF (Laser Induced Florescence) is a single photon process. A dye laser is tuned to a frequency which

causes a particular ion or molecule to fluoresce at a different frequency. Some of these emitted light

photons are then recorded and their image preserved with a camera. In these experiments, OH- ions were

excited with an ultra-violet (283 nm) sheet produced by a tunable dye laser pumped with a 10 ns pulse

from a Nd-Yag laser. This laser sheet passed through centerline of the reactor. An intensified CCD

camera, located normal to the laser sheet, captured the 75 mm high two-dimensional uv (308 nm) image.

This nearly instantaneous map of OH- concentration was then stored by a Macintosh computer (Figure 3).

OH ions are commonly chosen for LIF because they are important markers in hydrocarbon flames. These

ions are produced in large quantities during the combustion process, therefore being a good indicator of

flame fronts. However, in some circumstances, these ions may persist long distances downstream of the
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actual flame front, limiting their usefulness

after the initial flame zone. Also, as in any o degrees or 25 degrees

laser diagnostic technique, there is a N | a Tunable

concentration level below which OH- ions Nd-1110 Dye

will not be detected. With these

limitations in mind, conclusions based

solely on OH- LIF images are clearly! I

suspect. anr

The experimental behavior of the Pratt &

Whitney Task 100 combustor is quite Computer

different than the predictions by

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) F

programs. These computer codes predict

the flame to be anchored in the jet shear layer for all fuel equivalence ratios (Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Co.,
1991). However, the flame has been experimentally observed (Roquemore, et al. 1991) to attach to the

backward facing step just outside the air tube at fuel equivalence ratios (4)) in excess of 1.08. In these

operating conditions, a small "coke bottle" shaped flame pilots a thicker flame sheet which is much lower

than the CFD programs predict. The waisting is predicted by the CFD code, but the mixture is too lean to
bum. Roquemore postulates a discrete and intermittent process is responsible for the entrainment of the
fuel into the step recirculation zone. This type of transport would require passageways in the flame in

order to deliver the unburned fuel from the fuel tube to the step recirculation zone. These passageways

would appear as a region with little to no OH- ions present.

Much of what Roquemore observed can also be found in the OH- images collected in this study of the
flame in the Task 100 burner. As he observed in the well-attached flame (0=1.56), the OH" ions appear in

vortex structures being shed off the backwards step. These structures were very clear in the images

collected. Once again, in the lean condition, OH- ions were not observed below 150 mm in the reactor,

with relatively small amounts between 150-200 mm and very large amounts beyond. It cannot be said

Roquemore's theory was either definitively validated or contradicted by any data collected in this study.
The Task 100 OH- images were not included in this report because of limited space but will be further

analyzed (Warren, 1993).

Although theoretical work for the Task 150 in all its complexity does not exist, swirl stabilized flames have

been studied extensively by both empirical and theoretical methods. This research has shown the funnel-
like structure shown in Figure 4. The swirl causes the gases to be flung outward. These gases are
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replaced by other gases drawn from

downstream. The OH' images taken of the

Pratt & Whitney Task 150 burner (Figures /

5,6, and 7) dramatically illustrate these .

characteristics of swirling flames and the

highly variable nature of the flame shape, /
particularly with high swirl nozzle at the lower /

flow rate. In addition, the effect of the insert

jets is conspicuous. It is informative to

correlate these OH' images with the

information known about the partitioning of 1
the air flow rates through the various

passageways of the nozzle obtained in earlier

studies (Hedman and Warren, 1991). The Figure 4. Swirl Stabilized flame.
local fuel equivalence ratios shown in

Table 1 were calculated from the air flow

through each of the different passageways and the total fuel flow. Implicit in these calculations are two

assumptions. First, the fuel is assumed to mix uniformly within each combination of partitions before

mixing with remaining air. Second, the fuel blockage effects (which would change t!he partitioning as a

function of fuel flow) observed previously (Hedman and Warren, 1991) are assumed to be negligible. At

this air flow (500 slpm), LBO occurs at a fuel equivalence ratio of about 0.5.

Table 1. Local Fuel Equivalence Ratios. These ratios were calculated from the total fuel flow and the
combined air flows for each combination.

Overall Primary Swirler Primary+Secondary Pima~+,Secondary
Phi Phi Swirlers Swirlers and Insert Jets

Phi Phi0.62 4.17 1.11 0.80
1.08 7.26 1.94 1.39
1.49 10.02 2.67 . 1.92

With these assumptions in mind, and knowing the flammability limits (ý) of propane are roughly 0.5 to 2.5,

some conclusions can cautiously be applied to these images. In every case, the air in the primary swirler

alone does not provide sufficient oxidizer to permit combustion. Thus, the fuel must mix with at least the

secondary swirled air before combustion is possible. As shown in Figure 5, with a fuel equivalence ratio of

0.62, the funnel structure expected in a swirl stabilized flame is clearly evident. The equivalence ratio of
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225 min

150 mm ~

Figure 5. OH Image for Task 1 50-HS, Air 500 sipm, Phi 0.62
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225 mm.

150mm- **'

075 mr-

-An

Figure 6. OH Image f or Task 1 S0-HS, Air 500 slpm, Phi 1.08
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0750mm-

000 Mm __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 7. OH- Image for Task 1 50-HS, Air 500 slpm, Phi 1.49
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the two swirled jets is 1.11, indicating little air from the insert jets is needed to complete the combustion.
Although Figure 5 shows high concentrations of OH- ions extending above the funnel, visual

observations reveal the visible flame region is apparently only a thin sheet, much like a horn, or funnel,

with a rounded cusp.

As the overall fuel equivalence ratio is increased to 1.08 (Figure 6), the swirled air/fuel mixture was still
within flammability limits. What changed was the amount of fuel left for to mix with the insert jets. This

additional fuel, as shown in Figure 6, apparently burned on the shoulders of the funnel. Comparison with

Figure 5 highlights the increase of OH" ions in this area.

Finally, as the overall fuel equivalence ratio is increased to 1.49 (Figure 7), the fuel-rich swirled air can no

longer support combustion. The characteristic funnel of a swirl stabilized flame is no longer visible. The

combustion is only taking place in the presence of air from the insert and dome jets. This can be illustrated

by superimposing Figure 7 with Figure 5. These two images are negatives of each other--where one is

black the other is white. This supports the original assumption of the fuel mixing with each passageway in

turn from the inside-out.

Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) Measurements

A laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) was used to make extensive measurements of gas velocity in the
burner at five separate experimental conditions. The experimental conditions used are summarized in

Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of Experimental Conditions for LDA Measurements

Hardware Flow Condition Air Flow rate Propane Nitrogen Equivalence
Configuration slpm(70 F) Flow rate slpm Flow rate sipm Ratio

J0 C) (o C)
Task 150-HS Cold 500 , 1 14 0.72
Task 150-HS Hot 500 14 0.72
Task 150-HS Cold 500 29 1.49
Task 150-HS Hot 500 29 1.49
Task 100 Cold 1000 23 0.59

The focus of the LDA measurements made during this year's summer faculty research program was the

Task 150 burner with the high swirl injector installed. Measurements were made near lean blow-out

(*-0.72), and also fuel rich conditions (411.49) with the flame attached to the dome and insert jets. LDA

measurements were also obtained in isothermal, non-reactive flows where nitrogen was substituted for

the propane fuel. This has allowed the effect of the flame temperature on the flow field and gas velocities

to be determined at least two of the test conditions used.
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FiberOptic Pinhole

Polarizing'• Polarizing "-Bragg

~M Compute

Figure 8. LDA Setup

A series of LDA measurements in the Task 100 burner were conducted as part of a previous summer

faculty research program (Hedman, 1990). Subsequently, researchers at SRL, Inc. conducted a more

complete set of LDA measurements on the Task 100 burner (Post and Vilimpoc, 1992). These earlier

LDA data were thought to be somewhat in error because the LDA filters had not been set to measure

negative velocities correctly. The problem in the LDA system was corrected for this summer's program.

Consequently, one set of cold flow LDA data was taken at a geometry (Task 100) and flow condition

(1000 slpm air, 23 slpm N2) which was identical to the earlier experiments (Post and Vilimpoc, 1992) in

an effort to determine the extent of error in the earlier sets of LDA data. It was hoped much of the earlier

data (Hedman, 1990; Post and Vilimpoc, 1992) could be appropriately used.

A schematic of the LDA experimental set-up is presented in Figure 8. The beam from the argon-ion laser

was split into two beams, frequency shifted (40 and 34 MHz), polarized, and focused into a diagnostic

volume in the test section. The forward-scattered LDA signals for the radial and axial velocity components

were focused into fiber optic cables and passed to a photo multiplier tube to be amplified and converted to

electrical signals. These electrical signals were collected with TSI, Inc counters and analyzed with a

Macintosh llfx computer. A Le Croy 9314L Quad 300 MHz oscilloscope was used to monitor the

Doppler bursts to help in the alignment of the LDA system and to insure quality data was being collected.

Even with careful alignment, there was still optical noise which had to be filtered using data analysis

programs prepared by researchers at SRL, Inc. (Goss, 1992)
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A brief experimental study

was conducted to evaluate 35 7' ".. "

the effect of the number of 30 - - - LDA Points Taken

points taken at a given test 25 - - - o Axial 1000
20 - TangentialQ1000

location on the accuracy of 15 o Axial 2000
the gas velocity 10 Tangential 200010 A Axial 5000
measurement. Figure 9 1 -- A Tangential 5000
showsaset of axialand . 0 o - -

tangential velocity .-5 - -

measurements taken at an -10

axial location of 11.3 mm -15 - - , - -,

from about the centerline to -20
-25 .. . .. . . . . . .a radial location of about -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

19 mm. Three different Y Coordinate, mmFigure 9. Effect of Number of LDA Data Points Taken
sets of data are shown, a (Z=11.3 mm, Task 150-HS, 29 slpm C3H8, 500 slpm Air, Oz1.49)

set with 5000 points

collected at each radial location, a set with 2000 points collected, and a set with 1000 points collected. In

general, there was little difference observed in the mean axial and tangential velocities determined from

the different number of points in the data sets. However, the fluctuating velocity components (i.e. rms

velocities) are expected to be better described by the data sets containing the largest number of points.

Nevertheless, for this study, it was deemed advisable to use 1000 data points at each test location. This

allowed a greater number of experimental conditions and geometries to bt, evaluated during the limited

time period afforded by the 12 week summer faculty research program. Detailed analysis of this data
should give considerable insight and direction into future experiments where increased accuracy of the

rms velocity data may warrant data collection with a larger number of samples.

The axial and tangential velocity data shown in Figure 9 were measured in close proximity to the

discharge of the high swirl injector. The sharp peak in axial velocity between about 2 mm and 11 mm

corresponds to the outlet of the secondary swirler (See Figure 2). A corresponding strong tangential

component exists in this same location. The second peak in the axial velocity between 11 and 17 mm is

associated with the flow through the insert jets. Since the insert jets were set at discrete intervals around

the burner, it was possible to measure velocities between the insert jets which did not show this sharp

peak. It is interesting to note the tangential velocity in the region of the insert jets is significantly reduced

from those directly in line with the discharge from the swirl vanes.
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Two component velocity data were obtained for each of the test conditions described above (Table 2).

The burner was translated with respect to the laser diagnostic volume in an X, Y, and Z coordinate system.
Translation in the Z coordinate direction allowed variation in the axial location. Translation in the X or Y axis

allowed variations with radius to be determined. For these tests, the X or Y translations were done along a

coordinate centerline. Translation in the X coordinate direction along the Y coordinate centerline allowed

axial and radial velocity data to be obtained. The edge of the windows limited translation in this coordinate

direction to about ± 30 mm. Translation in the Y coordinate direction along the X coordinate centerline

allowed axial and tangential velocity data to be obtained. As the diagnostic volume was brought near the

quartz windows, significant optical noise was added to the Doppler signals. The quartz windows were

approximately ± 76 mm from the center of the reactor. The optical noise from the windows generally

limited data collection to ± 65 mm, although with especially clean windows, it was sometimes possible to

get good data at ± 70 mm. Typically, data was collected at 0.5 or 1.0 mm radial increments where the

velocity gradients were large. Data was collected at up to 10 mm increments where velocity profiles were

relatively flat. A typical set of data was taken at axial locations of 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150,

200, and 240 mm above the dome of the reactor. Occasionally, other intermediate locations were

examined where large velocity gradients or other interesting behavior were found. A small error in the

location of the reactor center caused some of the data to be taken at locations slightly removed from the

prescribed test location. Correction of this location error has caused some of the data to be reported at

other than the desired integer number test locations. The X, Y, Z positions as reported in the data sets are

the corrected locations. In general, it was felt the reactor location was known to about 0.5 mm in the Y

0:, ie!on and about 0.1 mm in the X and Z directions. This error was mostly due to the size and shape of

the diagnostic volume where the laser beams were focused. Hard copies and electronic files of all LDA

data collected were provided to the laboratory focal point, Dr. W.M. Roquemore.

An example of the LDA data is presented in Figure 10. This figure presents representative axial velocity

profiles collected for the Task 150-HS combustor burning 14 slpm propane with 500 slpm air (0=0.72).

Only six of the eleven radial plots collected are shown. Nevertheless, the sharp peaks associated with the

burner in the region near the injector (discussed above) are clearly evident. The decay of the high velocity

region associated with the injector as one moves from one down stream to the next is also apparent.

Although the radial profile is becoming flatter at each down stream location, it has not reached the classic

flat turbulent profile by the 201.3 mm location. Although not shown, the strong tangential velocities

associated with the injector (See Figure 9), rapidly decay and diffuse to the outer edges of the reactor

becoming nearly uniform (ca -1 m/s) across the duct by the 201.3 mm axial location.
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The relatively fine grid of

axial, radial and 3 ,5I;
30 N-- - 201.3

tangential velocity data 26 + 126.3mm
will allow the nominal 25 i -.- I 076.3 mm•J X 076.3 mm

flow streamlines 20 X 051.3 mm

through the reactor to 15 02.3mm

be estimated. This will E 10

allow the major flow

structure and the > 0 l- I
recirculation patterns to -5

be determined. -10--

However, there was not -15

sufficient time to -20
-4 0 4 8 121620242832364044485256606468 72 76analyze even an

Y Coordinate, mm
example case for this Figure 10. Example of Axial Velocity

report because of the Task 150-HS, 14 slpm C3 H8 , 500 s1pm Air

reporting deadlines.

This analysis will be made and reported in the Masters Thesis of David L. Warren (Warren, 1993). In an

effort to get some understanding of the flow patterns in the burner, an analysis of the zero axial velocity
contours for one of the experimental cases (Task 150-HS, 14 slpm N2 , and 500 slpm Air) was prepared.

The results are shown in Figure 11. The zero axial velocity contours are shown as solid lines on a

projection of the burner and reactor chamber. Although uncertain at this point, dashed lines have been

used to show the outline of the recirculation zones. This analysis shows four separate recirculation zones

in the reactor. There is a recirculation zone located directly over the injector, which seems to be
associated with the swirlers. There is another recirculation zone at the bottom edge of the reactor driven

by the dome jets. A major recirculation zone is associated with the zero axial velocity line the begins at the

edge of the injector and angles upward to the wall of the reactor. These recirculation zones are consistent

with the visual observations and video images taken of the reactor (Hedman and Warren, 1991). There is

also a fourth recirculation zone located high up in the reactor. The velocities in this zone are rather low,

but it clearly exists and brings fluid from the outer edges of the reactor back to nearly the center of the
reactor. The recirculation zone near the primary swirler and downstream recirculation zone create a region

of nearly zero axial velocity between them which may contribute to the stabilization of the flame.
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Lean Blow Out Experiments

An extensive set of lean blow out (LBO)

experiments were conducted during the

previous summer faculty research /

program (Hedman and Warren, 1991) in

the Task 150 configuration, with and

without the addition of nitrogen to the air I
stream. The added nitrogen affects the

loading parameter, and also simulates a

reduced ambient pressure (i.e. a reduced

partial pressure of oxygen). A limited set

of lean blow out experiments were -

conducted in this summers program in

the Task 100 burner in order to /
complete the data set. Figure 12
presents the results of this LBO

investigation. Lean blow outs were

measured at air flow rates of 500, 1000,

2000, and 3200 slpm air flow rate with

various levels of nitrogen dilution up to

about 870 slpm. The test facility limited

the maximum amount of nitrogen which

could be flowed without major facility

modification to about 900 slpm. This Figure 11. Zero Axial Velocity Contours,
data will be used to complement data Task 150-HS, 14 slpm N2, 500 slpm Air

being taken at Brigham Young University

(BYU) under last year's research initiation

grant (Pyper, Warren, and Hedman, 1992). The fuel equivalence ratio at lean blow out without nitrogen

are consistent with the recent data taken at BYU, but are somewhat higher (ca 0.55 to 0.65) compared to

previous data (0.45-0.55) taken at Wright Patterson AFB (Hedman, 1990). Investigation into these

differences is continuing.
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Figure 12. Effect of N2 Flow Rate on Lean Blow Out
for the Pratt & Whitney Task 100 burner

ill. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Suogestions for Follow-on Research.

There have been considerable insights into the operational characteristics gained from this
summer's faculty and graduate student research program, the previous two summer's faculty
research programs (Hedman, 1990; Hedman and Warren, 1991), and from the two companion
research initiation studies (Pyper and Hedman, 1991; Pyper, et al., 1992) already completed.
There is yet much to be done before a full understanding of the burner is achieved. There are
several suggested investigations to further these insights. Additional work needs to be done on
the flow partitioning and fuel blockage effects in the low and high swirl nozzles. The air flow
rates to the primary and secondary swirlers were thought to have a major impact on the
operation of the combustor. Much needed data on this characteristic could be obtained if the
facility were modified to allow the air flow to the various injector passages to be independently

controlled.
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Work needs to be done to quantify the volume of a flame and the amount of air and fuel which is

actually entering the flame zone. This is needed in order to define an appropriate loading

parameter for the Task 150 burner, and to better determine the actual fuel equivalence ratio in

the "well mixed" flame zone. Additional laser sheet lighted images (Mie scattering from a seeded
flow) would be very useful to provide qualitative mappings of the flow fields. This information

is essential in order to better understand the characteristics of the eddies and other turbulent

structures. Local gas temperature data and mixture fraction measurements from the Task 100

and/or Task 150 Combustors would be very useful information for comparison to model

predictions. The temperature data could be obtained using the CARS diagnostic system and
Burner already in place at BYU. Gas mixture fraction is difficult to obtain with laser-based

diagnostic techniques, but could be done with gas sampling probes. This area needs further

investigation.

Eventually, it would be desirable to investigate the feasibility of introducing a liquid fuel into

the Task 150 combustor. The facility modifications to accomplish this task would be very

simple. Whether the windows would remain clear enough for laser diagnostics when operating

with a potential sooting fuel is uncertain and needs to be investigated.

Application for a Mini Research Initiation Grant.

An application for a mini research grant will be prepared as a result of the summer fellow

research program. The proposed project would include the measurements on the Task 150

provided to BYU and installed under previous research initiation grants (Pyper and Hedman,

1991; Pyper, et al., 1992). The proposed study will include: additional flame characterization

measurements using film photographs and video images, CARS gas temperature measurements,

sheet lighted film photographs from MIE scattering from a seeded flow, and investigation into

the feasibility of using liquid fuels in the Task 150 combustor. The proposed BYU project would

fill a need to investigate the swirling burner in a single burner configuration. In addition, to

basic combustion measurements, a future program at BYU could begin to investigate the
performance of advanced combustor designs, and the formation of NOx pollutants at the higher

fuel equivalence ratios associated with higner performance gas turbines.
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ABSTRACT

The object of this study was to determine the stress wave (or pulse) propagation through the
thickness of a graphite-epoxy laminated plate. This was part of an overall study to understand the
damage of these plates under normal projectile impact. Upon a sharp impact by a tiny spherical
steel ball, the stress wave propagated from the impact point into the rest of the material. It was
found that the embedded polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) sensors enabled prediction of the wave
velocities and wave attenuation.

INTRODUCTION

The impact behavior of laminated plates is an important topic because composite plates are
known to respond to impact loading and energy dissipation in a very different way than metallic
plates. In fact, impact resistance is one of the most serious weaknesses of composite material
plates. Excellent recent survey articles on this topic was reported by [1] and [2]. The impact of
metallic plates by spherical balls was reported by [3], [4] and more recently by [5].

Tho concept of embedded strain gages was employed by [6, 7] to study the deformation and
damage of composite laminates under impact loading. The characteristic features of the strain
records are associated with specific failure modes of the laminates. The load history, imparted
energy and transient strains at various locations through the thickness were obtained. Wave
propagation in transversely impacted composite laminates was obtained by [8] and [9].

The objective of this work is to examine the wave velocities and wave attenuation in the
thickness direction using the PVDF sensors that are embedded in the interior of the laminate. Upon
a sharp impact, the stress wave propagates from the impact point into the rest of the material.
Immediately below the impact point over a small area, the stress wave can be assumed to propagate
with a plane front in the thickness direction. A plane pressure sensor of relatively small dimension

Dr. David Hui, University of New Orleans. Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, New Orleans, LA 70148

Dr. Piyush Duna, U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 72 Lyme Road, Hanover. NH
03755
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will respond to this propagating stress wave front. A series of such sensors embedded in various
depths in the interfaces of the laminate will respond to this incoming stress pulse in the sequence
at which the sensors meet the pulse. A measurement of the time difference between the start of
successive pulses, divided by the distance between the sensors, would give the velocity of the
stress wave between sensors.

The present impact problem is concerned with an extremely short duration pulse so that the
wavelength is short relative to the thickness of the individual lamina. Such short-wave length pulse
is especially needed in laminates that contain relatively few layers, because one needs to examine
the reflection, transmission and superposition of wave through a laminated plate.

The present work is concerned with the impact of tiny spheres on laminated plates. Such
impact does not cause damage of the composite plates. The validity of the techniques of using
embedded sensors is demonstrated. Further, knowing the velocity of the stress wave will enable
one to measure the Young's modulus in the thickness direction, which is known to be hard to
measure. The drop test enables one to determine the compressive stresses of a particular lamina
as the wave propagates toward the free back surface and the superposition of the tensile stresses
as the wave is reflected from free back surface.

The use of piezoelectric polymer as a material that transforms an electric field to a small
mechanical deformation directly through a readjustment of internal polarization is well known
[10]. The polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric sensors are embedded in the interior of
the laminated plate. The purpose of these sensors is to enable one to "look" inside the composite
specimens and to determine the sequence and propagation of the stress waves. Of particular
concern is the duration of the stress wave as it crosses a lamina due to impact and the reflection
of waves from the back free surface. It appears that the data collection instruments (CREATEC
and NICOLET) were sensitive enough to measure the stress pulse through the charge in the PVDF
and hence the force applied to the sensor within the laminate.

The wavelength of the pulse is assumed to be short relative to the lamina thickness but long
relative to the diameter of the individual fiber. Thus, the material is governed by the effective
properties of the equivalent homogeneous material. The "interface" effects are neglected and the
analysis is thus identical to that of the homogeneous material.

The laminated plate consists of four sets of layers (each set consists of seven layers). The plate
dimensions are 4 in. by 4 in. The plate is clamped in a fixture so as to become a circular plate with
a diameter of 3 in. The fixture was used in previous experiments involving Hopkinson bar tests
[11].

WAVE SPEED AND ATTENUATION

As a first approximation, the "interface" effects are neglected and the composite plates can
be modeled as transversely isotropic materials. The wave speed in the thickness direction [9] is

V = [(23 2 c 3 )/211/(2

where c13t = (G 13 /p) (G 12/p) (2)
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and C23t = G23/P) (2p(1 + v23) )3)

In the above, E22 is Young's modulus in the direction perpendicular to the fiber, G 1 2, G 13 and G23
are the shear moduli, V23 is Poisson's ratio and p is the density of the material. Further subscripts,
1,2,3, refer to the fiber direction, in-plane perpendicular to the fiber and out-of-plane perpendicu-
lar to the fiber, respectively. Note that the above velocities are independent of the frequency so that
for plane waves, a pulse shape composed of a spectrum of frequencies can propagate without
distortion of its shape. The laminae are manufactured with a 28-layer stacking sequence (07,457,
907,07).

The experimental wave speed was measured by any two of the three embedded sensors. The
wave speed, measured by the two sensors that are seven plies apart and with the pulse duration of
0.5 ms (that is, 500 ns) can be found from

v = lamina thickness/propagation time
= (0.041/12)/(500x 10-9)
= 6833 ft/sec

For an eight-layer stacking sequence of (0J/±45)s graphite epoxy specimens, the wave speed in
the thickness direction was calculated by [9] to be 6525 ft/sec. This value agrees well with the
present experimental result. The wave propagation is accompanied by attenuation of its amplitude
for three major effects: (1) geometric attenuation, (2) interfacial friction between fibers and matrix
and (3) the interlaminar friction between adjacent plies. Geometric attenuation is due to the

•'@ . ~.. spreadingaout of the wave in a spherical direction starting from the point of impact. Normally, the
ge:-etriq a" gu01¶:flj��,. d p omiant over te rzenaiuing effects. However, since the distance of
wave propagation in the thickness direction is so small compared to the planar direction, it is not
necessarily the dominant factor.

The dispersion effects are expected to be small because all layers (with different stacking
orientation) are identical in the thickness direction. Careful calibration of the PVDF sensor is
needed. Since the forces on the PVDF sensors are proportional to the charge, proportional
constants are determined that are a function of the applied force.

The analysis is confined to the transient stage since one wishes to determine the process of
damage in the first crucial nanoseconds. The subsequent vibration problem in the transition from
a transient to steady-state stage may also be important. Since one is interested in the initial process
of damage, particular emphasis is placed on the wave velocities and attenuation in the transient
stage. The subsequent steady-state vibration problem is also of interest as it gives the complete
damping process involving wave attenuation; this will be investigated in the future.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

The experimental setup for the drop test is shown in Figure 1. The sample square plate is
clamped in a fixture to produce a circular plate with diameter being 3 in. A schematic diagram for
the impactor and the clamped circular plate is shown in Figure 2.

The PVDF sensors of 28 gm (1 gm = 10-6 m) thickness are embedded at every seven-ply
interval where adjacent plies change the orientation. Two thin lead wires of diameter 41 standard
gauge are soldered onto each PVDF sensor and extended out to the edge of the plate and are
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Figure 3. Stress parameter vs. time for different ball
diameters.

connected to the digital oscilloscope. The velocity measurements are made by monitoring the
pressure sensed by two consecutive sensors with a high resolution digital oscilloscope capable of
sampling at 50-ns intervals. Attenuation and energy of the stress pulses are monitored with a four-
channel oscilloscope having a sampling rate of 500 ns.

The stress waves are generated by dropping spherical steel balls of six different sizes (0.038-
in., 0.219-in., 0.250-in., 0.344-in., 0.500-in., and 0.563-in. diameters). The resulting stress vs. time
curves for each of these balls are presented in Figure 3. The wave forms are recorded on the high
speed digital oscilloscope. The repeatability of the wave forms from the PVDF sensors from eight
consecutive drop ball impacts is demonstrated in Figure 4.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the frontpart of the plotof two waves generated by the drop of a0.038-in.-diamn.
steel ball. The time difference between the start of the two stress waves shown in Figure 5 is the
time that the wave has taken to piopagate from the first sensor to the next sensor through a thickness
of seven plies (0.041 in.). The velocity is computed by dividing this distance by the time interval.

Figure 6 shows the amplitude decay of the stress wave as it propagates through the three
consecutive sensors located at seven-ply intervals. It can be seen that as the wave propagates, the
peak amplitude decays. These tests are repeated with six different sizes of steel balls. For each ball,
five measurements of the wave form decay are made. This figure depicts the wave form recorded
from the drop of a single size ball (0.039 in.). One vertical division represents 0.292 X lO-3 psi and
a horizontal division represents 1.953 ps.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for drop ball stress
waves measurement.

O BALL I MPACTOR

WAVE FRONT PVDF SENSORS

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the embedded sensors and the clamped circular

plates and typical stress versus time as sensed by each of the embedded sensors.
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Figure 1. Wave forms from the PVDF sensors show repeatability of the test in eight
consecutive drop ball impacts.
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Figure 5. An enlarged photograph from the oscilloscope showing the
delay in the starting times from the two sensors.
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Figure 6. Amplitude decay of the stress wave as it propagates through the three consecutive
sensors located at seven ply intervals.
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CONCLUSIONS

The embedded PVDF sensors were found to be effective for studying the wave propagation
in the thickness direction of the laminated plates. The interference from reflected waves can be
minimized or even eliminated by reducing the size of the impactor balls. The method provides a
way to determine Young's modulus in the thickness direction from the measured wave speed. This
method also allows an estimation of the wave attenuation in the thickness direction.
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APPENDIX Al. THE PVDF SENSORS

The PVDF sensor being used has the following properties:

Thickness = 28 x 10-6 m = 1.102 x 10-3 in.)
Lead wires = 41 swg
Readout = digital oscilloscope
Speed = 50 x 10-9 sec/div

Number of channels = 2 (for velocity study)
= 4 (for attenuation study)

Lamina thickness (seven plies) = 1.04 x 10-3 m = 0.041 in.
Sensor to lamina thickness = 1/37.2

A schematic diagram of the PVDF film is shown in Figure Al. The PVDF sensor measurement
principle is shown in Figure A2. The applied stress o can be found from

Y = Q/(Ad)

where Q is the charge, A is the sensor area and d is the charge sensitivity. Further,

da/dt = (1/(Ad)) dQ/dt

and the current I can be found from

dQ/dt = I = V/R

where V is voltage and R is resistance. Finally,

da/dt = V/(RAd).

Integrating, one obtains,

0(t) = (..RAd))vd

For application purposes,
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R 106 ohms

d =33 x 10-12 (C/m2)/(N/m2)

A= 1.88 x 10-4 m 2

Thus, one obtains

a(t)= 6.119 x 108 (I/RAd))I vdt (Pa)

Metallic Film

"vooi--
induced +PFiezopolymer
Voltage (PVDF) Film

IL m !L
22

Figure Al. Schematic of the PVDF film inducing electric charge
from an applied mechanical stress.

CA

To Charge
.2 Amplifier

C1

Figure A2. Principle of measurement of stress from PVDF
sensors.
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Abstract

The feasibility of combining traditional aerodynamic control with reaction

jets is studied, in the framework of missile autopilot design. The purposes of

reaction jets are to increase the missile turning capabilities in critical phases of flight,

as well as to help the traditional aerodynamic control in configurations where the

fin size is reduced because of limited storage volume. Due to the nonlinear

characteristics of both controller and airframe dynamics during fast maneuvers, a

control strategy based on variable structure systems is used. A control law is

synthesized for the pitch loop and some initial results are presented and compared

with a traditional controller based on linear quadratic techniques.
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PRELIMINARY MISSILE AUTOPILOT DESIGN

USING REACTION JETS AND AERODYNAMIC CONTROL

Mario Innocenti

INTRODUCTION

Future missile systems will possess higher turn rates and larger
maneuverability envelopes, while simultaneously requiring reduced storage and
signature volumes. In this respect, efforts are under way to develop alternate means
of missile control as opposed to purely aerodynamic control.

Several technology payoffs can be envisioned if alternate control strategies
could be implemented, among which:

- decreased stowage volume for internal carriage, especially important for the type of

fighters currently being developed,

- increased maneuverability and off-boresight capability for improved all-aspect

defensive shield,

- high angle of attack launch capability to take advantage of improved aircraft agility,

- better end-game accuracy.

These goals pose difficult challenges to the control system in all phases of
flight. During separation, an increase in pitch-up tendencies is expected due to lack

of sufficient aerodynamic stabilization and high angles of attack. In the midcourse
phase, the system is required to perform fast 180 degrees turns to account for defense
and engagement against tail positioned threats. During the end-game, the reduced
aerodynamic control effectiveness must be appropriately compensated in order to

generate sufficient load factors.

The limitation in cross section and volume drastically reduces the amount of
aerodynamic effectiveness of the missile, which ml'st be compensated and/or
improved by using alternate technologies. Primary options suggest propulsive

control in the form of thrust vectoring (TVC) and reaction jets thrusters (RCS)
leading to a generic configuration shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Generic Control Capabilities

In order to gain appreciation for some of the problems involving reaction jets

control and its blending with traditional aerodynamic control, it was decided to

concentrate on evaluating the guidance and autopilot issues during an " over the

shoulder" flight task representative of the 180 degree off-boresight capability of the

system. Typically, this task would allow for defense against tail and fly-by threats as

shown schematically in figure 2.

z "11Ry-by scenario

over the shoulder launch A/

Figure 2. Midcourse Trajectory Capabilities

The challenges to the guidance and control systems are several and require a

much greater effort than the one available during the summer research program,

however some of the goals could be specified to lead to a preliminary analysis of the

autopilot. A 180 degree off-boresight trajectory is sought with turning rates of the

order of 80 deg/sec capable of pointing the missile in the opposite direction as
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quickly as possible following a minimum radius turn path and in a time frame of

the order of two seconds.

Clearly, the specifications are both in terms of guidalut.e as well as autopilot

requirements. The guidance aspects deal with the generation of an appropriate

flight path along which the missile turns in minimum time changing its heading of

up to 180 degrees. The autopilot aspects deal with the creation of forces and

moments on the missile capable of generating accelerations and attitude rates

required by the guidance system. Appropriate blending of aerodynamic and reaction

jet controls is required since, during the trajectory, the missile will possibly

experience complete loss of lifting capabilities due to angles of attack reaching values

higher than 90 degrees.

The next section of the report will briefly develop the analytical aspects of a

representative guidance problem without actually solving it. The main results of

the work are described in the autopilot section together with some preliminary

assessment of RCS capabilities.

GUIDANCE ISSUES

In this section, the point mass equations of motion of a generic missile will be

derived, which could be used in the development of optimal trajectories for the

present problem. The maneuver of interest has been described in the previous

section and it consists of a turning trajectory from some initial condition to a final

time characterized by the missile flying in a direction opposite to that at the initial

time. The maneuver is to be performed in a minimum time, or in a time frame of

two seconds. During the maneuver, the attitude change should be caused by a

combination of RCS and aerodynamic controls, while the main engine will be used

to recover the loss of dynamic pressure due to post stall angle of attack and increase

of drag. Although a lot of work has been done with regard to this type of guidance

problem, [1], [2], most of the results deal with coordinated flight assuming zero

sideslip and side forces. This is not the case here, where skid capabilities are allowed

and in fact may be necessary in order to reduce the time to achieve the final state.

A point mass model of the system is used and constant mass is assumed. The
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applied forces acting on the missile are due to aerodynamics, gravity, main engine
thrust (vectored) and reaction jets thrust. The coordinate systems used are standard

for this problem [31 and consist of wind, body, and inertial axes identified by [] ]b

and [M]I respectively. Defining the following angular quantities

Svelocity roll angle 0 = body roll angle
y flight path angle 0= body pitch angle

X heading angle q = body yaw angle
e = TVC wind angle of attack a = angle of attack
v = TVC wind sideslip angle P = sideslip angle

we have the following expressions for the applied forces:

FA=-Diw-Yjw-Lkw

TM =TM [ cose cosv iw + cose sinv jw- sine kw

F =g [ -siny iw + singi cosy Jw + cosp. cosy RW ]

where TM, FA and Fg are engine thrust, aerodynamic and gravitational forces

respectively. Although the reaction jet force is negligible compared to the other

three, it can be included in the equations of motion as shown below

TR= [-TRysin +TRzsinac ,D]w +[TRyco,•+TRzsinosinpJw+T (2)

where TRy and TRZ are expressed in body axes. Using Newton's law of motion the

standard set of six first order nonlinear differential equations can be obtained as:

V/T -L [TM cose cosv - D- mgsiy] + m-

--L- [TM ( sine cosp - cose sing ) + LcosI + Ysing - mgcosy + TRZw cosg - TRxwsirg]

mV1o [TM ( sine shiJ. - cose cosgI sinu) + Lsinj± - Ycosg + Tpzw singi + TRxwcosp]/•=mV-cosY

i=VTcosycosX , y=VTcosysinX , l=V.SinY
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The specific energy rate of change could also be used if necessary. Traditionally, the

control variables available for trajectory computation are the engine thrust level TM

and the velocity roll angle gI. In the present case, additional control variables

include the thrust vectoring angles e and v plus the missile angle of attack and

sideslip necessary to perform the required path. The latter two angles enter in the

optimization process via aerodynamic forces L, D, and Y in the traditional form

L= SV T.Cha , D=lpS2[C]+kC a2], Y--pSV C•

A typical approach to the trajectory problem could be stated as follows: find

the control strategies for thrust, thrust direction, velocity roll angle, angle of attack
and sideslip such that the system follows a minimum time trajectory from some

initial condition to a final condition characterized by a final flight path angle of 180

degrees. Other trajectories could be generated as well by limiting a and a values

and/or by requiring the final time to be specified (for instance tf = 2 seconds).
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AUTOPILOT SYNTHESIS

The autopilot is responsible for the generation of appropriate forces and

moments in response to guidance commands, usually issued in terms of desired

acceleration time histories. In this particular case, a lot of preliminary work had to

be done because of the lack of frozen configuration, undetermined location of the

reaction jets and absence of a meaningful aerodynamic database. To this end a

working configuration had to be chosen in order to derive geometric and inertia

properties as well as some preliminary aerodynamic characteristics using the missile

DATCOM code. It must be noted that the aero properties could only be estimated up

to medium angles of attack ( ac < 35 deg ). A sketch of the chosen configuration with

the flight conditions considered is shown below.

8.67

"4.167

1.67

0.2

3.167

Lref =.4167 ft Flight Conditions:
Sref =.1367 ft M = -3- 6,.8, 2.0
m =7.0 sl h = 10,000 ft
ly = Iz = 51 sl ft^2 trim alpha = 30 deg (5 deg at M =2.0)
Ix = ,229 Al ft^2 trim beta = 0 deg
X configuration

Figure 3. Missile Configuration

The following aerodynamic characteristics were obtained using the DATCOM,

where the symbols represent the standard aerodynamic derivatives. Due to the

limited time available only the pitch channel has been evaluated, in addition, no
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flexibility effects are include in the model. Future research could concentrate on this

latter aspect, together with the coupling between pitch and yaw channel at high

angles of attack, where vortex shedding will produce aerodynamic asymmetries.

Table 1. Aerodynamic Coefficients from DATCOM

Coefficient M = 0.3 M = 0.6 M = 0.8 M = 2.0

Cnalpha 18.41 16.898 14.99 8.05

Cndelta 11.683 11.368 11.151 6.429

Cmalpha -85.83 -83.887 -80.45 -24.038

Cmdelta -116.92 -113.77 -111.52 -64.067

The equations of motion for the pitch channel (short period approximation)

are given by:

( t - ' C N a q CPOBE TRCS umVT + V q- C £+mVT u

=QSR LRmV TC LREF Cnm 8 " + LRCSTR UT (3)

TRCS is the amount of thrust provided by the reaction jets (1000 lbs in this

example), and LRCS is the distance between reaction jets and center of mass of the

missile. In additio- to (3), two additional equations are used to model the actuators

relative to the elevator BE and reaction jet thrust ratio uT (uT = I implies maximum

thrust).

SE =--aSE + b8c (4)
TT-• UTT+ 1T Uc

Nominal values for the actuator constants are: a = b = 1/180; r = 1/500.
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Introducing the normal load factor Az as Az = VT [ - q ]

we can rewrite (3) and (4) in state space form

A=AR+Bu withR =[Az q 8 E UT] and fi[Scuc]T (5)

Using radiý,ns to measure the angles and g's as unit for the load factor, the matrices

A and B are given by-

VTZa VT Z6 VT ZT VT Z6 VT ZTZa 9ga g- gb 9T

gMa- 0 M8 MU5  MT U 0 0
VTZa Za Za B =

0 o a 0 b 0

1 00 0 0 -T

The autopilot synthesis will be performed using the variable structure

control approach (VSC). Variable structure control has been studied since the

seminal work by Emel'yanov in the early sixties [4] and a typical aerospace

application can be found in [51.

The basic concept behind VSC consists in the design of a control law that

forces the system's state to converge to and stay on a hypersurface in the state's

dimensional space, such surface in called sliding hyperplane. Once on the surface,

the system is said to be in a sliding mode, it remains there and reaches the origin

irrespective of uncertainties and parameter variations satisfying Erzberger's model

following conditions. The control law will assume a switching strategy changing

sign instantaneously so as to keep the state in a sliding mode whenever it tends to

depart the hypersufrace. Such switching leads to chattering, which is one of the

properties of variable structure systems.

There are two main problems of VSC that need to be addressed in order to

complete the design: the first step is the determination of the appropriate sliding
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hyperplane, the second step is the determination of the control law. The selection of

sliding surfaces can be made apriori thus leading to the so-called hierarchical control

structure [6], or it can result from the choice of system behavior during sliding [51,

which is the method used here. The determination of the control law structure,

again is up to the designer. Typically VSC laws can be implemented using relay-type

controllers with amplitude (gains) depending on the speed of response desired for

the system and uncertainty levels. In this work a unit vector for the control law is

used following the methodology described in (5]. The following paragraphs will

describe an example application of VSC to the problem at hand, keeping in mind the

limited effort of the work.

The autopilot synthesis deals with the determination of a control law which

would allow the system to follow a g-command. The model is tested at a flight

condition corresponding to M = 0.8 and altitude of 10,000 feet. The model of the

system is given by (5), which represent the short period approximation of a rigid

missile. The characteristics of the open loop system to a unit step control input are

shown below.

15 8

10, :

* I . .

.... ',.4 . . . . . . . . .". . . . . .. 0 ... ...... ....... . ..... ' , .. ........... , .......

* I*I *

I I

-10 - ,""

" ~~~-6- ,:"

* I I

-150 .. -800 0.5 1.5 2 0.5 1 1.5 2

where the left plots indicate the response to the elevator and the right plots the
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response to reaction jets commands respectively. The main purpose of the above

time histories is to indicate the lightly damped nature of the system. In fact, the fin

size is much smaller than traditional all-aero controlled systems, thus providing

almost negligible natural damping.

In order to achieve zero steady state error in commanded acceleration, an

integrator is introduced in the loop. Define an additional state z, such as

11 =Az

the augmented system becomes:

J=AaZ+Ba, with%=[Azdt Az q BE UT

with Aa and Ba given by

Aa 0 .1000
B [........0

A a ........ ................ Ba= . .
0B
0 A
0

The VSC control law is derived according to the procedure used in [51 and is

given by a linear component plus a nonlinear term responsible for getting the

system to the sliding hyperplane in a finite time.

U()= LZ+[ Pa 0 ]: N 7- UL+ FNL

A schematic block diagram of the controlled system is shown in the next two pages,

including the implementation of the control law.
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We remind the reader that, during this simulation, the reaction jet controller is

modelled as a continuous gain function with no on-off characteristics. Further

study is necessary to obtain a more precise and realistic modelling of the thrusters,

such as using relays with deadband and histeresis.

The next four plots show the capability of the system to follow a 2g command

in load factor.

2 Load Factor Pitch Rate2 0
1.5 . ......... ...... .. S "..................... •.... . ....... .- 2

-0.5 .80 -. ,_ _ _ _o0 2 30 1 2 3
sec eCC

20 Angles 15 Elevator, RCS

0gamma .0de

-20. .....

"Alpha4*.% total thrust

-60 - 0 ........ . . . ...... .. . . . .

-8 0 .........-5 ......... , ..
0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

sec sec

Figure 4. Response to A~zc = 2g. Mach = 0.8 Configuration

The system is well behaved and the RCS conponent operates up to about 500

pounds.

Since the main objective of the controller is the capability of generating

enough attitude so as to rotate the missile of about 180 degrees, an ideal block
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command sequence is simulated and shown in the next four plots. The example is

relative to a flight condition corresponding to Mach 0.3. The speed is low in order to

reduce the drag originated by angle of attack values up to 90 degrees and higher. The

example serves feasibility purposes only since the aerodynamic properties have not

been changed from their trim values. Further study is suggested to investigate such

dynamic behavior.

1.5 Load Factor 50 Pitch Rate

1 0

0 .- 150

-0.5 -200
0 5 0 5

sec seC

0 Attitude 10 Flight Path Angle

v-100 . -10

-150 -20

-200 -30
0 5 0 5

sec sec

Figure 5. Response to a block g command. Mach = 0.3

the system is given a 2g command up to 1 second, after which the g demand is

reduced to unity. The desired attitude is achieved very quickly, however the flight

path angle follows with a delay that moves the angle of attack to value well beyond

post stall. A more accurate simulation should account for the loss of lift, speed and

the increase of drag experienced when the angle of attack passes the stall value. At
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this point, the aerodynamic control effectiveness ceases and the only effector !eft is

due to the reaction jet system. In this regime, flow separation and vortex

asymmetries generate significant side forces so that pitch and yaw control can not be

studied separately. The absence of data relative to these regimes does not allow, at

this point, additional speculations although some analytical models are under
investigation and will be further developed if additional funds become available.

CONCLUSIONS

A preliminary investigation of variable structure control has been presented,

applied to a missile system with aerodynamic and propulsive control. The control

system shows promise in terms of handling the ineherent nonlinearities due to

RCS actuation. Further studies are suggested to investigate the autopilot capabilities

in generating trajectories that allow the missile to change its orientation of values

up to 180 degrees.
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Abstract

The LIMAR (Laser IMaging and Ranging) project is a Wright Laboratory effort to de-

velop an advanced imaging and ranging system for robotics and computer vision applications.

LIMAR embodies a concept for the fastest possible three-dimensional camera. It eliminates

the conventional scanning processes by producing a registered pair of range and intensity im-

ages with data collected from two video cameras. The initial prototype system was assembied

and successfully tested at Wright Laboratory's Avionics Directorate in 1992. This prototype

LIMAR system used several frame grabbers to capture the demodulated LIMAR image signals

from which the range and intensity images were subsequently computed on a general purpose

computer. The prototype software did not address the errors which are introduced by differ-

ential camera gain, misalignment, and distortion. The tasks performed during this Summer

Research Program include (1) modeling and developing algorithms to correct the distortion

introduced by using two cameras and (2) design of special purpose hardware to convert, in

real-time, the outputs from the two cameras into a fully registered range and intensity image.
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LASER IMAGING AND RANGING (LIMAR) PROCESSING

Jack S.N. Jean, Louis A. Tamburino, and Ahmed A. Coker

1 Introduction

The LIMAR (Laser IMaging and Ranging) project is a Wright Laboratory effort to develop an

advanced imaging and ranging system for robotics and computer vision applications. LIMAR,

the invention of Dr. Louis A. Tamburino of Wright Laboratory and Dr. John Taboada of the

USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, embodies a concept for the fastest possible three-dimensional

camera. It eliminates the conventional scanning processes by producing a registered pair of range

and intensity images with data collected from two video cameras. The initial prototype system

was assembled and successfully tested at Wright Laboratory'3 Avionics Directorate in 1992. The

prototype LIMAR system used several frame grabbers to capture the demodulated LIMAR image

signals from which the range and intensity images were subs.!quently computed on a general

purpose computer. In this report, we describe several efforts for future enhancements to the

LIMAR processing system.

The original intent of this research effort was to design a customized LIMAR processor to

generate both the range and intensity images in real time, This new ability is needed to facilitate

future robotic and automatic vision applications. The processor design effort was extended to

incorporate error correction for camera distortions and misalignments. This in turned required

investigations into calibration techniques and development of alignment algorithms that were not

implemented or explored in the original LIMAR prototype evaluation. In the current investigation,

a LIMAR processor was designed with an XILINX Development System to use programmable gate

arrays, in order to reduce costs and facilitate rapid implementation.

LIMAR Device Overview As shown in Figure 1, the LIMAR device contains a laser, a

polarization modulator, a beam splitter, and a processing unit. The laser shines light on the

object which reflects the light back to the modulator. The modulator changes the polarization of

the returned light. The polarization change depends on when the light reaches th- modulator, or

equivalently, depends on the distance between the object and the LIMAR device. Note that the

light considered here is not a single spot but an area where the polarization of ea4h single spot can
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Figure 1: LIMAR system overview

be different from that of others. The beam splitter separates the light into two bundles of light,

each captured by a camera, and the degree of separation is a function of the polarization of each

spot. With the separation, some computation can be performed to extract the polarization for

each single spot, and therefore, to calculate the distance of each spot on the object surface to the

LIMAR device. In addition, the intensity, or the reflectivity, of each object spot can be obtained.

In an ideal case, the intensity image I(i,j) and the range image R(i,j) are as follows.

I(i,j) = A(ij)+B(i.j) (1)

RB(i,j) icf( V ) + d (2)

where A(i,j) and B(i,j) are the two captured images from cameras, c and d are two constants,

and the function f(.) is the inverse of the characteristic function associated with the modulator.

In other words, the two output images can be computed pixel by pixel from the two input images

in the ideal case.

Tasks Performed in the Summer Previously a prototype with two cameras was set up to

take images. However, since the processing necessary to get the range image was performed on a

general purpose machine, it was not possible to grab the range image in real time. Furthermore,

the distortion introduced by using two cameras has not been investigated before. The tasks

performed during this summer include (1) modeling and developing algorithms to correct the

distortion introduced by using two cameras and (2) design special purpose hardware so that range

images can be grabbed in real time.
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Figure 2: The computer generated test pattern used in the experiments.

In Section 2, we address the problem of image alignment utilizing two different approaches.

In the first approach, we describe algorithms that automatically extract a set of corresponding

points from two images and find a polynomial correction between them. In the second approach,

we utilize a gradient descent technique to improve the polynomial correction. Section 3 describes

the LIMAR processing system design.

2 Image Alignment

Because the two input images are grabbed with two cameras, they may not be aligned well with

respect to each other. Furthermore, the two cameras may introduce different distortions. So there

is a need to first align one of them to the other before the pixel by pixel operations as indicated in

equations 1 and 2 can be performed. To explore the problem, a test pattern as shown in Figure 2

was generated and a laboratory environment was set up to take pictures of the test pattern. The

two cameras were applied one by one and, each time the lighting, camera focusing, and camera

positions were manually adjusted to maximize the image contrast and to align two images as close

as possible. The resulting two 450 x 512 images are shown in Figure 3. The image quality is

not good. Since high quality cameras are expected to be used in future LIMAR devices, the two

images are considered as the worst case to be processed by a LIMAR device.
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Figure 3: The input images used in the alignment process. They were grabbed with two different

cameras. The top one is to be aligned with the bottom one.
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The alignment problem was successfully modeled as a least square problem to estimate the

coefficients of two third-degree polynomials. Algorithms were then developed to solve the problem.

2.1 Least Square Formulation

Let the image size be M x N, where M is the image height in terms of pixels and N is the image

width. Suppose z and y are the pixel indices used for an image before alignment and u and v

are the pixel indices used for the image after alignment. The z and u indices, each ranging from

0 to N - 1, are for horizontal axes and the y and v indices, each ranging from 0 to M - 1, are

for vertical axes. For the two images as shown in Figure 3, we may assume one is represented in

(z, y) domain while the other is in (u, v) domain. Or we can label the two images as A(z, y) and

B(u, v), respectively. The image A(., y) is to be aligned, or to be transformed into another image

A'(u, v), so that A'(u, v) can "match" well with B(u, v).

Given the image A(x, y), two separate steps are required to obtain A'(u, v).

1. Position Mapping: For each pixel location (u, v), where is the corresponding iocation (x, y)

in the original image?

2. Interpolation: Since the original image A is defined only on the M x N rectangular grid, it

is possible that no pixel value is defined at the location (x, y) which is obtained from the

position mapping. For example, x or y may be negative or they may not be integer numbers.

Some generalization of the image A, or how interpolation of A on the (x, y) domain is to

be performed, should be defined.

Position Mapping The mapping defines, for each pixel location (u, v) in the aligned image, the

corresponding location (x, y) in the original image. In general, the mapping can be represented

in terms of bi-variate polynomials. For example, a third-degree polynomial mapping is illustrated

below.

x = ao+alu+a 2 v+a 3 u2 +a4uv+a 5 v2+a 6u 3+a7u2v+asuv2+a 9v3 (3)

y = bo + blu + b2v + b3 u2 + b4 uV + b5 
2 + b6u 3 + b-, u2 v + b8 uv"2 + b9 v3  (4)

The alignment problem is to find a suitable polynomial degree and a corresponding set of

polynomial coefficients so as to "match" one image to the other. In reality, the coefficients can be

estimated by identifying some correspondence in the two test images. For example. for each pixel
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at a line intersection location (z, y) in the image A, there is a corresponding pixel location (u, v)

in the image B. Suppose it is possible to identify P such related pixel pairs. Or equivalently, for

some pixels (ui, vi) (i = 1, 2 ... , P) on one image, their corresponding pixels (xi, yi) on the other

image can be identified. Then the mappings for all the P pairs of pixels can be represented as the

following set of linear equations with the polynomial coefficients as unknowns.

a0

a,

i Ul V U2 ... l3 a2

i u 2  V2  U uv2 ...

2 3 7
U ,3 (U3 U3  U3 V3 ,Vý3  X3

a5

a 6
1 up p upvp " V3p p

a7

a 8

Lagj

bo

b,

U, V U2 .. 3 b2
S1  v1  u uIvi b2  Y1i

1 U~ )2u U2tI2 2~ 112

1 3 )3 2 ... =
U V3U 3  U3V3 V3  3()

1 up Vp u4 upvp ... v••
b3
b5

Since there are 20 coefficients for the third-degree polynomials and there are many more

pairs of corresponding pixels, i.e., P > 40, the above linear equations are overdetermined and the

coefficients can be solved with a least square technique.

Bilinear Interpolation Once the position mapping, x(u, v) and y(u, v), is estimated, the image

after alignment, A'(u, v), should be determined from the given image A(x, y). With the position
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mapping, the pixel A' (u, v) is to be mapped to a location (x(u, v), y(u, v)) on the A image. Note

that A(z(u, v), y(u, v)) may not be well defined. For example, it may fall outside the image array,

it may be between two pixels, or it may fall in an area enclosed by four pixels. When it falls

outside the image array, the corresponding A' value is set to be zero (white). When it is between

two pixels, a linear interpolation of the two pixels is used as the value of A'. When it falls in an

area enclosed by four pixels, a bilinear interpolation is used for the A' value. More specifically, if

(z,Y) = (z(u,v),y(u,v)), x E [0, N- 1), and YE [0, M- 1), let zx and yj be the integer parts of

x and y, respectively, and ZF and YF be the fractional parts of z and y, respectively. Then

A'(u, v) = a x A(xi, yt) + b x A(xt + 1, yj) + c x A(zj, yt + 1) + d x A(xj + 1. y' + 1)

where the four parameters a. b, c, and d are as follows.

a = (1- ZF)(l- yF)

b = XFO - YF)

C = (I- ZF)YF

d = ,FyF

2.2 Extraction of Line Intersections

The test pattern was designed so that pixels at line intersections can be identified automatically

and used to produce the P pairs of corresponding pixels. The following procedure was applied to

each image to locate the 56 (the value of P in this case) line intersections.

I Identify all the 15 black squares and estimate the center of each square by executing Steps

1.1 to 1.3.

1.1 Perform horizontal projections. Three strips of areas can be reliably identified from

the resulting intensity distribution. Each corresponds to one row of black squares.

1.2 For each strip of area obtained from Step 1.1. perform a vertical projection within the

strip and identify five areas, each corresponding to one black square.

1.3 For each black square obtained from Step 1.2, perform a horizontal projection to tighten

the top and the bottom of the black area. The center is then estimated from the four

boundaries of the black area.
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2 From the centers obtained in Step 1, estimate line intersection locations. This can be done

since the topology of the test pattern is known.

3 Refine the estimate by executing Steps 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 (Pixel-level Refinement) On a 15x 15 area with the estimated line intersection (obtained

from Step 2) as the center, move the following 9 x 9 window around and convolve with

the image. (The window serves as a detector of line intersection. For each pixel, it

computes the sum of four 3-pixel areas, each along one side of the pixel.) Find the

location where the convolved result is a maximum under the constraint that none of

the four 3-pixel areas falls below some threshold.

01 00111000
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000000000
100000001
100000001
100000001
000000000
000000000
000111000

3.2 (Subpixel Refinement) To get a subpixel estimate of the line intersection, a 7 x 7 window

centered around the pixel obtained from Step 3.1 is formed. Along each side of the

window, the position of a maximum is recorded. The average of the two horizontal

maximum locations is used as the hori;.ontal index of the line intersection. Similarly,

the average of the two vertical maximum locations is used as the vertical index of the

line intersection. Therefore the precision of the intersection is up to 0.5 pixel distance.

Similar technique was used by Dijak [1) for a camera calibration problem and Step 3 is from

[1] with a slight modification. However, his process of extracting pairs of pixels required human

interaction. The reason the current procedure requires no human interaction is because of the

special test pattern used. The black square areas are large enough that they can be located very

reliably to provide an estimate of the intersections.

With the 56 pairs of pixels, the least square formulation as in Eq. 5 was used together with

an IMSL library function dlsqrr() to calculate the polynomial coefficients and the resulting error.

This was done for polynomials of various degrees and the results are summarized in Table 1. It

is clear that both the third-degree polynomial and the fourth-degree one were able to provide
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Table 1: The absolute error for the x-index and the y-index after applying the estimated coefficients

to the 56 pairs of line intersection pixels. The unit used for error is number of pixels.

Max. Error Ave. Error

2nd degree x 3.288 1.351

y 1.710 0.585

3rd degree x 1.174 0.354

y 0.788 0.266

4th degree x 1.153 0.333

y 0.680 0.243

subpixel accuracy for the alignment of the 56 pairs of pixels. The second-degree polynomial

introduced an average error of 1.351 pixel for the x-index which is not suitable for the problem.

Therefore, the third-degree polynomial vas adopted in the project and the results are shown in

Figure 4.

2.3 Gradient Descent Improvement

As demonstrated in the previous section, che coefficients obtained through least square estimation

in average produce less than 0.4 pixel error in both x and y directions. This is true only for the

56 pairs of pixels. There is no guarantee for the remaining pixels. Therefore another algorithm, a

gradient descent algorithm, was applied to slightly improve the coefficients. The algorithm tries

to reduce the absolute error over the whole image.

N-I M-1

E = E IA (z(u. v), y(u, v)) - B(u, v)J (6)
u=O t,=O

where A and B are the two input images and A'(r(u, v), y(u, v)) is the aligned image of A.

The algorithm starts from the coefficients obtained from least square estimation and grad-

ually improves the coefficients in an itcrative mariner. At each iteration, it looks for the gradient

descent direction aE-(o, o, & ", ' E &E &E) by estimating all the 20 elements of the

direction vector. For example, to estimate 0 from a current set of coefficients which has absolute

error as Ecur, the coefficient ai is increased by a very small amount 6, the resulting "-! iolute error,

Ei, is computed, and
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Figure 4: The absolute difference between the two images (a) before alignment and (b) after one

of the image is aligned with least square estimated polynomials.
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Figure 5: The absolute error versus iteration. The least square estimated coefficients are used

initially.
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Therefore the following iterative coefficient updating is performed on aj. (The coefficient b, is

similarly updated.)

Aai(t + 1) = mAai(t) - riaOE = mAai(t) + (E,, -(8)

ai(t + 1) = ai(t) + Aai(t + 1) (9)

where m(= 0.6) is a momentum used to avoid local minima and increase convergence rate (2]. The

parameter qI is the learning rate which, depending on Ec, is dynamically changed to improve

solution quality. The result of applying the algorithm is depicted in Figure 5 where the absolute

error is plotted as a function of iteration. It shows the decrease of the absolute error is quite

significant within the first 200 iterations, which will not take more than 4 minutes with the pro-

posed real-time hardware. Note that the improvement comes from the effect of minor adjustment

of coefficients over the whole image array and its effects cannot be clearly identified by looking at

the Faligned images.
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3 System Hardware Overview

3.1 Computational Requirement

Before the design of the hardware, a study of the computational requirements was performed.

The study is based on the following assumptions:

"* For each camera, there are 30 frames of images per second.

"* Image size is 512 x 512.

"* The polynomials z(u, v) and y(u, v) are re-evaluated for every frame of image. (The alter-

native is to precompute z(u, v) and y(u, v) for all u and v and store them in a lookup table.

That was ruled out because of the need to perform iterative refinement of coefficients.)

" Two lookup tables are used for Eq. 2. (The equation contains time-consuming operations

such as arctangent, square root, and division. Table lookup is faster since the two inputs

a =A(ij) and b =B(ij) are both 8-bit integers. The reason for using two lookup tables

instead of one is because it is desirable to be able to modify f(.), the inverse. characteristic

function of the modulator, in real time. The first table contains 216 values for precomputed

(tan-'V/T-). A smaller table is then used to store cf(-) + d.)

" A lookup table is used to compensate the disparity of the camera gains. The ratio of gains

for each pixel location is precomputed and stored.

From the amsumptions. it can be found out that

1. For the alignment of one image, the computations involved are the evaluation of the two

polynomials and the bilinear interpolation. For each polynomial, nine MACs (multiplication

and accumulation) are needed per pixel. The bilinear interpolation requires four MACs per

pixel. This adds to 22 MACs per pixel, or 165 million MACs per second.

2. To compensate gain disparity, one of the images needs one memory access and one multi-

plication per pixel. That means 7.5 million memory accesses and 7.5 million multiplications

per second.

3. To get the range image, two memory accesses per image pixel pair are required. To get the

intensity image, one addition per image pixel pair is necessary. That means 7.5 memory

accesses and 7.5 million additions per second.
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Suppose each of the operation takes only one instruction cycle, the total computational

requirement is 195 MIPS (million instructions per second). If the image size were IK x 1K, then

it becomes 780 MIPS. Considering a commercial DSP (Digital Signal Processing) chip normally

can only provide 20 to 30 MIPS, we decided to implement an application specific hardware design

for LIMAR processing.

3.2 Processing System Design

From the above analysis, it is clear that most computations are spent in the evaluation of polynomi-

als. Therefore a special hardware was designed for that purpose with XILINX field programmable

gate array (FPGA) chips. FPGA chips are user programmable and convenient for prototyping

purposes. The polynomial generator is able to evaluate one polynomial once every clock cycle.

With two polynomial generators, one for each polynomial, a hardware processing unit for the

LIMAR device is illustrated in Figure 6.

Two input images A and B are scanned and input to the processing unit. The image A

goes through an alignment process and the image B goes through a gain adjustment process. The

functionality of each component is explained below.

" Four dual port memory chips, each of size 8K x 8, are used to store the image A. The

image is partitioned and stored into the four chips so that the four pixels used for bilinear

interpolation are always located in different chips. This is achieved by (1) assigning odd

rows to two chips and even rows to the other two chips and (2) for the two chips sharing

the same row, assigning odd columns to one chip and even columns to the other chip. The

partitioning increases the memory bandwidth by four times for the bilinear interpolation.

In real-time processing, while the input image is scanned and put into one port of one chip,

the bilinear interpolation is performed by reading from the other ports of all the four chips.

To avoid contention, several rows of image pixels should be stored into the chips before the

interpolation operations start. This introduces some delays in the processing latency but

has no influence on the processing rate.

" Four multipliers and three adders are used for bilinear interpolation.

"* A memory is used to store the gain ratios between two images. Because the images go

through the beam splitter and two cameras, they may have different gains at various places.

The gain difference will be compensated pixel by pixel through the usage of a multiplier
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Figure 6: Block diagram for LIMAR processing
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and the memory. This memory area should be initialized by the DSP chip. For each pixel

location, the ratio X should be precomputed based on more than one image frame to

reduce noise effect, then stored in memory.

" A dual port memory is used as a FIFO (First Come First Out) to compensate for the delay

introduced in the alignment process.

" Two lookup tables are used for obtaining the range image R(u, v) and one adder is used to

generate the intensity image I(u, v).

" The DSP chip is responsible for (1) estimating the coefficients with the least square ap-

proach, (2) initializing the two polynomial chips for the iterative improvement algorithm,

(3) initializing the memory for compensating intensity disparity, and (4) initializing the two

polynomial chips for real-time processing.

" The controller, which can be implemented with programmable logic arrays, provides the

address necessary for all the memory accesses.

3.3 Polynomial Generator

The polynomial generator, or processor, consists of four XILINX 4003PC-10 programmable gate

arrays (see Figure 7.) It is a special purpose processor that can evaluate a third-degree bi-

variate polynomial with given polynomial coefficients and generate an output every clock cycle.

In addition to the polynomial coefficients, the processor must be provided with the upper bounds

of the two variables that are inputs to the polynomial. (The two bounds are the image width and

height in terms of pixels.) The polynomial processor uses these bounds to internally generate a

sequence of pairs (u,v) starting from (0,0) as inputs to the polynomial. When an upper bound is

reached, the next value of the variable starts from zero. Once both variables reach their upper

bounds, both are set to zero and the cycle starts over again.

The processor has 16 20-bit registers and uses no multiplier at all due to a recursive formu-

lation of the polynomials. Because of the formulation, if the polynomial is

p(u, v) = aO+al *u +a2*v+a3*u 2 +a4*u*v+a5*v 2 + a6*u 2 * v+a7 *u* v 2 +a8*u 3 +a9* v 3

then the registers should be initialized to the values as shown in Figure 7(b).
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register 0: 2a6 register 6: a8+a3+al register 11: aO

register 1: 6*a8+2*a3 register 7: 0 register 12: 6*a8

register 2: 0 register 8: 6*a9 register 13: image width

register 3: 0 register 9: 6*a9+2*a5 register 14: image height

register 4: 2"a7 register 10: a2+a5+a9 register 15: reserved for control

register 5: a7+a6+a4

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Polynomial generator design and (b) Initial values for the 16 20-bit registers
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The processor has three 20-bit data buses. The first data bus. DAO-DA19. is used for input

to the registers. The second data bus, DBO-DB19, can be used for reading out the contents of

the registers. The third data bus, DCO-DC19, is used for outputting the polynomial result. Two

strobe pins, DBS and DCS, are used for indicating valid outputs on the DB bus and the DC bus,

respectively. The two control pins, CTL1 and CTLO, are reserved for defining the operations to

be performed. These operations can be

RESET 0 0 resets the processor to initial state,

START 0 1 starts execution of the processor to generate output,

READ 1 0 reads out the register contents,

WRITE 11 : writes to the registers.

READ and WRITE operations are used in conjunction with the 4-bit address bus. The address

bus is used to select which register to read from or write to. The write pin should become high

when a valid input to the buses becomes available. The processor will start generating outputs

once the operation START is made available to its data bus and the write pin is set high and

then low. The execution of the START operation will not start if the write pin is left high. The

RESET operation must be used after the power-on of the chip. This will allow the polynomial

processor to be in the correct state prior to the execution of the other operations.

4 Conclusion

The LIMAR device, which is conceptually the fastest image ranging device, utilizes two cameras to

grab images which are required to be in full registration. This presents several technical problems

which we have addressed in this effort to design a real-time LIMAR processor that converts the

image pair into range and intensity images. Because the original LIMAR prototype system was

unavailable during this study, it was necessary to simulate the collection of image pairs using two

different cameras. These experiments were necessary to determine the polynomial form for cor-

rect.ing differences between images which should be spatially registered except for distortions and

variations introduced by the two cameras that captured them. The experimental results indicate

that a third order polynomial is required to map one image into the other. The mapping algorithm

also incorporates bilinear interpolation to improve pixel to pixel mapping with the polynomial.

In addition, a recursive gradient descent technique was also derived to improve the polynomial

corrections. Furthermore, the computational requirement was analyzed and a special polynomial
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processor was designed using XILINX FPGA chips. With the chips, a system which can per-

form LIMAR processing in real time is proposed. The inclusion of camera registration algorithms

into the resultant design addresses differential camera gain, misalignment, and distortion, and

represents a significant enhancement to the future LIMAR development program at the Avionic

Directorate of Wright Laboratory.
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Abstract

A method for characterizing radar signatures using wavelets is developed based on the principle
of scattering centers. The adopted target representation is based on the colored bright spots
approach which is closely related to wavelet transform. Scattering features extracted using
wavelets are directly related to target geometry and can be used for target identification. An
optimal M-ary target classification technique utilizing wavelet decomposition is presented. The
proposed target analysis and recognition techniques are tested using experimentally measured
radar data.
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Description And Recognition of Radar Targets Using Wavelets

Ismail Jouny

I. Introduction

The radar system adopted in this study operates by transmitting a single frequency signal for a

short period of time. The returned backscattered signal is recorded as amplitude and phase, then

a new signal with incremented frequency is transmitted and so on. A practical radar system

utilizes about 64 frequencies and records the backscattered signal at each frequency. The result

is often described as the target frequency response which represents the Radar Cross Section

(RCS) of the target as a function of frequency. The inverse Fourier Transform of the recorded

data represents "the target impulse response" and is displayed either as a function of time "t" or

range "r", where r=ct/2, and "c" is the speed of light. The class of radar systems considered in

this study also includes the chirp based radar systems. Furthermore, radars that utilize more than

64 frequencies can be characterized as Ultra Wide Band (UWB) radars and the resulting target

response contains significant scattering information that is particularly suited for wavelet

decomposition. Scattering from a radar target increases or decreases with frequency and can be

modeled as

and the target "impulse response" h(t), represents a generalized description of its scattering

behavior and can be approximated as

x~t = =M. Xt- t )(2)

where P indicates the number of scattering centers and M1,M2 denote the level of differentiation

or integration (dispersion) respectively. The above expression approximates the target impulse

response by a weighted sum of impulses, ramps,..., and doublets. For example, it is shown in

[I] that the impulse response of a spherical target which includes direct specular scattering and

a creeping wave can be approximated by
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-(d/2c)8•1 (t) 0. 5 8- (t) -0.448('3 (t) W+1.28-4 (t) -1.98(6-S (t) +

6.18(-2) (t-2-6) -4.78(-3) (t-2.6) +15.78(-4) (t-2.6) -6 .78(-5) (t-2.6)

where "d" is the target diameter. Furthermore, Rayleigh scattering is directly proportional to

frequency and can be modeled by doublets. The significance of equation (1), however, extends

beyond the principle of approximating a target impulse response by a weighted sum of integrated

and differentiated impulse functions, and is directly related to the geometry of the target. The

above target model is derived from the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD), and presents

a better interpretation of the target scattering mechanisms. For example, based on GTD,

scattering from a tip (comer) decreases linearly with frequency (2] and can be modeled as a step

function, while scattering from a curved plate increases linearly with frequency [2] and can be

modeled as a doublet. Other scattering mechanisms that increase or decrease with frequency can

be attributed to flat plates, dihedrals, trihedrals, curved edges, etc. Therefore, by estimating the

parameters x., for each scatterer, it is possible to identify the geometry of the target scattering

component. As a special case, assume that x. is negligible except for m=l, then the p-th

scatterer is likely to be a tip (comer).

I. Radar Signature Analysis

This study addresses the problem of estimating the parameters t', and x. without prior

knowledge of the number of scatterers P and, based on these estimates, attempts to identify the

geometrical aspects of the target and uses the extracted information for target identification in

a maximum likelihood sense. Recently, the problem of estimating the location of target

scattering centers and their respective amplitudes, in the framework of spectral analysis, has

received considerable attention (2,3,4,5,11,15,171. Methods using Fourier Transform and high

resolution spectral estimation algorithms have been used to estimate the parameters ti,. The

Fourier transform based techniques are limited in resolution and are often incapable of resolving

two closely related scatterers, but perform adequately when used for target recognition

particularly under low signal-to-noise ratios. On the other hand, high resolution techniques
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provide highly accurate estimates of the target scattering centers under high SNR but their

performance deteriorates severely at low SNR. High resolution spectral estimation techniques

such as Prony method, MUSIC, ARMA modeling, Maximum Entropy method have been used

for target signature analysis [2,3,4,15,17], and scattering mechanisms identification. These

methods produce accurate estimates of the location of scatterers based on a point scattering model

and hence ignore the effects of differentiation and, integration associated with each scattering

component.

A method for estimating the delay parameters tP and their amplitudes x,,, is proposed in [2],

where the location of scatterers t, is estimated using the Prony method, the parameters x,, are

then estimated by taking the logarithm of both sides of (1) and using a bank of FIR filters to

isolate all scattering components after being demodulated to the zero-time reference. This

algorithm produces highly accurate estimates of the scattering centers, but less reliable estimates

of the differentiation and integration parameters x,,.

1I. Target Signature Analysis With Wavelets

Description of sonar and radar returns as a weighted sum of impulses, ramp functions, step

fanctions, etc has been addressed in [1], where a bank of matched filters is used to isolate and

detect the target scattering components. Since differentiation results in an increase in the

frequency response of the filters needed thus increasing its complexity, a specific transmitted

signal was developed so that the time-bandwidth product of the matched filter remains constant.

Ahes [1], derived a class of signals (u(t)j that are compressed in time when differentiated and

whose Fourier Transform is given by

1n 2  2cln (w)
Ufl g.c (w )=Aw"exp(- in(g) ) exp(j n ) (4)•21n (g) Ing

for w. >0, where gn, and c are constants. The signal u(t) encompasses hyperbolic frequency

modulation with a real part that resembles the chirp signal and has been used in early pulse

compression methods (nonlinear FM techniques [16]). The matched fiters used in (1] are then

defined as

where Em is the energy of the mth filter response. An important and desirable property of the
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derived signal u(t) is optimal doppler tolerance [1]. In addition to the estimation of the target

scattering parameters xm, even without prior knowledge, the system proposed in [1] is optimal

for target detection and classification in a maximum likelihood sense. The estimates of the

parameters xm are given by

[X] =A-r (6)

where the vector r is the real portion of the output of the bank of matched filters, and the

elements ak of the matrix A are defined as [1]

a,.=Re [ 1f"v;(co) v. (w) dw ] (7)

The estimates of the scattering elements x,, are optimal in a minimum mean square sense.

Flandrin et al [8], noted that the matched filter based system proposed by Altes [I] is equivalent

to evaluating the wavelet transform of the target impulse response. The wavelet needed however,

is the autocorrelation of the Altes signal u(t). Moreover, it is shown that such a wavelet is

admissible [8] and its shape partially resembles the Grossmnrn Morlet wavelet (8] for specific

choices of the constants ng, and c. The multiscale representations of the impulse response by

wavelet decomposition correspond to different levels of integration and differentiation and hence

different geometrical substructures of the target. It is shown in [8] that by using the

autocorrelation of u(t) as a wavelet, then the scale parameter (a) is defined as

a=g-,,/( .8)

(note that g--4 corresponds to a dyadic grid). Hence, small scales emphasize higher order

differentiations (m > 0), and large scales correspond to higher order integrations (m < 0). Notice

that the scale parameter (a=2-") where (m) is the level of integration and differentiation.

The wavelet derived trom the Altes signal is bandpass and, by properly choosing the

parameters n and g (the parameter c does not appear in the wavelet expression), can be made

almost orthogonal to its own dilations and translations. For orthogonality to be established, it
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can be shown that the parameter mj,, defined as

m i--f U(() U(-) 2e 2-' d (9)m.k=2 j 2,,.

must approach zero for all nonzero values of the integers j and k. Although some choices of the

parameters n and g may minimize the parameter my'k, in general, wavelets constructed from the

autocorrelation of u(t) do not constitute an orthonormal basis and may not produce exact

estimates of the scattering coefficients.

Let w(t) be the analyzing wavelet of the target impulse response given in (2), then the wavelet

transform of x(t) is

( -1-) -x'wc") (-tP (10)

where A is a constant. Furthermore, if w(t) is chosen as the autocorrelation of u(t) then

fi-A , -IA a

Also, because w(t) represents the impulse response of the matched filter used in [1], the target

impulse response is approximated by 11,2]

x(t) =A•' •'" (-1) xzw(g"/a (t-pn)) (12)

where (n=tPg-'A2 ). Equation (12) suggests that for an accurate approximation of target

response, the autocorrelation of the Altes signal has to be very narrow for m>O, and very wide

for m<O. Also, Equation (12) provides means for representing the target impulse response by

a set of P(Mi+M2 +i) coefficients.

The wavelet expansion of the impulse response of a radar target is, by definition, given as

x(t) -ai-/ 2EJ .k ct.w(a- (t-kT)) (13)

where T is some sampling intervaL Let w(t) be a narrow wavelet that, upon compression,

approaches derivatives of the delta function, then by comparing Equations 12 and 13, the target
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scattering parameters x.. can be estimated using wavelet expansion techniques. The scale

parameter (j) used in wavelets is associated with the differentiation/integration parameter (m).

The time shift parameter KT is associated with the location of target scattering centers t. and

need to be carefully selected. Let k1 , k 2 , ... , kp be defined such that

t1 =kIT, t 2 =k 2 T,, .. , tp=k,,, then the impulse response x(t) is approximated as

x()k 1•'j -1/2" t-kT,X (O .., 04k' E..J --•4 x ' 2-W ( (14)

where (C) is a constant. A prior knowledge of the location of scattering centers (can be obtained

using Fourier Transform or any of the methods mentioned in Section II) expedites the estimation

of the parameters x.. If the parameters t'. are not know beforehand then the wavelet expansion

coefficients are evaluated over a dense time-scale grid. Estimates of scattering parametersR .

that are below a certain threshold can then be ignored.

Assuming that a wavelet wm.,(t) =w(2-'at-np) forms an orthonormal basis and the

corresponding coefficients form a tight frame [9], where

x,= -i/ :() w* (2.-"( t-p ) ) dt 15

then the decomposition of target responses using wavelets has several merits that enhance the

process of target recognition. These rewards are: 1) reduction in the number of data samples

needed to represent a target, 2) accurate reconstruction using the parameters xm, and utilizing

a set of compactly supported functions generated by dilation and compression of a single wavelet,

3) optimal detection and classification in noise enhanced by the orthonormal basis of wavelets,

4) identification of the geometry of the target scattering parameters by examining the

decomposition coefficients x., and then associating large scales with integration and small

scales with differentiation, 5) unlike high resolution spectral estimation methods, wavelet

decomposition does not require a priori information of the number of target scattering centers P.

The backscattered radar signal is often modulated by an unknown frequency due to mismatch

between the target zero-time reference and the radar time origin. Such modulation results in

translation (shift) in the impulse response of the target. This phenomenon diminishes the
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contribution of phase information to target recognition. It is often the case that phase

independent recognition methods (shift invariant), such as cross-correlation, are used to identify

unknown radar targets, thus producing suboptimal classification results. Notably, dyadic wavelet

transform is shift invariant [6) when evaluated over a continuous time interval, and optimal

target recognition performance is reachable. Subsampling [71 and the discrete wavelet transform

as defined in Equation (12), however, produces target scattering parameters that are not shift

invariant, and hence cannot be used in target signature decomposition except when absolute phase

information is available.

To examine the significance of wavelet decomposition in radar signature analysis, consider

two hypothetical targets each consisting of three synthetic scatterers target with impulse

responses

x ( t) =A1 8 (t-4) +B18(" (t) +C18( ' t (t+3) (16)

x 2 (t) =A28 (t-4") +e28 (2) (t) +C28 (-2) (t+3) (17)

where the constants AB,C are chosen such that all responses are comparable in magnitude. Note

that both targets have similar scattering centers and differ only in the level of integration and

differentiation associated with each scatterer. Figure 2 shows the wavelet transform ofx2 (t)

impulse responses at different scales. Notice that while the response of the specular scatterer

remains feasible at all scales, the response of the integration based scatterer diminishes at small

scales and that of the differentiation based scatterer increases in magnitude. At large scales, the

response of the differentiation scatterer decreases and that of integration increases. The

significance of the wavelet transform of target impulse responses when examined at different

resolution scales is more apparent when higher order differentiations and integrations are present.

Clearly, the wavelet transform of target responses can be used to discriminate between scatterers

whose responses increase with frequency (differentiation) and those whose responses decrease

with frequency (integration). The wavelet used in Figure 1 is the Grossmen-Morlet wavelet as

given in (6,8]. The interpretation of the result in Figure 1 is related to the fact that wavelet

compression enhances the response of differentiating scatterers and wavelet dilation accents the
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response of integrating scatterers, while the response of specular scatterers is not affected by

either dilation or compression. However, it is not clear from Figure 2, as equation 12 suggests,

that a direct correspondence exists between the level of integration/differentiation and the

dilation/compression scale (a) used.

Patterns of responses similar to those shown in Figure 1 were observed when the wavelet

derived from the altes signals was used as well as when using the Daubechies 4,6 and 8 wavelets

[10]. The synthetic target response shown in Figure 1 is based on hypothetical scattering data

in the frequency range 1-12 GHz with increments of 50 MHz. The simulated targets consist of

three scatterers located at (-3), 0, and 4 (nanoseconds). The signal generated was corrupted with

additive Gaussian noise with 18 dB SNR.

Figure 2 shows the impulse response of a real radar target model, namely, the Concord

aircraft. The data was experimentally measured in a compact range [18] in the frequency range

1.5-12 GHz. Notice that by examining the target impulse response at different scales, it is

possible to identify scatterers that have differentiating features and those that are characterized

by integration. Upon exploring the nature of each scatterer and comparing its response and

location with the geometry of the target model on the basis of GTD, it is clear that the behavior

of each scatterer when examined at different scales is in accordance with its geometry.

Figure 3 shows the original and the reconstructed impulse responses of a sphere. The

reconstruction was accomplished using the scattering parameters given in Equation (3) combined

with dilated and compressed replicas of the wavelet derived using the autocorrelation of the

Altes signal. Figure 3 suggests that the Altes wavelet, though it does not constitute an

orthonormal expansion basis, can be used for characterizing radar signatures. On the other hand,

almost exact replicas of the target shown in Figure 3 could be reconstructed using the Daubechies

wavelets (9], or the spline wavelet M7]. The results in Figures 2 and 3 clearly indicate that

signatures of radar targets can be completely characterized using wavelets that form orthonormal

basis and are dilated/compressed upon integration/differentiation.

IV. Target Recognition Using Wavelets

Radar signature analysis encompasses the estimation of the number of target scattering centers

P, their location along the target ct./2, and the associated dispersion level (frequency
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dependency) or the level of integration and differentiation m, M1, M. which determines the

geometrical structure of the illuminated target. Estimates of such parameters can be used to

identify the target under examination with minimal number of data. These parameters, or

features, contribute in different proportions to the identification of unknown targets, particularly

those targets that do not match the prototype at all times (before and after launching a missile

for example) and are not easily identifiable using statistical pattern recognition techniques that

are based on the raw scattering data. Furthermore, acquiring estimates of these parameters may

be useful in a laboratory environment where electromagnetic scattering features of canonical

objects are of interest [1,2,17]. It is important to emphasize, however, that the target model given

in (1) excludes any multiple interactions between scattering components. Some of the

interactions can be identified using higher order spectral analysis techniques [11].

By virtue of the direct relation between target scattering parameters and the wavelet expansion

coefficients, wavelet expansion of the impulse responses of radar targets can be used for reliable

target identification. The optimality of target recognition using wavelets is related to the fact that

compactly supported wavelet functions that are orthogonal to their own dilations have already

been developed [7,9,101.

Consider the problem of classifying an unknown radar target represented by the data vector

X, to belong to a set of L equiprobable targets. It is assumed that the returned radar signal is

corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise with known variance a2. The unknown target is

assumed to be at zero degrees elevation and at an azimith oe [e1, 0 N] . Let the received radar

signal be

y(t) =x(t) +n, (18)

where x(t) is the target impulse response and n. is additive white gaussian noise. Let the vectors

Y, X, and n represent samples of the signals y(t), x(t), and nt. Assume that the vectors

X1, X2 . . . . . and XL represent the noiseless impulse responses of all likely targets. Also, let

the vectors A and B and N denote the wavelet expansion coefficients of the signals Y and X and
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n respectively. Then by the linearity of wavelet transform A=B+N. Furthermore, the elements

of A are Gaussian random variables with EfA)=B and variance 02. Also, notice that the

elements of the vector A are identically independent random variables. Let a_, and bl. k be the

elements of A, and B respectively then (13]

E{akj} =bj,

2J

cov{alk] =-~-

Hence, the wavelet expansion coefficients of the unknown target impulse response represented

by A are independent and identically distributed random variables with a diagonal matrix as their

covariance matrix. Consequently, in addition to its physical relevance as a scattering

identification tool, wavelet based classifier have simple structure and require minimal

computation.

Let P ( Y/i, 0) represents the likelihood function of the vector Y given target (i) and azimuth

0. Assume that the noiseless impulse response of each radar target is recorded at several

azimuth angles. Then, p (Y/i) can be determined using a mixed Gaussian distribution,

p(Y/ i) - ý&p( Yi," ) (19)

assuming that all N azimuth angles are equally likely. A decision regarding the identity of the

unknown target is then based on maximizing the likelihood function p(Y/i), i.e. choose j such that

p ( Y/j) =max.{p ( Y/i ) }.

The above test assumes equally likely hypotheses [16]. If some targets are more likely than

others, then the likelihood test may be changed accordingly. It is also possible to employ a

sequential decision technique [16] for the purpose of minimizing the average number of

observations for a given probability of error. Knowing that the random variables Y are ii.d, the

above test reduces to maximizing

where a, k is the kth wavelet expansion coefficient for the ith target at azimuth 1, and K--total

number of wavelet coefficients needed to represent the target
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Note that if the target azimuth is known the above test reduces to a minimum distance

classifier (nearest neighbor). Furthermore, if the dyadic wavelet transform is used without

subsampling, then the above classifier is shift invariant and does not require a priori knowledge

of the target zero-time reference (no need for absolute phase information). The above decision

criterion assumes that all targets have the same number of wavelet expansion parameters K. In

the experimental phase of this study, K is determined by the target with the largest number of

wavelet coefficients.

Backscattered radar signals representing the Radar Cross Section of five commercial aircraft

models recorded in the frequency range 1.5-12 GHz with increments of 50 MHz and at azimuth

position 0e [ -50, 501 degrees with increments of 10 degrees were used in the experimental

phase of this study. Figure 4 shows the classification performance of the wavelet based classifier

for different azimuth uncertainties. The results in Figure 4 were obtained using 250 experiments

with the azimuth position of the unknown target chosen uniformly between -30 to 30 degrees

with increments of 10 degrees.

Figure 5 shows a comparison between classification using normalized cross-correlation and

using the wavelet based classifier. Both classifiers assume relative phase information. Note that

the wavelet based classifier outperforms the cross-correlation classifier, with both classifier

requiring comparable computational effort. Two experiments are shown in Figure 7,

corresponding to complete and partial azimuth information. Notice that performance of the cross-

correlation classifier, in comparison to that of the wavelet classifier, degrades considerably as the

target azimuth position becomes uncertain. Figures 4 and 5 indicate that wavelet based classifiers

are relatively robust with respect to azimuth. Figure 6 shows classification using all three

methods (assuming absolute phase information) but with an extraneous scatterer positioned at t-

.5 ns along the range of the unknown target and has a signal power of 2 dB. The example in

Figure 6 simulates the effects of mismatch between the catalog and the unknown target (for

example, release of attachments). Figure 6 shows that the wavelet based classifier is superior to
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both the raw data based system and the cross-correlation classifiers.

An alternative example is shown in Figure 7 where recognition is made based on a

comparison between the impulse response of the unknown target and that of the catalog target.

The impulse response of the catalog target, however, is constructed from its wavelet expansion

coefficients. Reconstruction from wavelet expansion coefficients does not always produce exact
replicas of the target impulse response. The purpose of this experiment is to show the

degradation in classification performance due to reconstruction error. Figure I I shows that such

an error has minimal effect on target classification. Furthermore, Figure I 1 suggests that the size

of catalog radar database may be reduced using wavelet expansion without noticeable degradation

in recognition performance.

V. Conclusions

Description and recognition of radar targets using wavelet expansion techniques provides

significant insight into the mechanism of scattering from radar targets and contributes to the

identification of geometrical features of unknown targets. A wavelet based classifier is not

computationally intensive and produces reliable recognition results that are, under certain

measurement scenarios, superior to those of other classifiers. The proposed recognition scheme

is optimal in a maximum likelihood sense and is particularly suited for recognizing targets with

extraneous scatterers and with unknown azimuth position. Wavelet decomposition helps

discriminating between scatterers whose response increases with frequency and diLse whose

rcponse decreases with frequency. Furthermore, the proposed scatterer identification method

does not require a priori knowledge of the number scattering centers located along the target.
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Figure 4: Classification performance of wavelet based target recognition system for different
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(marked by +). Target azimuth known within *20 degrees: wavelet classifier (dashed) and cross-

correlation classifier (dashed-dotted).
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Abstract

The effect of a frictional interface on the response of a unidirec-

tional ceramic matrix composite under a remote axial tensile strain is

studied. The geometry of the composite is approximated by a concentric

cylinder model with a transverse annular crack in the matrix. The fiber-

matrix interface follows the Coulomb friction law. On applying the

boundary and the continuity conditions at the interface, the solution is

obtained in terms of three coupled integral equations.

An asymptotic analysis of the coupled integral equations will reveal

the nature of the singularity of the stress and strain functions in the

fiber and the matrix. The extent of the interfacial damage and the stress

fields in the fiber and the matrix will be studied as a function of the

fiber volume fraction, the elastic moduli of the constituents, the thermal

expansion coefficients of the constituents, the coefficient of friction,

the temperature change and the remote uniform axial strain. The objective

of the study is to give an idea of what features accelerate or inhibit the

interfacial damage.

An AFOSR Research Initiation proposal is being submitted for continuing

the work initiated in this report.
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AXISYMMETRIC THERMOELASTIC RESPONSE OF A COMPOSITE CYLINDER

CONTAINING AN ANNULAR MATRIX CRACK AND A FRICTIONAL INTERFACE

Autar K. Kaw

INTRODUCTION

Ceramic matrix composites are becoming attractive as load bearing

structures for high temperature and corrosive atmosphere applications.

Although these composites have higher ultimate strength and strain than

monolithic ceramics, matrix cracking followed by interfacial failure is a

critical issue in their use. When the matrix crack reaches the fiber, the

interface may open or slip. This blunts the crack, and slows and arrests

the propogation of the matrix crack. Although this increases the fracture

toughness of the composite, the damage in the interface reduces the axial

strength, the transverse strength and the axial compressive strength of the

composite (Steif, 1984). Because of these conflicting requirements, it

becomes important to fully understand the mechanics of matrix fracture in

ceramic matrix composites.

The pioneering work on the micromechanical failure modeling of matrix

cracking of ceramic matrix fiber reinforced composites was done by Aveston,

Cooper and Kelly (1971), commonly called the ACK theory. The ACK theory has

also been extended and improved by several authors. These theories are

reviewed by McCartney (1987). These theories have given a better under-

standing of the strength and toughness of ceramic matrix composites. They

have also led to common misconceptions in brittle matrix composites, such

as, that the steady state cracking mode is responsible for matrix crack

initiation (Kim and Pagano, 1990). These theories are based on simplifica-

tions and may ignore coupling between different mechanisms.

In this paper, the authors have developed a solution which fully ac-

counts for all the equations of equilibrium and stress-strain, and boundary
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conditions for an axisymmetric composite cylinder. The fiber-matrix inter-

face is considered to be imperfect. The interface can have open, slip and

stick zones and their lengths are found automatically based on material,

geometry and loading (thermal and mechanical) conditions. The model also

accounts for the finite fiber volume fractions and the mismatch of thermal

expansion coefficients and the elastic moduli of the fiber and the matrix.

Several axisymmetric elasticity solutions exist for crack problems in

homogeneous solids under a uniaxial tensile load. A brief literature survey

of these solutions is given in Kaw and Pagano (1992). The problem of a

crack in a composite cylinder was first attempted by Ford (1973). He solved

the problem of a composite cylinder made of a solid cylinder (fiber) bonded

to a surrounding hollow cylinder (matrix) of infinite outer radius. A penny

shaped crack was assumed in the fiber. The composite cylinder was subjected

to axial tension. He approximated the fiber by a solid cylinder and the

matrix by a hollow cylinder of infinite outer radius. The fiber and the

matrix were considered to be perfectly bonded. The problem was formulated

in terms of a the axial displacements of the crack surface. The boundary

condition of a traction free surface was satisfied only in the least square

sense. The stress intensity factors at the crack tips were studied as a

function of the fiber-matrix moduli ratio.

Only recently, Wijeyewickrema, et. al. (1991) solved the same problem

of a damaged composite cylinder, except for that the damage considered was

now in the form of an annular crack in the matrix. The composite cylinder

was subjected to a uniform axial tensile strain at infinity. The solution

was obtained in terms of a Cauchy singular integral equation. The stress

intensity factors at the crack tips were studied as a function of the ratio

of the fiber to matrix moduli, and the location and the length of the crack.

Wijeyewickrema and Keer (1992) extended this problem to include a finite

volume fraction of the fibers by assuming a finite outer radius of the outer

cylinder.

The interface between the fiber and the matrix was assumed to be per-

fect in the above studies (Ford, 1973, Wijeyewickrema, et.al, 1991,

Wijeyewickrema and Keer, 1992a) of axisymmetric composite problems. In

ceramic matrix composites, the interface may not be perfect. Matrix cracks

can result in slipping and opening of fiber-matrix interfaces. This

phenomenon blunts the crack and significantly increases the fracture tough-

ness of the composite system. Hence, one needs to study the problem which

accounts for this phenomena at the interface. Some studies which have
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relaxed the assumption of the perfect interface in the composite cylinder

failure model include the work of Kaw and Pagano (1992), McCartney (1990),

Wijeyewickerma and Keer (1992) and Schweitert and Steif (1991).

Kaw and Pagano (1992) included an imperfect interface in the composite

cylinder model by approximating the interface by distributed shear springs.

They also included the effect of both thermal expansion and elastic moduli

mismatch of the constituents for the perfect bond case. Wijeyewickerma and

Keer (1992) included the effect of an imperfect interface by assuming a

finite slip length along the interface. In that study, they assumed the

length of the slip zone as well as the value of the shear stress in the slip

zone. McCartney (1990) allowed the frictional interface to follow the

Coulomb frictional law but his model approximated two stress-strain equa-

tions and the displacement boundary conditions in the average sense. Steif,

et. al. (1988, 1991) accounted for the frictional interface as well as all

the equations of elasticity. Dollar and Steif (1988) solved the problem of

a layered model with the fiber layer with a crack which impinges on the

interface. They assumed the interface to follow Coulomb's friction law but

assumed the fiber and the matrix to have the same moduli.

The assumption of equal material properties for the fiber and matrix

was relaxed later by Schweitert and Steif (1991). They solved the axisym-

metric problem of a solid cylinder (fiber) surrounded by a hollow cylinder

of infinite outer radius (matrix). The fiber-matrix interface followed the

Coulomb friction law. The composite geometry was subjected to a remote

mechanical axial strain and a remote compressive radial stress. The remote

radial stress represented residual stresses due to thermal expansion mis-

match of the fiber and the matrix. In the present study, Schweitert and

Steif's (1991) model is extended as follows.

The present model accounts for a finite fiber volume fraction, allows

the crack to be in the matrix rather than in the fiber, accounts for the

thermal expansion mismatch of the fiber and the matrix directly rather than

by a constant remote radial load on the matrix. Moreover, the matrix crack

also can be internal, edge and/or touching the interface.

Also, the mathematical formulation of the problem does not follow the

novel boundary element procedure of Schweitert and Steif (1991). Instead,

the formulation is based on the Fourier Integral Transforms technique.

Coupled with some new definitions of unknown functions in the formulation,

it reduces the problem to a set of three coupled integral equations. These
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equations have the unknowns in terms of the matrix crack opening displace-

ment, and the radial and the axial displacement jump along the interface in

the open and slip zones. Since all these unknowns are non-zero for a finite

length, unlike in Schweitert and Steif's (1991) model, it allows applica-

tion of traditional numerical algorithms and more convenient convergence

studies. Also the stresses in the fiber at the interface can be calculated

directly without any extrapolation techniques such as used in their study.

In the sections to follow is the formulation of the model given in

Figure 1. The boundary and interface conditions are applied to give three

coupled integral equations. An asymptotic analysis will be conducted on the

integral equations, if required, to find the nature of the unknown functions

at the end points. The numerical technique to solve the coupled integral

equations will be based on the asymptotic analysis results. In the results,

the damage zones (slip and open zones) at the interface and the stress

concentration in the fiber will be found for different composite systems.

Several parametric studies will be done, particularly, as a function of the

fiber volume fraction and the coefficient of friction.

FURMULATION

The geometry of the composite cylinder consists of an infinitely long

fiber bonded to an annular matrix of finite outer radius (Figure 1). This

geometry approximates a representative volume element (RVE) of a composite

in a hexagonal array. The cylindrical coordinates are denoted by r,8 and z,

where ur and u are the radial and axial displacements, respectively. Ther z

normal and shear stresses are denoted by arr' azz, a8o and arz. The indices

0 and 1 stand for the fiber and the matrix, respectively.

The fiber is approximated by a linearly elastic, isotropic, homogeneous

and infinitely long solid c)linder of radius a, shear modulus j,•0 Poisson's

ratio mot Young's modulus EO, coefficient of thermal expansion, ao. The

matrix is approximated by a linearly elastic, isotropic and homogeneous and

infinitely long annular cylinder of inner radius a and outer radius d, shear

modulus p,, Poisson's ratio ml, Young's modulus, E1 , coefficient of thermal

expansion, aI" The matrix consists of an annular crack of length 'c -bIf
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(a-bI<Clsd) in the z-0 plane, at a distance of 'b 1 -a' from the interface.

The volume fraction of the fibers is given by a 2 /d 2 .

The bond between the fiber and the matrix is considered to be imperfect

and is approximated appropriately by open, slip and stick zones. The open

zones are traction free; the slip zones follow the Coulomb friction law; and

the stick zones have continuous displacements, and radial and shear

stresses. The radial stress in the slip and stick zones are compressive.

The length of the open, slip and stick zones is not prescribed. The length

of the open zone is denoted by 'c 2 ' while the length of the slip zone is

denoted by 'c 3 -c 2 ' . The kinetic and sliding friction coefficient are con-

sidered to be equal.

The composite is subjected to an axial remote strain, e 0 on the ends

plus a constant temperature change, AT. The temperature change, AT and

Poisson's ratio mismatch are assumed to lead to an overall compressive

stress at the interface in the uncracked body. This maintains radial con-

tact at the interface in the undamaged zones of the interface.

The displacement and stress field for axially symmetric problems with a

temperature change, (AT) and applied remote axial strain, (C0 ) with an

annular matrix crack is given as follows.

The displacement field for the matrix is

1 1 OD
ur (r,z) 2u 7r f [f I S) I I(rs) + f 2 (s) rs 1 0 (rs)

f f 3 (s) K1 (rs) -f 4 (s) rs K0 (rs)] s2 cos (sz) ds

Sf f 7 (p) p3 (-2vlzP)e ZP Jl(rp) dp) + u (r,z)

+ ulM(r,z), (l.a)r

z - 2p.L V [f f1 (s) 10 (rs) + f 2 (s) [4(1-v.1 ) 10 (rs) + rs l(rs)I

+ f 3 (s)K 0 (rs) + f 4 (s) [rs Kl(rs) - 4(l-vl)K0(rs)]]

s2sin (sz)ds -f 7 (p) p 3 [2(l-vl)+zp]e- zPJ0(rp)dp)

0

+ u1T(r,z) + u M(rz) (l.b)
z3-
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The stress field for the matrix is given by

a 1 (r,z) - (f (f(s)(-Io(rs)+I(rs)/(rs)+ f2(s)[(2v1 Mo(rs)
0

- rsll(rs)]- f 3 (s) [Ko(rs)+Kl(rs)/(rs)]

+ f 4 (s)[(l-2vl)K0 (rs)-rsKl(rs)]) s3 cos (sz) ds

"- f f 7 (p) p [p(1-zP)Jo(rp)- 1 1PJl(rp)]e'ZPdp
0 r

+alT (r'z)r +arlmr(r'z) ' (2.a)

a~ (r'z) c c i {fl(S)Io(rs)+f2 (s) [2(2-"l)Io(rs)+rsIl(rs)]

0

+f 3 (s) K0 (rs) + f 4 (s)[ -2(2-Yl 1)K0 (rs)+rs K1 (rs)])s3 cos (sz) ds

+ f0 fT(p) p4((+zp)eZ J0(rp) dp + aITzzr,z) + aIMz(r,z), (2.b)

arz r - • 0 (f,(s)Ii(rs)+f2 (s)[rsI0 (rs)+2(l'-v)Ii(rs)]
0

- f 3 (s)K1 (rs) + f 4 (s)( 2(1-vl1)KI(rs)-rs K0 (rs)])s 3 sin (sz) ds

+ f f 7 (p) p 5ze'zp J(rp) dp, (2.c)
0

i ~2 •li(l+vi) 1
a [u (r,z) - a AT r]
80 r r I

+ l1r(rz) 1 (r,z)]. (2.d)
rr z zz

In equations (5-6), the functions fi(i-l,..4,7) are the unknown functions,

K n() is the modified Bessel's functions of the second kind of order n, Ino

is the modified Bessel's functions of the first kind, and J () is the

Bessel's functions of the first kind of order n.

The displacement field for the fiber is given by

00
ur Iz - (_ f (f5(s)<, 11(rs + rs•' •"••' 2 (sz <,ds]

+ uT(r,z) + u M(r,z), (3.a)
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u0 (r,z) - 2;&0 (f 5 (s) 10 (rs) + f 6 (s)[4(l-v0 )1 0 (rs)+ rs 1(rs))
0p

2 OT 0M
s sin (sz) ds] + uz (rz) + uO (r,z). (3.b)

The stress field for the fiber is given by
o

aorr (r,z) - jO (f 5 (s)[-I 0 (rs)+I (rs)/(rs)]
0

+f 6 (s)[(2v0 -l)o 0 (rs)-rsI 1 (rs)]) s3 Cos(zs) ds

OT OH
+ Frr(r,z) + Orr (r,z), (4.a)

a 0(r,z) - f (fs(S)I 0 (rs)+f6 (s) [2(2-v 0 )Io(rs)+rsIl(rs)])
30T OHM

s3Cos(zs) ds + a z(r,z) + a Or,z), (4.b)zz zz

arz (rz) - f (f 5 (s)Ii(rs)+f6 (s)(rsI0 (rs)+2(l-v 0)Ii(rs)])s 3 Sin(zs)ds,

(4.c)

0 2 po(l+Po) 0
a0 (r,z) - ur ur (r,z) - a0 AT r)

+ VO[O r(r,z) + azz(r,z)]. (4.d)

In equations (3) and (4), the functions fi, i-5,6 are the unknown functions.

iT iT iT iT iM iM iM iM
In the above equations (1-4), arr az u , u ,arr, zz, ur , uz

i-O,l are stresses and displacements due to the thermal expansion mismatch

and remote strain in the undamaged composite cylinder. The superscript 'T'

corresponds to the effect of temperature change, while the superscript 'H'

corresponds to the effect of the axial remote tensile strain. These

stresses and displacements are added to the integral transform forms to

preserve the far field stresses since the integral transforms forms con-

tribute vanishing stresses as z-•.

Unlike the case of a perfect bond, superposition of stresses is not

admissible in the current problem. This is because the current model fol-

lows the non-linear law because the interface can have a slip zone governed

by the Coulomb friction law.

The continuity conditions at the interface between the fiber and the

matrix at r-a are given by
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a0rr(a,z) - a 1r(a,z), O:SlzI<w, (5.a)

r (az) - r(a,z), OIzI<5o. (5.b)

Also at the interface (r-a) between the fiber and the matrix

Open zone

0
ar0z(a,z) - 0, O<Izl<c2 (5.c)

a0 (a,z) - 0, O<Izl<c (5.d)
rr 2'

constrained by

(az)-u (a,z) > 0, O<Izl<c2 , (5.e)

SliR zone

u (a,z) - u (a,z), c2<Izl<c (5.f)
r r 2 c<zc 3,

I0r (a,z)l - Ip arr(az)l, c2 <Izl<c3 , (5.g)

constrained by

sgn(d [u 1a, }-sgn a 0(az) c2<l<c(.

0
a 0(a,z) < O, c2<Izl<c (5.J)
rr 2 3

Stick zone

u 0(a,z) - u I(a,z), c 3 gIzI<o, (5.j)

u (a,z) - u(a,z)c, (5.k)
z c 3~lI

constrained by
0

arr (a,z) < 0, c 3 IZI<-, (5.1)
or o

Ia z(az)I < IP ar0(a,z) I, c3 lzl<0. (5.m)

The friction coefficient 'p' is assumed to be constant in the slip

zone. Equation (5.f) suggests that the radial contact is maintained in the

slip zone. This assumption is justified as the uncracked composite cylinder

is assumed to have compression at the interface due to the mismatch of

thermal expansion coefficients and Poisson's ratios of the fiber and the

matrix.

Equation (5.h) is the condition of positive energy dissipation which

implies that the shear stress and the increment of axial slip be consistent.

The boundary conditions at the matrix edge r-d are given by
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1
arz (d,z) - 0, 0:IzI<o, (6.a)

and

EITHER

ur (d,z) - u M(d,z) + ur (d,z), 05lzl<®, (6.b)

OR
1d

arIt(d,z)-O, 0:51z[<w (6.c)

Equations (6.b) and (6.c) maximize and minimize the constraint on the com-

posite cylinder, respectively. Equation (6.b) is preferred in this study
since it allows the slope of the crack surface Bu1(r,O)/ar at r-d to be

Z

equal to zero for the edge crack problem. Near the crack surface the

lateral restraint from the neighboring fibers in the vicinity of the crack

will be different from as given by equation (6.b), but the two conditions

(6.b) and (6.c) are equivalent for points at r-d which are removed from the

crack and interfacial damage surfaces (Pagano and Brown, 1992).

The shear stresses in the composite cylinder at z-0 are

a 0(r,0) - 0, r<a, (7.a)
rz

a1z (r,O) - 0, a<r<d. (7.b)

The shear stress conditions (7.a) and (7.b) are automatically satisfied by

the shear stress equations (2.c) and (4.c).

The other boundary conditions at z-0 are
0
u (r,0) - 0, O<rsa, (8.a)

z

u (r,O) -0, ba<r<bc <r, (8.b)
zZ 1'G~zz(r,0) - 0, bl<r<cl, (8.c)

subject to

l(r,O) > 0, bl<r<cI (8.d)

Introduce a new unknown slope function 4 1 (r) as follows

I uI (r,0) - 4 1 (r), bl<r<c1 . (9)

1-VI 8r

From equations (l.b), (8.b) and (9), one gets
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3C
p3 f 7 (p) - t1 01 (tI) J1 (pt 1 ) dt 1 . (10)

bI1

Introduce two new displacement jump functions as

S- •o [u(a,z) - u0 (az)], O:SIzl<c, (11)

3 1 [u 1 (a,z) - u 0 (a,z)], O:Slzl<. (12)

Now note from equations (11), (12), (5.f), (5.j) and (5.k) that

02(z) - 0, c2<Izl<-, (13)

03(z) - 0, c3<Izl<o. (14)

The above manipulation is done because the functions, OIL 42 and 0 3 are now

unknown only on a finite domain (b 1 ,c 1 ), (0,c 2 ) and (0,c 3 ), respectively.

Conducting some algebraic manipulations while using exact integrals and
recursion formulas given in (Kaw and Pagano, 1992: Appendix C), the six

equations (5.a-b, 6.a, 6.b or 6.c, 11, 12) result in the following simul-
taneous set of six equations,

6 -ilc c 2
6 A f (S) - (tl h 1 (S'tl) dt + 3 02(t2) h(s) Cos(st2) dt2

Z A1  ~ ~ s) f J i l 1 3 f 2 t

+ J -1 3(t3 h 3(s) sin<st3) dt3 i-1,..6, (15.a-f)
s b3-0

where Aii, j-l,..6,i-l,..,6, and hik, i-l,..,6, k-1,2,3, are given as fol-

lows.

Al1 - 10 (as) ( as) A1 2  (1-2mI) 10(as) + as I 1 (as),
11 0l. as)1

AI3- K0(as) K (as) A A- -(1-2vI) K 0(as) +as Kl(as),

K (as)A -10(as) + -13 0 as 16~ 0(-&i K 0a) 1a a)
A1-10 as + as ,A16- -(l-2v0 ) 10 (as) -as ll(as),

A21- - 1i(as), A2 2 - -as 10 (as) -2(l-v1 )11 (as), A2 3 - KI(as),

A24 - as K0 (as) -2(1-vl1)Kl(as), A2 5 - 11 (as),

A2 6 -asI 0 (as)+2(l-y 0 )1 1 (as),
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If equation (6.b) holds, A 3j's are given by

A3 1 - 11 (ds), A3 2 - ds Io(ds)

A3 3 - -Kl(ds), A3 4 - -ds K0 (ds), A3 5 - 0, A3 6 - 0,

If equation (6.c) holds, A 3j's are given by,

Ii (ds)

A31- -10(ds) + A3 2 - (2V 1 -I) 10 (ds) - ds 11 (ds),
ds

Kl1(dS)

A3 3 - -K0 (ds) - , A3 4 - (1-2v 1 ) K0 (ds) -ds KI(ds),
ds;

A 35-0, A 36-0,

A41 - Ii(ds), A4 2 - ds 10 (ds)+2(1-v 1 ) 11 (ds), A4 3 - -KI(ds),

A4 4 - -ds K0 (ds) + 2(1-v 1 ) Kl(ds), A4 5 - 0, A4 6 - 0,

A. a . K K(as),

51 - 11 (as), A52- as 10 (as), A5 3  - 1
2 2 2

Sas K0 (as), A 1 1 (as), 5 2 as I0(as),A54" • 55 1 ' 56 2-

A61 - 10 (as), A52- [4(1-v 1 )1 0 (as)+aslI(as)],

K0 (as), A6  [ as Kl(as)-4(1-v 1 )K 0 (as)),

A6566 - - [4(1-w0 )10 (as)+as 1 1 (as)), A 0 (16)
2 t

h 1 1 (S,t 1 )-s(t 1 S1 0 (as)K0 (tIS) + 10 (as) K1 (t 1 S) -a 1 (as)K0 (tlS)

2(1-wI)

-[as+ as I l1(as)K1(tis)),

h 2 1 (S,t 1 )-s(asI 0 (as)K1 (t 1 s)-t 1 SI (as)K 0 (tis)),

If equation (6.b) holds,

h 3 1 (S,t 1 )-s(-t 1 S10 (t 1 s)KI(ds) +ds I1 (tIs)K0 (ds)

+ 2(1-v 1 )1 1 (t 1 s)Kl(ds)),

If equ-tion (6.c) holds,

t

h 3 1 (S,t 1 )--S(t 1 SI 0 (tIs)Ko(ds) "II(tls)K0 (ds)+ d I 0 (tls)Kj(ds)
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-[ds+ ds ]1 1 (tls)Kl(ds)),

h4 1 (s,tI)-s{-t 1 So 0 (t 1 s)K 1 (ds)+dsI 1 (t 1 s)K 0 (ds)),

h 5 1 (stI) - . S{-asI 0 (as)K 1 (t 1 S)+tISIl(as)K0 (tls)
2

+2(1-vI )1 1i(as)K1 (tis)),

h 61 (S'tl1)- -"s{-tl1SI 0(as)K 0(tlIS)+2(l-y 1)10 (aS)Kl1(tl1S)

2

+asI 1 (as)K1 (tls)),

h 1 2 (s)-h 2 2 (s)-h 32 (s)-h 4 2 (s)-h 6 2 (s)-O, h 5 2 (s)-s,

h1 3 (s)-h 2 3 (s)-h 3 3 (s)-h 4 3 (s)-h 5 3 (s)-O, h 6 3 (s)-s. (17)

The six equations (15.a-f) can be solved for fi(J-l,..6) and expressed

as
cI C2

fi(s) - I [J 1 (tI) filtts) dt1 + J 0 2 (t 2 ) fi 2 (t 2 ,s) Cos(st 2 ) dt 2s 3 b!1 b2-MO

+ 303 (t 3 ) f 1 3 (t 3 ,s) Sin(st 3 ) dt 3 ], i-i,...6, (18)
b 3 -O

6

fil(tlS) - z Bii(s) tlhj~tl'S), i-i,....6,
j-6 A(s)

fi2(t2,s) - B15 (s) h 5 2 (s), i-I ... 6,
A(s)

fi 3 (t 3 ,s) - B1 6 (s) h 6 2 (s), i-i,.. ,6, (19.a-e)
A(s)

where A(s) is the determinant and B ij(i-i,..,6; j-l,..,6) are the elements

of the adjoint of the coefficient matrix Aij of equation (15).

Substituting values for fi(s) from equation (18) in the boundary condi-

tion (8.c) and the interface conditions (5), the solution to the boundary

value problem is given in terms of three simultaneous integral equations
i 0i ( t l 3 cjI T O

-- dt+ Iz •j(tj) Klj(rtj) dtj - -a1z(r,O)-azz(r, ,

bf (tlr ) • -i

b31 J -
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E-1 0 1(t i) K2j(z, tj) dtj +<-c- > a z) ar a ),b2<~
J b i

0j (t ) j 2Zt)d zc> E (j K2 (Z't) dt~
j j j i 12ir i i 2

<zc>p [arrm(a,z)+a rr(a,z)]. b <Z<C3  (20.a-c)

where

K 11 (r,tl) -K,,,(r,t,) + K, 12 (r.,t), (21.&)

m(r,t )-I m(r t)
K ill(r,t 1) - ____I_ + ....L (2l.b)

m(r,tl) E- r r t,

ti1

t2  r2  t

r E(Ai) + t1 rK(t) r>t1, (lc
t1r rt 1  r

K 112 (r,t I)- f 2 k11 (r~t1 ~s) ds, (21. d)

0

K 12 (r,t 2)- f 2 k 12 (r,t 2 1s) Cos(st 2) ds, (21. e)

0

K 13 (r,t 3)- J 2 k13 (r,t 3,s) Sin(st 3) ds, (21.f)

0

k 1j(r~t JS) - f 11 (t jS) 1 0 (rs) + f 2j(t Js) [2(2-v 1 )1 0(rs)+rsI I(rs)]

+f 3j(t js) K 0(rs) + f 4j(t t, s) [-2(2-v I K 0 (rs)+rsK I(rs)1), J-1,2,3, (21.g)

K 21 (z,t )- f k 21 (t,s) Cos(sz) ds, (2l.h)

0

K 22 (Z't2)- J k22 (t 2 ts) CC' '.t 2) Cos(sz) ds, (21Ai)

0
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K2 3 (zt 3)= k2 3 (t 3,s) Sin(st 3 ) Cos(sz) ds, (21.j)

0

k 2 J(tj,s) - f 5j(tj,s) [-1 0 (as) +1 1 (as)/(as)]

+ f 6 J(t is) [(2v 0 -1)1 0 (as)-aslI(as)], j-1,2,3, (21.k)

K3 1 (z'tl)- J k3 1 (tl,s) Sin(sz) ds. (21.1)

0

K3 2 (z,t 2 )- J k . 2 (t 2 ,s) Cos(st 2 ) Sin(sz) ds, (21.m)

0

10

K3 3 (z,t 3 )- J k3 3 (t 3 ,s) Sin(st 3 ) Sin(sz) ds, (21.n)

0

k 3 J(tj,s) - f 5 j(tj,s) II(as) + f 6 j(tj,s)[asI 0 (as) + 2(l-vo)ll(as)J,

j-1,2,3, (21.o)

<Z-C2>-O if z<c 2

- 1 if z>c 2 . ( 2 1 .p)

where E() and K() are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second

kind, respectively. Note that the functions k 2 2 , k 2 3 , k 3 2 , k 3 3 are only

functions of 's' and are written as functions of 's' and 'tj' for purposes

of condensed notations in equations (21.g), (21.k) and (21.o).

The integral equations (20.a-c) are also subject to the crack closure

condition

l l(tl) dtI - 0, (22)

bI1

for the case of cracks which close at the tips. These cases include internal

cracks and cracks up to the interface for a perfect bond. For other cases,

such as cracks up to the imperfect bond or edge cracks, the crack closure

condition is not applicable.
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L ABSTRACT

Certain mechanisms of failure associated with titanium aluminide composites
were studied. The focus of the analysis was directed towards the thermomechanical

behavior of unidirectional composites under the influence of transverse loading. Recent
experimental investigations indicated that there exist considerable differences in the
mechanical behavior of composites with coated fibers, as compared to the uncoated

systems. In addition, transverse mechanical loading yielded longitudinal matrix cracking
in the regions of closely spaced fibers. A simple analytical model and finite element
calculations were utilized in order to qualify the experimental results. Some preliminary

thoughts on the issue of fiber fracture were also discussed, an issue that is currently under

investigation.
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U. FIBER/MATRIX INTERFACES

1.0 High Temperature Materials

Because of their low density and high strength at temperatures up to -800 0C,
titanium aluminide alloys are the most likely materials to advance the high temperature
performance of aerospace structures. For highly stressed components such as compressor
disks in turbine engines, reinforcement of these alloys with high strength continuous
fibers is necessary. The most suitable material appears to be SiC, although fiber coatings
are necessary in order to obtain optimum interfacial properties and to control interfacial
reactions under severe service and fabrication conditions.

Most previous studies of titanium aluminide composites have involved either (3-
stabilized titanium alloy matrices or matrices based on the a2 Ti 3AI phase. High stiffness,

strength and fatigue resistance have been achieved in both systems (Johnson et al. 1990,
Revelos and Smith 1992). However, they are both limited in application; the 13-stabilized
matrices by high temperature stability and the a2 - based matrices by severe degradation

during thermal fatigue in air (Revelos and Smith 1992)

Alloys based on the orthorhombic Ti2AINb phase have been shown by Banerjee
et al. (1988) and Rowe (1991) to possess higher strength, fracture toughness, and ductility

at low temperature, and better environmental stability compared to other titanium
aluminide alloys such as Ti3A1 based materials. Moreover, Smith et al. (1992) have
shown that composites of an orthorhombic based alloy reinforced with SCS6 SiC fibers
exhibit improved properties and are resistant to environmental degradation. Several Air
Force programs are under way to develop SiC reinforced composites with this matrix

material.

2.0 Interfaces

The properties of the interface between the fibers and matrix dictate the overall
properties of high temperature ceramic and intermetallic matrix composites. Generally,
weak interfaces that allow debonding are required in order to achieve optimum
longitudinal properties in unidirectionally reinforced composites. In ceramic matrix
composites, matrix cracking is the first damage to develop. If the fiber/matrix interface is
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sufficiently weak to deflect an incident crack into the interface rather than allow it to
penetrate the fibers, and if the fibers are sufficiently strong relative to the sliding
resistance of the interface then the strength of the composite is dictated by the fiber
strength and is insensitive to damage and notches. Moreover, the stress strain curve is

non-linear prior to the peak stress, and non catastrophic beyond the peak. On the other
hand, if the interface is strong enough for the first matrix crack to penetrate the fiber, the

composite behaves as a monolithic brittle material with linear stress strain curve to

failure, and with strength that is sensitive to pre existing damage and notches. The
condition for crack deflection has been derived in terms of the fracture energies of the
interface (Gi) and the fibers (Gf) debonding occurs under most conditions if Gi/Gf <

0.25.

In unidirectionally reinforced intermetallic matrix composites fiber fracture can

occur before failure of the matrix under monotonic loading. Interfacial debonding then
leads to improved strength by allowing the damage in the matrix to be spread out rather
than being concentrated near the fiber cracks. However the largest potential benefit from
reinforcement of intermetallic matrix composites is in the improved resistance to fatigue

cracking. Under cyclic loading, fatigue cracks initiate in the matrix. If interfacial
debonding occurs, the reinforcing fibers remain spanning the crack faces and restrict the
range of displacements that are transmitted to the crack tip, thereby reducing the crack
growth rate. With optimum interfacial properties this reduction in growth rate due to

crack bridging can be dramatic, either arresting a crack that would otherwise accelerate
indefinitely, or reducing its growth rate to a low constant velocity. The crack bridging

effect responsible for this improvement in properties is discussed further in the next

section.

The need to produce weak interfaces for optimum longitudinal properties

conflicts with the requirements for high transverse strength where strong interfaces are
beneficial. Therefore a compromise is needed, either in the interface properties or in the
design requirements. This topic has received very little attention. For instance, very little
is known of the effect of interfacial friction on transverse strength.

Most of the preceding comments apply at high temperatures as well as low
temperature, although an added complication of rate dependence enters the problem. At

intermediate temperatures fatigue crack growth occurs in the matrix, but the growth law
becomes time dependent as well as cycle dependent as localized creep occurs near the

crack tip. In addition, the interfacial properties that dictate crack bridging become time-
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dependent. At high temperatures, where creep occurs throughout the matrix, fatigue
cracking is suppressed. In this temperature range the requirements for interfacial
properties are not as clear. For short reinforcing fibers , or for transverse loading of
continuous fiber composites, strongly bonded interfaces are essential to obtain load
transfer. However for longitudinally loaded continuous fiber composites, iad transfer
occurs over small distances, even when interfaces are weakly bonded.

IMI. DAMAGE MECHANISMS DUE TO TRANSVERSE LOADING

1.0 Experimental Observations

Metal matrix composites consisting of titanium aluminide matrices reinforced by
unidirectional SiC fibers exhibit superior mechanical properties under the influence of
loading parallel to the fibers. However, these improved properties are achieved at the
expense of properties in the transverse direction. Given the fact that in structural
components we usually cannot avoid the presence of transverse loads, it becomes
essential to investigate the factors controlling transverse properties. The issue of
transverse loading is been investigated during our current, AFOSR supported project.
This program involves analytical and numerical studies at Arizona State University as
well as experimental investigations performed at the Rockwell International Science

Center.

Recent experiments at Rockwell involved two composites with identical fibers
and matrices (super a2/SCS6), but different interfacial compositions. Both systems were

consolidated by Textron, using a foil/fiber/foil method. One composite contained three
rows of standard SCS6 fibers, while the other contained four rows of SCS6 fibers that
had been coated (PVD) with Ag and Ta. The fiber volume fractions were 37% and 30%,
respectively. Beams (50 x 2 x 1 mm) that were cut from the composite sheets were tested
in unidirectional tension, perpendicular to the direction of the fibers. Measurements were
obtained from optical micrographs by utilizing a computerized image analysis system.

Observations of the microstructure indicated that the composite with uncoated
fibers contained reaction layers (-1 gm thick) around the individual fibers. These layers
were not found in the composite with the Ta/Ag fiber coating. However, the matrix of the
coated system was enriched in the f3-phase within a layer of -IOgm around each fiber.
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The stress-strain curves obtained indicate that the stresses and strains at failure are
much smaller in transverse loading than in longitudinal loading. Nevertheless, the

transverse failure stress and strain are considerably higher in the composite with the

Ta/Ag fiber coating, compared to the uncoated system. The values of Young's modulus

are (a) 200 GPa under longitudinal loading; (b) 150 GPa under transverse loading in the

composite with uncoated fibers, and (c) 125 GPa under transverse loading in the

composite with coated fibers.

Under the influence of transverse loading, the first damage to occur was sliding of
the fibers relative to the matrix, driven by the residual stresses (compressive in the fibers,

tensile in the matrix). The sliding displacement increased with increasing applied stress.

Sliding began at applied stress of 40 MPa in the composite with uncoated fibers and 60

MPa in the composite with coated fibers.

Tensile separation of the fiber/matrix interface was observed in the stress range of

150-180 MPa in the coated system and at 100-150 MPa in the composite with uncoated

fibers. The locations of interfacial separation were different in the two composites. In the
composite containing uncoated fibers, about 70% of the fibers separated between the

outer layer of the fiber and the reaction layer of the matrix. In the coated system,
however, 80% of the fibers separated at the carbon layer between the outer layers of the

fibers. The remaining fibers in both systems exhibited debonding at both interfaces.

There was no correlation between the separation load and the distance between fibers.

The first observable matrix damage was deformation in the regions between

closely spaced fibers located along a line parallel to the applied load. This deformation

was first observed at an applied stress of 100 MPa in the composite with uncoated fibers

and 128 MPa in the composite with the Ta/Ag coating. At higher loads (150 MPa and 180

MPa, respectively) longitudinal cracks (parallel to the loading) were observed, initiating

adjacent to the fibers and growing stably between the fibers as the load increased. At
closely spaced fibers (separation < 20 gtm), a pair of longitudinal cracks formed

symmetrically with respect to the center line of the fibers. These cracks formed at about
30% of the fibers in both composites, mostly at fibers that were closely spaced (5 70 Pm).

As the applied load increased, transverse cracks were observed in the composite

with uncoated fibers. These cracks initiated in the reaction zone of the matrix adjacent to

the fibers and propagated stably across the regions between pairs of fibers. The linking of

these transverse cracks and the previously debonded interfaces resulted in the failure of

the composite. However, in the composite with the Ta/Ag coating, transverse cracks were
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not observed prior to failure, even though the applied stress at failure was more than
double compared to the one corresponding to the uncoated system.

The above description of the experimental observations has been originally
included in a manuscript by D. Marshall, W. Morris and B. Cox (Rockwell Science
Center) and is a part of our second-year report to AFOSR. These observations established
the required firamework for our modeling effort.

2.0 Modeling

The purpose of the theoretical and numerical analysis was to study the essential
factors associated with the deformation mechanisms discussed above and model the
behavior of the composite under the effect of thermo-mechanical loading. Using the fiber
relaxation measurements obtained after removing the matrix by etching, the residual
stresses were calculated using a concentric cylinder model. The results are listed below in
Table 1. The presence of the Ta/Ag coatings did not influence the values of the residual
stresses, as shown by the misfit strains being equal in the two composites. The

differences in residual stresses (Table 1) arise solely from the different volume fractions
of fibers in the two composites.

Table 1. Residual Stresses and Frictional Sliding Resistance

Composite Measured Misfit Normal Tangential Axial Interface
Relaxation Strain Interface Interface Fiber Sliding

ef eT Stress Stress Stress Resistance
OrR (MPa) atR (MPa) afR (MPa) t (MPa)

Super-a2/ 0.00156 0.00203 -260 565 -800 70

Super-a2/
Ag-Ta/ 0.00203 0.00204 -300 557 -1020 100
SCS6 I I I __

The frictional stresses listed above were determined from single fiber pulling experiments

(Marshall et al., 1992).
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In addition to the concentric cylinder model, the residual stresses were evaluated
using finite elements and an analytical solution involving a pair of closely spaced fibers.
The finite element analysis involved square and rectangular arrays of fibers and yielded

hoop versus radial stress ratios between 2.0 and 2.18. These values are consistent with
results of Table 1 and were based on the independently measured moduli of the matrix

Em (Em = 80 GPa) and the fibers Ef (Ef = 414 GPa).

The aim of the analytical approach was to determine the local stresses and
displacements in the vicinity of two fibers under the influence of the residual field. Th1e
solution was obtained in closed form and the radial interfacial stress was found to be -255

MPa (versus -260 MPa that was obtained via the concentric cylinder model).
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Figure 1. Normalized residual stresses along the fiber interface.

The experimental observations (Marshall et al., 1992) indicated that interfacial
separation occurred at applied stress levels of 100-150 MPa in the uncoated system and at
150-180 MPa in the composite with Ta/Ag coatings. These stress levels are the ones at
which the stress-strain curves become nonlinear-, this suggests that interfacial separation

is responsible for the initial departure from linearity. It is also clear that the strength of
the interface is negligibly small. Based on these observations, one would anticipate the
initial separation to occur at stress levels (due to uniaxial tension) that are equal (and
opposite) to the residual field.
A simple plane strain analysis that considers a single fiber under uniaxial tension yields

the following radial stress at the interface:

ar = 1.3 Tx (1)

where Tx is the applied uniaxial tension. For separation to occur, the stress given by
equation (1) should equilibrate the corresponding residual stress given in Table 1.
Therefore:

1.3 Tx -260 MPa = 0 => Tx = 200 MPa (2)

It is clear that this simplistic approach that does not consider the interaction between
fibers overestimates the value of the applied stress for separation. Similar erroneous
results are obtained if one approximates the fiber interaction by superimposing the single
fiber solution.

An exact solution was sought for the fiber interaction problem shown in Fig. ?.
Here "a" denotes the radius of the fiber cross section and "d" corresponds to the distance
between the interface and the middle point of the line which connects the two fiber
centers. The mathematical formulation of the problem was based on the approach
followed by Kouris and Tsuchida (1991).
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Figure 2. Interaction between two adjacent fibers

The problem was investigated by utilizing the Papcovich-Neuber displacement

potentials. The displacement field u consists of the addition of the local displacements ILI

and U2 that correspond to the two centers of the fiber cross sections. Consequently, the

displacement fields uI and 1L2 are expressed by:

2Gj1= grad [oo + xi li +Yift] -4 ( 1 -v) [1i , 02i], (i= 1,2) (3)

where ()0i, 41i and oi are arbitrary harmonic functions. The potentials chosen for the

matrix are:

00

O= p [FV logpi + A Ai pi -n cosnOi]
n=l

Oni= PO • Bn' pi-n cosnoi (4)
n= 1

Oi= 
0

and for the fiber cross sections:
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00

. = po Cni pin cosni
n=1

0li = P0 D pin cosnOi (5)

02i 0

where (p , 0) indicate polar coordinates. Using the potential functions described above,

the unknown series coefficients can be obtained by enforcing the boundary conditions

along the fiber/matrix interfaces. Consequently, stresses and displacements can be

determined.
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Figure 3. Radial stress ar / Tx along the fiber interface.
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For a relative distance ratio d/a = 0.43 (which corresponds to -60 rAM) the solution

indicates that:

ir = 2.13 Tx (6).

Therefore, the uniaxial tension that corresponds to separation can be determined:

2.13 Tx -260 MPa = 0 => Tx = 122 MPa (7).

These value of Tx is consistent with the experimental observations discussed earlier.

The finite element calculations (square and rectangular arrays) indicated that the

value of the radial stress varies between 1.35 Tx and 2.0 Tx, depending on the relative

fiber distance. Therefore, the value of Tx was in the range of 130 MPa to 190 MPa.

The next phase of the deformation process was associated with the presence of

longitudinal cracks in the matrix, between closely spaced fibers. At the early stages of the

investigation, this phenomenon was viewed with considerable skepticism. This was due

to the fact that it is difficult to intuitively understand how the first cracks can appear in

the direction of the applied load. To complicate the issue, initial calculations based on

approximate solutions did not support this experimental fact. However, the problem was

clarified by utilizing the exact solution mentioned above.
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Figure 4. Variation of the stresses corresponding to longitudinal and transverse

cracking.

The two-fiber interaction problem allows for a discontinuity of the normal displacement

and yields a hoop stress at point A (Fig. 2) which is about 1.7 times higher than the hoop

stress at point C. These stresses correspond to the sites of longitudinal and transverse
cracking, respectively. It is therefore concluded that longitudinal cracking should occur

b the initiation of the catastrophic transverse cracks. This determination was
confirmed using finite element analysis; in this case, the above mentioned ratio of the

hoop stresses at A and C was about 2.0. When the relative distance between fibers is such
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that 0.05 < d/a < 0.67, the value of the hoop stress at A varies between 0.4 Tx and 0.6

Tx . Our experimental observations indicated that longitudinal cracking was present for

Tx > 150 MPa. Given the residual hoop stress of 560 MPa, the local stress level

corresponding to longitudinal cracking was 620-650 MPa.

In order to account for the initiation of transverse cracking, we investigated the

variation of the hoop stress 0 x along the y-axis (Fig. 4) as a function of fiber distance. It

was found that ax generally attains its maximum value at the middle of the distance

between rows of fibers. However, if the fibers are very closely packed (d/a = 0.05), 0 x

along the y-axis is almost uniform. Another conclusion of the analysis was that as the
distance between fiber rows increases, so does ax . For d/a = 0.43 it was found that 0 x

is equal to 0.6 Tx. The value of the applied tension that corresponds to transverse

cracking is about 200 MPa. Consequently, the local stresses in the matrix are within the

740 - 800 MPa range.

IV. SOME PRELIMINARY THOUGHTS ON THE ISSUE OF

FIBER FRACTURE

A recent experimental study by Mall et al. (1992) conducted at the Materials

Laboratory (Wright Patterson Air Force Base) investigated the thermomechanical fatigue

behavior of a 13 21-S / SCS-6 composite. The investigation involved three sets of

experiments : (a) in-phase thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) from 150 0 C to 650°C, (b)

out-of-phase TMF from 150 0 C to 6500C, and (c) isothermal fatigue at 6500C. By

monitoring the evolution of strains and moduli during the tests, it was concluded that

fatigue lives corresponding to (a), (b) and (c) above are controlled by different

mechanisms. In cases (a) and (c) fatigue lives were primarily dependent upon the

maximum fiber stress, while in case (b) fatigue life was determined by the matrix stress

range.

One of the very interesting findings of this effort is related to the evolution of the

total mechanical strain as a function of the number of cycles. During the loading cycles

close to the end of life, it was apparent that the composites exhibited a considerable

increase in the amount of accumulated strain. This increase was accompanied by a very

modest decrease in the stiffness (modulus) of the composite. Initially, the phenomenon

was attributed to extensive matrix creep (primarily) and subsequent fiber fracture. The

issue of fiber fracture was considered as a secondary one for, mainly, two reasons. First,
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it appeared (according to the initial interpretation) that the fiber breakage process was
occurring during a small fraction of the total life. In addition, one usually associates fiber

breakage with a considerable loss of stiffness. However, our preliminary investigation
suggests otherwise.

The question of fiber fracture in relation to the subsequent strain increase and loss

of stiffness was considered via a simple cylinder model, shown in Fig. 5.

{ '"..' .... .... :i::•:i!!:::i:~~~~~..::i:i• :-::.... . .-.-L.i.

((b)

-~ ~ ~ ~ b -

E2I::;::::;j - _ .j v:::::::::::::::::::::

UJ2 (a L /= 2 - Tj(A/2)

L2=(I + i) A/2

Figure 5: A simple cylinder model for the analysis of fiber fracture.
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Fig. 5(a), (b) and (c) indicate the geometry of the system, the distribution of fiber
stress, and the regions of effective modulus, respectively. Here Ec denotes the modulus of
the composite (unbroken fibers) and E2 corresponds to the modulus of the matrix:

Ev=EfVf+Em(1-Vf) and E2=Em(1-Vf) (8)

where Vf indicates the fiber volume fraction and the subscripts f and m denote fiber and

matrix quantities, respectively.

The effective lengths Li and L2 are given in terms of the fracture gap A and a numerical

factor 1i ( 1 < il < 2 ):

L A A
L1 = -- h- Aand L2 =(l+h) A (9)

If we denote the strain by co and the initial elongation (corresponding to the

unbroken fiber) by So, the model yields the new elongation 8 (after the fiber fracture):

8 s I AsL F-+-- (10)

In addition, the modulus E of the composite after fiber fracture can be determined in

terms of D/L and the properties of the constituents:

E = Ec 1+(L2/L1) (11)I+ (L2I/LL1 ) ( EC/f2-)

Expressions (10) and (11) require the two ratios s / L and A / L. The first is

associated with the fiber stress distribution (Fig. 5(b) in the vicinity of the crack and the

second with the gap between the two parts of the fiber.

In order to realistically estimate the values of the above mentioned ratios, the
analytical approach of McCartney (1992) was followed, which can predict the stress
transfer between the matrix and the fibers, in the presence of a fiber crack. For a given
macroscopic strain co, stresses and displacements along the fiber/matrix interface were

evaluated.

The axial displacements of the fiber and the matrix are shown in Fig. 6, for a
macroscopic strain co = 0.2%. It can be observed that at a distance from the crack whkih
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is between four and five fiber radii, the displacements assume the value of the ideal

composite (no broken fibers).

0.030 - - - -- - - -

0.025

0.015 d ---- -
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m Axia Matix ftOis;place ment
•t• Av;• 1;h LDisF Iacepnant

0.005

0.000 .-..
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Normalized Distance from the crack (Z/R)

Figure 6. Fiber and matrix displacements vs. distance from the crack.

The same observation can be made for the distribution of the axial stresses shown

in Fig. 7.

It was, therefore, concluded that the values of s / L and D / L can be assumed to

be:
sDs = 10% and Mo 5 < 1%. (12)

Based on the estimates given in (12), the elongation ratio and the composite

modulus, as described in (10) and (11), can be evaluated. It was found that fiber fracture
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can accommodate considerable strain increases (-45%) with a minimal loss of stiffness

(-5%).
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Figure 7. Axial stresses vs. distance from the crack.

These results are consistent with preliminary experimental observations which

involve detection of fiber cracks utilizing acoustic emission techniques.

The issue of fiber fracture is one that has not received the appropriate attention,

even though it is associated with a critical mechanism of fatigue failure. It is a subject

that unravels quite a number of interesting micromechanics problems.
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Abstract

A new technique is developed to measure Rayleigh and Lamb wave velocities

in metalq and composites. In this technique two transducers are positioned above

the specimen in a pitch-catch orientation. The time of flight of the signal fram

the transmitter to the receiver is recorded. Then the rate of change of this

time as the distance between the reflector and the transducer varies is

experimentally determined. This rate reins/ms constant when leaky Rayleigh or

Lamb waves are generated, otherwise it varies. Thus surface waves can be

detected in an indirect manner. An expression is derived to relate the surface

wave velocity to the signal flight time change rate with the transducer specimen

distance. Using this expression Rayleigh and Iamb wave velocities have been

accurately determined in isotropic metals and anisotropic composites.
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A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURINM RAYIEIGH AND LAM WAVE VEIOCITIES
IN METALS, GWAPHITE-EPOXY AND METAL MATRIX CM4)OSITES

Tribikram Kundu

DERC•ON

Surface waves in a material can reveal important information about the

material. It has been shown by several investigators that the wave velocity as

well as the attenuation property in a material is affected when the material is

subjected to fatigue (micro cracks develop) or placed in hostile environments

(corrosion occurs, hence material properties change) or the material is damaged

due to any other cause such as excessive loading (micro and macro cracks develop)

[Mal, Yin and Bar-Cohen (1991), Zhang and Achenbach (1991), Achenbach, Kcmsky and

Zhang (1990), Kinra and Dayal (1987, 1988) ]. For a layered material the surface

coating thickness and its properties can be obtained by measuring the Rayleigh

wave velocity through the layer [Rosen (1987)1. In addition, it has been used

to study the anisotropy in a material [Kushibiki et.al.(1982a,1982b,1983)],

surface hardening and residual stresses [Lu, Maxfield and Kuramoto (1990), Egle

(1980)] among other important surface related properties. Thus an accurate

surface wave velocity measurement technique is necessary for studying material

behavior nondestructively. Today several techniques are available for measuring

Rayleigh wave velocity in a material. These techniques require longitudinal and

shear wave transducers or knife-edge buf-- x or acoustic microscope or optical

interfercmeter or ultrasonic micro-spectrcmeter. A review of these techniques

can be found in Kundu and Maxfield(1992). The proposed new technique only

requires two ordinary imuersion type ultrasonic transducers as described in the

following section.
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PROPOSED TICHNIQUE

In the proposed technique two transducers are positioned above the specinmen

in a pitch-catch orientation as shown in Fig. la. In this orientation one

transducer acts as the transmitter and the other one acts as the receiver.

Ultrasonic signal can travel from the transmitter to the receiver by either path

TCR or path TABR, see Fig. la. Path TCR is followed when surface waves are not

generated and TABR is followed when surface waves are generated.

Let us denote the angle of incidence by 0 and the radius of the circular

arc on which transducers are placed by R,, and the distance between the center

of this circular arc and the reflecting surface by z. Then from sihple geometry

one can see that the length TC is given by

TC= [z2+Re2-2zRccosO]I2 (1)

So the time taken by the signal to travel fram the transmitter to the receiver

is given by

t=2.TC 2 z+R 2_2zRccosO] 12 (2)
af af

where af is the acoustic wave velocity in the coupling fluid. Fram equation (4)

one can obtain

dt 2 ( z -RCCOSO (3

-z =aft[z2+R2 -2 zR cosI ] 1 1 2

Similarly one can obtain the path length TABR fran simple geometry

TA+AB+BR=2 [ RC- z +ztan0l (4)
cos-

So the time of travel along this path is given by
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Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of the transmitter-receiver-reflector xa -ntshwing different signal paths during its flight from the transmitter to the
receiver, (a) solid half-space reflector, (b) solid plate reflector.
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t= 2 ( z 2z.tane (5)

a- - co-s-0 CS

where C. is the surface wave velocity and t is the tium of travel. Fran equation

(7) one can obtain

dt 2 afsinO
S=-a cosf (1- 5s) (6)

It should be noted here that when surface waves are not generated dt/dz varies

with z (Eq.6) but when surface waves are generated dt/dz is iniependent of z

(Eq.8).

Eq. (8) can be rewritten in the following form

CS- af .sinOl+t(dt~cs (7)
l+-ý- (-d)cose2dz

The above equation can be used to obtain the Rayleigh wave velocity in a solid.

The situation beccmes much more complex when a plate is used as a reflector

instead of a solid half space. As shown in Fig. lb now a beam can reach the

receiver after being reflected at the bottcom surface of the plate in addition to

the two possible paths described earlier. Angles y and Y2 will be identical if

both rays AlD and BID are either longitudinal or shear wave. However, if one of

them is longitudinal and the other one is shear wave then y1 and Y 2 will be

different. If 01 is the angle corresponding to which the signal is reflected by

the back face of the plate then for a change of z of amount 6z the change of

travel path in the coupling fluid should be 6z/cos01 ; the path length in the

solid doesn't change. Hence, change in the flight time is given by
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at- 8z (8)S-- cosel

or

dtz 1 (9)
dz acCOBO,

In this case also dt/dz is indqpendent of z, as was the case when the surface

wave was generated (Eq.8). Hence, if dt/dz is found to be constant one should

first decide if it is due to surface (Rayleigh or Lanb) wave or reflection frau

the back face of the plate. Reflection fram the back face of the plate can only

occur when the transducer position angle 0 is close to 81 required to generate

longitudimal or shear wave inside the plate.

PERIJENL RESULTS

A number of experiments have been carried out with different types of

specinens - isotropic metallic blocks, isotropic netallic plates and anisotropic

composite plates. Rayleigh wave velocities in netallic blocks and Lamb wave

velocities in plates have been experimentally obtained and compared with their

expected values. In this section some of these results are presented.

Ravleigh Wave Velocity s: The first experiment is carried out with a

titanium (Ti) block, Ti64. TWO identical unfocused transducers (2.2 M4Hz

frequency, 0.25 inch dianeter) are used as transmitter and receiver in a pitch-

catch position as shown in Fig. 1, and the Ti block is used as the reflector. The

irmident angle as well as the reflection angle is set at 200, 300, and 450 for

three different sets of experinntal readings. For every incident angle the
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vertical distance (h) between the transducers and the specimen (see Fig.1) is

first set at a desired value. Then the horizontal distance (w) between the

transducers is adjusted to get the maximum reflected anplitude. This position

is identified as z=0 position. The reflected waveform corresponding to this

position is seen on the oscilloscope screen and the time corresponding to a

specific peak (or dip) of the waveform is recorded. The transducer-receiver

arrangement is then lcoered by 0.1 inch (6z=0. 1 inch). It shifts the reflected

waveform in the time axis. The horizontal shift (i.e. time shift) of the same

peak or dip is noted. This process of increasing z by 0. 1 inch step size and

recording the time change associated with a specific peak of the wave form is

continued up to z = 1 inch or until the reflected signal beccmes too weak to be

accurately detected. The plots of the tiae change against z for three different

angles of incidence are shown in Fig.2a. Solid, dashed and dotted lines are for

200, 300 and 450 incident angles respectively. One can see from this figure that

the solid and dotted lines decrease with z but the dashed line remains almost

co.stant. Hence, fron Eqns. (5) and (8) one can conclude that for 300 incident

angle the Rayleigh wave has been generated. The average value of the flat region

of the dashed line is 2.931 psec. This value corresponds to 6z=O.1 inch. So

dt/dz is equal to -1.154 psec/mm, minus sign is taken because time of flight

decreases as z increases. Substitution of this value in Eq.(9) gives Rayleigh

wave velocity equal to 2.92 km/sec, when the longitudinal wave velocity in water

(af) is 1.49 km/sec (obtained experimentally). The published Rayleigh velocity

in Ti is 2.89 km/sec [Matrotek, 1982]. The difference between these two values

is only 1%.

Instead of using Eq. (9) if one uses Snell's law
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(10)
Cs-sinec

to ccmpute the Rayleigh velocity then one obtains C, = 2.98 km/sec, for Oc = 300,

an error of 3.1%.

Fig.2b shows similar curves for another Ti block. This is taken to study

how Rayleigh velocity varies fram one specuren to another. Solid, dashed,

dotted, chain-dotted and chain-dashed lines are for = 40°, 32.50, 300, 250 and

200 respectively. Clearly, Rayleigh waves have been generated for 32.50 (dt/dz

= -1 150 psec/min) and 300 (dt/dz = -1.151 psec/mm) incidence. When these angles

and corresponding dt/dz values are substituted in Eq. (9) the Rayleigh wave

velocity is obtained as 2.89 km/sec for both these two cases. It matches exactly

with the published value. These experimental results clearly show that a slight

change (a few degrees) in the incident angle fram the critical Rayleigh angle

doesn't alter the Rayleigh wave velocity compitation by the present technique.

On the other hand the cqmiutation beccues very nuch angle dependent if Eq. (12)

is used to calculate the Rayleigh velocity instead of Eq. (9). From Eq. (12)

these values care out to be 2.77 (4.15% error) and 2.98 km/sec (3.11% error) for

32.50 and 300 angles. Hence, the main advantage of the proposed technique is

that an approximte knowledge of the critical angle is sufficient to ccmpute the

Rayleigh wave velocity accurately.

Similarly Rayleigh velocities of copper (Cu), tungsten (W) and aluminum

(Al) ware obtained (plots are not shown in this report because of page limitation

but can be found in Kundu and Maxfield [19921). Rayleigh wave velocities in

these specimens are listed in table 1 in the next page.
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Table 1: Materials and Their Rayleigh Wave Velocities.

Mat. Published e for Cs from Eq(9) C8 from Eq(12)
Type C. (km/sec) ccnst.dt/dz and (%error) and (%error)

Ti 2.89 300 2.92(1%) 2.98(3.1%)

Ti 2.89 300 2.89(0%) 2.98(3.1%)

Ti 2.89 32.50 2.89(0%) 2.77(4.2%)

Cu 2.15 450 2.11(1.9%) 2.15(0%)

Cu 2.15 43.350 2.11(1.9%) 2.17(1%)

W 2.65 32.50 2.62(1.1%) 2.77(4.5%)

W 2.65 350 2.61(1.5%) 2.60(1.9%)

Al 2.92 30° 2.97(1.7%) 2.98(2%)

Al 2.92 320 2.94(0.7%) 2.81(3.8%)

Al 2.92 350 2.91(0.3%) 2.60(11%)

lamb Wave Velocity Masurement: The technique described above for Rayleigh wave

velocity cczputation can in principle be extended to the Lamb wave velocity

determination also. However, in this case caoplication increases because of the

dispersive nature of the Lamb waves. Laub wave dispersion function has multiple

roots at higher frequencies. For an isotropic hamogenecus plate Lamb wave

dispersion equation can be given by a closed form expression [Mal and Singh

(1991)]. This dispersion equation is solved for 0.0635 inch (1.61 mm) thick

aluminum plate (lonjitudinal wave velocity = 6.32 km/sec, shear wave velocity -

3.13 km/sec, and density = 2.7 gm/cc), and the Iamb wave roots are plotted by

cross marks in Fig.3. To verify these theoretical curves, Laub wave roots are

also generated experimentally by conventional tone burst frequency sweep
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Fig.3: Dispersion curves for 0.063 inc~h (1.61 urn) thick aluminum plate. Cross
marks are Obtained analytically, circles are from frequency sweep experimzental
technique andi black squares are fron the present technique.
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technique. In this technique two broad band transducers are used in the pitch-

catch orientation (Fig. 1). The transmitter is excited by a signal function

generator which generates continuous wave fonms (tone burst) and varies the

signal frequency continuously between two limits (frequency sweeping). The

reflected signal amplitude (vertical axis) versus frequency (horizontal axis) is

seen on an oscilloscope screen. For certain incident angle if a Laub wave mode

is generated then energy leaks through the fluid-solid interface in the form of

leaky Laub waves (LLW) and a dip (local injirum) is observed in the amplitude-

frequency plot of the reflected signal. Correspoxding phase velocity can be

obtained fram Eq. (12) simply replacing 0c in that equation by the incident angle

0.

The frequency sweeping was carried out using two sets of transducers,

working in two intervals 0.5-1.6 4Hz and 1-3.5 MHz. Angle 0 was changed fram 150

to 450 at an interval of 2.50. Thus, a square region in Fig.3 bounded by 0.5 MHz

and 3.5 MHz along the horizontal axis, and 2.11 km/sec (0-450) and 5.76 km/sec

(0=150) along the vertical axis was scanned for Laub wave roots. Small circles

in Fig.3 are C-e Larb wave roots obtained in this manner. These markers match

quite well with the theoretical dispersion curves except for a couple of points.

It can be noted here that in the regions wbE:e the dispersion curves are flat and

almost horizontal (first antisymmetric and symmetric modes at frequency greater

than 2 MHz and first symmetric mode for frequency less than 0.75 MHz) frequency

sweep technique cannot detect any Lamb wave root. This is expected because for

the phase velocities for which dispersion curves became horizontal leaky Lamb

waves are generated over a wide range of frequencies instead of a discrete number

of frequency values. Hence, no local minimum is observed at any one frequency
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although Lamb waves are generated. This problem of missing roots in the flat

regions can be avoided by the new technique. Black square markers of Fig.3 are

obtained by the present technique. Readers are referred to Kundu and Maxfield

(1992) for a detailed description on how the black squares have been obtained

experimentally-

Similar technique can be followed to generate and detect Laub waves in

anisotropic plates as wIi. Lmb wave dispersion curves are experimentally

obtained for 0.083 inch thick unidirectional graphite-epoxy cvmposite plate

(Fig.4), 0.04 inch thick unidirectional metal matrix ccmposite plate [SiC

whiskers in titenium matrix] (Fig. 5), and 0. 044 inch thick multilayered (0-90 lay

out) metal matrix ccxposite plate (Fig.6). Fran these figures one can see that

there is a significant difference in the dispersion curves in the two

perpendicular directions, along the fiber and across the fiber, for

unidirecitonal cagposite plates. The difference in the 00 and 900 directions is

more in Fig.4 than Ln Fig.5. This is because the elastic property difference

between the fiber material and the matrix material is more for the graphite-epoxy

composite plate than the SiC-Ti carposite plate. When the fibers are oriented

in both 0° and 900 directions the dispersion curves for different angles of

orientation of the plate become almost identical (Fig.6). It indicates that the

plate has become more isotropic in this case.
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CONCQDDING REMRKS

A new method to detect Rayleigh and Lamb waves is developed. The technique

is verified by generating and detecting these waves in a variety of materials.

The advantage of this technique over other available techniques is its

simplicity. In this technique no special type transducer is needed to generate

or detect Rayleigh or Lamb waves in a material. The Rayleigh wave velocity in

a hcmxngenecus material can be measured very accurately by this technique as shown

in this paper. One major advantage of this technique over the conventional tone

burst frequency sweep technique for detecting Lamb wave modes is that it is

capable of detecting the modes in the region where the dispersion curves becme

almost horizontal (parallel to the frequency axis) which are missed by the

conventional technique. Among the shortcomings of this technique one can point

out that it takes comparatively longer time to carry out the experiment. For

dispersive Rayleigh and Lamb waves if two modes are very close to each other this

technique my fail to distinguish them.
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ABiSTRACT

Current phase of the study was undertaken to examine tensile fatigue behavior of cord-

rubber composites representing bias tire carcass under various frequencies up to the level

which closely simulates loading during high-speed take-off of aircraft. At a given stress

amplitude, the use of higher cyclic frequency was found to affect strain response and heat

build-up characteristics of composites 'ignificantly. The lower level of initial strain

observed at higher frequency stems clearly from strain rate dependence of deformation of

rubber matrix composites. The temperature profile of the specimens subjected from 20 to

30 Hz loading showed that hysteretic heating under these conditions may lead to thermal

fatigue failure as well as chemical degradation influencing both fiber-matrix adhesion

strength and matrix strength. The involvement of material degradation process was

indicated by the fact that gross failure of composites requires lower value of dynamic creep

when the frequency is increased. At the same time, the use of higher frequency resulted in

exponentially higher dynamic creep rate. For load range tested, the energy loss per cycle

was found to be nearly constant and independent of the frequency. As a result, the energy

loss per unit time became linearly proportional to the frequency. Since fatigue life of

carcass composites is linearly proportional to the inverse of frequency, it was postulated

that the rate of energy loss determines the lifetime of composites. The study revealed that

the specimen surface temperature may not describe such critical parameters as internal

heating particularly at the point of crack initiation or true heat dissipation rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As described in our previous papers (1-3), an initiative is underway to realign the aircraft
tire test procedure where the emphasis is placed on more cost-effective and less empirical
prediction of fatigue lifetime of tires. The operational life of aircraft tires is currently
certified by costly dynamometer testing in which the tires are subjected to various

combinations of speed and footprint load representing typical operating conditions in the
field (4,5). Depending on the severity of loading conditions, cumulative damage is induced
in critical regions of tires and eventually develops into catastrophic failure (5,6). For bias-
ply aircraft tires, one of the most susceptible locations for damage initiation and
accumulation has been the carcass in the shoulder area. The dynamometer testing clearly
provides an accelerated means of evaluating the structural durability and integrity of aircraft
tires. However, the usefulness of dynamometer tests in current form is limited by their
empirical nature. The test results reflect merely the sensitivity of each particular tire design

and construction to a given set of loading conditions, unless underlying mechanisms of
property degradation, damage accumulation and structural failure of tires are identified.

In implementing the proposed initiative, our research effort has been concentrated in
defining the deformation and fracture mechanisms of angle-plied cord-rubber composite
specimens which simulate the material elements of bias aircraft tire carcass in the shoulder
area. The initial goal of our study is to identify the stress, strain or temperature parameters
that control the process of fatigue damage accumulation for tire carcass composites under
uniaxial tension, biaxial tension and out-of-plane bending. Eventually, it is hoped a fatigue
law can be formulated that will serve to predict the life of the tire carcass on a more
analytical basis and thereby to complement empirical nature of dynamometer tests. For a

better determination of the failure modes, our study initially utilized the model composites
reinforced by steel wire cables. Subsequently the research program included nylon fiber

cord-reinforced composites which represent the actual aircraft tire carcass. Under uniaxial
cyclic loading which represents fluctuating circumferential tension in the footprint region of
tires, these angle-plied composite specimens were found to exhibit high level of interply

shear deformation.

The interply shear deformation behavior of angle-plied composites were analyzed by a
number of investigators in the past (1,2,7-13). Interply shear strain develops in angle-ply
laminates when the constituent plies exhibit in-plane shear deformation of opposite

direction but the action is prevented by mutual constraint due to interply bonding.
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Compared with the case of fiber-reinforced plastic composites (13), cord-rubber

composites exhibit unusually high level of interply shear strain which results from the load-

induced change of reinforcement angle allowed by extreme compliance of rubber matrix.

Our previous study (1) showed that, at an axial tensile strain of 10 percent. an interply

shear strain of around 30 percent develops in the nylon cord-reinforced composites

representing the aircraft tire carcass with an initial reinforcement angle of +/-38 degree.

Experimental study of the load-displacement response and interply shear strain variations

was accompanied by detailed stress analysis based on finite element method (1,2). Linear

elastic orthotropic or isotropic material elements were used for modeling. Our predictions

were in reasonably good agreement with the experimental results.

Above a critical value of interply shear strain, these angle-plied composites were found to

exhibit localized failure initiated in the form of cord-matrix debonding as observed by other

investigators (14,15). Debonding is started around the cut ends of fibrous cord

reinforcements at the edge of the finite width coupons. This phenomenon is justified since

the maximum interply shear strain occurs at the edge of the specimen. A new finding by

our previous study (1) was that the critical load for the onset of fiber-matrix debonding

constitutes a threshold level for semi-infinite fatigue life, i.e. fatigue endurance limit, of the

composites. The physical meaning of an endurance limit is that, with cyclic stresses lower

than this threshold, fiber-matrix debonding is never initiated nor developed. Under cyclic

tensile stresses exceeding the endurance limit, fiber-matrix debonding was found to be

progressively worsened and developed into matrix cracking and delamination leading to

gross failure of the composites.

The damage accumulation in the forms of debonding, matrix cracking and delamination

was accompanied by local strain increase (referred as dynamic creep hereafter), heat

generation and acoustic emission (AE). The dynamic creep rate and the rate of temperature

increase were inversely proportional to the fatigue life according to a power law (2). In

monitoring of AE, distinctly different rates of signal accumulation could be assigned to the

debonding and delamination failure modes (2). Our study examined the effects of different

stress parameters on the fatigue resistance of composites to a limited extent (2,3). Among

them, stress amplitude was found to play a dominant role in determining fatigue lifetime.

When the minimum cyclic stress is near zero, the S-N (stress amplitude vs fatigue life)

curve of the composites exhibits a steeper slope with shortened fatigue life in the normal

loading range. However, the study was restricted to the case of low-frequency cyclic

loading.
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Reviewing the progress of our study so far, it is clear that more systematic efforts are

needed to investigate the following two areas of interest for aircraft tire carcass composites:

(a) the effects of stress, strain and temperature history on the fatigue fracture mechanisms

particularly under high-frequency cyclic loading; (b) monitoring of damage accumulation

process. Under high-frequency cyclic loading, heat build-up due to hysteretic nature of

constituent materials may play more prominent roles in controlling the fatigue life of cord-

rubber composites. Understanding of the subject will be an important step for the future
study which plans to predict fatigue lifetime of composites under complex sequences of

load and frequency (3). Our study of fatigue fracture mechanisms of tire carcass

composites should also include the development of damage monitoring techniques as its

integral part. When fully established, these experimental methodologies for damage

monitoring are expected to be in-situ or real-time means of predicting residual life of tire

carcass under fatigue loading.

Within this context, our study has been expanded to examine tensile fatigue behavior of

aircraft tire carcass composites under various frequencies up to the level which closely

simulates loading during high-speed take-off of aircraft. The study has also assessed the

effectiveness of the measurement of strain or temperature in monitoring of fatigue damage

accumulation under high frequency. This paper reports preliminary findings of these

efforts.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The present study was undertaken to investigate the effects of stress, strain and temperature

history on the fatigue fracture mechanisms of aircraft tire carcass composites particularly

under high-frequency loading and to assess the effectiveness of the measurement of strain

or temperature in monitoring of damage accumulation process.

IMI. EXPERIMENTS

Angle-plied composite laminate specimens were prepared from the calendered plies used

for construction of actual standard-grade carcass of KC-135 aircraft tire. The composite

system was made of carbon black-filled proprietary rubber compound matrix and 1260/2
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nylon cord reinforcement laid at an angle of +/-38 degree (Table 1). The materials were

supplied by The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company (Akron, OH). To avoid tension-
bending coupling, the laminates were constructed with a symmetric ply lay-up. The end

tabs were added to the specimens to prevent grip failures that could be experienced during
mechanical testing. Coupon specimens of 19mm width were machined from these panels

and edges were polished on a grinding wheel.

In simulation of circumferential loading of a tire in the footprint region, composite coupon

specimens were subjected to cyclic uniaxial tension. Cyclic testing was performed under a

broad range of frequency from 2 to 30 Hz with fixed values of stress range (6.1 MPa) and

minimum stress (1.5 MPa). The specimens were run until gross failure occurs. In the case

of 5 Hz loading, further variation of stress range was implemented with a constant

minimum stress of 1.5 MPa in order to define S-N curve.

Load and displacement were measured at small time intervals during cyclic testing. Typical
data acquisition consisted of 20 points per cycle and 4 cycles once every 20 seconds.
Force-displacement data recorded during testing allowed for the generation of hysteresis

loops for individual cycles. Fatigue testing was performed with continuous monitoring of
heat generation. Temperature build-up as a function of fatigue life was recorded initially
with a thermocouple attached to the specimen surface. Later the temperature was monitored

using Inframetrics 525 thermography equipment. The surface temperature was measured

across the width of the specimen and the image of the profile was recorded on a video

system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As stated earlier, the scope of our study has been expanded to examine fracture behavior of

aircraft tire carcass composites under high-frequency cyclic loading. Fatigue lifetime of
composites was measured under a broad range of frequency from 2 to 30 Hz with the
values of stress range and minimum stress fixed at 6.1 and 1.5 MPa respectively. In the

case of 5 Hz loading, a S-N curve was constructed by varying stress range (Figure 1). The

modes of deformation and failure of composites were not affected by the use of higher

frequency. As observed in the past study, angle-plied carcass composites exhibited a high
level of interply shear strain. Since the maximum cyclic stresses used in the study

exceeded the fatigue enduiance limit, fiber-matrix debonding was readily induced in the
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first cycle around the cut ends of reinforcing cords. Accompanied by the increase of cyclic

strain (i.e. dynamic creep) and heat build-up, the cord-matrix debonding was progressively

worsened and developed into matrix cracking and delamination eventually leading to gross

failure of the composites. Although no alteration of failure sequence was observed by the

increase of frequency, the strain response and heat build-up characteristics which are

indicatives of damage accumulation were found to be strongly dependent upon the level of

frequency.

The process of dynamic creep undergoes three stages (Figure 2). After an initial stepwise
increase in strain, the strain increases at a progressively slower rate until reaching a steady

state at about 20% of the fatigue life. In this steady-state region, the cyclic strain increases

at a constant rate and the damage takes the form of cord-matrix debonding and matrix
cracking with no delamination observed. Above 80% of the fatigue life, partial

delamination appears at the specimen edge and the cyclic strain increases at a progressively
higher rate eventually leading to a catastrophic failure. The increase of frequency was

found to affect dynamic creep behavior in several contrasting ways: lower initial strain,
lower extent of dynamic creep at gross failure, and exponentially higher rate of dynamic

creep (Figures 2 through 5). Here the extent of dynamic creep denotes the increase of

displacement or strain beyond the initial instantaneous deformation. Actual vaJues or the
values extrapolated from the steady-state region were used to define the strain at gross

failure. The same trend was observed in both cases. The dynamic creep rate was estimated

from the slope of steady-state region.

The lower level of initial strain observed at higher frequency stems clearly from strain rate

dependence of deformation of rubber matrix composites. It is well-known fact that, as the
rate of elongation increases, the moduli of rubbers or rigid polymers increase due to their

viscoelastic nature. An increase in speed of testing is therefore similar to a decrease of

temperature in influencing the modulus of rubber matrix of composites. In high-frequency

cyclic loading, higher strain rate is expected to produce initially lower strain at given cyclic

stress as in the case of lower temperature. However, this trend is opposed by the effect of

hysteretic heating as soon as cyclic loading starts. In Figure 6, the peak value of surface

temperature profile across the width of coupon was plotted against the normalized time.

The normalized time is defined as the time at given point divided by the time for gross

failure. This figure clearly shows that the surface temperatures of composite specimens

over their fatigue lives increase with higher frequency. Smaller temperature difference

between the results of 20 and 30 Hz loading suggests that the state of material approaches
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near the onset of chemical degradation. In fact, the temperature profile of the specimens

subjected to 20 and 30 Hz loading showed the lack of steady-state region and their

temperature reached about 150 C (300 F) which is the cure temperature of composites.

Aside from the effect of chemical degradation, for some polymers in which the strength

decreases with temperature, hysteretic heating could lead to so-called thermal fatigue

failure. In addition to the decrease in strength of rubber matrix, hysteretic heating may

result in the degradation of fiber-matrix adhesion and thereby influence the process of

damage accumulation in cord-rubber composites. It is certainly premature to speculate

which degradation mechanism(s) will be responsible for the dependence of fatigue lifetime

of aircraft tire carcass composites on the frequency. However, regardless of its exact

nature, the involvement of material degradation process was indicated by the fact that gross

failure of composites requires lower value of dynamic creep when the frequency is

increased (Figure 4). Data corresponding to 2 Hz shows deviation from the rest of

frequencies tested. This implies that more testing is needed at very low frequencies to

verify the trend. As shown in Figure 5, the use of higher frequency also resulted in

exponentially higher dynamic creep rate which reflects increasingly more rapid

accumulation of damage in carcass composites. When fatigue lifetime was plotted against
loading frequency on a logarithmic scale in Figure 7, the least square curve fit assumed a

power law relationship with an exponent of nearly -I indicating that they are inversely

proportional. In other words, fatigue life of composites is linearly proportional to the

inverse of frequency i.e. the time per unit cycle.

The above data suggest that the use of higher frequency results in the decrease of fatigue

life of cord-rubber composites by simply shortening the time to reach a preset level of

dynamic creep for gross failure. The extent of dynamic creep for gross failure, in turn, is

lowered by increasing cyclic frequency, presumably because greater amount of hysteretic

heating leads to more degradation of fiber-matrix adhesion strength or matrix strength.

Although heating of the specimen is its most pronounced symptom, the amount of

hysteresis itself is a fundamental parameter for expressing mechanical energy loss in a

material system. In our study, the area within the hysteresis loop was used to determine

directly the amount of energy loss for each composite specimen during a particular cycle.
In addition to hysteresis loop area, the value of tan 6, where 8 is the phase angle difference

between stress and strain, was calculated to express energy loss relaiive to energy stored in
a material system. The following relationship was assumed: 8 = sin-I (A/n coo) where
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A is the area inside the hysteresis locp, and ao and F-0 are the stress and strain amplitudes

respectively.

Hysteresis loop area and tan 8 were measured at regular intervals throughout the fatigue life

of aircraft tire carcass composites. The values are given in Table 2 for the specimens

subjected to cyclic loading with different frequencies. Typical hysteresis curves under the
frequencies of 2 and 20 Hz are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. The values of
energy loss in terms of hysteresis loop area and tan 8 were found to be relatively constant

with slightly higher tan 8 at lower frequencies. According to Gehman (16), tan 8 should be

in the range of 0.1 to 0.2. Dodge and Clark (17) also reported that tan 6 should decrease

slightly with increasing frequency. Our results seem to be consistent with the past research

and theory. The information indicates that, for load range tested, the energy loss per cycle

does not vary noticeably with frequency. Higher frequency means greater number of
loading cycles per unit time and therefore the energy loss per unit time becomes linearly

proportional to the frequency. Since fatigue life of carcass composites is linearly
proportional to the inverse of frequency, it can be postulated that the amount of energy loss

per unit time i.e. the rate of energy loss determines the fatigue life of composites.

The facts discussed so far strongly suggest that hysteretic heating and resultant thermal

degradation of materials may be dominating factors in determining the fatigue life of aircraft
tire carcass composites. However, it should be noted that a much less clear correlation
exists between the specimen temperature and fatigue life (Figure 6) compared with the case

between the frequency and fatigue life (Figure 7). Presumably the specimen surface

temperature, which this study relies on, cannot describe such critical parameters as internal
heating particularly at the point of crack initiation or true heat dissipation rate. In view of

this limitation, our future study will take more rigorous approaches in measuring heat
generation as well as dynamic creep under cyclic loading. Through-thickness distribution

of temperature rather than nominal surface temperature will be obtained by embedding

thermocouples at various locations of the specimens. Based on more accurate

measurements of local strain and internal temperature, dynamic creep rate and heat

dissipation rate will be redefined and correlated with fatigue life of tire carcass composites

in the form of power law. By examining the frequency dependence of these power law
factors, the contributions of thermal fatigue will be assessed in determining the lifetime of

composites.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Our research effort has been concentrated in defining the deformation and fracture

mechanisms of angle-plied cord-rubber composite specimens which simulate the material

elements of bias aircraft tire carcass in the shoulder area. The initial goal of the study is to

identify the stress, strain or temperature parameters that control the process of fatigue

damage accumulation for tire carcass composites under various loading conditions.

Eventually, it is hoped a fatigue law can be formulated that will serve to predict the life of

the tire carcass oil a more analytical basis and thereby to complement empirical nature of

dynamometer tests. Current phase of the study was undertaken to examine tensile fatigue

behavior of carcass composites under various cyclic frequencies up to the level which

closely simulates loading during high-speed take-off of aircraft. The study has also

assessed the effectiveness of the measurement of strain or temperature in monitoring of

fatigue damage accumulation under high frequency.

The modes of deformation and failure of composites were not affected by the use of higher

frequency. As observed in our past study, angle-plied carcass composites exhibited a high

level of interply shear deformation which induces fiber-matrix debonding. Accompanied

by the increase of cyclic strain (i.e. dynamic creep) and heat build-up, the cord-matrix

debonding was progressively worsened and developed into matrix cracking and

delamination eventually leading to gross failure of the composites. The use of higher

frequency, however, was found to affect strain response and heat build-up characteristics

of composites at a given loading condition significantly. The lower level of initial strain

observed at higher frequency stems clearly from strain rate dependence of deformation of

rubber matrix composites. This trend is opposed by the effect of hysteretic heating as soon

as cyclic loading starts. As a result of hysteretic heating, the surface temperatures of

composite specimens over their fatigue lives increased with higher frequency.

The temperature profile of the specimens subjected from 20 to 30 Hz loading showed that

hysteretic heating may lead to thermal fatigue failure as well as chemical degradation.

Hysteretic heating is expected to influence both fiber-matrix adhesion strength and matrix

strength. Regardless of its exact nature, the involvement of material degradation process

was indicated by the fact that gross failure of composites requires lower value of dynamic

creep when the frequency is increased. At the same time, the use of higher frequency

resulted in exponentially higher dynamic creep rate which reflects increasingly more rapid

accumulation of damage in carcass composites. Fatigue lifetime oi composites at a given
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loading condition was found to be inversely proportional to the frequency and linearly

proportional to the time per unit cycle. This fact suggests that the use of higher frequency

results in the decrease of fatigue life of carcass composites by simply shortening the time to

reach a preset level of dynamic creep for gross failure.

Our study revealed that the specimen surface temperature may not describe such critical

parameters as internal heating particularly at the point of crack initiation or true heat

dissipation rate. In view of this limitation, the amount of mechanical energy loss was
directly determined from hysteresis loop for each composite specimen during a particular
cycle. For load range tested, the energy loss per cycle was found to be nearly constant and

adependent of the frequency. As a result, the energy loss per unit time becomes linearly

proportional to the frequency. Since fatigue life of carcass composites is linearly

proportional to the inverse of frequency, it was postulated that the amount of energy loss

per unit time i.e. the rate of energy loss determines the fatigue life of composites. Our

future study plans to take more rigorous approaches in measuring heat generation as well as

dynamic creep under cyclic loading.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations can be made for our continuing study on this subject:

(1) Continue to examine the dependence of fatigue lifetime of aircraft tire carcass

composites on stress, strain and temperature history. Define respective roles of stress

amplitude and minimum cyclic stress and frequency in controlling heat generation and a

critical level of dynamic creep at gross failure.

(2) Assess the contribution of viscoelastic properties of constituent materials to the

dynamic creep process of composites by performing static creep loading experiments at

elevated temperatures.

(3) Assess the mechanisms of thermal fatigue in determining the lifetime of carcass

composites under high-frequency cyclic loading. Determine how the process of damage

accumulation interacts with material property changes by measuring residual strength or

stiffness of composites at various points of fatigue life.
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(4) Derive empirical criteria for the prediction of the fatigue lifetime of cord-rubber

composites under the various combinations of stress amplitude and mean stress.

(5) Confirm that the extent of cumulative damage is independent of load sequence

under high-frequency cyclic loading and frequency sequence. Establish the damage models
for the prediction of fatigue life under random spectrum loading.

(6) Establish the measurement of local strain change, heat generation or acoustic

emission (AE) as a viable experimental technique for real-time monitoring of the damage

accumulation process. Correlate AE energy release rate with the corresponding strain

energy release rate.

(7) Assess the failure modes of internally-pressurized composite tube under cyclic

tension and/or out-of-plane bending mode to induce localized delamination and to avoid

straining of the reinforcing cords as a dominant mode of deformation.

(8) Develop test methodologies for the laboratory simulation of other types of failures
processes besides shoulder delamination of aircraft tires. Other common types of failure

processes include bead and lower sidewall area failure.

(9) Examine the effects of footprint load, inflation pressure and speed on the mileage to

failure, deflection and temperature history of aircraft tires and assess the failure modes of

tires based on fractography. Correlate these results with the fatigue resistance data of cord-
rubber composites.
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Specifications of Tire Carcass Composites

Reinf Composition 1260/2 nylon cord
Reinf Modulus 2.07 GPa

Reinf Angle -38, +38, +38, -38 deg
Reinf Radius 0.33 mm
Reinf End Count 11 ends per cm width

Matrix Composition proprietary
Matrix Modulus 5.51 MPa

Specimen Width 19.05 mm
Specimen Thickness 5.08 mm
Gage Length 101.6 mm

TABLE 2

Frequency Dependence of Mechanical Loss
During Fatigue of Tire Carcass Composites

Hysteresis Loop Area (N-m)
Freq @ 25% 50% 75% 99% Fatigue Life

2Hz .462 .473 .529 .592
5 .438 .454 .458 .620
10 .467 .466 .461 .507
20 .454 .442 .457 .516
30 .553 .598 .584 .544
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TABLEI (Cont'd)

Frequency Dependence of Mechanical Loss
During Fatigue of Tire Carcass Composites

Loss Tangent tanS
Freq @ 25% 50% 75% 99% Nf

2Hz .128 .128 .123 .141
5 .119 .120 .121 .118
10 .117 .117 .113 .109
20 .117 .112 .114 .114
30 .118 .120 .120 .104

5Hz, 19.05mm W
0oo

Ilk (from Ref. 3)

3~10

4 3 3 7 ,,0-7
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Fatigue Life (cycle)

Stress Range vs Fatigue Life (S-N) Curve for Cord-Rubber Composites
(Frequency = 5 Hz)
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abstract

We present a detailed, analytical model to predict the d.c. and high-

frequency performance of AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTs).

The model is developed based on the device configuration and relevant device

physics such as current-induced base pushout and thermal effects associated with

high collector current density in the HBT. The characteristics of the current

gain, cutoff frequency, and maximum frequency versus the collector current

density, which is a function of the applied voltage as well as the corresponding

temperature in the HBT, are calculated. Our results suggest that the

conventional HBT model, which assumes the HBT temperature is the same as that of

the ambient, can overestimate the current gain, cutoff frequency, and maximum

frequency considerably when the collector current density is high. Furthermore,

we have shown that the experimentally observed HBT high-current behavior, like

the rapid fall-off of the current gain and cutoff frequency, can be accurately

predicted if thermal effect is properly accounted for in the analysis. The model

predictions compare favorably with the results obtained from a model which solves

numerically the Poisson and continuity equations coupled with the heat transfer

mechanism.
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A PHYSICS-BASED HETEROJUNCTION BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR MODEL

INCLUDING HIGH-CURRENT AND THERMAL EFFECTS

Juin J. Liou

The down scaling of heterojunction bipolar transistor (11T) structure has

increased the collector current density to the range of 106 to 10' A/cma under

normal bias conditions. This high-current handling capability makes HBTs very

attractive to high-power, high-frequency microwave amplifier applications [1.

Recently, output power up to 12.5 W cw have been demonstrated from a monolithic,

2-stage HBT power amplifier [23. Such a high power level can inevitably generate

a large amount of heat in the HET and therefore result in a much higher

temperature in the HET than that of the ambient [3). Since all the physical

properties of the HET are strongly influenced by the thermal voltage V? - KT/q

(K is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature in the device),

the performance of HBTs used in power amplifiers will be affected significantly

by the thermal effect.

This report presents a physics-based, analytical KST model including high-

current and thermal effects. The model can predict three figures of merit

commonly used in analyzing the performance of an HBT: the d.c. current gain,

cutoff frequency, and maximum frequency. The required parameters are the device

configuration (eg., layer thickness and doping concentration) and material

parameters (eg., free-carrier mobility). The model predictions will be compared

with the results simulated from a recently developed numrical program [33 which

solves the Poisson and continuity equations coupled with the heat transfer

mechanism. Like its numerical counterpart, the analytical model developed could

provide HBT designers the physical trends into the thermal effect on the HBT

performance. The analytical model, however, is more suitable for circuit

simulations because of its simplicity and flexibility in implementation.

Furthermore, the inclusion of thermal effect in device simulation often suffers

numerical instability, and such a problem can be easily averted in our analytical

solutions.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the analysis, we will consider an N/p+/n AIGaAs/GaAs/GaAs single

HBT with graded emitter-base junction (Fig. 1). We first model the collector

current density Jc. Since the emitter-base junction is graded and the conduction

bond spike is removed, the conventional drift-diffusion model is used here to

describe the free-carrier charge transport across the junction:

Jc - qDan(O)l(X9 + aX,), (1)

where D, is the electron diffusion coefficient, X. is the metallurgical base

thickness, AX4 is the current-induced base pushout, and an(0) is the excess

minority free-carrier concentration at the emitter junction (4):

D. - Vr[7200/(l + 5.5xlOI"7 N8) 02'33 ](300/T)2'-, (2)

an(O) - n,.Iexp[ (Vb±. - V1.=)/VT], (3)

Here VT - kT/q - 0.026(T/300) is the thermal voltage, n9.x is the equilibrium

electron concentration in the emitter, V,., is the emitter-bate junction voltage,

and V 1,,. is the base-emitter junction built-in potential.

The onset collector current density J. for base pushout can be derived from

the Poisson equation using the boundary condition of the electric field at the

base-collector metallurgical junction being zero [5]:

J, - q's,[fng.c + 2ec(V,.,€ - Vj,.€)/qX2c], (4)

where v, is the drift saturation velocity, 9, is the dielectric permittivity in

the collector, Vu.b is the base-collector junction built-in potential, Vj.g is

the base-collector junction voltage, and &• is the collector thickness.

The current-induced bass pushout is given by [63
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the heat generated in the intrinsic RBT is dissipated.
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c - W¢1 - I (J. -q,,nq. c) / (Je - €[v~n,.) c),. 1(5)

for Jc > J., and &X4 - 0 otherwise.

The heat P, (W) generated in the MBT is

P. - JCVMAS, (6)

where Ag is the emitter area and Vj - Vu - Vw is the collector-emitter applied

voltage. Since the size of the intrinsic EMT is much smaller compared to that

of the extrinsic RBT, the heat generated in the RET is primarily dissipated

through the S.I. GaAs substrate. Thus P. is related to the thermal resistance

RPt of the substrate as

T - To P,Rth, (7)

where T. - 300 K is the ambient temperature. Assuming the heat dissipated

throughout the S.I. substrate with a lateral diffusion angle 0 (Fig. 1) yields

[7]

Rth - 1/K ( /Ks dx/[jA + 2Ztan(O)x], (8)

where K, - 0.47 W/K-cm is the GaAs thermal conductivity, Z is the RST width, A,

is the collector area, and x, is the thickness of the S.I. substrate.

The base current density J. of the AlGaAs/GaAs HBT can be written as

Js - J'exp(V2 .. /V,) + J**exp(V1 ,n/2VT) + qDvap(0)/X;, (9)

where Dv is the hole diffusion coefficient in the emitter, and Ap is the excess

minority free-carrier concentration at the emitter junction edge (4):
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Dv - V.[380/(1 + 3.2x10"'N)'"] (300/T) '', (10)

ap(O) - p8.NeXp[ (Vt.M + AV - V 1.M)/V,], (11)

where AV is the valence band discontinuity at the emitter-base hetero-interface.

In (9), 3 and 3" are the pre-exponential constants of the kT-like and 2kT-like

recombination current densities, respectively.

Finally the comnon-emitter d.c. current gain P is defined as -Jc/J

Two figures of merit for the 3ST microwave performance are the cutoff

frequency f, and maximum frequency f=. The cutoff frequency is related to four

different delay times [8]

f, - 1/[2x(Ts + cw + tT + -t)], (12)

where T., l, V,, T are the emitter charging time, base transit time, collector

transit time, and collector charging time, respectively. The emitter charge time

is

T, - ra (C1 z + CC), (13)

where r. is the emitter resistance (r. - V,/Jc + rw,, and re, is the emitter contact

resistance) and Cjz and Cj: are the emitter-base and base-collector junction

capacitances, respectively:

Cjz- ,f/X, and C• -wc/Xjc, (14)

where e and ec are the emitter and collector dielectric permittivity, and XY and

X• are the emitter-base and base-collector space-charge layer thicknesses.

The diffusion dominated base transit time, including the base pushouto is

S- (X + AX,)2/2D,. (15)
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Assuming the free carriers in the base-collector space-charge layer travel

with a drift saturation velocity v., we can model the collector transit time as

,€• - XjC/v'., (16)

where 7 - 2.5 is used to account for the effect of velocity overshoot in the

base-collector junction.

The collector charging time is

- ,(17)

where r, is the collector resistance.

The maximum frequency of oscillation is given by 191

fx 1/[8x (rC,.).,If,',. (18)

where (r5Cjc],fr is the effective base-resistance collector-capacitance time

constant.

ILLUSTRATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

An N/p+/n AlGaAs/GaAs HST with the configuration listed in Table I under

forward-active operation is considered, Figure. 2 plots the collector and base

current densities versus the base-emitter applied voltage calculated from the

present model which includes thermal effects (hereafter called present model) and

the model which assur a a constant device temperature of 300 K (hereafter called

isothermal model). Also shown are the results obtained from the numerical model

reported in [3]. Good agreement is found between the present model and numerical

simulation. The isothermal, present, and numerical models predict the same

current densities when the applied voltage is relatively small, but large

discrepancies arise when the collector current density is high. This is because

the thermal effect becomes important when the collector current density is high,
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TABLE 1
HBT DEVICE STRUCTURE USED IN CALCULATIONS

Thickness Type Doping Density AlAs Fraction
(A) (Ucme) in A.1Ga 1 As

Emitter 1700 n 5X101" 0.3

Base 1000 p* 1X10,1 0

Collector 3000 n 5X101' 0

Emitter Area - lxlO m

Collector Area - 5x20 im

S. I. Substrate Thickness - 100 PM

Lateral Heat Diffusion Angle (0) - 60 degrees

Emitter Contact Resistance - 10- Q-cm2

Base Contact Resistance - 10- fl-cm2

Collector Contact Resistance - 10- 0-cu2
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which generates a large amount of heat in the HST and thus results in a much

higher lattice temperature in the HST than the ambient temperature. Note that

when thermal effect is included, the collector and base current densities become

constant at about 1.34 V (Fig. 2). The reason is that the emitter-base junction

barrier height V. - Vu.u - Vj.n (Vm.1 is smaller as the temperature is increased)

is flattened (VM, - 0) at such high voltages, thus limiting the free-carrier

injection in the base to be a constant equals to the emitter doping

concentration. This does not occur in the isothermal model, however, because

Vb,.n is always larger than Vj.. if the temperature is assumed to be 300 K. For

the collector-emitter voltage considered, the temperature in the HBT increases

rapidly as J, is increased beyond 104 A/cm2 and reaches 500 K when the device is

operated at a maximum collector current density of about 3x10' A/cmu. Figures

3 and 4 compare the current gains and cutoff frequencies as a function of Jc,

respectively, predicted by the present model, isothermal model, and numerical

simulation. The results for the maximum frequency are given in Fig. 5.

We next examine the effects of collector-emitter voltage V. on the HBT

performance. The forward-active Jc-Va characteristics calculated from the

present model compare favorably with those obtained from numerical simulations

(Fig. 6). The I-V characteristics exhibit a negative slope when the base current

density is high (or V. is large), a phenomenon commonly observed in AlGaAs/GaAS

d.c. measurements. The dependencies of the current gain, cutoff frequency, and

maximum frequency on V,, are given in Figs. 7, 8, and 9, respectively. It is

interesting to see that while both 0 and f, are reduced monotonically by the

increasing in Va, f. actual increases slightly but falls off at a lower Je when

Vz is increased.

The results clearly show that the commonly observed rapid fall-off behavior

of current gain, cutoff frequency, and maximum frequency at high current density

can be accurately predicted by the present model developed based on the simple

drift-diffusion theory including the thermal effect. The rapid fall-off, which
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degrades the HBT performance, is caused mainly by the high temperature associated

with the high collector current and large collector-emitter applied voltage. The

slower fall-off predicted by the isothermal model results from the voltage drops

in the emitter and base quasi-neutral regions and current-induced base pushout

occur at high current densities.

CONCLUS IONS

The thermal effect is important to the AlGaAs/GaAs HBT performance due to

the poor thermal conductivity of GaAs and the high current handling capability

of such devices. Aimed toward predicting the HBT behavior and physical trends,

we have developed a physics-based, analytical HBT model including high-current

as well as thermal effects. Three HBT figures of merit (eg, current gain, cutoff

frequuncy, and maximum frequency) are calculated, and the results are in good

agreement with those obtained from a model which solves numerically the Poisson

and continuity equations coupled with heat transfer equation. When comparing the

present model with the isothermal model, we found that the thermal effect is the

main mechanism contributing to the commonly observed rapid fall-off behavior in

HBTs operated at high current region.
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Abstract

A switched reluctance motor drive is designed, built, and tested using the MOSFETs as

the power switches. The control function of this drive is done by a general purpose motion

control chip HCTL-1 100 from Hewlett Packard. The interface between the HCTL-1100 and the

user is through a Motorola microprocessor MC-6802. A bang-bang current control circuit is also

built into the drive to limit the motor current to be less than or equal to the rated motor current.

Simple assembly program can enable the user to input the command velocity, command position,

and command profile to the HCTL- 1100 motion control chip. The test run of this drive is very

successful.
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A Switched Reluctance Motor Drive Using MOSFETs, HCTL-1100, and MC6802
Microprocessor

Shy-Shenq P. Liou and Lawrence Vo

1. Introduction

The high temperature capability and fault tolerant characteristic of the relatively new

switched reluctance motor make it an ideal candidate for many aircraft applications. Unlike

conventional motor drives, the switched reluctance motor drive requires position sensing and

complicated control strategy because of the inherent distinct stator and rotor magnetic structures.

An one horsepower switched reluctance motor drive is designed, built, and tested. The

MOSFETs are chosen as the power switches, the number crunching or control task is taken care

of by a general purpose motion control LSI chip, HCTL-I 100 from Hewlett Packard. Finally

the interface between the users and the HCTL- 1100 is via an evaluation module containing a

Motorola MC-6802 microprocessor. Final testing indicated that this switched reluctance motor

drive works very well. The design details of the drive will be explained fully in the following

sections.

2. System Overview

The system block diagram for the switched reluctance motor drive is shown in Figure

1. As mentioned earlier, the HCTL-1100 motion control IC chip is used to handle all the

controls and number crunching tasks. There are four control k,,odes HCTL-1 100 can perform;

position control, proportional velocity control, integral velocity control, and trapezoid profile

control. By inputing different values into the 64 8-bit registers of the HCTL- 1100, different

control mode can be realized easily. In our design, HCTL-1100 receives commands from the
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users via an evaluation module with the Motorola MC6802 microprocessor. The interfacing, i.e.

the READ and WRITE cycles, between the MC6802 microprocessor and HCTL- 1100 is realized

through the combination of hardware and software in assembly language. The control signal at

logic level generated by HCTL- 1100 is then fed to the driver circuit for the power MOSFETs

via an optical isolator and buffer which provide the isolation, protection, and noise immunity.

The output signals from the driver circuit are used to drive the power switches, the MOSFETs

which in turns drive the four phase windings of the switched reluctance motor.

To incorporate current control into the control algorithm, a bang-bang control scheme

is adopted. A current sensing circuit using hall effect current sensor is designed and built. The

output signals from the current sensing circuits are ANDed with the outputs from the HCTL-

1100 to generate the input signals to the driver circuit. This closes the control loop eventually.

3. Interfacing between MC6802 and HCTL-1100

The interfacing between the MC6802 and HCTL-1100 is done through the hardware and

software. The detailed diagram is shown in Figure 2. The ALE/CS nonoverlapped timing

diagram is chosen because of the simplicity. A 74LS138 decoder is used to generates the ALE

and CS signals whenever address $0000 and $0001 are referenced respectively during the READ

(get one byte from the MC6802 into HCTL-1 100) cycle. For the WRITE (read one byte from

the HCTL-1 100 into ý'16802) cycle, referencing the address $0002 generates the OE signal

which is needed in addition to the ALE and CS in order to complete the data transfer. R/W

signal from the MC6802 is fed to a D-Q ftipfiop 74LS374 first and then to the R/W pin of

HCTL-1 100 to satisfy the timing requirement between CS and OE signals during both READ

and WRITE cycles. To synchronize all the timing, the E clock (0.89 Mhz approximately) from
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the MC6802 is used for both 74LS138 decoder chip and 74LS374 D-Q flipflop. As shown in

Figure 2, the clock used by the HCTL-1100 is derived from a crystal oscillator at 1 Mhz.

3.1 READ Cycle

To send one byte of data from MC6802 to HCTL-1100, the software needed is shown

as follow

LDX #$080A Enter $OA into register 08

STX $0000 Generates ALE and then CS signals

In this sequence, the register X of MC6802 is loaded with a two byte data, $080A. First

byte represents the address of the register of HCTL- 1100 and the second byte is the content

which is to sent to the register of HCTL-1 100 whose address is specified by the first byte of data

of the first instruction, LDX #$080A. The second instruction of the sequence will send the first

byte of the register X to the data bus with address $0000 shown at the address bus which in turn

generates the ALE signal through the 74LS 138 decoder to start the whole READ cycle. The $08

on the data bus informs the HCTL-I 100 that the address of the register which should take the

data is register 08. The content which should go to the register 08 is sent by the MC6802

through the second part of the second instruction, STX $0000. In second part of this instruction,

the address is upgraded by one so $0001 is shown in the address bus which generates a CS

signal through the address decoder to the HCTL- I100. And $OA shows up on the data bus which

is the content HCTL-1 100 will take into the register 08. The measured timing diagram for the

READ cycle is shown in Figure 3. The key point is only two instruction sequence is enough to

send one byte data into HCTL-1100 through MC6802 microprocessor.
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3.2 VWRITE Cycle

To get (read) one byte from the HCTL-1 100, the necessary software is as follow

LDAA #$09 Specify which register is chosen

STAA $0000 Generate ALE signal

LDAA $0001 Generate CS signal

NOP For timing matching

NOP For timing matching

LDAA $0002 Generate OE signal and read data from data

bus

First instruction specify which register the MC6802 wants from HCTL-1 100. Secund and

third instructions generate ALE and CS signals in sequence became address $0000 and $0001

show up on the address bus. Two NOPs do exactly nothing more than delay the timing between

CS and OE signal which is produced by the last instruction LDAA $0002 (when $0002 shows

up on the address bus). In the meantime, the content of register 09 was put on the data bus by

HCTL-l 100 and is read into the MC6802. This completes the WRITE cycle. The measured

timing diagram is shown in Figure 4. It only takes six instruction sequence to complete a

WRITE cycle (get one byte of data from HCTL- 1100).

4. Example for Proportional Velocity Control

A software example for a proportional velocity is shown as follow

LDX #$0706 $06 into status register 07
STX $0000
LDX #$0F40 $40 into sample time register OF
STX $0000
LDX #$183C $3C into ring register 18
STX $0000
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LDX #$1AOF $OF into X register IA
STX $0000
LDX #$IBOO $00 into Y register lB
STX $0000
LDX #$1COO $00 into Offset register IC
STX $0000
LDX #$1F00 $00 into advance register IF
STX $0000
LDX #$1900 $00 into velocity timer register 19
STX $0000
LDX #$0503 $03 into program counter register 05
STX $0000
LDX #$2320 $20 into command velocity LSB
STX $0000
LDX #$2403 $03 into command velocity MSB
STX $0000
LDX #$OOOB $OB into flag register/system ramps to

specified speed
STX $0000

The previous example inputs appropriate data into relevant registers of HCTL- 1100 to

do a proportional velocity control. How many instructions are needed depends on the desired

control mode. Most likely not all 64 registers need data from the user.

5. Current Control Circuit

Current Control Circuit consists of power supply and current control circuit shown in

Figures 5 and 6 respectively.

Phase current is sensed by the "LEM module LA 50-P." Since the maximum current of

SRM is 4 Amps, the 11 turns of primary current helps to obtain the optimum accuracy of the

phase current of SRM. Use R = 110 Ohms (see LEM module LA 50-P data sheet), lo =

48 mA, V,, = 5.3 Volts.

The hysteresis comparator is designed to control the phase current of SRM. The upper limit

voltage is set at V, = 5.3 Volts, while the lower limit is set at 5.0 Volts. Once the current over
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4.0 Amps, the output of current control circuit will be zero to turn the gating signal of MOSFET

off; then the phase cu~rrent reduces until it reaches the lower limit, the output of current control

circuit will be high to turn the gating signal on again, the hysteresis graph of current control

circuit is shown in Figure 6.

The clamp diodes are added in the comparator circuit to protect the Op-amp when the input

signal exceed the common mode voltage.

6. MOSFET Driver Circuit

The IR21 10 is used to drive the totem-pole of N-channel MOSFET since it provides very

fast switching speed, low power dissipation and can operate on the bootstrap principle. The

circuit is shown in Figure 7. The upper MOSFET is turned on by charging 0.1 uF capacitor to

full DC supply. In another way, the IR21 10-pin 5 must be pulled down to ground in order for

0.1 uF capacitor to be charged. This operation only occurs when D3 turns on. Since the turn-on

time of the D3 is short, the 0.1 uF capacitor does not have enough time to charge up for

sometimes. The three components are added into the circuit such as R= 10K, QI =IRFDI 10,

Q2 =IRF710 to make sure the 0.1 uF capacitor is fully charged. The principal operation of the

additional circuit is that when the gating signal is high, the circuit operates as normal. However,

when the gating signal is low the Q1 is turned off to pull the gate of Q2 to +15 Volts which

turns Q2 on eventually. As result of this operation, IR21 10-pin5 is pulled down to zero volt for

this instant and 0.1 uF capacitor is fully charged.

To minimize the inductance in the gate drive loop, the twisted wires are used to connect

between IR21 10 and the gate and the source of MOSFET. The parallel combination of

MURI 100, fast switching diode, and 28 Ohms resistor is to discharge energy storing at the gate-
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source capacitor and to reduce the ringing of the gate signal respectively. These extra

components can introduce the switching losses and rise of junction temperature of the MOSFET.

However, in our experiment, the temperature at rated voltage and rated current is in the range

of 20 to 25 degrees C with the snubber circuit for each MOSFET. The terminal strip connection

diagram for motor phase windings and 160 volts DC bus is shown in Figure 8.

6. Experimental Results

The load currents and voltages of the top MOSFETs between drain-source for phase A

is shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10, the graph is obtained for the worst case in which the two

phases of SRM are turned on at the same time. In these two cases, the load currents is measured

with 22 Ohms resistor in series with 113 uH inductor. The graphs we obtain are theoretically

expected except when MOSFET is turned off. At this time, The load current goes below zero

due to reverse recovery current of diode. The drain-source voltage of the MOSFET is zero when

it is ON while the load current rises up to its maximum value at the end of period. When

MOSFET id OFF, the drain-source voltage is equal to DC bus voltage and the load current

return to zero.

Figure 11 shows the recorded phase current waveform for phase A winding of the

switched reluctance motor when the proportional velocity control assembly language program

as stated in section 4 is used to run the motor at specified speed. Based on this waveform, the

designed switched reluctance motor drive works very well.
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ABSTRACT

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) were used to study the chemical and physical
behavior of a triaryl phosphate (TAP) solution which has potential
for use as a high temperature, vapor phase lubricant for turbine
engines. The heat of vaporization of the TAP solution was found to
be 20.8 kcal/mol which is very close to a literature value for
tricresyl phosphate (TCP). Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) was
used to measure the molecular weight distribution of the TAP
solution and showed that larger molecular weight molecules were
formed when the TAP solution was heated under oxygen and nitrogen
environments. This study suggests that the molecular weight
increase is due to polymerization. As would be expected, the
kinematic viscosity of the TAP solution also increases with
heating. This is believed to be the reason that TAP vapor
deposition films can be used as a high load/high speed bearing
lubricant for low traction operation at temperatures of at least
670C.
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TNl[1WL AnLLYSIS AND (OLICULII WIGORT DISTRIBUTION
FOR A TRIARYL PHOSPHATZ SOLUTION

dWWRODUCTION

Triaryl phosphates (TAP), such as tricresyl phosphate (TCP),
have long been used as anti-wear additives for turbine engine
lubricants. Recently, Wedeven (ref.l) conducted a traction study
between a rotating ball and disc specimen and found that by using
a mixture of TCP and perfluoroalkylpolyether (PFPAE) fluids
delivered to the tribological contact zone as a vapor, the traction
coefficient was lowered to a range of 0.02 to 0.08 over a
temperature range of 100-6700C. Klaus, et al. (ref.2) also reported
that the deposition rate of TCP vapor condensates on iron and
stainless steel surfaces increased when temperature increased from
5000C to 7000C.

The potential for application of vapor lubricants in advanced,
high temperature engines appears promising if further development
is anywhere nearly as successful as early research testing.
However, further understanding of physical and chemical behavior of
lubricants in liquid and vapor phases is needed. The main
objective of this study is to develop basic understandings for the
physical and chemical changes of a TAP solution under a heating
environment, and to investigate its rheological and tribological
behavior as a vapor phase lubricant.

First, Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was used to study the
physical and chemical changes of TAP solution at temperatures of
1706C to 3000C for 3 hours under dry air and nitrogen environments.
The residual samples obtained from the TGA were then analyzed for
molecular weight distribution using gel permeation chromatography
(GPC). The chemical and physical changes observed from the TGA test
were also compared with Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
experiments.

Secondly, the TGA test results were analyzed and the data was
used to calculate the reaction rate constant and the activation
energy of the TAP solution by an Arrhenius method. The DSC results
were also analyzed to calculate the heat of vaporization of the TAP
solution. Finally, using concepts of rheology and tribology,
reasons were postulated to explain why thermally deposited films of
vapor can be used as a lubricant to decrease the traction
coefficient in a rolling/sliding contact at relatively high
operating temperatures.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TGA)
The TAP solution (about 50 mg) was placed into an aluminum sample
pan in a TA InstrumentsO model 951 TGA. The instrument was
programmed to raise the temperature, within a few seconds, to a
desired value and to run isothermally for 3 hours; the tests were
run in both dry air and nitrogen environments. The TGA plots are
shown in Figures 1 through 4, and the results are tabulated in
Table 1.
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Fig.1: TGA Runs for Dry Air at 17S*C and 2179C
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Table 1. TGA Test Results

Temperature (OC) % mass (minutes)
remaining

Dry Air 175 94.9% (180)

217 6L.7% (180)

260 5.74% (54)

300 4.7% (22)

N2  182 90.7% (180)

224 11.5% (180)

285 2.43% (34)

304 0.6% (16)

The results obtained from the TGA were used to calculate the rate

constant for the vaporization of TAP as following:

dm/dt = -kmm, for a zero order reaction, n=0,

dm/dt = -k,

dm = -k dt,

o- m- kt,

(no- m) /m. (k/mo)t.

According to the Arrhenius equation:

(k/m0)= (A/un) exp(-E/RT),

In(k/m0 ) = ln(A/m0 ) - (E/RT),

where A is the frequency factor and E is the activation energy.

The values of k/m0 are obtained from the TGA results which can
be seen in Figures 1 through 4; and the values of l/T correspond to
each operating temperature. These numbers are tabulated in Table
2, and plotted in the semi-log scale as shown in Figure 5.
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Table 2. Data for Arrhenius Equation

Sample k/me l/T
Temperature

('C) (1/min) (/1K)

Dry Air 175 2.94E-4 2.23E-3

217 2.24E-3 2.04E-3

260 1.73E-2 1.88E-3

300 4.876E-2 1.75E-3

N2  182 5.18E-4 2.2E-3

224 5.011E-3 2.01E-3

285 3.06E-2 1.79E-3

304 7.325E-2 1.73E-3

The above data are linearly fitted using the least squared
method, and the results are:

for dry air : y = 1.114E+7 exp(-l.091E+4 * x), and

for nitrogen: y = 2.823E+6 exp(-1.014E+4 * x).

The equation and the line shown in Figure 5 are based on all
eight data points since they are very close to a straight line.

Using the above equations, the activation energy is calculated as:

E~y = (1.09E+4) (1.98) - 21.6 kcal/mol, and

Esw"= (I.014E+4) (1.98) = 20.07 kcal/mol.

The result shows that only 5.1% of TAP solution evaporates
during 3 hrs at 175*C in the dry air, while 95.3% evaporates during
first 22 minutes at 300C. The evaporation process is faster in the
nitrogen environment because a limited oxidation probably takes
place -or TAP in the presence of nitrogen. We postulate that the
oxidation reaction promotes TAP molecules to polymerize, as a
result, the molecular weight of molecules grows larger and the
evaporation of the solution becomes slower. This is the reason why
the TAP solution evaporates slower in the oxygen enviroment and
faster in nitrogen. In order to verify our postulation we used the
gel permeation chromatography (GPC) to measure the molecular weight
distribution of the TAP residues obtained from the TGA tests; these
results will be discussed in the next section.
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It is interesting to mention that Makki, et al. (ref.3)
studied the deposition rate of TCP vapor on the stainless steel
surface and calculated the value of the activation energy to be
13.85 kcal/mol for a high induction period and equal to 37.79
kcal/mol for a low induction period. Heat of vaporization of
tritolyl phosphate (which has the same chemical formula of TCP) is
20.84 kcal/mol as listed in the CRC handbook. It was also found by
integration of the vaporization peak in the DSC experiment that the
heat of vaporization was about 20 kcal/mol.

Rate(k/MO, 1/min)
1.0.0E+O0.........................

1.OQ-0 .......... ......... I................... ntoe
1.OOOE-01 -3..............

. .. .............. ..................... . dr air

1 .OOOE-04-.**

1.00E-0 nitrogen

S. ................... .. ..... ........... . .. e u to

......-- I .... ........ .... I...... •... ... .... e u t o
.......... ,............ °• , ....... , .. ,,. .

1 . 0 E 0 .. ..... . .. . . ..... . .. ...

1.OOOE-03 2.OOOE-03 3.OOOE-03

Temp(1/T(K))

y= (5.901 E+6)*oxp((-1.056E+4)*x)

Fig.S: Rate Constant for Arrhenius Equation

2. Gel Permeation Chromatograpy(GPC)
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was used to measure the molecu-
lar weight distribution of TAP residues obtained from the TGA test.
Analyses were made on a HP 1084B Hewlett Packard liquid chromato-
graph with a 500 Angstrom and two 100 Angstrom GPC columns (PL-Gel,
Polymer Laboratories, 5 micron pore sizes), tetrahydrofuran (THF)
as the solvent, and using a 254 nm ultraviolet detector. The
moleculai weight was calculated from the retention time using the
following formula:
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log(Mw) - -0. 1195*Time(minutes) + 5.2035.

This formula was calibrated by using the molecular weight of
several polyphenyl ethers, e.g., 4P3E as 354, 5P4E as 446 and 6P5E
as 538. The molecular weight of fresh TAP solution was measured by
GPC and calculated as 398 by the above formula; formula weight of
tricresyl phosphate is 368. The molecular weights of TAP among
those TGA residue samples were analyzed by GPC and ranged between
380 and 412, and was rounded 400 in this study. The result of
molecular weight distribution is listed on Table 3.

Table 3. Mv Distribution

TAP sample N0  X, H2  M3
from TGA Test (Mw 400) (Mw 760) (Mw 1000) ( Mw 2000)

Dry Air
fresh TCP 99.3 wt% 0.24wt%

A(175°C, 3hr) 96.1 3.4

B(217°C, 3hr) 53.8 30.5 14.3

C(260°C, 3hr) 0.8 34.5 52.5 9.15

D(300,C, 3hr) SAMPLE DID NOT DISSOLVE W11 THF

Nitrogen
E( 1820C, 3hr) 99.7 0.3

F (2246C, 3hr) 69.8 19 11

G (2750C, 3hr) 20.5 22 50 6.2

H(3040C,3hr) ALL TAP EVAPORATED IN TGA TEST

The results show that when TAP solution is heated from 1700C
to 300*C the TCP molecule (Mw of 400) gradually decreases and the
higher molecular weight molecules gradually increase. As
postulated in the TGA study, the oxidation promotes TAP molecules
to polymerize and to form larger molecular weight molecules. In
the nitrogen environment, the polymerization reaction is still
taking place, but is less dramatic. The molecular weight
distribution of the TAP solution in both air and nitrogen are also
plotted in Figure 6.
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3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
The TAP solution of about 7 to 10 mg was placed in an aluminum
sample pan and heated to 6000C at a rate of 106C/min using the TA
Instruments* model 910 DSC. The purpose of the DSC test was to
compare the evaporation temperature and the heat of vaporization
with those previously observed in the TGA test.
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Figure 7 was one of the TGA tests to evaluate the evaporation
temperature of the TCP solution, the solution was heated to 400C
at a rate of 5"C/main. The result shows that the TCP solution starts
to evaporate at about 2000C and ends at about 3259C.

-m of T GA #per"'"
SmV • 3 ill ____Imlvii)•,, 17-4e- i

am

SSA

Io

WWV O re1 *muftil V4.01 MOWA am

(air)

-- 41.M0 TGA GAT
"Dosll 9 Mn owO-N1I!W4

SI.

I

-t.

(nitrogen)

Fig.7: TGA Runs for Dry Air and Nitrogen
(Evaporation of TCP)
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The DSC results shown in Figure 8 indicate that the
evaporation of TAP solution starts at about 2159C and ends at about
3100C, these values agree closely with the TGA results discussed in
the previous section. The DSC results were also used to analyze
and calculate the heat of vaporization of the TAP solution as:

AE, = (222.6joule/g) (1 cal/4.19 joule) (368 g/mol)
= 19.55 kcal/mol (for dry air), and

aH,= (245.8) (1/4.19) (368) - 21.59 kcal/mol (for
nitrogen).

In the previous section, the Arrhenius equation was used to
calculate an activation energy of evaporation equal to 21.6
kcal/mol for dry air and 20.07 kcal/mol for nitrogen.

Sim D. o SC "t tof
OI 1TV to To U& Om m oPoeam OA48"

-1wwe

-4•.OS41'

.e. d "A&do" ami

(air)
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CONCLUSION

From the thermal analysis using TGA and DSC we concluded that the
TAP solution polymerizes when the solution is heated in an air or
nitrogen environment. As the larger molecular weight molecules are
produced during polymerization, the viscosity of the solution
increases. When the TAP vapor condensate is used as a lubricant,
it can be assumed that the lubricant is formed in the liquid phase.
Therefore, the rheo7Lgical characteristics of TAP polymeric
solution can be used to study the tribological behavior of the TAP
vapor condensate as a lubricant. For a lubrication process, the
viscosity of a lubricant plays an important and complex role for in
determining the traction coefficient of a tribo-system. For a
highly viscous lubricant, a high operating temperature is required
to reduce the viscosity of the lubricant, so as to reduce the
traction coefficient, as well as the lubricant film thickness.
However, the film thickness of a lubricant has to be great enough
to maintain a lubrication process above the boundary lubrication
region. This concept explains why the TAP vapor condensate or
thermal deposition film is able to operate at high temperatures of
about 6700C by lowering the traction coefficient to 0.02 at that
point. Furthermore, when a synthetic polymeric lubricant is used
at a high temperature and a high shear rate operating condition,
such as in a high speed bearing, the lubricant forms a very thin
hard viscoelastic film. When a lubricant changes to a viscoelastic
material, the conventional concepts of rheology regarding viscosity
and temperature can no longer be directly applied.
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ABSTRACT

The present study is an experimental investigation of the effects of free-stream turbulence and

surface riblets on heat transfer in a linear turbine cascade. The primary goal of the study is to determine if

surface riblets will reduce the average heat transfer rate in a cascade in the absence and in the presence of

free-stream turbulence. A smooth, airfoil shaped, constant temperature heat transfer test surface was

inserted into the AFIT linear cascade facility, where heat transfer tests were run at three levels of

Reynolds number and two levels of free-stream turbulence. The heat transfer test surface was then

removed from the facility so that riblets could be engraved on its surfe=. The newly ribleted heat transfer

surface was then re-inserted into the cascade facility, where a second set of heat transfer tests were run at

the same set of conditions used during the testing of the test surface while it was smooth. The test results

indicate that, under certain conditions, surface riblets reduce the average heat transfer rate in the cascade

by 6%.
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EFFECTS OF FREE-STREAM TURBULENCE AND SURFACE RIBLETS
ON HEAT TRANSFER IN A LINEAR TURBINE CASCADE

Paul K. Maciejewski

INTRODUCTION

Ribleted surfaces are believed to reduce surface heat transfer rates, under certain conditions.

Epstein et al. (1991) report a maximum reduction in local heat transfer rates of 5% on a flat plate when

the riblet height is approximately 5 to 15 wall units. However, riblet heights greater than 30 wall units

increase heat transfer rates on a flat plate by up to 20%. Presumably, for a fixed physical riblet size,

riblets may increase, decrease, or have no effect on the average heat transfer rate from a turbine blade,

depending on the Reynolds number of the flow. The results of Epstein et al. are presented in Figure 1.

The results of Epstein et al. open the possibility of a modest but significant reduction of heat

transfer on turbine blades if the blades are manufactured with surface riblets. However, two issues need to

be considered further. The first is that heat transfer reduction occurs only for specific ratios for riblet

height to sub layer thickness. If the riblet height is above this range, the heat transfer will be expected to

increase. Given that the thickness of the boundary layer will vary along the length of a turbine blade, for

a fixed riblet size the ratio of riblet height to sub layer thickness will also vary, so that the region of heat

transfer reduction may be limited to only a portion of the surface. The second issue is that in actual

engines one expects significant levels of free-stream turbulence to be present. The effects of free-stream

turbulence on turbine blade heat transfer may eliminate any reductions in heat transfer that may occur on

the blades due tr "iblets in the absence of free-stream turbulence.

OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this study is to determine if surface riblets will reduce the average heat

transfer rate in a linear cascade either in the absence and/or in the presence of free-stream turbulence.
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The present experiments were designed to answer the following two questions: (1) Do nblets

reduce the average heat transfer on a turbine blade when the approaching flow has no free stream

turbulence?, and (2) Does the presence of free stream turbulence in the approaching flow alter the effects

of riblets on the average heat transfer from a turbine blade?

An instrumented heat transfer surface was designed for testing in the AFIT cascade facility,

shown schematically in Figure 2. A photograph of the test surface is provided in Figure 3. Since the

maximum expected reduction in the heat transfer rate on the test turbine blade is only 5%, the experiment

was designed to minimize the uncertainty in measured average Stanton number. The entire blade was 4.5

inches wide, but only the center 2 inches were used for heat transfer measurements in order to eliminate

end wall effects. The outer portions of the blade were heated and served to guard the center portion of the

blade against conduction losses. The same blade was used both for baseline testing with a smooth surface,

then for further testing with a ribleted surface.

The blade was tested in the cascade facility prior to the engraving of the riblets, both with and

without grid-generated free-stream turbulence (designated below by Grid and No Grid), and at three

different Reynolds numbers (designated below by Low, Intermediate and High). After the testing with the

smooth surface was completed, riblets --/ere engraved on the test surface and it was placed back in the

cascade facility to be tested at the same conditions at which the smooth surface was tested. Details of the

cascade facility and the turbulence grid are provided by Galassi (1989). Low, Intermediate, and High

Reynolds number correspond to 50,000; 125,000; and 350,000 based on the velocity at the inlet to the

cascade and the chord of the blade.

At the High Reynolds number, one might expect the riblets to augment heat transfer, since the

riblet height relative to the boundary layer thickest will be greater than y+= 2 0 over most of the turbulent

se ztion of the boundary layer on the blade. At the Low Reynolds number, one might expect a possible

reduction in the average heat transfer rate from the blade.
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EXPERDAIENTAL UNCERTAINTY

The primay response variable for the present study will be the ratio of two Stanton numnber

meauWed on the same test surface (first smooth then with riblets) operated at the same conditions.

Consequently, the only variables which contribute to the uncertainty of these ratios are the tempeatur

difference between the test surface and the free-stream, the power supplied to the surface, the fie-stream

mean velocity, and the properties of air. The uncertainty in the difference in temperature between the

heated surf and the free-strem is 10/. The power supplied to the test surfce is the product of the

voltage drop across the heating element in the surfae and the current through the heating element in the

surface. The uncertainty in the voltag drop across the heating element is 0.5%. Th uncertainty in the

current through the heating element is 0.5%. The resulting uncertainty in the power to the heating

element is 0.7%. The uncertainty in the mean velocity is 3%. The uncertainty in the properties of air are

assumed to be negligible. The resulting uncertainty in the ratio of two Stanton numbers is 4.5%

FLOW FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

In order to isolate the effect of surface riblets on heat transfer in the cascad facility, the test

facility was set up to operate under the same conditions for the test runs on the surface with riblets as it

was for the test runs o the surface without surface riblets. The smooth and ribleted test surfaces are to be

compared only under the same test conditions, i.e., under the influence of an inlet flow field with the same

characteristics.

Table 1, below, shows that for the cases of Intermediate and High Reynolds number, the free-

stream conditions at the inlet of the cascade upstream of the test surface for the runs with the ribleted

surface closely match the free-stream cotditions at the inlet of the cascade upstream of the test surbe for

the rno when the heat transer surface was smooth. However for the Low Reynolds number

configuration, there is a significant diffrence in the free-team conditions between the rum with surface

ribets and the runs withot surface riblets. For Low Reynolds number and No Turbulence Grid, the
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smooth surface experienced a 1.4% level of free-stream turbulence while the ribleted surface experienced

a S.1% level of free-stream turbulence. For Low Reynolds number and the Turbulence Grid, the smooth

surface experienced a 16.5% level of free stream turbulence while the ribleted surface experienced only a

12.3% level of free-stream turbulence. These significant discrepancies in the behavior of the test facility

were due to modifications that were made to the test facility between the block of experiments with the

smooth surface and the block of experiments with the ribleted suface. As a result, only the com

to be made at Intermediate and High Reynolds number may be interpreted unambiguously. Any

comparisons to be made for Low Reynolds number must note the discrepancies in free-stream turbulence

conditions between tests on the smooth and tests on the ribleted surface.

Table I Nominal Tudlence Intensity for Experimental Runs

I-MOAIS uWmbe TO Grid

Low no no 1.4
yes 5.1

yes no 16.5
yes 12.3

Intermediate no no 0.8
yes 1.2

yes no 12.3
yes 11.6

Hrigh no no 1.4
yes 1.2

yes no 10.5
yea 10.7

Figure 4a shows the profile of mean velocity across the inlet to the cascade upstream of the test

surface for test runs with and without surface riblets for the case designated High Reynolds number. The

two profiles are identical to within the experimental uncertainty. Figure 4b shows the profile of mean

velocity across the exit of the caa downstream of the test surface for the same test configurations given

in Figure 4a. Again, the two profiles are nearly identical to each other.
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Figure 5a shows the profile of turbulence level across the inlet to the cascade upstream of the test

surface for test runs with and without surface riblets for the case designated High Reynolds number. The

two profiles are identical to within the experimental uncertainty. Figure 5b shows the profile of

turbulence level across the exit of the cascade downstream of the test surface for the same test

configurations given in Figure 5a. Again, the two profiles are nearly identical to each other.

Figure 6a shows the distribution of u-component velocity (normalized by the standard deviation

in the sample) upstream of the stagnation point of the test surface for test runs with and without surface

riblets for the case designated High Reynolds number. The two PDFs are identical to within the

experimental uncertainty, and both compare well with the gaussian distribution also shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 6b shows the distribution of u-component velocity downstream of the trailing edge of the test

surface for the same test configurations given in Figure 6a. Again, the two PDFs are identical to within

the experimental uncertainty, although each of the PDFs appears to be slightly non-gaussian.

Figure 7a shows the normalized power spectral density function of the u-component velocity

upstream of the stagnation point of the test surface for test runs with and without surface riblets for the

case designated High Reynolds number. The two PSD's are identical to within the experimental

uncertainty. Figure 7b shows the normalized power spectral density function of the u-component velocity

downstream of the trailing edge of the test surface for the same test configurations given in Figure 7a.

The two PSD's in Figure 7b are similar, although there is some indication that the presence of the riblets

reduces the power in the high frequency portion of the spectrum.

The comparisons of the characteristics of the free-stream velocity field at the inlet of the cascade

for the test runs with and without surface riblets for the cases designated Intermediate (not shown here in

detail) and High Reynolds number establish that any differences in heat transfer between the test runs

with and without surface riblets should be attributed to the absence or presence of the surface riblets and

not to other factors.
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HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS

The heat transfer surface was operated by supplying power to a resistance heating element

embedded in an aluminum turbine blade. Figure 8 displays the temperature distribution along the length

of the blade for test runs with and without surface riblets for the a case designated High Reynolds number.

The temperature distributions for the two cases shown in Figure 8 are nearly identical to each other. This

agreement suggests that any effect of surface riblets on heat transfer is distributed more or less uniformly

over the length of the blade. The agreement between the data sets in Figure 8 also suggest that conduction

and radiation heat transfer loss mechanisms experienced by the test surface will be the same for the

surface both with and without surface riblets.

Table 2. below, provides a comparison of Stanton number in the presence of free-stream

turbulence to Stanton number in the absence of free-stream turbulence. Free-stream turbulence increases

heat transfer in the cascade for all Reynolds numbers and for both smooth and ribleted surfaces. Also, at

High Reynolds number, the increase in Stanton number associated with ftee-stream turbulence is

significantly higher for the surface with riblets. Recall that the cases at Low Rzynolds number should be

disregarded, since the case with riblets is most likely grossly underestimated due to the peculiarities in the

test facility noted above.

Table 2 Ratio of St with Turbulence Grid to St without Turbulence Grid

Reynolds number Smooth Riblets

Low 1.29 1.16
Intermediate 1.24 1.28
High 1.34 1.41

Table 3. below, provides a comparison between Stanton number on the test surface with surface

riblets and Stanton number on the smooth test surface. If one only considers the cases designated by

Intermediate and High Reynolds number, the only significant effect of riblets is to reduce the heat transfer
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rate by 6% for the case Intermediate Reynolds number and No Grid. The table does indicate that there is

a 3% reduction in heat transfer associated with surface riblets for the case intermediate Reynolds number

and Grid, and a 4% increase in heat transfer associated with surface riblets for the case High Reynolds

number and Grid. However, each of these would-be effects fall within the +/- 4.5% uncertainty interval

associated with the ratio of two Stanton numbers in this study.

Table 3 Ratio of St with Surface Riblets to St without Surface Riblets

Reynolds number NoGrid Grid

Low 0.99 0.89
Intermediate 0.94 0.97
High 0.99 1.04

The heat transfer results described above are captured in Figure 9. Recall that the case

designated Low Reynolds number, No Grid, and Riblets actually corresponds to an inlet flow with a free-

stream turbulence level of 5.1% as opposed to an inlet flow with a free-stream turbulence level of 1.4% for

the case designated Low Reynolds number, No Grid, and Smooth Also, recall that the case designated

Low Reynolds number, Grid, and Riblets actually corresponds to an inlet flow with a free-stream

turbulence levcl of 12.3% as opposed to an inlet flow with free-stream turbulence level of 16.5% for the

case designated Low Reynolds number, Grid, and Smooth.

DISCUSSION

The presents study shows that surface riblets will reduce heat transfer in a turbine cascade, under

certain conditions. The clearest case of heat transfer reduction is illustrated by the runs designated

Intermediate Reynolds uumber and No Grid, where the heat transfer rate on the ribleted surface is only

94% of the heat transfer rate on the smooth surface. It also seems reasonably clear that increases in heat

transfer associated with free-stream tubulence are higher for a surface with riblets than for a smooth
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surface at fixed chord Reynolds number. To see this latter point, compare the entries in each of the two

columns in Table 2 for Intermediate and High Reynolds number. This effect might be explained by the

thinning of the boundary layer typically associated with free-stream turbulence, thereby increasing the

ratio of riblet height to boundary layer thickness at fixed chord Reynolds number, which in turn augments

heat transfer.

It is unfortunate that the cases designated Low Reynolds number needed to be discarded in the

present study, since it is likely that these case would have shown the largest reductions in heat transfer to

be associated with surface riblets. The test facility should be debugged and the cases with surface riblets

should be re-run.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present investigation, surface riblets have been observed to reduce the average heat transfer

rate on a turbine blade in a linear cascade by 6% for an inlet flow without free-stream turbulence and at a

chord Reynolds number of 125,000. The present data also suggest that it may be possible that niblets

reduce heat transfer on a turbine blade in the presence of a flow with free-stream turbulence.
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TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS OF SENSOR FUSION METHODOLOGIES
FOR AN X-BAND AND W-BAND RADAR SENSOR SUITE

Charlesworth R. Martin
Associate Professor

Department of Physics and Engineering
Norfolk State University

Abstract

Various methods for implementing multi-sensor fusion for a dual mode RF (Radio

Frequency) sensor suite were reviewed. The prunary objective being to ascertain which

methodology holds the most promise for practical implementation. The criteria for best

being (a) Performance capability, (b) Simplicity of algorithm, (c) Ease of implementation,

and (d) The stage of the process at which it makes possible for fusion to take place.

Preliminary results seem to suggest that the Bayesian Fusion methodology is the scheme

that emerges as the most practical. The paper concludes with hardware implementation

for the dual RF Bayesian sensor system fusion algorithm.
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TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS OF SENSOR FUSION METHODOLOGIES
FOR AN X-BAND AND W-BAND RADAR SENSOR SUITE

Charlesworth R. Martin

underbarINTRODUCTION

The demand for a more robust medium range air-to-air missile system with opti-

mized target detection and tracking capability has given impetus to Seeker Designers to

investigate the capabilities and processing requirements of various multi-mode sensor de-

signs. Previous works have focused on sensor selection trade-off between several levels of

fusion, and the use of widely dissimilar sensor suite such as infrared (IR) and radar sensors

in a quest to improve performance and enhance immunity to countermeasures [1,2,3,4].

The dual RF-RF sensor suite has both advantages and disadvantages over a dual

mode IR-RF sensor suite. The major advantages are:

(a) Reduced processing requirements

(b) Minimal impact on radome geometry since both RF-sensors are likely to share a

common aperture.

(c) Fusion can be more readily implemented at any stage of the fusion process.

(d) Less complicatea fusion algorithms.

The major disadvantage is that the RF-RF sensor suite, in principle, has less immunity

to countermeasures because it can be defeated by RF jamming, whereas the IR-RF sensor

suite would reqiuire both RF and flares.

The purpose of this report is to (a) Present a comparison of different fusion algorithms

for the RF-RF sensor suite, (b) To discuss the advantages and challenges of fusion at the

feature and decision levels, and (c) To give hardware inplementation for the Bayesian
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sensor system fusion algorithm.

underbarDETECTION AND TRACKING

The two most important tasks that a missile seeker for medium range air-to-air en-

gagement must perform are detection and tracking. Detection is the process of testing

the observed vector R against established hypotheses to determine which of the hypothe-

ses most closely matches the observed vector. Tracking is an estimation problem. The

parameter E(t) is determined, in some optimal sense, based on the observed vector R as

represented in Figure 1. The feature estimated could be range or range-rate.

All detection schemes embody a priori target and clutter characteristics. This may

be in the form of probability density functions, rules and confidences, trained adaptive

weights, or optimal weighting matrices.

The detection problem can be formulated as binary hypotheses testing (as summa-

rized by Van Trees [5) where two probability distributions represent the two possible states

of the observed vector R, signal present or absent. The decision process must decide one

of two possible hypotheses, Ho (no signal present) and H 1 (signal present). The a priori

probabilities for these cases are represented by P0 and P 1, respectively. A decision criterion

for the signal receiver (sensor) must provide for the four possible outcomes [6]:

Outcome True State Decision Made Description of Decision

a Ho HO Correct, no signal

b Ho H1  Error, false alarm

c H1  Ho Miss error

d H, H1  correct detection
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The decision rule partitions the two distributions into four regions whose areas are

the conditional probabilities of the outcomes. For each decision a cost is established and

the average cost over all four decisions is minimized to derive the classical Bayesian criteria.

The four costs in the binary case, Coo, Col, C1 o, and C11 are assigned to outcomes a, b, c,

and d, respectively. The risk C is defined as the sum of the product of cost and conditional

probabilities for each outcome:

C = CooPoP, + ColPOPb + CIoPIPo + C)1P1Pd

The cost function is partitioned into fixed and variable terms. The components of the

variable terms are separated to establish the test at which cost is minimized. This occurs

when the ratio of the values of the two conditional density functions (the likelihood ratio)

is related tc a constant (the threshold test 17) i.e.,

A(R) = P(R/H,) , (2)
P(R/Ho) H<(

= Po(Cio - Coo)

P1 (Co1 - C11)(3)

The likelihood ratio is ascalar function, and it is often more convenient to use the logarithm

of this ratio and threshold test for calculation of the decision threshold.

The result (2) can be used to implement post-detection fusion of the RF-RF sensor

suite as shown in figure (2) or pre-detection fusion as shown in figure (3). For pre-detection

fusion the sensor report vectors r, and r 2 are concatenated to form the combined report

(r, i.e., r(ri, r2).

The results thus far presented can be expanded in a straight forward way to handle

the multiple-observation space.
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SIMPLIFIED IMPLEMENTABLE MULTISENSOR DETECTION ALGORITHM

The simplified Independent Detection Algorithm is a form of the likelihood test that

avoids the Goussman assumption, but is limited to at most second order statistics [4]. The

target estimate d is formed by linearly operating on the received vector R with a weighting

matrix W,

WAR=a, (4)

The weighting matrix is found by constructing the error between the actual desired signal,

d, and the desired target estimate, d,

i= d-WR (5)

The vector error is minimized by minimizing the trace of its outer product (its correlation

matrix),

tr [6-T] = t, E [(d - WR)(d T 
- R T w T )] (6)

The notation is simplified by letting the correlation matrix between the received vector,

R, and the desired target signal, d, be

Srd = E[AaT]

and the autocorrelation of the received vector be

Srr = E[RAT] (8)

and the autocorrelation matrix of the desired target vector be

Sdd = E[aadf (9)

Evaluation of equation (6) with these definitions and finding the trace of the error corre-

lation matrix, gives

tE[(FT = t. (Sdd - WS~d - SrdW wswT) (10)
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Minimizing this function with respect to the weighting matrix W, gives

a _S
2-•trE [RT] = 0 - Srd Sr + 2WSr (11)

which after solving for W, leads to an optimal weighting matrix solution

W = (Srd + Sr) S (12)

The weighting matrix solution W, is comprised of correlation matrices Srr and Sd. Snr

represents the interdependence of the received vector components;

•.E[1._I1•_I] E[I•_I,I•]R E[I•-I,,I+1] ...

= E[R,,RP,_ E[IR,RP] E[RP,Ri+l ... (13)

where, Ri is the ith component of the received vector, with the correlation function R, to

R1 given as

E[R1 , Rj] = f j I -Rjf(RRj)dR.dRj (14)

where f(Ri, Rj) in the joint probability density function between the ith and fth compo-

nents of the received vector R.

Although the fusion algorithm (4) has strong formalism, it is quite difficult in prin-

ciple to implement because of the need to ascertain the joint probability density functions

f(R,, Rj) between the ith and jth components of the received vector, R. The appeal for

this algorithm, however, in bolstered by its apparent insensitivity to non-commeasurate

sensor suites.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES

Some of the most recently proposed sensor fusion techniques reviewed have moved

away from classical statistically based approaches. This is to void the need for joint con-

ditional probability density functions to describe targets and clutter backgrounds. These

techniques are variously called, Neural Networks, Fuzzy Set Techniques, Knowledge-Based

Approaches, and axe cloaked under the umbrella of AI techniques. These techniques lack

the formalism so evident with the statistically based approaches. Their development are

not sufficiently matured to warrant serious consideration at this time.

DEMPSTER-SHAFER

The Dempster-Shafer formalism circumvents the requirement by the Bayesian ap-

proach for prior probabilities that to some prove troublesome to attain. With Dempster-

Shafter formalism, all initial beliefs can be assigned to the uncommitted state and redis-

tributed by its rule as new evidence arrives. Formalism for decision making using functions

and other measures of uncertainty are not yet sufficiently developed to guide practical sen-

sor fusion designs [6].

CONCLUSION

The axiom-based decision Logic of probability theory gives the Bayesian approach

a definitive edge in guiding practical sensor design. The decision to fuse decisions as in

figure (2) or feature vectors as in figure (3) requires detail study. At issue are: cost of

implementation one approach versus the other, performance trade-offs, and difficulty of

implementation.
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EFFICIENT ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE

MICROSTRIP ELEMENTS FOR MMIC'S

Krishna Naishadham, Assistant Professor
Todd W. Nuteson, Graduate Associate
Department of Electrical Engineering

Wright State University

ABSTRACT

Passive microstrip elements such as meander lines are analysed by the full-wave, space domain

moment method at microwave and millimeter wavelengths. Redundant calculations in the moment

matrix are eliminated by utilizing various symmetries. At lower microwave frequencies quasi-static

approximations of the Green's functions are invoked to simplify the analysis. '"he Green's functions are

in general Sommerfeld-type integrals, which are computationally intensive. In this paper, closed-form

analytical approximations of the integrals, recently developed by Chow et al., Aksun and Mittra, are

utilized to increase the efficiency of the algorithm such that a circuit of moderate electrical size can be

analyzed in reasonable time. Sample computed results are presented for the scattering (S) parameters of

meander lines and multi-turn spiral inductors. Computed results compare reasonably well with

measurements on a vector network analyzer.
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EFFICIENT ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE

MICROSTRIP ELEMENTS FOR MMIC'S

Krishna Naishadham and Todd W. Nuteson

I. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip elements occur in Microwave and Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuits (MMIC's) to

facilitate various circuit objectives. The step--in-width impedance transition, mitered L-shaped corner,

open-end and gap discontinuities are some examples [1]. At lower microwave frequencies the

electromagnetic behavior of these circuit elements can be analyzed by quasi-static techniques, which

neglect radiation and surface-wave coupling, and which do not accurately account for metallization and

dielectric losses [2] - [4]. With increasing operating. frequencies, these effects can become significant, and

therefore, improved models are necessary to predict them. Computational methods based on full-wave

analysis may be used for an accurate solution of the current distribution or the fields associated with the

circuit, including characterization of all of the above-mentioned parasitic effects. These methods include

the method of moments (MoM) (5] - [7], the finite element method [8], finite difference - time domain

(FD-TD) methods [9], and the transmission line matrix (TLM) method [10]. For dense circuits and large

microwave packages, full-wave methods, in spite of their versatility to handle various geometries and

material parameters, have the disadvantage of formidable memory size and CPU time. Therefore, it is

desirable to investigate means of improving the efficiency of full-wave methods so that a circuit of

moderate electrical size can I e analyzed in reasonable time. This paper describes an efficient MoM

technique, based on reducing the computation time by utilizing various symmetries in the problem

formulation, for the analysis of printed transmission line (or microstrip) elements of arbitrary shape (see

Fig. 1). Efficiency is further enhanced by utilizing simple quasi-dynamic (or near-field) and far-field

approximations of the Green's functions where applicable [7, pp. 164-166]. For moderate distances

between source and observation points, the Green's functions manifest as Sommerfeld-type integrals,

which are computationally intensive. We avoid computation of these integrals by invoking the recently

developed closed-form microstrip Green's functions [11], [12].

In the method of moments, the boundary value problem for the current distribution on the surface

of the conductor is formulated as a Mixed (scalar and vector) Potential Integral Equation (MPIE). The

microstrip surface is segmented into rectangular cells, and special basis functions and a testing procedure

tailored to planar geometries are used to compute the current distribution in each cell [6], [13]. A coaxial

probe with its center conductor embedded in the dielectric substrate is used as excitation (source) for the
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xJ

Fig. 1. An arbitrarily shaped circuit configuration (with surface S) printed on the laterally unbounded

air--dielectric interface of a microstrip geometry. CO, pS denote the constitutive parameters of free space,

while E, /A are those of the dilectric substrate.
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currents [131. From the current distribution, the multiport impedance matrix and the scattering (S)

parameters of the discontinuity are computed [5], [141. The current distribution and the S-parameters

are computed for meander lines and spiral inductors, etched on gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrate. The

computed S-parameters of the spiral inductor are compared with measurements on an automated vector

network analyzer over a wide frequency band.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Geometry

The geometry of the trace configuration is shown in Fig. I. The transverse dimensions of the

substrate and the ground plane are assumed to be infinite. The trace conductor is assumed to have a

thickness much smaller than the substrate thickness, and much larger than the skin depth at the

operating frequency. The trace conductor, with a planar surface S, resides on the air-dielectric interface

at z=O. The dielectric substrate, in general lossy with constitutive parameters e and p, has a thickness h.

The medium z > 0 is assumed to be free space, characterized by the parameters (Ao0, E0). A

time-dependence of exp(jwt), where w is the radian frequency, is assumed and suppressed.

B. Mized Potential Integral Equation

MPIE is determined from the boundary condition that the total tangential electric field on the

trace surface S is zero [5] - [7]:

[ E(p) + E (p)] = aX ZsJ( p E S. (1)

The position vector p = axx + ayy locates the observation point on the trace, where ap denotes the

unit vector along the p-direction. The conductor losses are computed by modeling the microstrip

conductor as a resistive sheet, with a frequency - dependent surface impedance Zs (ohms/square) [14].

Ei is the excitation field and Es is the scattered field, given in terms of the magnetic vector potential A

and the Lorentz gauge related electric scalar potential V as

Es- -jwA - VV (2)

where

A(p) = f GA(p;p') - Js(p') ds' (3)
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V(p) f G V (p; p') qs(p') ds' (4)

S

The surface current density Js and the surface charge density qs are related by the continuity equation.

Only the surface currents residing on the air-dielectric interface are considered. GA is the dyadic Green's

function for the vector potential, determined by solution of the boundary value problem for a horizontal

electric dipole located on the air-dielectric interface as [7, pp. 145-160]

GA axaxGA + ayayGA (5)

where, for source and observation points on the air--dielectric interface separated by the distance R =

Ip-p' I, we have [7, eq, (79)]
IPO

GA = -- PV f J10(aR)- da. (6)
2r o DTE

J 0 (x) denotes the zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind with argument x, and PV denotes the

principal value.

The scalar Green's function GV is the scalar potential due to a unit point charge located on the

microstrip surface, and is given by [7, eq. (80)]

1 ® Na
Gv=- PV J0(aR) da (7)

2•rco 0 DTE DTM

where

N = u0 + u tanh uh (8)

DTE = uo+ucothuh (9)

DTM = fruo + u tanh uh (10)

U0 /.2-k2 (11)

a (12)
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k0 = w l/4i-6 and k = w4'0-C refer to wavenumbers in air and dielectric, respectively. It is important to

note the translational invariance (Ip-p' I dependence) of the Green's functions. This factor can be

utilized to advantage in reducing the fill-time of the moment matrix for arbitrarily shaped traces. The

improper integrals in (6) and (7) for the Green's functions should be interpreted in the sense of Cauchy

principal value because of pole singularities of the integrand on the real axis. These singularities occur at

the zeros of DTE and D TM and their residues contribute, respectively, to the TE and TM surface

wave-excited radiation. The integrals in (6) and (7), known as Sommerfeld integrals, converge slowly

due to the oscillatory nature of the Bessel function J0. Numerical integral schemes for such integrals are

generally computer-intensive. One scheme involves numerical integration along the real axis between the

zeros of the integrand using the method of averages [7, pp. 170-176], with the singularity in the path of

integration being handled by the singularity extraction technique. In spite of the efficiency of this

method, it is advantageous to utilize the closed-form approximations of the Sommerfeld integrals,

recently developed by Chow et al. [11], Aksun and Mittra [12).

DTE and DTM have real zeros only in the interval ko < a < k. For f < c / 4h(Er-1) /2,where c

is the velocity of light in free space, only DTM has a zero in this interval. As an example, for a 64 mil

thick fiberglass (Er = 4.7) printed circuit board, this upper frequency limit is 24 GHz. For frequencies

less than 24 GHz, therefore, only the dominant TM surface wave needs to be considered.

C. .Approzimation of the Green's Functions

To analyze the trace geometry in Fig. 1, it would be advantageous to use quasi-dynamic

approximations of the Green's functions when applicable. These approximations are essentially the

near-field (k0 R -s 0) approximations of the vector potential [7, eq. (103)] and the scalar potential [7, eq.

(102)] Green's functions. At low frequencies, or for small R, the microstrip vector potential Green's

function reduces to that of free space while the scalar potential Green's function contains, in addition to

the free space term, a simple correction factor that depends on the permittivity of the substrate. When

the distance R between source and observation points approaches about quarter wavelength in the

dielectric, the Green's functions may be approximated by their far-field asymptotic approximations [7,

eqs. (104) and (106)]. The advantage of utilizing these simple approximations for the Green's functions

is that the need for numerical integration of the oscillatory, divergent Sommerfeld integrals in (6) and (7)

is obviated. However, these approximations are limited to a rather restricted range of parameters

including the distance between source and observation points, substrate dielectric constant, thickness,
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losses and frequency. In the next section, alternative closed-form approximations of the Sommerfeld

integrals, valid for any substrate Darameters and the distance R, are presented.

D. Closed-Form Green's Functions

The closed-form Green's functions for a thick microstrip substrate have been derived in (11], [12].

The spatial domain Green's functions for the scalar and vector potentials may be written as G = A + B

+ C, where A represents the contributions from a few quasi-dynamic (real) images which are dominant

in the near-field region, B represents the surface wave contributions (in the form of complex residues)

which are dominant in the far-field region, and C represents the contributions from complex images

which are important in the intermediate-field region. Explicit expressions for A, B and C may be found

in [11] for both scalar and vector potentials. The contributions from the complex images can be

approximated in terms of complex exponentials using Prony's method (11]. With these closed-form

expressions of the Green's functions, the numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integrals can be

avoided completely, and significant savings in computer time can be accomplished.

In Fig. 2, we show a comparison of the Green's functions computed by using (a) the closed-form

expressions, (b) numerical integration based on the method of averages, and (c) the quasi-static

(near-field) approximations. The substrate has the parameters er = 12.85, h = 100 pmn, and the

frequency is 10 GHz. Good agreement is observed between all the three computations. The quasi-static

approximations of the scalar potential Green's functions are reasonably accurate until the onset of the

dominant TM surface wave, indicated by a dip in the magnitude curve or by 90" phase shift. The

vector potential is not affected by this surface wave (for the substrate listed, only one TM surface wave

pole exists), hence the quasi-static approximations of Ga are accurate over a much higher range of

distances than those applicable for Gv.

mI. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Method of Moments

The MPIE in (1) is solved by the MoM using rooftop subsectional basis functions (6] to represent

the surface current density. The currenL density Js = axJx + ayJy in (3) is expanded in the orthogonal

x and y directions as

Nx

Jx(P) = (13)

p=1
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the quasi-static (or quasi-dynamic) and closed-form approximations of the

Green's functions with numerical integration of the fully dynamic Sommerfeld integrals. er = 12.85, h =

100 /Un, f = 10 GHz. (a) Scalar potential magnitude, (b) scalar potential phase, (c) vector potential

magnitude, and (d) vector potential phase.
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NY

JyWp z I Jq Aq (14)

q=l
x y

where p = (x,y), Jp and Jq are the unknown expansion coefficients to be determined. The basis

functions, each of which overlaps two contiguous rectangular cells, are represented by triangles in the

direction of the current and by pulses in the orthogonal direction [6].

x y

In order to solve for the unknowns Jp and Jq, a system of linear equations is obtained by testing

(1) along the x and y directions by one-dimensional pulse functions (line testing). The tested equations

can be written out in matrix form as

xx xy - X
fmpl [mql rI
f yxl I yy -"n I IV[Znp] [Znq] [JqY] [Vny]

m,p = 1,2,...,Nx

n,q = 1,2,...,Ny (15)

uv

where the submatrix [Zst] denotes the contribution of u--directed testing of the field produced by

v-directed current basis elements. The subscripts t and s refer to the individual basis element and the

test path, respectively. The matrix elements consist of scalar and/or vector potential integrals defined
xover the support of a pulse function and a rooftop function, respectively [13]. The column vectors [VmI

and [Vn], of length Nx and Ny, respectively, correspond to x and y directed testing of the excitation

field. Similarly, [Ip] and refer to current expansion coefficients associated with each rooftop

function. Explicit expressions for the elements of the moment matrix [Z) and of the excitation vector [VI

may be found elsewhere (131.

B. Ezcitation and S - Parameters

A coaxial probe excitation model, as developed in [13], is used in the MoM algorithm. A current I

I A is assumed to flow uniformly through the center conductor. Upon attachment to the microstrip

patch, this current spreads radially across a charge cell. A special attachment mode for the current

density is defined such that the net charge density on the excitation cell is constant [131. Since the

attachment mode is of the same form as the current basis functions, the elements of the excitation vector

in (15) can be determined by a simple modification of the matrix elements in (15).
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To find the S-parameters, the surface currents on the connection lines and the discontinuity are

computed by MoM. Thus, one finds currents enterrng the ports, whose reference plane locatiom are

defined to be at the intersection between the transmission lines and the discontinuity. The potential of

each port with respect to ground plane (assumed to be at zero potential) is computed by integrating the

"vertical component of the electric field in the substrate produced by the currents flowing on the

m~crostrip surface:

Nx+Ny 0 p

Vi= Y f4 Ez(pi,Pp';z) dz, i = 1,2,... (16)

p=l

In (16), the position vectors pi and pp' reL-r to the (x,y) coordinates of the ith reference port location
p

and the pth current basis function, respectively. The electric field Ez is determined by diffcrentiating

the vector and scalar potentials. Once the port voltages and currents are known, the open-circuit (or Z)

parameters and the S-parameters can be computed using standard circuit theory relations [1]. If the

S-parameters are desired at a different reference plane location, a deembedding procedure such as that

discussed in [14] may be used.

C. Efficiency Considerations

The redundancies present in the moment matrix for equal size cells can be taken advantage of in

reducing its fill-time. A careful examination of the matrix elements in (15) reveals (upto) a sixteen-fold

redundancy for the scalar potential contributions! Tivrefore, a significant reduction in the matrix fill-in

time can be achieved by computing each scalar potential integral and placing it in the appropriate

matrix element as it is calculated.

The Green's functions depend on the distance R p I - p"I between source and observation

points. Depending on the trace geometry being examined, there may be only a few distinct

source-observer t.stances. For example, on a rectangular patch divided into MxN charge cells, there are

only MN such distances, or equivalently MN distinct potential integrals, whereas the number of matrix

elements in which these integrals occur is 2MN - M - N. Therefore, we could precompute and store the

MN distinct partial potentials in a two-dimensional array, and retrieve them later to fill the entire

moment matrix. Considerable time savings can be accomplished in this manner. The computational

efficiency is further enhanced by computing and storing the Green's functions for a few source-observer

distances, and using parabolic interpolation on the stored values, for other distances.
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When the observation point is within the source cell, the Green's functions become singular as

1/R [131. In this case, the singularity extraction technique is used to smoothen the integrand in the

Green's functions for numerical integration purposes. The extracted singular part is integrated

analytically in closed form. Details may be found in (131.

In Fig. 3, we compare the CPU time required for an efficient fill-in of the moment matrix using

the method discussed above, with the time involved in filling the complete matrix without the utilization

of any symmetry. The structure investigated is a rectangular patch. For a large matrix, the CPU time

for the complete matrix fill is at least one order of magnitude higher than the time required for the

efficient fill-in. As an example, to fill a 500 x 500 matrix, the complete fill-in iequires 2000 (a) whereas

the efficient fill-in takes about 100 (s). For comparison, the time involved in inverting the moment

matrix by standard Gauss elimination is also plotted as a function of matrix order. The time required

for complete matrix fill is higher than the inversion time by one to two orders of magnitude. By

extrapolation to large matrix orders, this dominance of the complete matrix fill-time is expected to

continue until the order becomes 3000 or so. However, the efficient fill-in requires times much less than

the inversion times, especially for large mat-ix orders. In order to expedite the MoM solution for

complex circuits, the problem of efficient inversion of dense matrices needs to be addressed concurrently

with efficient fill-in schemes.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we present sample results on the the magnitude and phase of the S-parameters as

functions of frequency for a few representative lossy microstrip elements. The metallization is gold

deposited on 100 hpm thick GaAs substrate (Er = 12.85). The conductivity of metallization has been

adjusted by a factor of 0.75 "gold to account for surface roughness effects.

Fig. 4 displays the magnitude and phase of S21 for the initial test case of a lossy transmission line.

The dimensions of the line are shown along with those of the deembedded transmission line sections in

Fig. 4a. The results computed by our MoM program compare well with those predicted by EESops

commercial CAD software package Libra (the magnitude curves are practically coincident). The char-
•/ 2 ... 2

acteristic impedance of the transmission line can be computed as ZO= ZII - Z12 (see Fig. 4a for

the reference plane locations), where Z11 and Z1 2 are the open-circuit parameters at port 1. This gives a

value of 52 f - 54 11 with a small imaginary part in the frequency range I GHz - 19 GHz, and compares
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Fig. 3. Comparison of moment matrix fill and matrix inversion CPU times on VAX-8550 computer as a

function of the matrix order. Efficient matrix fill refers to the method described in Sec. III.
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reasonably well with the nominal value of 50 ft. The magnitude and phase of S II also compare well with

Libra's output, and are not shown for brevity.

Next, we examine the elements whose geometry is depicted in Fig. 5. The deembedded

transmission line sections are shown for the meander line. The magnitude and phase of S21 and S11 for

the meander line, computed by the methad discussed in this paper, are compared with results from Libra

in Fig. 6. The agreement between the two in phase is excellent, but the magnitudes at the higher

frequencies do not compare as well. This may be either due to the quasi-static nature of the analysis

used in Libra, which may not model the dispersive effects at the higher frequencies accurately, or due to

the fact that we have used an analytical result, based on quasi-TEM theory, for the current distribution

on the short-circuited transmission line in the deembedding procedure [141. Nevertheless, the agreement

is reasonable over a wide frequency band.

We now consider the 1.5 turn spiral inductor depicted in Fig. 5. The S-parameters of the

inductor are computed by the method discussed in Sec. III. The magnitude and phase of computed S11

and S2 1 are compared with measurements on an automated vector network analyzer in Fig. 7. A reason-

ably good agreement is observed between the full-wave result and the measurements, considering the

complexity of the structure. Parametric studies have also been made by varying the surface impedance

Zs in order to examine the influence of conductor losses. It is observed that conductor losses do not have

significant impact on the overall characterization of the elements.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An efficient full-wave moment method has been developed for the analysis of microstrip circuit

elements of arbitrary shape. The surface of the microstrip conductors has been divided into rectangular

cells and rooftop basis functions have been used with a line testing MoM procedure to determine the

unknown surface currents. The algorithm can accommodate both conductor and dielectric losses. The

utility of the MoM algorithm in a CAD environment has been illustrated by computation of the

S-parameters for a meander line and a 1.5 turn spiral inductor. Several techniques are used to increase

the efficiency of the computer program so that a circuit of moderate electrical size can be analyzed in

reasonable time. These include the utilization of (a) quasi-dynamic and far-field approximations of the

Green's functions where applicable, (b) the closed-form microstrip Green's functions, and (c) the various

symmetries in the problem formulation which facilitate an efficient fill-in of the moment matrix for

electrically large circuits. As an example, the meander line involves about 200 unknown current
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(all dimensions are in /.sm), and (b) 1.5-turn spiral inductor (W = 25 sian).
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coefficients, and takes about 1.5 CPU minutes per frequency on a VAX 8550 mainframe. The computed

S-parameters compare reasonably well with results computed by using commercial software, and with

measurements on a network analyzer.
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Abstract
Nonlinear optical phenomena are of interest because of their

wide variety of applications in many fields. Therefore I have investigated the

waveguiding properties of strained layer III-V semiconductors. In view of the

semiconductor growth facilities here as well as measurement capabilities,

particular attention was paid to InGaAs/GaAs multiple quantum well materials.

Using the numerical beam propagation method, I calculated the coupled

waveguide characteristics for these materials and examined the effects of

various physical parameters.
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THIRD ORDER NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF STRAINED LAYER SEMICONDUCTORS WITH
APPLICATION TO OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES

M. J. Potasek

Introction

The use of semiconductors for optics is advantageous because of the

prospects of integration of several components such as lasers,

detectors and modulators. In most cases research has been

performed on electro-optic devices. These devices often make use of the

quantum confined Stark effect in multiple quantum wells in which one

observes enhanced changes in absorption as a result of quantum confinement

of the exciton. However because of electron-hole recombination dynamics,

electro-optic switching is often slow. Therefore all optical processes are being

pursued in which picosecond or femtosecond switching can be observed.

Recent advances have utilized the third order nonlinear susceptibility. This

susceptibility encompasses the intensity dependent change in the refractive

index whose coefficient is denoted by n2. In intensity dependent media, the

phase of the wave changes as a function of distance giving rise to phenomena

which are utilized for various applications. Recently several devices have

used various configurations. Some devices have included

two-channel nonlinear directional couplers (1-3), nonlinear Mach-Zehnder

interferometer (4,5), polarization switches in birefringent fibers (6,7) two

core fiber nonlinear directional couplers (8,9) and semiconductor multiple

quantum well (MQW) waveguides (10,11).

Recently, experimental advances have been made in all-optical

GaAs/GaAIAs MQW nonlinear directional couplers. These measurements used a
mode-locked frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser to pump a femtosecond dye laser

(10). Two components were observed in the kinetics. One component was the
subpicosecond optical Stark effect and the slow component was due to the usual
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long lived real carrier population. Other forms of otical phenomena in these

configurations was observed (12-18).

However in order to understand the waveguide phenomena one has to

investigate the wave equations from Maxwell's equations. The general

Maxwell's equations are given by Eq (1)

9 1 &D
VxVxE + - 0  (1)

9 0 2&t 2

where E is the electromagnetic field and D is the displacement vector. The

displacement vector is expanded in terms of E in Eq. (2)

D-eOx*E

"- ef t dt, x(°)(t - tl)E(t 1) 
(2)

+ e°fdt fdt 2 fdt 3 x (t - ,)E()E 2)E(t)

where electro-optic effects have been excluded. For the slowly varying

envelope of the field, denoted by q, the propagation of light is governed by

Eq. (3)

iq,+ 4[ 2q. +fq Iq -O (3)

where S=n2ft/e

THIRD ORDER NONLINEAR OPTICAL. PROPERTIES IN STRAINED

LAYER III-V SEMICONDUCTORS

Recently great attention has been paid to the measurement of third-order

nonlinear optical properties, such as the nonlinear index of refraction in
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GaAs/GaAIAs. For example, recent measurements of third-order

nonlinearity in GaAs/GaAIAs MQW waveguides yield a value of
-1"12 to -10" 1 3 cm 2 /W as compared to a value of 10- 1 6 cm 2 /W

for optical fibers. Large values of n2 are advantageous because less light

intensity is required to achieve a desired level of performance. Recent

progress has indicated that improvements in nonlinear optical coefficients

can be made in semiconductors by using strained layer heterostructures,

particularly InGaAs/GaAs and InGaAs/AlGaAs. These materials offer band gap

engineering flexibility often not attainable in lattice matched materials.

Inportant parmeters such as the well/barrier combination, the level of strain

and the the material concentration in layers can be varied to modify the

physical parameters such as the band-gap, electro-cptic and optical

properties. Other important aspects include: 1) These materials can have

band gaps in the technologically important regions of 0.85 urn and 1.5 urn. 2)

These are ternary compounds without the additional complication of added

phosphorous as in the common compound InGaAsP. 3) Recent theoretical

coirputations indicate that these compounds may have large optical

nonlinearities.

For thin layers the lattice mismatch induces internal strain rather than

dislocations (17,18). The presence of built in strain affects the structural

aspects of the materials and influences their electronic properties (19)

through strain induced changes of the band structure. Such structures have

been fabricated and shown to have novel electronic properties(17,20).

Recently, enhanced optical properties have been theoretically predicted

(21,22).

In the InGaAs/GaAs materials the InGaAs is the well material and the GaAs

is the barrier matri.. (23,24). The smaller bandgap InGaAs well material is

under compression and the GaAs barriers are unstrained. For small amounts

of Indium in the material, the barrier heights are relatively low (for example,

for 12% In the electron barrier height is about 80 meV.) This can make

superlattice effects more prominent (25).

However there is an important contrast between the strained layers grown
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along the (100] and [111] crystallographic axes. For strained-layer

superlattices with [1111 growth axis, the olentation of the lattice constant

mismatch induced strains results in polarization fields directed along the

growth axis. Group IlI-V semiconductors are piezoelectric and strains can lead

to electric polarization fields.

Since one of the materials is in biaxial compression and the other is in
biaxial tension, the electric polarization vectors are of opposite sign. The

internally generated electric fields modify significantly the elk Eronic

properties of the superlattice and since the internal fields are screened by
photogenerated carriers, they can lead to large optical nonlinearities. Both
electronic energy levels and wavefunctions arealtered by internal fields.
These changes in the wavefunctions lead to changes in optical matrix

elements.
Recently, optical measurements have resulted in strong evidence for the

presence of strain-generated electric fields in [111] oriented InGaAs/GaAs
strained-layer superlattices (26). Experiments showed that the lowest energy

intrinsic transition shifts to the red by about 20 meV in a [111] sample as
compared with a [100] sample. This spectral difference can only be fitted by
including the strain-generated electric fields.

In InGaAs/AlGaAs, the fields shift the conduction band state to lower

energy and the valence band to higher energy, thereby reducing the band
gap. Calculations for InGa? V/AIGaAs with the Ga containing layers half as

thick as the Al layers show that the strain-induced electric field can
significantly change the optical properties. This is a type I superlattice in
which the smaller band gap Ga alloy is in biaxial compression. The light hole
bands are split away from the heavy hole bands by strain. Thus the band-edge

optical properties will be dominated by heavy hole to conduction band
transitions. Calculations show that very large third order nonlinear optical

properties may be obtained in these systems (22) in relations to other systems
(27).
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NONRESONANT NONUNEARITy

The resonant nonlinearities have been investigated in bulk GaAs and MQW

(28-30). The mechanisms include bandfiling. state filing and screening of the

Coulombic interaction (31,32). Recent nonlinearities can be extremely large,

however recovery times are slow because they are mediated by carrier

recombination. Measurements of these nonlinearities can be difficult

because several processes including virtual and real carriers and thermal

effects can contribute. Nonresonant nonlinearities can have a rapid recovery

time because they are not associated with population transfers.(33)

Nonresonant studies with high pump intensities have investigated the optical

Stark effect in QW (34-36).

A variety of techniques have been used to measure the intensity dependent

nonlinear index changes, such as four-wave mixing (37), nonlinear

waveguide couplers (38), nonlinear Fabry-Perot (39), fringe shift

interferometry (40), Mach-Zehnder interferometry (41) and beam

propagation measurements (42).

Two-Photon Absotion

A significant effect is posed by TPA (43) because it is essentially a

nonlinear loss mechanism. Recent measurements have investigated the

influence- of TPA on waveguide performance. Its efects will be considered in

more detail in the next sections.

ALL OPTICAL PHENOMENA IN SEMICONDUCTOR

The optical switching in semiconductor waveguides is governed by the

coupled equations

iqjz+T'02/jt+6 1q, 12 ql+kq2zý -1- -- l3q,12,ql (4)

iq, +4P2q• +8 Iqz l2qz+kq, "-ip jq2 12 1q2
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These equations were solved using the fast Fourier transform numerical beam

propagation method (NBP). This numerical procedure consists of propagating

the field for a distance d/2 with dispersion only, multiplying the result by a

nonlinear term that represents the effect of nonlinearity over the whole

segment length d, and then propagating the field for the remaining distance

d/2 with dispersion only. In effect, the nonlinearity is assumed to be lumped

at the midplane of each segment.

Using the NBP method, I investigated the behavior of the previous

equations. The calculations were performed on a SUN workstation. Figure 1

shows a plot of the switching fraction as a function of peak power for light

incident into one waveguide only for various values of TPA. The curves
correspond to various ratios of TPA to n2. The solid line corresponds to no TPA,

the dashed line corresponds to a ratio of 0. 1, the dot-dashed line corresponds to

a ratio of 0.2 and the dotted line corresponds to a ratio of 0.5. This figure

clearly shows the degradation of the output as TPA increases.
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Low Incident Power

For low input power, the system operates linearly and in one coupling
length the light switches to the other waveguide. These results are shown in
Fig. 2. The three dimensional portions of the figure show the intensity of the
optical beam for a given input pulse width as a function of propagation
distance. Section (1) corresponds to light into one waveguide and section (2)
corresponds to the other coupled waveguide with no incident light. The lower
sections of the figure are the contour plots for the two waveguides. From Fig.
2, it can be seen that light into one waveguide is almost totally transferrred to
the other waveguide. This is due to the linear coupling parameter k.

High Incident Power

However as the power increases the nonlinearity introduces a phase shift in
such a manner as to counteract the linear coupling. These results are shown
in Fig. 3. It is seen that light into one waveguide almost totally remain in that
waveguide. However due to the various linear and nonlinear interactions the
temporal shape of the pulse is distorted. Further calculations were performed
to improve the performance of the system.
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Gain Mechanisms

In order to compensate for TPA, I investigated the effects of gain. However

because TPA is a nonlinear loss, the gain mechanism would be more complex.

Introducing the parameters Yo for the small signal gain and Y2 for the gain

dispersion, the coupled set of equations is obtained

iqlz +j--' 1 q1 t.+ 8 ( 1qt1 +o'q 212)q +kq 2

iy-oq t -" 'u -if( 1q, 12 +oaq 2 1')ql

iqzz + ¼fli2a•, + 6( Iq2 12 +,7 1q 12 )q2 +kqi(5

2 2=ioq--1g ~ -ial( 1q1 21+oiq1l 1)q1

The exact solution for this case is given by

ql(z,t)= ,-(sinOetA+cos~e6e -)qoeL'Q(ot)
S22

where Q(wt)-sech(wot)exp(ialn[(sech(05)]I

a'-Ba-2--O, (6)

B=3 028+r2P
7'28-002'

2Vo•2,= ,8za+1y(1--a2)'

R 1,7.( 1 -a2)-1r2a]W,

ItO j2=22-'•'[(2-a1)- 4za],
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Figure 4 shows a plot of the results for light incident into one waveguide. It

can be seen that the pulse shape is well preserved. This result will be true for

any value of TPA and hence represents an important finding.

0.4
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CHRNNEL I CHANNEL 2

"TIME

Fig. 4

This research has set the stage for future experimental work in this area.

In particular, the results will be investigated using a Ti:sapphire laser system

with samples grown by molecular beam epitaxY. Band structure calculations

will provide important guidance for the determination of the semiconductor

well thicaness and alloy concentration. Further interactiOns with

researchers at Wright-Patterson AFB is envisioned.
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1 Abstract

The primary goal of this research endeavour has been to initiate a program directed at the development
of practical methods for designing robust full envelop autopilots for flexible missile systems with multiple
hard nonlinearities. The methods developed will permit control engineers to systematically generate full
envelop controllers on the basis of very complex (high order) missile models.

The research has been driven by the ultimate goal of designing a full envelop autopilot for an Extended
Medium-Range Air-to-Air Technology (EMRAAT) Bank-to-Turn (BTT) missile with significant structural
modes. Of particular interest is the terminal phase of an air-to-air intercept during which control surfaces
may saturate in both position and rate. This is critical because structural modes may be excited and, more
importantly, missile destabilization may be induced. Assuring robust performance during such a high control
scenario has guided the path of this research.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL DESIGN METHODOLOGIES
FOR FLEXIBLE (HIGH ORDER) MISSILE SYSTEMS

WITH MULTIPLE HARD NONLINEARITIES

Armando A. Rodriguez

2 Motivation

This research is motivated by two problems which have received considerable attention in recent years and
will receive far greater attention as 21st century aerospace technology is developed. The first problem is
that of controlling flexible systems. The second is controlling systems with multiple hard nonlinearities.
In particular, this research has been driven by the lack of systematic procedures to develop full envelop
autopilots for flexible (high order) missiles with multiple hard nonlinearities.

2.1 Controlling Flexible (High Order) Missile Systems

Because of recent advances in material science, many aerospace systems (e.g. missiles, airplanes, space
platforms, etc.) are being designed using composites. Use of such materials typically provides strength
and mission required radar signature a-d/or thermal properties. Such materials also result in much lighter
vehicles/platforms. The trade-off in gc ; to composites has been systems with more pronounced structural
modes. Developing systematic procedures for designing full envelope controllers for such systems is one focus
of the proposed research. This problem becomes particularly difficult when the structural modes conflict
with system bandwith requirements: a more flexible missile makes the control problem more challenging.
Also, if one is trying to accurately model turbulence for a missile, then the CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) m~,dels can be very large [3] and performance based model reduchion becomes a critical issue.
Such control/modelling issues have been motives for this research.

2.2 Controlling Systems with Multiple Hard Nonlinearities

Traditionally, control design for aerospace systems has been based on gain scheduling [11]. Gain scheduling
is a method whereby linear controllers, based on linear models of the true nonlinear system, are "pieced"
together over the opetating envelope of the system. The initial designs often do not take into account the
effects of hard nonlinearities such as saturating actuators and rate limiters. One motive for this research
has been the lack of systematic methods to modify the original designs so that such nonlinearities can be
accommodated.

For physical reasons, system designers often want to limit certain variables (e.g. angle of attack, sideslip
angle, etc.). Typically, adhoc modifications are employed and extensive simulations must be performed to
justify the modifications. A procedure for systematizing this process over the full envelope of the system has
been another motive for this research.

3 A Methodology for Infinite-Dimensional Systems

Flexible systems when properly modelled are governed by partial differential equations (e.g. Euler Bernoulli
Beam [24]). Such systems are said to be infinite-dimensional [481. The lack of systematic procedures for
controlling such systems motivated the initial stages of this research.

3.1 Introduction

The problem of designing compensators for infinite-dimensional plants has received considerable attention
during the past decade. Some relevant works are [15],[16], [19]-[27], [30]-[321, [34],[35], [38]-[41], [431-[51],
'• f56j-[6 14.
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This initial stage of this research has been motivated by the following question: How can a finite-
dimensional controller, satisfying specific W' design specifications, be systematically obtained for a given
infinite-dimensional plant ? Two approaches to this problem have appeared in the literature.

1. A Design/Approximate approach in which a controller is designed using infinite-dimensional tech-
niques. If the controller is infinite-dimensional, a finite-dimensional approximation is obtained. This
approach is addressed in [201-[27] and some of the other aforementioned references. Because the De-
sign/Approximate approach is difficult to apply to general plants, it was not condidered throughout
the course of this research. Instead, an Approximate/Design approach has been pursued.

2. In the Approximate/Design approach, the plant is first approximated by a finite-dimensional model and
then a finite-dimensional controller is designed based on this model. This is a widely used approach.
However, this approach generally comes with no guarantees. The key difficulties which have arisen can
be attributed to the fact that these performance measures are often not continuous with respect to
plant perturbations, even when the uniform topology is imposed [20], [54].

In [31], [54], and [56],[57j, the authors address issues related to the Approximate/Design approach.
In [561, [571, for example, finite-dimensional techniques are used to obtain a near-optimal infinite-
dimensional compensator. To obtain the near-optimal compensator, an iterative procedure is presented.
The procedure, however, assumes that the optimal performance measure is known, that a certain
function is continuous on the extended imaginary axis, and that a particular spectral factorization can
be performed.

This section considers the problem of designing near-optimal finite-dimensional compensators for stable
infinite-dimensional plants. Standard weighted 71t sensitivity and mixed-sensitivity measures are used to
define the notion of optimality. The method of solution is based on finite-dimensional techniques applied
to finite-dimensional approximants of the original plant. It is shown in this section, for the sensitivity
minimization problem, that it is sufficient to obtain approximants of the plant on compact sets, provided
that the inner part of the plant is approximated in some sense. This problem is shown not to exist when the
control input is penalized. Constructive algorithms, for both of the above cases, are presented. New results
on the convergence of actual closed loop transfer functions are also given.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. For notation and mathematical details, the reader is
referred to [48]. Subsection 3.2 contains a precise statement of three fundamental problems to be addressed.
Subsection 3.3 presents new results on W' model matching problems. Subsection 3.4 contains the solution
to the W1o' sensitivity problems. An example is given in subsection 3.4. Subsection 3.5 presents the solution
to the 71' mixed-sensitivity problems. Finally, section 3.6 summarizes the paper and presents directions for
future research.

3.2 Statement of Three Fundamental Problems

In this subsection three fundamental problems associated with the proposed Approximaae/Design approach
are precisely defined for weighted R' sensitivity and mixed-sensitivity performance criteria. First, basic
assumptions and definitions which will be used throughout the sequel are stated.

Throughout the section, focus is placed exclusively on £2 finite-gain stable plants [17]. This is done in
order to better illustrate the main ideas. The case in which the plant is unstable is treated in [50].

Let P(s) E W'o denote a stable transfer function of a scalar infinite-dimensional plant. Also, let
P, (s) },¶= 1 C R~io denote a sequence of stable finite-dimensional approximants of P; the sense of which is

to be stated shortly.
Let P denote some infinite-dimensional system and K a compensator. Given F E W', let K(F, Q) gener-

ate all compensators which stabilize F when Q is varied over 71' [58]. Let J(-, K(., .)) : 71o x 710 x 7100
R+ denote a cost function or performance measure. It will be referred to as the J - measure. The optimal
performance for the infinite-dimensional plant P with respect to the J - measure is then defined as follows
(see figure 6).
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Definition 3.1 (Optimal Performance)

ddt e ifJ(P, K(P, Q)).

This is the target problem to be solved, when P is infinite-dimensional. Direct approaches for solving
this problem have been proposed by various researchers, e.g. see [20]-[27], [39]-[41].

The approach taken here requires that P be approximated by a finite-dimensional system Pn. This, then
motivates the following finite-dimensional optimzation problem.

Definition 3.2 (Expected Performance)
def

.9= inf J(P , K(P.,Q)).

In the context of this work, p. will be referred to as the expected performance. This terminology for p. is
motivated by the fact that the numbers p/ are typically used to guide engineers during the design process.

Let Qn be any near-optimal or optimal solution for the problem in definition 3.2. It should be noted
that, in general, any optimal Qn will be improper (e.g. when J is a weighted sensitivity criterion and P. is
strictly proper [28]).

By the Youla, et al parameterization [58], it follows that Qn generates an "internally" stabilizing com-

pensator Kt, for P. (see figure 2). This compensator is given by: Kn =f K(P,.,Q.) - Because
in general, Kn may not be near-optimal with respect to the problem in definition 3.1, and in fact not even
stabilizing for P, nor strictly proper, a different finite-dimensional compensator is needed.

This motivates the definition of a "roll-off operator" r : Qn --+ Qn which maps Q, to QO, E R7N-. From
the above, it is clear that the roll-off operator r must be chosen intelligently. How this should be done will
be answered in what follows.

Given this, one then considers the feedback system obtained by substituting the finite-dimensional com-
pensator generated by On, namely kI, IM K(Pn, Qn) =_Q. into a closed loop system with the infinite-

dimensional plant P (see figure 3). Assuming "internal" stability can be shown [17], this then motivates the
following "natural" definition for the actual performance.

Definition 3.3 (Actual Performance)

de J(P,Kn).

Given the above discussion, the Approximate/Design J-Problem is defined as follows.

Problem 3.1 (Approximate/Design)
Find conditions on the approximants {P-}.1' and on the roll-off operator r such that limn-o. An -/;opt.

This problem will be solved in the sequel for two distinct 7W00 performance measures J; one is a weighted
WOO sensitivity measure and the other is a weighted W1" mixed-sensitivity measure.

Each of these measures define an Approximate/Design problem. These problems are difficult for several
reasons. First, the above measures can be shown to be discontinuous with respect to perturbations in the
plant P, even when the uniform topology on N'o is imposed (54]. It should be noted, however, that even if
these measures were continuous in the uniform topology, there are many infinite-dimensional plants which
cannot be approximated uniformly by real-rational functions. A delay, for example, is not continuous on
the extended imaginary axis and hence cannot be approximated uniformly by a sequence of RNi functions.
A second difficulty can be attributed to the fact that the above measures generally have optimal solutions
which exhibit "bad" properties. More specifically, one can show that the infimizers for these measures are
typicaill unbounded and hence generate unbounded ("improper") compensators.
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Figure 1: Optimal Infinite-Dimensional Feedback Loop: ps' = J(P, Kopt)

d

r e K.U P

Figure 2: Purely Finite-Dimensional Feedback Loop: pn = J(P., Kn)

d

Tr C k.U

Figure 3: Actual Near-Optimal Feedback Loop: An = J(P, k(,)
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In practice, one would like to be able to compute Pot using finite-dimensional algorithms. For the
above sensitivity/mixed-sensitivity criteria, the literature has typically considered infinite-dimensional eigen-
value/eigenfunction problems in order to compute popt [20, pp. 28-31], [61, pp. 308]. With an ultimate
intention of providing purely finite-dimensional techniques for computing p.p, the following "purely" finite-
dimensional problem is considered.

Problem 3.2 (Purely Finite-Dimensional)
Find conditions on the approximants {Pn,'_1 such that limn_.0o p,, = popt. In the context of this work, this
problem will be referred to as the Purely Finite-Dimensional J-Problem.

Finally, the following problem will also be considered in the sequel.

Problem 3.3 (Loop Convergence)
Given that lim,... An -= Ppt and lim ,0o p, = popt, when do the "loop shapes" of the actual near-optimal
system "approximate" those of the optimal, or a near-optimal, infinite-dimensional system? In the context
of this work, this problem will be referred to as the Loop Convergence J-Problem.

3.3 W0- Model Matching Problems

In this subsection two N1° Model Matching Problems are examined. The first is an infinite-dimensional
Model Matching Problem (MMP). The second is a finite-dimensional MMP.

3.3.1 Infinite-Dimensional NW0 MMP

In this subsection, the so-called N'/ Model Matching Problem is examined. The solution to this problem will
provide insight needed to solve the sensitivity and mixed-sensitivity problems being addressed in the paper.
The N' Model Matching Problem is defined in terms of the following optimization problem:

Definition 3.4 (Infinite-Dimensional Model Matching Problem)
dlef

Po = inf lIT1 - T2QJIl,.

where T1 , T2 E 7IfO. Given this, the 7It' Model Matching Problem is that of finding a near-optimal Q-
parameter in N'•; i.e. given an c > 0, however small, find Q. E 71' such thatyo. :5 lIT 1 - T2 QolJ. < lXo+E.

Since T2 E WOO, it possesses an inner-outer factorization over N1t [53, pp. 344]. This permits one to
write 7T2 = T2 ,T2. where T2, is inner in 7N' and T'2, is outer in N1. It should be noted that obtaining an
inner-outer factorization for a general N'o function T2 is an unresolved problem. This issue is the subject
of on-going research [21].

Throughout this subsection, the following technical assumption will be made on the functions T1 and T2 .

Assumption 3.1 (T 1 and T2 )
(1) Ti E C,.
(2) T2° has a finite number of distinct zeros on the extended imaginary axis.
(3) Each imaginary zero of T2, has finite algebraic multiplicity [481.
(4) T2. E C. '
(5) T2, is continuous on the imaginary axis, except possibly at infinity 2.

Although it is assumed that T'2. is continuous on the finite imaginary axis, it will become apparrent in
construction 3.1 that this assumption can be relaxed to accommodate finite discontinuities. Also, because
T2, is permitted to be discontinuous at infinity, this work removes the continuity assumptions required in
[561, [57].

In order to gain insight into the 71' Model Matching Problem, one usually starts with some version of
the following proposition [28], [42, pp. 46]. The proposition emphasizes, and quantifies, the non-invertibility
of T2,.

'The caoe where T2. is invertible in NOO is trivial and will not be addressed.
2 T2 , can contan, for example, & delay and/or an infinite Blaschke product 133, pp. 63 - 68; pp. 1321.
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Proposition 3.1 (Inner Problem)

inf 11T1 - T2 =iIFT, T IIZENqO* TT*

Moreover, there exists Z. E 7li, not necessarily unique, which attains the infimum.

The existence of an infimizer Z. can be proved using weak* convergence arguments [14, pp. 134-1371,
[36, pp. 128], [29, pp. 85 - 86]. The fact that the infimum is IrT, T;, I! follows from Nehari's Theorem [38].

Conditions are given in [26] under which Z. is unique. The reader is also referred to [20, pp. 26 - 31].
The following lemma gives further insight into the Wi Model Matching Problem.

Lemma 3.1 (Bounds on p.)

maxfITr(ioo)I, max ITi(jw1&)i, I1T;I}~ : p. < IIT, II,'..

Lemma 3.1 gives a lower bound on po which depends on T2, and on the imaginary zeros of T2.. This
supports the conjecture that a near-optimal Q should invert T2., away from its imaginary zeros, in the closed
right half plane. In the sequel, it will be shown that the above lower bound is actually equal to p.. The
lemma also shows that since T, E 7W1, p. will necessarily be finite.

The interest in the "inner problem" will be to use its solution Z. to construct near-optimal solutions for
the N' Model Matching Problem. The idea will be to appropriately modify ("roll-off") T;7 Z. so that the
resulting function is admissible 3 and near-optimal. This modification will be carried out using the following
two fOO functions.

Definition 3.5 (Roll-Off Functions)

fro(8) de,( 8... 82 + W•2 kIr

_ _ (s Ms+wk 3+
fm •+jt (=i M s+2•s+w•+•• • 12) s m

and

where m, n E Z+.

It should be noted that fn is irrational even if the mk are integers. g, will be irrational if any one of the
Mk are non-integers. The next theorem shows how these functions can be used to construct a near-optimal
solution for the N'o Model Matching Problem.

Theorem 3.1 (Near-Optimal Irrational Solution)
Let Qm,n = T2.-'Zofmgn where fm and g, were defined in definition 3.5. Given c > 0, however small,

fethere exists M dLef M(c,TI) E Z+ and N = N(,M, IIT,1I,7.) E Z+ such that
po. _5 1IT1 - T2QM,. 1171. < po + 3f

for all n > N. Consequently, given t > 0, there exists a single function f E 7W, n C, which depends on e and
lIT,11-t., is independent of Z., and such that

p. •_ ,IT1 - T2Q.oli-. <_ p. + 3c

where Q. dL Zof ZJ E Wio. Moreover, f has the form f = T; fMgN. Finally,

"is, = max{ITi(Joo)I T'(Ju)I, IIr,,T;, II .
It will be critical later on that the function f can be constructed without knowing the function Z. which, in
general, may be difficult to obtain.

3 in general, T2.-` Za will have poles on the extended irnapary axis.
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3.3.2 Sequences of Finite-Dimensional N1o MMP's

In this subsection, the infinite- dimensional N' Model Matching Problem is solved by approximating T,
and T2 by the RWN' functions, T1. and T2., respectively. The construction of these approximants is now
presented.

Construction 3.1 (Construction of IT,.)', and f% )',
Let {T 1J},_ C RN00 be any sequence which uniformly approximates T, in 7W0 0 ; i.e.

lir lIT 1. - Tl 1N. = 0. (1)
0-*oo

Let {T 2 . }. C R/i' be any sequence of inner functions which approximates T2, uniformly on compact
frequency intervals of the imaginary axis; i.e.

,im 11(TM., - Ti)xnl~. 0 (2)

for each 0l E R+, however large. It will be said that T2.i is a compact approzimant for T2,. Let {T 2 .. },, I C
RN0/ be any sequence of outer functions which approximates T2. uniformly in Wi0 0 ; i.e.

n IIT 2 .. - T,.I,. = 0. (3)

Finally, define
2,. d• 2.. T2.i_ T (4)

The sequences {T 1 3}.= and {2j= are guaranteed to exist since T,,T 2 . E ' nK fC.. The sequence
{T2.,)}°=Iis guaranteed to exist since T2, is assumed to be continuous on the finite imaginary axis. If T2 ,

has discontinuities on the finite imaginary axis, then the convergence in (2) would be required to hold only
on compact subsets of the imaginary axis which exclude the discontinuities. It should be emphasized that
T2, may, and in general will, be discontinuous at infinity. This case is thoroughly addressed in this paper.

A consequence of the above construction is that T2. approximates T2 uniformly on compact frequency
intervals of the imaginary axis; i.e. i II(T2. - T2)Xnllu,. = 0 for any given fl E R+. This compact
convergence property will be exploited in what follows.

Given the above construction, it is natural to consider the purely finite-dimensional W1• Model Matching
Problem defined by the following optimization problem.

Definition 3.6 (Purely Finite-Dimensional Model Matching Problem)

def
d nf lIT1. - T2. QIl7-

Let Z. E RNt' be the unique solution [28, pp. 66-74] of

Ze.of1 TI . -T2.j Z II,. = 11 IT. - T2. Zn 11,p. rT IITm.,II
The following theorem establishes the existence of near-optimal real-rational solutions for the finite-

dimensional and infinite-dimensional model matching problems being considered. More importantly, the
theorem shows how to construct near-optimal real-rational solutions for these problems. The theorem also
contains very useful new convergence results which represent a major contribution of this work.

Theorem 3.2 (Sub-Optimal Real-Rational Solutions & Properties)

Suppose that ITu(,oo)I :5 jJF7TIT; 11[ Let on = Znft, E RN where f. E RN8 (not to be confused with fIm. in
definition 3.5) approximates the function f from theorem 3.1 uniforruy in lio; i.e limn-.o. ljun - fli11. = 0.

Given e > 0, however small, it follows that there exists N, = Ni(, TI, ,T, f) E Z+ such that

Pfn •5 l 4T1. - T 9.On L A. + le
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for all n > N1. Moreover, limn.,,. 1 I(T'2 - T2.)Q4 H 0 and the following "upper-semi :;.nt inuity" prop-
def

erty holds l sup_>,, P! 5<,. Finally, there exists N2 d-L N2(cj,,T 2 ,f) E Z+ such that

P .lIT1 - T2Qn1I.I < p. + 14c for all n > N2 . If T2.. is constructed so that its zero structure on

the extended imaginary axis is identical to that of T2 (i.e. T2 .. (jw) = 0 if and only if T 2 (jw) = 0 ) I
then p. _< liMr.. infj•>, P and hence lim,... ,, = p.. Suppose Z. E N' is the unique solution to
minze7•, lIT 1 - T2,Z1II7. = lIT 1 - T2,ZolI,P.. It then follows that {Zn}n= converges to Z0 in the weak"
topology on 7N10 . Moreover, the sequence {Z 1' f converges uniformly to Z. on all compact frequency
intervals. Given c > 0, let Q, b = Q. E N/10 be the sub-optimal solution constructed in theorem 3.1, sat-
isfying p. < lIT 1 - T2Q.,,bll'.o _< p. + 3e. The sequence Qn constructed in theorem 3.2 converges to Qsub
uniformly in N'. In addition, since ITI(ioo)I :5 IjrT1T,. j, it follows that lin,, 11rTIT;*., 11 = A~rT.T?, 11

and~rTL.T.j 11= IIrTlT~i 1

This theorem will help solve the three 7Not sensitivity problems defined earlier.

Comment 3.1 (Comparisons to Other Research)
This theorem shows how near-optimal finite-dimensional solutions can be constructed for the infinite-
dimensional model matching problem. To construct the solutions, the "optimal performance" po need not be
known apriori. The theorem addresses the important :ase where T2, has an essential singularity at infinity
and can only be approximated uniformly on compact frequency intervals. In so doing, it addresses the case
where T17T• is not continuous on the extended imaginary axis, cannot be approximated uniformly, and whose
associated Hankel operator is non-compact [51]. Moreover, how well T 1, and T2. need to approximate T,
and T2 in order to achieve a certain level of "performance", can be determined apriori without solving or
partially solving the infinite-dimensional model matching problem.

The above comments are made to contrast the present results and assumptions with those in [56]. In [56],
a procedure is given for constructing near-optimal solutions. In that work, however, it is assumed that the
"optimal performance" is known and that T1 7T2, is continuous on the extended imaginary axis. Although the
result presented in theorem 3.2 does not make these constraining assumptions, the theorem does suffer, as
do the results in [56], from the fact that an inner-outer factorization of the potentially general N10 function
T2 is required. Obtaining such a factorization, in general, may be quite difficult and is the topic of on-going
research [21].

It should be noted that obtaining a sequence of approximants T2.. which possesses the same zero structure
as 7T2. may be difficult in general.

It should be noted that unless the optimal solution Z., to the infimization in proposition 3.1, is unique,
convergence of the sequence Z7, *- ; p~rrt6nlar optimal solution is quite difficult to show. With uniqueness,
such properties are more tractable.

The spectral portion of the theorem is a new result to the literature [51]. It removes the continuity
assumption which is needed in [56], [57]. It can be applied in cases where the Hankel operator rT1 T;, is

non-compact; e.g. Tj E RN' proper and T2, = e-' [47]-[51] (cf. Hartman's Theorem on compact Hankel
operators [42, pp. 46] ). In such cases, the non-compact Hankel operator cannot be approximated by
finite-rank operators [51]. Moreover, it is not apparent how one would approximate a non-compact Hankel
operator. It also applies in instances where T2, has an infinite number of poles and/or zeros; e.g. an infinite
Blaschke product. To verify the inequality criterion in (4), the lemma which follows may prove helpful.

The approach usually taken in the literature to compute 11 IT1T; is to solve an infinite-dimensional eigen-
value/eigenfunction problem [20, pp. 28-31], [60], [61, pp. 3081. Theorem 3.2, however, implies that in order

to estimate r TT;, II, all that is needed is to solve a sequence of finite-dimensional eigenvalue/eigenvector

problems [51]. This follows from (5) and the fact that computing 1jrT1 .. r;. 1J involves solving two algebraic

Lyapunov equations and an associated finite-dimensional eigenvalue/eigenvector problem (28, pp. 6W-74].

It should be noted that the condition ITi(ioo)I _< 1jr TT; II stated in theorem 3.2, in general, will not

hold. Sufficient conditions are given in [48] under which this inequality holds.
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The following example illustrates that even if T2. uniformly approximates T2, one can obtain undesirable
results. The example illustrates that it is necessary that T2., approximate T2, in some reasonable sense.

Example 3.1 (Must Approximate Inner Part)
Let T, = + where 0 < ft < 1 and T2 = ••+. The associated infinite-dimensional model matching problem0+0'

is defined by ppt d= infQEr IlTi - T2QIIN.. It has been shown in [20] that pt = max( ITI(joo)I, IrrTT, I =

IITT;,I > ITI(joo)I = I where T2 , = e-'. Now let T1. = T, and T2. = (n )n 1 T." It can beshown that T2. uniformly aprroxixnates T on the extended imaginary axis. The approximants T2. are

thus terrific, based on "intuition". The associated purely finite-dimensional optinization problem is given
by /n 4- infQERuo-IIT1. -T2.QII,... It can be shown that pn = max{ lTi.(joo)i, I rT,.T;, } =

ITi.(joo)I = 1 where T2.i = 1. This example thus provides a case where lirn,,-.,, ItT2. - T2111-. = 0
and yet lim-.oo p. 6 p./opt. This is because T2 , = 1, in no way, approximates T2, = e-'. The example thus
illustrates that it is important for T2., to approximate T2, in some reasonable sense.

In this subsection the *Hoo Model Matching Problem was defined and near-optimal solutions were con-
structed for it. Sequences of appropriately formulated finite-dimensional 7t"l Model Matching Problems were
also considered in an effort to avoid the complex infinite-dimensional 7foo Model Matching Problem. It was
shown that near-optimal real-rational solutions could be constructed for the infinite-dimensional *oo Model
Matching Problem from those resulting from the finite-dimensional problems. The ideas presented in the
construction will be heavily exploited in subsequent subsections.

3.4 Solution to I Sensitivity Problems
In this subsection, solutions are presented for the ?J0o Approximate/Design, Purely Finite-Dimensional, and
Loop Convergence Sensitivity Problems. First, some definitions and assumptions are given.

In what follows, a weighted Roo sensitivity problem will be considered. The following assumption on the
sensitivity weighting function W will be made.

Assumption 3.2 (Sensitivity Weighting Function)
W E R~foo is outer.

It must be noted that the weighting function W need not roll-off as required in [561. This is very important
in weighted ?1oo sensitivity problems since the weighting function is typically chosen to have a shape which
is the inverse of the desired sensitivity shape.

Given the previous assumption, the notion of a sensitivity is defined as follows.

Definition 3.7 (Sensitivity)
Let F, G, H E 7loo, and JI(F - G)HIIjm. < 1.The sensitivity of the pair (F, K(G,H)) is defined as follows:

J(F, K(G,H)) = I - FK(G, H)

Since K(G,/H) df 1--H , it follows that J(F,K(G,H)) = I-(•-)kIK . From this it follows that if
JI(F - G)HII,•. < 1, K(G, H) "internally" stabilizes F and J is well defined. This is a consequence of the
Small Gain Theorem [17]. Moreover, if F = G, then this "small gain" assumption is automatically satisfied,
and hence J is well defined. This is because K(F, H) "internally" stabilizes F for any H E 7io, by definition.

Since P E N.oo, it possesses an inner-outer factorization in lil which will be denoted P = PiP) [53,
pp. 344]. It should be noted that the computation of this inner-outer factorization is non-trivial for general
infinite-dimensional plants. This issue is currently under study. The following will be assumed about the
infinite-dimensional plant P.
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Assumption 3.3 (Infinite-Dimensional Plant)
(1) P. has a finite number of distinct zeros on the extended imaginary axis.
(2) Each imaginary zero of P. has finite algebraic multiplicity.
(3) P. E C.4 .
(4) Pi is continuous on the imaginary axis, except possibly at infinity.

Appropriate substitution into definitions 3.1 and 3.7 results in the following expression for the optimal
performance, lpp.

Popt -- inf Q = inf liTI - T 2QlI,*.*

where T, dL_ W and T2 dI= WP. It is emphasized that this expression defines an infinite-dimensional
optimization problem. The objective here is to show how to solve this problem through approximation
rather than a direct solution.

Similarly, from definitions 3.2 and 3.7, one obtains the following expression for the expected performance,

de=-pn = inf -- inf JTL - T2.QIJa.QERa,-• I1- Pn-tK(P,., Q) M`. QeaTlq"

df defwhere T1 . =e W and T2 . t WP,.
Now lets suppose that P. is constructed as follows:

Construction 3.2 (Construction of {P. )nL- )
Let {P,&} 1 C RNWO be any sequence of inner functions which approximates Pi uniformly on compact
frequency intervals of the imaginary axis; i.e. limn,. JI(PFn - P.)XnIJ,`- = 0 for each fl E R+, however
large. It will be said that Pn, is a compact approzimant for Pi. Let {Pn.J) 1 C R7W° be any sequence of
outer functions which approximates P, uniformly in 'H"o; i.e. limn, lIPn. - PolI,`a = 0. Finally, define

def
=n Pn.Pni.

The above construction represents another contribution of this research in the sense that if the inner part
is not appropriately approximated, then serious problems can occur. Given the construction, T1. and T2 .
satisfy the conditions in construction 3.1. Consequently, from theorem 3.2 it follows that given c > 0, there

exists Q,5 E R~i' and N = N(c) E Z+ such that popt • )T - TQn < Popt + 14c for all n > N.

Given the above, and provided that 1I((P 1 - < 1 for n large enough, then the finite-dimensional

strictly proper compensatorf def. K(P,,,Qn) = -2A-- will "internally" stabilize the infinite-dimensional
plant P and hence the actual performance, A. is well defined. An expression for it is then obtained from
definitions 3.3 and 3.7 to be

PK,_1- W(, - P'Qn)

Given this, the following theorem provides a solution to the three ?i' sensitivity problems defined earlier.

Theorem 3.3 (Solution to 7N' Sensitivity Problems)
Suppose that IW(joo)l :_ lirwp,.. k/, will "internally" stabilize P for all but a finite number of n and
liMn-oo An = popt; i.e. the actual performance approaches the optimal performance as the approximants get
"better". If Pn. is constructed so that its zero structure on the extended imaginary axis is identical to that
of P., then Popt < limn,, infk>n pk and hence limn--. Pn = pit. Independent of this, it also follows that
limn-o Ilrwp.I, -11 = IIrwp, 1 -Suppose Zpt E ?i' is the unique solutioa to mrinzElj-. 1W - PZII-h. =
11W - PiZopsU,`... Given this, the sequence {Zn}n°°= converges uniformly to Z0,, on all compact frequency

intervals. Also, if Q5ub = Q. is constructed as in theorem 3.1, then Q, converges to Q,.a uniformly in N'.

4The case where P, is invertible in fOO is trivial and will not be further discussed.
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An example is now presented to illustrate the main ideas presented thus far.

Example 3.2 (An Irrational Outer Part)
If the plant is, for example, P = -'. and the weighting function is W ,where 0 < < 1, then
one can identify T= W and T2 = WP. The associated infinite-dimensional optimization problem is given
byp0 p, d!_ infQE7i. IITI - T2QII,... It has been shown in [20] that popt = max{ ITi(joo)J, jTZT;i } =

IrTlT2, 11 > Imiujo)I = 1 where T2i = e-' and T2. = -. Let Z. be any~ solution to the infimnization
defined in proposition 3.1. A near-optimal irrational solution to the associated infinite-dimensional 7100.- 1t 1000 '-' poiddtht-BnModel Matching Problem is then given by Q. = ZJf where f - (7 ,+l- )K'.+B p d h a

are appropriately selected (cf. proof of theorem 3.1).
Now, let P., denote the (n, n) Pade' Approximant for Pi - e-1 [13]. It has been shown that P,, is

inner in R/ 0° and uniformly approximates Pi on compact frequency intervals [32]. Also let P,,. denote
any sequence of outer Rf'H functions which approximate P. = I uniformly. Next, identify T2., = Pn,
and T2,.. = WP... Then, let f. denote any R70' which approximates f uniformly. Given this, a near-
optimal real-rational solution is then given by Q,, = Z,,f 4 provided n is taken sufficiently large. It should be
noted that the approximating sequences P,,o and f, are guaranteed to exist since P0 and f are continuous
on the extended imaginary axis [48]. With the above construction, the finite-dimensional compensator
-e def0

=_ will be nearly-optimal for n sufficiently large.

This completes the discussion of the three fundamental N'o Sensitivity Problems considered in this paper.
Solutions to the analogous ?i' Mized-Sensdtivty Problems are now presented.

3.5 Solution to WOO Mixed-Sensitivity Problems

In this subsection, solutions are provided to the ?f° Approximate/Design, Purely Finite-Dimensional, and
Loop Convergence Mixed-Sensitivity Problems. To define the problems two weighting functions, W1 and W2

will be needed.
In this subsection, new results are presented for a mixed-sensitivity criterion which penalizes the transfer

function associated ,vith the control as well as the sensitivity function. By doing so, one will be able to
obtain proper compensators to start with. Obtaining a near-optimal finite-dimensional compensator which
is strictly proper then becomes the central issue. It will be seen that to achieve this objective, all one need
do is extend the ideas presented in subsection 3.4 for the sensitivity problem. To provide a logical flow of
ideas, this subsection will follow the presentation given for the sensitivity problem in subsection 3.4.

In what follows the following "standard" assumption on the weighting functions W, and W2 will be made.

Assumption 3.4 (Mixed-Sensitivity Weightings)
W1,W 2, W 1_, W2 - CE Rlioo.

The above implies that W1 and W2 have no poles or zeros in the extended closed right half plane.
To begin the development, one starts with the following definition.

Definition 3.8 (Mixed-Sensitivity)
Let F, G, H E 7i'*, and [I(F - G)HIIJ.- < 1. We then define the mixed-sensitivity of the pair (F, K(G, H))

de (W2K(G , H)
as follows: J(F, K(G, H)) d i -FK(G,H) •
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By definition of K(G,H), it follows that J(F,K(G,H)) K-2- . We thus see that when

II(F - G)HIIX. < 1, then K(G, H) "internally" stabilizes F and J is well defined. This follows from the
Small Gain Theorem [17]. We als, see that if F = G, then this "small gain" assumption is automatically
satisfied, and hence J is well defined. This is because K(F, H) "internally"stabilizes F for any H E 7f° 0 , by
definition.

In what follows, the following "compact convergence" assumption on the plant approximants {Pn },='L
will be made.

Assumption 3.5 (Finite-Dimensional Plant Approximants)

lim IICP, - P)Xnllm- = 0

for each Q E R+ where {Pn},_ is uniformly bounded in ?io.

It must be pointed out that this assumption has several advantages over those of the previous subsection.
First, it is not necessary to approximate the inner part of the plant Pi as it was in addressing the W'H
sensitivity problems. An inner-outer factorization of the infinite-dimensional plant is thus not necessary.
Furthermore, the above approximation may be carried out on the basis of frequency response data. This
makes the assumption very weak and practically appealing.

Given that K(PQ) dEf 1--h, the optimal performance pvt is then given by the following expression:

(W,K(,) n

popt = -inf I K(PQ) H( Wi(1-PQ)
Q) WQ 7

It should be emphasized that this expression defines an infinite-dimensional optimization problem. This
problem has been addressed directly (using infinite-dimensional techniques) by (19], [251, [35], [39], [401,
[41], and indirectly (using finite-dimensional techniques) by 157]. In this paper, it is shown that this
infinite-dimensional problem can be avoided. For purposes of discussion suppose that Q0 E ?7f satis-
fies (W1 O ]) -< pop, + c. It must be emphasized that it will not be assumed that Q, is known

or that it is strictly proper.
Similarly, the expected performance p,, is given by the following expression:

pu,= inf =WK(PnQ) inf WI(1- PQ)

At this point, it is instructive to make some observations. First, note that p. t < JWil,,o. and ja_ <
[W 117j.. This shows, for example, that p. is a uniformly bounded sequence.

Now, let Q, achieve the infimum or be near-optimal; i.e. W, 0 - PQ.) < pn + f. The -1( W2O,, 17i

iteration procedures described in [28, pp. 105-131] and [181 can be used to compute Q.. Since W- 1 E 7?i,
it then follows that

IIO.II'U :5 Ilw:Tl 7..llW2Ql.jjj S <_ "JN. + f)_< IlWj_'ll,,.(lWlll,.. + 4

This shows that, in general, Qn will lie in 7hl. More importantly, it shows that Q, is uniformly bounded

in W'°. Since Qn E Wf', it will generate a compensator K dItf K(P.,Q,,) = I which generally is not
strictly proper. Also, Kn will not necessarily stabilize the infinite-dimensional plant P (43]. In an attempt
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to remedy these shortcomings, a "roll-off operator" r : Q, -" Qn E RN I is defined. The exact form of r, as
will be seen, is obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the weighted 7tV0 sensitivity problem. Todef I _L

construct r, all that is required is the roll-off function hm = (.•;)" • More specifically, this function can be
used to modify Q. and Q. to obtain "near-optimal Q's" which are strictly proper and yield near-optimal
strictly proper compensators K,,b aud Kn, respectively.

Given the above, and provided that JJ(Pn - P)QC?..jj. < 1 for n large enough, then the strictly proper
finite-dimensional compensatordef= K(P5, Q,.) = p.Z2  will "internally" stabilize the infinite-dimensional
plant P and hence the actual performance, Ain is well defined and given by

._ wK(P,,, Q)PQ

Ji- -- 7"

Given this, the following theorem provides a solution to the Approximate/Design Mixed-Sensitivity Prob-
lem, the Purely Finite-Dimensional Mixed-Sensitivity Problem, and the Loop Convergence Mixed-Sensitivity
Problem.

Theorem 3.4 (Solution to 7tOO Mixed-Sensitivity Problems)
There exists a single function f E 7n• f Ce (independent of Q.) such that if Q.b = Qef, then

[W(-P' )[W,Q 0 , - <QU)/pt' +•

and K5 ub d= K(P, Qub) is a near-optimal irrational compensator for the infinite-dimensional plant P. Also,
if fn E RNf (not to be confused with fm, in definition 3.5) is any sequence which uniformly approximates
f, and Qn = Q,,f,,, then

Consequently, Rn .dej K(Pn, Q.) will "internally" stabilize P for all but a finite number of n. Moreover,
the actual performance will approach the optimal performance; i.e. An jin = popt. Also, the expected
performance will approach the optimal performance; i.e. fla.. pn = #.pj. Finally, if Q. is the unique
optimal solution of the infinite-di-nensional problem, then all of the actual sub-optimal loop shapes asso-
ciated with (P, k.) converge uniformly to the sub-optimal infinite-dimensional loop shapes associated with
(P, K.sb).

Given the previous theorem, some comments are in order. First, it is important to note that no infinite-
dimensional inner-outer factorization is required as for the sensitivity problem.

Since [57] addresses similar Approximate/Design issues, it is important to point out the distinguishing
features of this work relative to [571. It is important to emphasize, for example, that

(1) It suffices for P, to approximate P uniformly, only on compact frequency intervals.
(2) Unlike in [57], no infinite-dimensional spectral factorization is required in this work.
(3) Unlike in [571, the optimal performance need not be known apriori in order to construct the

compensators presented in this work. A consequence of this is that given a near-optimality tolerance, how
well the plant must be approximated to achieve the desired tolerance can be specified apriori.

(4) Unlike in [57], the near-optimal compensators obtained in this work are finite-dimensional.
This completes the discussion of the three fundamental 7V* Mixed-Sensitivity Problems considered in

this section.

4 A Methodology for Systems with Hard Nonlinearities

While a Research Associate at Eglin Air Force Base, the principal investigator worked on the problem of
enhancing performance for systems with multiple saturating actuators [52]. The methods developed are
based on the work of [9] and the more recent work of [7].
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To present the main ideas, lets suppose that P is a linear time invariant (LTI), multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO), stable system. The unstable case is discussed in [9]. Also suppose that K is a LTI MIMO
compensator which has been designed so that the closed loop system in figure 4 has desirable properties (e.g.
robust performance, etc.).

d

K P

Figure 4: Visualization of Nominal Closed Loop System

Now consider the system in figure 6. In this figure,

y(t) = (P.ct u)(t) = p(t) * sat(u(t))

where p(t) is the impulse response matrix of P, * denotes convolution, and sat(u(t)) denotes a saturation
operator; i.e. multiple saturating actuators; one on each input channel. Kmod represents the modified
compensator and is defined by the following relation:

u(t) = d(t) + (Km.de)(t) = d(t) + k(t) * )X(t)e(t)

where k(t) is the impulse response matrix of K and A(t) = A(e(t), Zk(t)) E [0, 1] is a time-varying scalar gain
which depends on the error signal e(t) and on the compensator state z&(t).

In [9], a procedure for computing A is given. The idea behind the procedure is simple. If the system
saturates reduce the gain A. Since A is a scalar, such gain reduction preserves the relative coordination
of the controls (i.e. the directionality properties of the original design). If the system is not saturated, it
should be allowed to operate as intended with A = 1. The procedure requires a state space representation of
the compensator and guarantees bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stability. The procedure, however,
requires much computation [521 (see Appendix 8 for abstract). Figure 5 shows how the error governor method
of [9] works for P = 1 K = 1/s, r = 10, and saturation limits of +9 and -9. The linear response is very
good, the saturated response causes the integrator to wind up, and the effect of A is to prevent this.

While at Eglin Air Force Base, the principal investigator noticed that [7] may be used to significantly
reduce the required computations. This will be addresed in [52].

5 Significance of Work

The methods which have been developed in this research will systematize the design of full envelope con-
trollers for flezible (high order) missile systems with multiple hard nonlinearities. Systematizing the design
process should significantly reduce design time and lower system development costs. Preliminary results show
clearly that the methods will increase system performance by permitting operation over the full envelope
and in some cases extending this envelope. Finally, the methods developed will provide useful information to
guide designers during the initial stages of system development, design, and conceptualization. Given this,
the contributions of this research to missile control, and more globally to aerospace system development,
should be significant.
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Figure 6: Visualization of Modified Compensator in System with Multiple Saturating Actuators

6 Summary & Directions for Future Research
During the course of this research, methods have been developed to facilitate the desgin of full envelope
autopilots for flexible (high order) missiles with multiple hard nonlinearities.

Future directions for research include applying the methods developed here to EMRAAT [11, (52]. How
to model EMRAAT whet. there are pronounced flexible modes is an issue. This brings up the question
of performance based model rehdion [46]. Applying the algorithms of [7], (8] to EMRAAT to accomodate
saturations, rate limits, and other hard nonlinearities is a key direction to be pursued. Using these algorithms
to design a robust or-limiter is another key direction. Since autopilots are gain scheduled [11]-[12], it is
necessary to robustify the individual linear designs. This can be done using, for example, the new Vlp-
synthesis design methodology [4]-[6]. The final autopilot should be tested with a full six (6) degree-of-freedom
simulation which includes structural modes and all nonlinear effects.

Since the methods developed are general, they may be applied to a very high order structural control
problem. An example of such a problem is controlling the Air Forces' Space Integrated Control Experiment
(SPICE) located on Kirtland Air Force Base (2]. This laser beam expander is modelled as a 260th order
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system. The idea is to perform fast slewing maneuvers without exciting the structural modes.
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A single-componeo, phase-Doppler particle analyzer was assembled,

validated and charactseized in bench-top testing, and applied to an

experimental fuel injection tunnel. The influences of instrument settings,

including laser beam intersection angle, diffraction grating speed,

photomultiplier voltage, and filter settings, were evaluated. It was

concluded that the system produces reliable droplet size information over the

range of interest and good results for average velocity. Indicated results

for RMS velocity were no felt to be generally reliable under the conditions

tested. Data sufficient. to produce three-dimensional contour plots of the

spray pattern produced by normal injection of water into a crosaflowing air

stream were acquired for air Mach numbers of 0.2 and 0.4. Additional data

were obtained for Mach 0.3. A preliminary analysis of the data indicates that

droplet diameters are generally larger on the upper periphery of the plume,

with large densities of smaller droplets in the central core of the spray.

Small droplets, of low number density, were found near the tunnel floor. Full

three-dimensional mapping of the acquired data is recommended.
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DETERMINATION OF THE OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A
PHASE-DOPPLER DROPLET ANALYZER AND APPLICATION TO A

RAMJET FUEL-INJECTION RESEARCH TUNNEL

Larry A. Roe

INTRODUCTION

The injection of liquids into high-speed crossflows is the primary

process dominating combustion characteristics of both subsonic combustion and

supersonic combustion ramjet engines operating on liquid fuel. The

development of the fuel spray from the initial injection conditions occurs

through breakup of the injected fuel stream into droplets. The sizes and

trajectories of these droplets determine their subsequent vaporization, which

strongly determines the combustion characteristics of the engine system.

Thrust, range, fuel consumption, emissions, and exhaust signature are all

directly related to these combustion characteristics.

Computer modeling of liquid-fueled combustors requires detailed

information about the fuel spray. This information has not generally been

available, as jet breakup models have not been demonstrated to be reliable and

the experimental data are sparse. The solution to this problem requires

detailed, spatially resolved, experimental measurements of droplet size

distributions, velocities, and flow rates throughout the spray region. The

objective of the research program was to provide the Advanced Propulsion

Division the capability for obtaining these measurements.

A commercially manufactured system for obtaining droplet size and

velocity had previously been purchased but had not been used by division

personnel. This instrument, a phase-Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA)

manufactured by Aerometrics, uses laser diagnostic techniques similar to those

utilized in laser Doppler anemometers. Such systems are not turnkey

installations, and their proper utilization requires a comprehensive

understanding of the operating principles and a systematic characterization

of the sensitivity of the apparent results to instrument operating parameters.

In essence, different results can be obtained simply by changing instrument
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settings. This report documents the sensitivity of results to instrument

parameters, identifies operational procedures necessary to acquire valid data,

and describes results obtained for crossflow injection of water into an

airstream.

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PHASE-DOPPLER PARTICLE ANALYZER

The PDPA system as manufactured by Aerometrics is based on a development

by Bachalo and Houser (1). A more thorough description of the application of

this technique is provided by Bachalo et al. (2). A complete description of

the operational principles is well beyond the scope of this report, but a

brief summary is required for an understanding of the instrument

characterization sections of this document.

A PDPA is essentially a single-component laser Doppler anemometer (LDA)

with multiple photodetectors and additional signal processing capability. As

an LDA system, it is of the standard dual-beam type. Two laser beams

intersect at a small angle in the region where measurements are to be

obtained. The crossing of these two beams defines a probe volume; droplets

passing through this zone scatter light simultaneously from the two beams.

When this scattered light reaches the receiving optics (lens or

photodetector), it forms an interference pattern (Figure 1), which moves in

space due to the droplet motion. The temporal frequency at which the

interference fringes sweep across the surface of the detector is related to

the transmitting optics (laser wavelength and beam intersection angle) and the

droplet velocity component in the plane of the intersecting beams. Since the

optical configuration is known, the velocity component can be determined.

Additional information is required for droplet sizing. This is provided

by additional photodetectors. Essentially, these photodetectors image

different regions of the interference pattern as it sweeps across the

receiving optics. The photodetectors all observe the same temporal frequency

(the Doppler frequency related to velocity) but observe different spatial

frequencies since the interference pattern fringes are not parallel. This
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Figure 1. Interference pattern created by droplet in probe volume.
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translates to a phase difference between detectors. This phase difference is

related to the curvature of the fringe pattern, which in related to droplet

diameter (and a long list of other parameters, which are generally known).

With sophisticated signal processing and data analysis, the droplet diameter

(assumed spherical) can be determined.

The primary instrument operating pars~taers which can be expected to

influence the results are: the incident beam intersection angle, frequency

shifting of the incident beams by a rotating diffraction grating, receiving

optics alignment, photomultiplier (PMT) voltage, and filtering of the output

signal. The sensitivity of the results to these settings was evaluated using

a small-diameter spray from a TSI atomizer, a uniform droplet generator as

developed by Switzer (3), and a glass fiber mounted on a rotating wheel.

Photomultiplier voltage can be expected to affect instrument operation

and delivered results. Large dioplets scatter more light than small droplets

and therefore provide a higher signal to the photodetectors. PMT output is

related to both the incident light intensity and the applied tube voltage.

As the voltage is increased, the PMT will become sensitive to lower light

levels (smaller droplets). Th light scattered from significantly larger

droplets will then be of such a level as to saturate the photomultipliers,

causing a loss of signal. It is to be expected, then, that as the PMT voltage

is increased, the observed size distribution will shift toward smaller and

smaller droplets. The question then becomes one of selecting some appropriate

operating point.

In the uniform droplet generator tests, PHT voltage did not

significantly affect the results, as would be expected. Greater velocity

fluctuations were observed at the highest voltage settings. For the atomizer

test series, however, trends were seen. In a series of tests increasing the

PMT voltage from 400V to 650 V, the indicated mean diameter was seen to

increase from 1.58 microns to 2.31 microns. The velocity increased from 4.85

to 6.48 m/s, and the number of attempts required to obtain 1000 good data

points increased form 1632 to 10452. The diameter trend was unexpected, but
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it was considered that the range of droplet sizes provided by the atomizer was

at the very lowest end of the applicable range of the PDPA instrument. This

parameter was reevaluated in the injection stand before taking actual data.

Receiving optics alignment was also found to affect the indicated

results. The imaged probe volume was moved to various positions on or near

the slit which serves as a spatial filter. It was observed that the image had

to be visibly quite misaligned to cause a significant problem. For these

cases, the data rejection rate was also quite high (greater than 90 percent).

High rejection rates are judged to be a good indicator of improper instrument

operation in general.

Processor filter settings did not affect the indicated results as long

as the velocity distribution was within the values indicated on the data

acquisition screen. However, the manufacturer's software also provides a

history of rejected data points, including observed data which falls outside

of the filter settings. This history was observed to be unreliable and should

not be relied upon to set either the velocity or size ranges.

Incident beam spacing and frequency shifting are best discussed as

coupled parameters since both directly affect the structure of the fringe

pattern. Reduced beam spacing causes the beams to converge at a narrower

angle. The system is then sensitive to larger particles, but the fringe

spacing is increased and there are fewer fringes in the measuring region.

Fewer fringes lowers the velocity resolution. The effective number of fringes

can be increased by frequency shifting, as this essentially creates a moving

fringe pattern. Unsteadiness in the operation of the grating motor and

uncertainty about its rotational speed add inaccuracies to velocity

determination. Trends were observed across the available range of

combinations of beam spacing and frequency shifting. The narrowest beam

spacing gives velocity values which are approximately 5 percent low. Any

frequency shifting widens the measured velocity distribution, increasing the

indicated velocity fluctuation unrealistically. The velocity RMS data do not

appear reliable in general. Overall system accuracy is estimated to be
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approximately 7 percent for mean velocity and 5 percent on diameter for

droplets larger than 2 microns. The observation of droplets smaller than

about 2 microns, in a wide-distribution spray, is not recommended.

APPLICATION OF THE PDPA TO A RESEARCH-FUEL-INJECTION STAND

After some operational experience had been acquired and the general

characteristics of the instrument documented, the PDPA was installed on a

three-axis optical table to evaluate a simulated fuel spray in the fuel

injection stand (Figure 2) in test cell 18. This required the design and

fabrication of some additional mounting hardware to maintain the necessary

optical alignments. Initial testing with water injection at an air Mach

number of 0.4 was conducted to evaluate the general spray characteristics and

the sensitivity of the results to instrument configuration. After optical

alignment, measurements were taken at a fixed location and various PMT

settings. Photomultiplier voltages below 320 gave very truncated

distributions, with essentially no sensitivity to droplets smaller than about

15 microns. Voltages above 380 caused an excessive sensitivity to droplets

smaller than the 2 to 3 micron lower limit for which full measurement

confidence has been established. Since a major portion of the spray mass is

associated with large droplets and the breakup of these large droplets is the

primary concern of the injection studies, an operating PMT voltage of 350 was

established for the first experiments, although it was realized that some

adjustment to this may be required for local conditions.

Initial spray mapping was done for normal injection of water (flow rate

1.68 lbm/min) through a 0.030-inch diameter orifice, into a Mach 0.4 air

stream. Incident beam spacing was set at the intermediate of the three

available positions. Frequency shiftirg was not utilized. Approximately 4100

droplets were sampled at each location in a spatial matrix that extended from

1 inch to 7 inches downstream of the injection point. The number of points

in the matrix was varied with the size of the spray cone as it expanded in the

downstream direction. Full cross-sections of the spray pattern were obtaine-d
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at 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, and 5.00 inches downstream of the injection point, and

vertical centerline profiles at 4.00 and 7.00 inches.

Subsequent testing was conducted at an air velocity of Mach 0.2 and a

water flow rate of 0.839 ibm/min. The average droplet diameter was much

larger for this test series, requiring the minimum incident beam spacing, and

a lower PMT potential of 320V. Frequency shifting of 20 m/s was applied to

the incident beams to expand the available range of velocities. Full spray

cross-sections were obtained 2.00 and 5.00 inches downstream of the injector

and vertical centerline profiles were measured at 0.50, 1.00, 3.00, 4.00, and

6.00 inches.

Vertical centerline profiles were obtained at distances of 1.00, 2.00,

3.00, 4.00, 5.00, and 6.00 inches for an air Mach number of 0.3 and injectant

flow rate of 1.26 ibm/min. The intermediate beam spacing was utilized,

frequency shifting was not employed, and the PMT voltage was 320V.

The analysis of these data will require considerable time. Specific

data concerning the acceleration of (nominal) 180-micron-diameter droplets in

the Mach 0.2 airstream were provided to Air Force researchers for comparison

to data previously obtained through particle image velocimetry. Preliminary

observations of potential interest include an observation that the largest

droplets were generally on the upper part of the spray and at the outer

portion of the pattern. The central section of the spray contained smaller

droplets at a much higher number density. Typical results from a preliminary

analysis of the data are presented here.

Figure 3 shows droplet diameter and velocity statistics for the Mach 0.4

flow at a point along the centerline of the duct axis (Y = 0.0), 3.00 inches

downstream of the injector (X = 3.00), and 1.4 inches above the tunnel floor

(Z - 1.4). This position is in a fairly sparsely populated part of the spray

near the upper limit. The diameters are seen to range from about 3 microns

to 100 microns, with an arithmetic mean of 37.0 microns. Droplets smaller

than 3 microns are likely to be present, but are too small to be visible to

the receiving optics at the PMT voltage used. Figure 4 shows the velocity-
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diameter correlation at this same location. As anticipated, the larger

droplets have a lower average velocity in the downstream direction.

A series of such statistics were combined to provide the profile data

shown in Figure 5. This represents a series of points in a vertical traverse

(variable Z), on the tunnel centerline (Y - 0.0) and 3.00 inches downstream

of the injector (X - 3.00). It can be seen that the average diameter varies

from a low of 12.57 microns near the floor to a high of 46.764 microns at the

upper edge of the spray. The number density is low near the floor and also

in the upper region, with a maximum at Z - 1.2. The volume flux is highest

at Z - 1.4. Although there are fewer droplets at Z - 1.4 than at lower

elevations, the average diameter is larger, leading to the peak in volume

flux.

Figure 6 represents a horizontal traverse (variable Y) at a fixed

elevation (Z = 1.00), 3.00 inches downstream of the injector. It is again

seen that the larger droplets are at the periphery of the spray pattern, with

higher number densities of smaller droplets in the center. The spray is not

completely symmetric, of course, but the general trends are the same on either

side of the tunnel centerline at Y - 0.0. It should also be noted that the

centerline of the tunnel is not necessarily the centerline of the plume, as

drifting to one side or the other is typical in such systems.

SUMMARY

A single-component phase-Doppler particle analyzer was assembled and

validated in bench-top testing, and later applied to an experimental fuel

injection tunnel. It was concluded that the system produces reliable data for

droplet size over the range from 3 to 300 microns and good results (7 percent)

for average velocity. RMS velocity results were not felt to be reliable.

Data sufficient to produce three-dimensional mapping of spray distributions

produced by normal injection of water into a croseflowing air stream were

acquired. A preliminazy analysis of the data indicates that droplet diameters

are generally larger on the upper periphery of the plume, with smaller
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droplets near the tunnel wall and in the central core of the spray. It is

recommended that full three-dimensional mapping of the acquired data be

initiated.
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Abstract

The application of an artificial neural network (ANN) to the problem of sensor fusion was

studied. Pixel-level data from captive flight tests was used to form the training and testing

data sets. The neural network simulation program Aspirin was used to perform back-

propagation training. Infrared (IR) pixel images from the available data sets were reduced

from 128 x 544 pixels to 10 x 10 pixels after manually rotating and segmenting the images.

During the first phase of the experiment, a two-layer ANN consisting of 100 inputs, 20

hidden layer nodes, and two output nodes was trained to distinguish between two target types,

a T-62 tank and a Lance missile launcher. A total of 14 IR target scenes were available, of

which 9 were used for training the ANN and 5 were used for testing the ANN after training.

Testing showed that the trained ANN was able to distinguish between the two target types

100% of the time with high confidence.

During the second phase of the experiment, the IR data was augmented by including an

additional 128 pixels of millimeter-wave (mmw) radar data which had been obtained

simultaneously with the IR data. Inclusion of the mmw radar data reduced the overall rms

error in the ANN output layer by 14% compared with using the IR data alone.
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A STUDY OF MILLIMETER-WAVER RADAR AND INFRARED SENSOR FUSION

USING NEURAL NETWORKS

Thaddeus A. Roppel

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report is based on research conducted from June 15 -September 11, 1992 at the

Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate, Eglin AFB, Florida under the AFOSR summer

faculty research program. Mr. Ellis Boudreaux was the laboratory focal point for this work.

The research reported here can be divided into three roughly sequential tasks:

background literature review, data compilation, and neural network experiments. A brief

review of the pertinent literature is included in the Discussion section of this report. The data

compilation is described in the Methodology section. The remainder of this report focuses on

the neural network experiments and the results.

2.0 DISCUSSION

The specific problem under considc. ation is to determine whether the performance of an

IR/MMW dual-mode sensor system can be improved by using a neural network early in the data

stream to detect and classify targets. This study addressed one of the most fundamental sensor

fusion issues, namely, the performance of a neural-network based system provided with both IR

and MMW data vs. a neural-network based system provided with only IR data.

The background literature review for this problem yielded useful insights into the

current status of work on this problem. Representative articles are included in references (1-4).

The general concensus is that neural network sensor fusion is most effective when applied prior

to final feature extraction, but after some preprocessing of the raw sensor data. A number of

questions remain unanswered in the literature, such as the efficiency of implementing scale,

translation, and rotation-invariant transformations in the neural network compared with

implementing these transformations before the "'etwork. Also, a great deal of effort has been

devoted to the problem of coregistration of radar and IR pixel data. Finally, there seems to be

general agreement that the best results are obtained using neural networks trained for very

specific applications (e.g., air-to-ground with clearly defined targets), rather than trying to

trair one neural network for all possible fusion applications. The system overview for this

research is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Overview of the data flow for the experiments in this research (bold) compared with
conventional fusion approach.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

The experimental work required designing an experimental matrix, converting the

available data into a format suitable for input into the neural network simulator, training the

neural network, and then post-processing to analyze the results.

3.1 Experimental Matrix

There were 38 target scenes available in the pixel data set. The three most often

represented targets were the T-62 tank (12 scenes), the M-1 13 APC (9 scenes), and the LANCE
missile launcher (5 scenes). For the experiments reported here, it was decided to use four of the

LANCE scenes and ten of the T-62 scenes. Furthermore, seven of the T-62 scenes and two of the
LANCE scenes were used to train the neural network, while the remaining three T-62 scenes and

two LANCE scenes were used to test the neural network after training. The experimental design

is shown in Figure 2.
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Total Number of Scenes: 14

Training Scenes Testing Scenes

2
Lance Missile Launcher 2

T-62 Tank 7 3

Procedure:
(1) Train to 0.1 maximum error with IR data only.
(2) Train to 0.1 maximum error with both IR and MMW data.
(3) Compare rms error resulting from testing the neural networks trained

in (1) and (2).
(4) Compare the confusion matrices resulting from testing the neural

networks trained in steps (1) and (2).

Figure 2. Experimental design for the sensor fusion investigation.

3.2 Data Preparation

The data used in these experiments, referred to as the Westinghouse Data, was

collected during captive flight tests using a hybrid MMW / 12R common 5-1/4" aperture sensor.

The MMW data had a format similar to that of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR). The

formatting technique is referred to as Doppler Beam Sharpening (DBS). In this format, a 20

milliradian field of view is compressed to approximately 2 milliradians. This degree of

compression enables registration of MMW radar pixels with those obtained from the HgCdTe

imaging infrared focal plane array. The MMW data was organized as a 128 x 96 pixel array of

elevation vs. range data.

Each of the target scenes used for training and testing consisted of 128 x 544 pixels of IR

data, and 8 sets (4 dwells x 2 polarization states) of 128 x 96 pixels each of MMW data. For

these experiments, the IR data was reduced to 10 x 10 pixels, and the MMW data was reduced to

8 x 16 pixels. For the IR data, the reduction was accomplished by manually segmenting the

images to a 40 x 40 pixel array, and then applying neighborhood averaging. For the MMW

data, the reduction was accomplished entirely by neighborhood averaging. Thus, of the

available 167,936 pixels in each scene, 228 pixels were used as inputs to the neural network.

Each pixel was represented by eight bits. For presentation tc the neural network, the integer

pixel values in the range from 0 to 255 were scaled to floating point values in the range from 0.05
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to 0.95. The neural network desired output values were set to either 0.05 (target not present in

input scene) or 0.95 (target present in input scene).

3.3 Neural Network Training

The neural network simulator used was the Aspirin / MIGRAINES code authored at

MITRE Corporation, which is distributed free of charge. This work used version 5.0 of the code.

The code was installed and run on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. The neural network architecture

is shown in Figure 3. The code was ran with the learning rate set to 0.2 and the inertia set to

0.95. The error bound was set to 0.1. Two training runs were performed. In the first run, only the

100 pixels of IR data from each targetscene were used as inputs. In the second run, the IR pixel

data for each scene was augmented with the 128 pixels of MMW data available for that scene,

for a total of 228 neural network inputs.

HIDDEN LAYER

INPUTS 2 OUTPUTS

IR: 100 NODES T-62 TANK
MMW: 128 NODES

8-bit resolution 0
LANCE MISSILE

0 LAUNCHER

Figure 3. Neural network architecture. The sensor fusion neural network consists o'f 228 inputs,
20 hidden layer nodes, and two output nodes. There are 4622 connections, including bias inputs
for the hidden and output nodes.

3.4 Neural Network Testing

After training, the five test dwta sets were propagated through the network. For each

scene, the rms error between the desired output and the actual output for each output node was

computed. Also, the overall rms error computed over all the test scenes was used as a

quantitative measure of performance. This allowed a simple quantitative comparison to be

made between the case with only IR data and the case with both IR and MMW data.
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4.0 RESULTS

Table I summarizes the training statistics for the neural network. Table 2 summarizes the

performaaice of the trained neural network in classifying the test data.

Table 1. Training statistics for the neural network for two cases: IR input only and both IR
and MMW input.

Parameter IR only IR and MMW

Learning Rate 0.2 0.2

Inertia 0.95 0.95

Error Bound 0.1 0.1

Total Epochs to Train 30 20
this Network

Number of Connections 2.062x 103 4.622x 103
in Network

Elapsed Compute Time 1.46 2.51

Average Performance 3.81 x 105 3.31 x 105
(connections per second) .3 ....

Table 2. Neural network performance summary.

Target Type IR and MMW Sensor Fusion

Desired Actual Percent Desired Actual Percent
Outputs Outputs Error Outputs Outputs Error

Lance 0.95 0.8697 -8.03 0.95 0.8697 -8.03

0.05 0.1303 8.03 0.05 0.1303 8.03

2 Lance 0.95 0.8625 -8.75 0.95 0.9377 -1.23

0.05 0.1375 8.75 0.05 0.0623 1.23

3 T-62 0.05 0.0579 0.79 0.05 0.0947 4.47

0.95 0.9421 -0.79 0.95 0.9053 -4.47

4 T-62 0.05 0.0365 -1.35 0.05 0.0319 -1.81

0.95 0.9630 1.30 0.95 0.9681 1.81

5 T-62 0.05 0.0382 -1.18 0.05 0.0437 -0.63

10.95 0.9612 1.12 0.95 0.9563 0.63

Overall rms percent error 1.70 1.46
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Table 2 shows the raw error that results from testing the trained neural network. From the

results shown in Table 2, it is clear that the performance of the neural network with only IR

input is very good, as indicated by the 1.7 percent overall error. The performance improves

when the MMW data is fused with the IR data, in which case the overall error is reduced to

1.46 percent. These values indicate a relative error reduction of 14.1% due to sensor fusion.

Table 3 shows the target classification that results from thresholding the neural network

outputs at 0.5. In this case, for example, if the "Lance" node ovtput is greater than 0.5 and the

"T-62" node output is less than 0.5, the logically correct classification is determined to be

"Lance." In fact, the neural network has been trained so that a relatively wide noise margin

could be applied, where, for, example, a node output greater than 0.8 would represent "TRUE"

and a node output of less than 0.2 would represent "FALSE." In this dual threshold case, the

noise margin would be the difference between the high threshold and the low threshold, or 0.6.

Table 3. Confusion matrix showing neural network classifier performance. The data are valid
for both the IR-only case and the IR / MM W fusion case.

Neural Net Classification

Lance T-62

Actual Scene

Lance 4 0

T-62 0 10

From Table 3, it can be observed that the neural network has learned to discriminate the two

target types with 100% accuracy using only the IR data, and the inclusion of the MMW data

cannot therefore be expected to improve the classification rate in this case. Future experiments

are required in which classification is not 100% accurate for the IR-only case so that a

quantitative measure of the net effect of sensor fusion on classification performance can be made.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FQR FUTURE WORK

This study has shown that a neural network can be trained to classify IR targets with high

accuracy. Furthermore, the neural network has been shown to provide error reduction when used

to implement sensor fusion at the pixel level using IR and MMW radar data. A number of

questions requiring further investigation are raised by these results. Possible directions for

future work to address these issues are summarized below:

(1) Compare the performance of neural-network based sensor fusion with conventional methods

based, for example, on Bayesian statistical methods.

(2) Measure the neural network performance on "harder" image problems, for example, the

original IR pixel images from this data set with no segmentation or rotation pre-processing.

(3) Measure the performance on non-target images, i.e., images that contain neither T-62 nor

Lance target scenes.

(4) Design and implement the neural network in hardware.

These and related topics will be pursued in the author's continuing work at Auburn University.
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Abstract

Current semi-analytical lethality assessment models typically fall into

one of two general categories: discrete particle models and expanding shell

models. Discrete particle models account for and track only a small number

of solid fragments in a debris cloud generated by a high speed impact. As

such, they are best suited for impact scenarios in which melting and/or

vaporization of the projectile and target materials do not occur. Alterna-

tively, expanding shell models typically assume that all of the debris cloud

material is homogeneously distributed over a uniformly expanding spherical

shell and are therefore applicable only in those impact situations where

melting and/or vaporization of the projectile and target materials do occur.

A need clearly exists to bridge the gap between the discrete particle models

and the expanding shell models. Specifically, a lethality assessment model

that considers the creation and subsequent effects of debris clouds con-

taining all three states of matter is needed. This report describes the

results of an investigation into the composition of the material in a debris

cloud generated by a hypervelocity projectile impact. The work completed

represents the first step in a long-term research program whose overall

objective is to develop a general model of the response of a target struc-

ture to a hypervelocity impact over the 4-16 km/sec impact velocity regime.
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TOWARD A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DEBRIS CLOUD

CREATED IN A HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT ON A THIN PLATE

William P. Schonberg

INTRODUCTION

The response of a target to a kinetic energy weapon (KEW) impact can be

said to consist of two basic and distinct types of response: 'local res-

ponse' and 'global response'. Local response is primarily due to ihe in-

tense loading associated with a hypervelocity impact. For KEW impacts,

material damage occurs very quickly (on the order of microseconds) and is

limited to an area near the impact site. At sufficiently high impact velo-

cities, shatter, melting, and/or vaporization of the materials can occur.

For an aluminum-on-aluminum impact, the projectile and target materials will

begin to shatter, melt, and vaporize at impact velocities of approx. 3.2,

5.6, and 10.4 km/sec, respectively [1,2].

Global response can refer to any one of a number of global phenomena

that occur over a longer period of time (on the order of milliseconds),

under less intense loads, and over a larger area of the target structure.

In KEW impacts, one or more debris clouds are created during the initial

impact on the outer wall of a target. These debris clouds spread out as

they move through target voids and eventually impact an inner wall or in-

terior component of the target structure. Depending on the impact velocity

and the relative material properties of the projectile and target, these

debris clouds can contain solid, melted, and/or vaporized projectile and

target materials. Typical global responses include the denting, buckling,

or tearing of an internal missile component such as a fuel or oxidizer tank.

The research described in this report is the first step in a long-term

research program whose overall objective is to develop a general model of
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the response of ,- target structure to a KEW impact over the anticipated

impact velocity regime of 4-16 km/sec. The objectives of the work performed

thus far were to 1) characterize the shock loading and release of the

projectile and target materials due to a hypervelocity impact in the 4-16

km/sec impact velocity regime; 2) estimate the percentages of solid, liquid,

and gaseous materials in the debris cloud created in a hypervelocity impact;

and, 3) estimate the amount of mass in each of the three states of matter

for the debris cloud material. A more detailed description of the work done

will be presented in a forthcoming Air Force Technical Report.

LETHALITY ASSESSMENT MODEL REQUIREMENTS

The key to conducting an accurate lethality assessment is the use of a

robust assessment methodology. The methodology should incorporate all the

significant response and damage mechanisms which result from all hyperve-

locity weapon-target interactions. To accurately determine the total damage

level sustained by an impacted target, a lethality assessment methodology

must include the effects of discrete and simultaneous debris cloud fragment

impacts, as well as impulsive target debris cloud loadings. Discrete or

simultaneous impacts by individual fragments can pose a lethal threat to the

inner wall or to an interior component of a target, depending on the frag-

ments' speed, density, and trajectory, and on the density and strength of

the target inner wall or interior component material. Individually, the

molten and/or vaporous fragments in a debris cloud may not do significant

damage; however, as a whole, they can produce a significant impulsive

loading over a relatively large area inside the target. This in turn can

result in further damage to the target at later times. Clearly then, to

accurately assess the total damage to a target impacted by a KEW, the

amounts and types of debris in a debris cloud produced by a hypervelocity
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impact must be known.

A number of empirical and semi-analytical procedures have been devel-

oped over the past decade to determine the lethal effectiveness of KEW

systems. While these procedures are capable of assisting engineers and

system architects in optimizing weapon designs and in performing cost trade-

off studies, they are significantly limited in their characterization of the

material in the debris clouds created by hypervelocity impacts. Unfortun-

ately, very little impact test data for relatively massive projectiles (on

the order of 10 gms or more) is available at speeds above 8 km/sec. This

makes it difficult to properly charcterize the nature of the material in the

debris clouds over the entire impact velocity regime of interest. Electro-

static devices which can launch small particles to speeds as high as 100

km/sec exist, but these systems can only launch micron-size particles [3,4].

Other electric gun systems have launched Kapton flyer plates to speeds of 11

km/sec, but cannot reach that velocity with chunky projectiles [5]. Thus,

existing lethality assessment models must be used with a fair amount of

caution, especially in scenarios involving impact velocities greater than

those attainable in experiments.

Current semi-analytical lethality assessment models usually fall into

one of two broad groups: discrete particle models [6-17] and expanding shell

models [18-22]. Discrete particle models typically account for only solid

fragments (6-9,14-17], or track only a small number of discrete fragments

[10-13) in the debris cloud created by a high speed impact. These models

are best suited for applications in which the debris clouds generated by the

initial impact contain only a relatively small number of fragments and in

which melting or vaporization of the projectile and target materials do not
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occur. The expanding shell models typically assume that all of the debris

cloud material is homogeneously distributed over a uniformly expanding

spherical shell. These models are applicable only in those impact situa-

tions where complete projectile and target material vaporization occurs.

It is evident, therefore, that the need exists to bridge the gap bet-

ween the discrete particle models, which consider only a finite number of

solid fragments, and the expanding shell models, which are valid only when

complete vaporization occurs. Specifically, a lethality assessment model

that considers the creation and subsequent effects of debris clouds contain-

ing all three matter states is needed. FATEPEN [6-9], KAPP-II [11-13), and

PEN-4 [16,17] are discrete particle lethality assessment models which can be

modified to include the effects of non-solid debris cloud constituents.

CHARACTERIZATION OF DEBRIS CLOUD MATERIAL

The research efforts discussed in this report were directed at the

development of a procedure that would extend the applicability of existing

discrete particle lethality assessment methodologies to impact scenarios in

which the projectile and target materials were expected to melt and/or

vaporize. Specifically, the work performed consisted of a series of tasks

directed at determining to first-order accuracy the amount of projectile and

target material in a debris cloud that is solid, molten, and/or vaporized.

Projectiles considered were metallic monolithic right circular cylinders

with a length-to-diameter ratio of 2 and which normally impacted thin flat

metallic target plates with a zero angle of yaw.

Shock Loading and Release Analysis

Consider the impact of a cylindrical projectile on a flat target plate.

Upon impact, strong shock waves are set up in the projectile and target

materials. The pressures associated with these shocks typically exceed the
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strengths of the projectile and target materials by several orders of magni-

tude. For example, in an 8 km/sec aluminum-on-aluminum impact, the ratio of.

the impact pressure (116.5 GPa-I.15 MBar) to the strength of the material

(310 MPa for aluminum 6061-T6) is approximately 375, or roughly 2.5 orders

of magnitude. As the shock waves propagate, the projectile and target

materials are heated adiabatically and non-isentropically. The release of

the shock pressures occurs isentropically through the action of Carefaction

waves that are generated as the shock waves interact with the free surfaces

of the projectile and target. This process leaves the projectile and target

materials in high energy states and can cause either or both to fragment,

melt or vaporize, depending on the material properties, geometric para-

meters, and the velocity of impact. At very early times during the impact

event, only the area in the immediate vicinity of the impact site is affec-

ted by the impact. For the projectile and target geometries considered in

this study, the shock waves can be considered to be initially planar. This

allows one-dimensional relationships to be used for analyzing the creation

and release of shock pressures.

The shock pressures, energies, etc., in the projectile and target

materials were calculated using the three shock-jump conditions, a linear

relationship between the shock wave velocity and particle velocity in each

material, and continuity of pressure and velocity at the projectile/target

interface. In order to calculate the release of the projectile and target

materials from their respective shocked states, an appropriate equation-of-

state was needed for each material. To keep the analysis relatively simple,

the Mie-Gruneisen [23] and Tillotson [241 equations-of-state (EOS) were used

in this study.
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The Kie-Gruneisen EOS is an accurate thermodynamic description of most

metals in the solid regime and is relatively easy to use. Based on its

thermodynamic origins, it cannot be expected to give accurate results in the

expanded liquid regime or in the vapor regime. Experience has shown, how-

ever, that it does yield fairly accurate end-state results even when there

is a small percentage of molten material present [1]. The Tillotson EOS is

asymptotically correct in the compression and expansion regimes and repro-

duces many of the isentropic release features observed with much more com-

plicated equations-of-state [25].

A one-dimensional shock loading and release process was used to deter-

mine the end state of :he projectile and target material portions experien-

cing shock loading and release. However, because of its inherent limita-

tions, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS was eventually abandonded in favor of the

Tillotson EOS. The internal energies in the shocked and released portions

of the projectile and target materials were calculated using the Tillotson

EOS and were translated into temperature increases using classical thermody-

namics. Figures 1-4 compare the results of the release process for alumi-

num-on-aluminum impacts at three different energy levels using the Mie-

Gruneisen and Tillotson equations-of-state.

In Figure 1, the release process as described by the Mie-Gruneisen EOS

and the Tillotson EOS are nearly identical. This is to be expected for

relatively low energy impact (i.e. those impacts in which the materials

return to a solid matter state after release). Figure 2 shows the dramatic

difference between using the Mie-Gruneisen EOS and the Tillotson EOS for

very high energy impacts (i.e. those impacts in which the materials vapor-

ize). The Mie-Gruneisen EOS cannot account for the expansion of the gaseous

state and terminates the release process at a much lower specific volume
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than the Tillotson EOS.

Figure 3 highlights one of the difficulties in using the Tillotson EOS.

This difficulty occurs under impact conditions that are not violent enough

to vaporize the material, yet are strong enough to cause the material to

melt and be in an energy state that is near incipient vaporization. Under

these conditions there is a jump in the release isentrope generated by the

Tillotson EOS which results in a final volume that is artificially high.

It is proposed that the spurious behavior of the Tillotson EOS in

moderately high energy impacts can be eliminated by subtracting the magni-

tude of the jump from the pressure values generated using the original

Tillotson EOS equations. Implementation of this corrective action in this

impact energy regime caused the release processes to terminate at specific

volume values that were much more reasonable. It is noted that this correc-

tion had no effect when the impact energy was relatively low or very high.

Figure 4 shows the result of implementing the jump correction for a 10

km/sec aluminum-on- aluminum impact.

The differences in the final specific volumes obtained in aluminum-on-

aluminum impacts using the Mie-Gruneisen, Tillotson, and Modified Tillotson

equations-of-state are shown in Figure 5. For low energy impacts (below

approx. 9 km/sec), the results are, as expected, nearly identical. For very

high energy impacts (above approx. 18 km/sec), the final values predicted by

the Tillotson EOS and the Modified Tillotson EOS (upper curve) overlap and

exceed those predicted by the Mie-Gruneisen EOS (lower curve) due to the

gaseous expansion of the released material at those impact velocities. The

odd behavior in the final values of specific volume due to the jump in the

Tillotson EOS begins for aluminum at approximately 9 km/sec (upper curve in
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Figure 5). However, the Modfified Tillotson EOS (middle curve) produces a

smooth transition as the material changes from a solid state (below approx.

6 km/sec) to a liquid state (between approx. 6 and 11 km/sec) to a gaseous

state (above approx. Il km/sec). It is this modified version of the Tillot-

son EOS (hereafter referred to as the Modified Tillotson EOS) that was used

throughout the remainder of this study.

Computing the Percentages of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Debris Cloud Material

Once the residual internal energies in the shocked and released por-

tions of the projectile and target materials had been obtained, the percen-

tages of the various states of matter in the resulting debris cloud were

estimated using the following procedure. This procedure requires the know-

ledge of the materials' solid and liquid specific heats (C ps, Cpl), their

melting and boiling points (T m,T v), and their heats of fusion and vapor-

ization (HfHv) in addition to the residual internal energy (E ).

If E <C Tm, then all of the shocked and released materials was con-fEr ps m

sidered to remain in a solid matter state. If C psT m<E <C +H then the

quantity (Er-CpsT m )/Hf represented the fraction of the shocked and released

material that was melted. The remaining shocked and released material was

assumed to be in solid form. If C ps m+H <Er< C psT m+H f+C (T-T m), then all

of the shocked and released material was considered to be in a liquid state.

If C psTm+Hf+C p(Tv-Tm)<Er< C psTm+Hf+C pl(Tv-Tm)+H , then the quantity (Er-

[CpsT m +Hf+Cp (TvT m )]/Hv represented the fraction of the shocked and re-

leased material that was vaporized. The remaining shocked and released

material was considered to be in liquid form. If C psT m+H f+C p(T v-T m)+H v<Er

then all of the shocked and released material was vaporized.

Computing the Masses of the Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Debris Cloud Material

The material in the debris cloud created by the initial impact consists
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of the target material removed by the impact and the impacting projectile

mass. While the mass of the projectile material in the debris cloud was

known a priori, the mass of the target material in the debris cloud had to

be determined by multiplying the target hole-out area by the target thick-

ness and the target material density. The size of the hole created in the

target plate by the initial impact was calculated using an empirical equa-

tion for target hole diameter [11]. While the empirical nature of the equa-

tion mandates its use only within the impact velocity regime for which it

was designed, the results obtained for velocities outside the prescribed

regime were not unreasonable.

To calculate the masses of the various states of the projectile and

target materials in the debris cloud, the amounts of shocked and released

target and projectile material had to be determined. These quantities were

obtained by determining the locations in the target plate and in the projec-

tile where the rarefaction waves had overtaken the corresponding shock wave

[26]. It was the material through which both the shock wave and the release

wave had travelled that was shocked and released and which was therefore

either melted or vaporized, depending on the particulars of the impact

event. Any material beyond the point at which the rarefaction wave had

overtaken the shock wave was assumed, for the purposes of this study, not to

have been shocked and to have remained in a solid matter state. If the

point at which the release wave had overtaken the shock wave was beyond the

thickness of the target plate or the length of the projectile, then all of

the target and/or projectile material had been shocked and released.

Once the projectile and target mass contributions to the debris cloud

and the fractions of these masses that were shocked and released were ob-
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tained, the masses of the target and projectile materials in each of the

three states of matter were computed by multiplying each matter state per-

centage by the appropriate total shocked and released mass. The mass of the

solid shocked and released material (if any) was then added to the mass of

the unshocked material (if any) to obtain the total mass of the solid

component of the material in the debris cloud.

The major limitation of this procedure is the assumption that no fur-

ther projectile and/or target loading and unloading had occurred beyond the

point where the release waves had overtaken the corresponding shock wave.

This is not completely correct since the shock wave does not simply cease to

exist once it is overtaken by a rarefaction wave. Rather, its magnitude

decreases over a finite amount of time and a finite extent of material.

Some additional projectile and target material will be heated and possibly

melted until the strength of the shock wave diminishes to a point below

which melt due to plastic deformation no longer occurs. However, the pro-

cedure set forth does allow the calculation of first-order accurate mass

quantities for projectile and target materials in the three states of matter.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A FORTRAN program was written to implement the various procedures

described in the preceding section. The details of the program will be

discussed in a forthcoming Air Force Technical Report, which will also

include the source code, input files, and sample output. While the Tillot-

son EOS is relatively straightforward to implement, its use requires a fair

amount of familiarity with its peculiarities. These will also be discussed

in detail in the Technical Report.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS predicted only a

small amount of vaporized material at an impact velocity as high as 25
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km/sec. However, both the Tillotson and the Modified Tillotson equations-

of-state predicted that the aluminum was completely vaporized at an impact

velocity between 20 and 25 km/sec. This difference is due to the fact that

the Mie-Gruneisen EOS did not account for the expansion of the material as

it nears vaporization and completed the release process with the material in

a much lower energy state than the Tillotson EOS.

Comparing Figures 7 and 8 reveals that the Tillotson and the Modified

Tillotson equations-of-state agreed in the percentages of the various states

of matter at speeds below below approx. 9 km/sec and above approx. 18

km/sec. However, within the moderate impact energy regime, the Modified

Tillotson EOS predicted vaporization to begin at an impact velocity that was

lower than that predicted by the Tillotson EOS. Had this characterization

scheme been used in an actual lethality assessment for an inpact velocity

between approx. 9 and 18 km/sec, the result would have been conservative

since there would have been fewer potentially lethal solid fragments re-

maining in the debris cloud.

In Figure 9, the total projectile mass remained constant because the

projectile length and diameter were fixed in all of the impact scenarios

considered. The solid dark region represents the mass of the projectile

that was unshocked and therefore was not subjected to melting and/or vapori-

zation. This quantity increased with impact velocity because the speed of

the rarefaction wave in the projectile increased at a faster rate than did

the speed of the shock wave in the projectile. As the impact velocity

increased, the rarefaction wave caught up with the shock wave within a

shorter period of time. This in turn increased the amount of the projectile

material that was not subject to melting and/or vaporization. The remaining
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shaded areas in Figure 9 show the amounts of the shocked and released

projectile material in each of the three matter states as the impact veloci-

ty increased from 4 to 25 km/sec.

Figure 10 shows that the amount of target material in the debris cloud

increased as impact velocity increases due to the growth in target hole size

that accompanied an increase in impact velocity. For the projectile and

target geometries considered, all of the target material was shocked and

released. Hence, there is no solid dark area in Figure 10, only the three

lighter-shaded areas which show the amounts of shocked and released target

material in each of the three states of matter.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A robust lethality assessment methodology must include the effects of

discrete particle impacts as well as the response of the target to impulsive

debris cloud loadings. A first-order accurate scheme has been implemented

to determine the amount of material in each of the three states of matter in

a debris cloud created by a hypervelocity impact on a thin target. A

modified version of the Tillotson EOS was used to calculate the residual

energy in the projectile and target materials upon release from their res-

pective shocked states. Elementary thermodynamic principles were used to

determine the percentages of shocked and released projectile and target

materials that were melted and/or vaporized during the release process.

Using assumed projectile and target geometries, these percentages were then

used to calculate the mass of the projectile and target materials in solid,

liquid, and gaseous form. Based on the work completed thus far, the fol-

lowing recommendations are offered for continuing the development of a

lethality assessment model that would be applicable in impact scenarios

where material melt and/or vaporization can be expected to occur.
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Once the masses of the solid, liquid, and vaporous debris cloud consti-

tuents have been determined, the next step in the characterization of the

debris clouds created in a hypervelocity impact would be to determine the

nature of the debris cloud solid fragment population. This includes calcu-

lating the number of projectile and target material fragments, as well as.

their sizes, speeds, and trajectories. In addition to the fragmentation

models in FATEPEN, PEN-4, and KAPP-II, the fragmentation models developed by

Grady, et.al. [27-29] can be used to predict the number of fragments that

would result from a KEW impact. The predictions of the various fragmenta-

tion models can be compared against one another and against available exper-

imental data to determine which fragmentation model is best suited for use

in a lethality assessment methodology.

After a satisfactory first-order accurate procedure that characterizes

debris cloud composition is completed, the accuracy of the procedure needs

to be improved. This includes modifying the methods presented herein to

include the impact of non-monolithic projectiles that are more representa-

tive of actual KEW geometries and the impact of yawed and/or obliquely

incident projectiles. The method of calculating the percentages of projec-

tile and target material in the three states of matter should also be

replaced with a more rigorous thermodynamic procedure.

A shock wave attenuation procedure (30,31] should be implemented to

obtain more accurate mass values for the material that is melted and/or

vaporized in a high speed KEW impact. Such a procedure will result in a

residual energy profile along the length of the projectile and through the

thickness of the target. Energy levels at various positions can then be

compared to energy levels necessary to begin material melt or vaporization.
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An impulsive loading algorithm for the target should be developed to

account for the effects of the non-solid debris cloud constituents as well

as the solid non-perforating debris cloud fragments. This effort requires

as input the masses and velocities of the non-solid debris cloud materials,

the area of the inner wall over which the impulsive loading is applied, and

the geometric and material properties of the inner wall, including the

spacing between the outer and inner walls and the orientation of the inner

wall with respect to that of the outer wall. Issues to be addressed include

whether the impacts of the target and projectile debris cloud materials need

to be considered separately or can be considered simultaneously, whether the

effects of the molten and vaporous debris cloud components need to be con-

sidered separately or can be combined, and how to account for the decreasing

time of the load application and the increasing area over which it is

applied as the initial impact velocity increases.

The impulsive loading algorithm can be validated at velocities attain-

able using existing hypervelocity launchers by comparing the predictions of

the algorithm with available impact test data. The algorithm can be modi-

fied if necessary until a satisfactory level of accuracy is reached. It can

then be combined with the debris cloud characterization scheme and a suit-

able fragmentation model to yield an improved, robust lethality assessment

method for high speed KEW impacts.
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Abstract

Molecular Orbital calculations have been performed on

perfluoroethylmethyl ether [PFEME] and perfluorodimethoxymethane [PFDMON] in

order to determine the geometries and energies of their equilibrium and

transition state structures.

In PFEME it was found that the CCOC skeleton in the "trans" conformer is

twisted by 170 from 1800, and there is a similar rotation of the

perfluoromethoxy fluorines about the terminal CC bond, giving the molecule an

overall helical structure. It was also determined that the energy of the

gauche conformers (relative to the trans form) is unusually high,resulting in

virtually 100% trans conformers at normal temperatures.

The structure of "trans" PFDMOM was also found to be helical with a

twist of both the COCO skeletal and FCOC terminal dihedral angles from 180.

It was further observed that rotation about both of the internal CO bonds is

much more facile (low barriers and roughly equal equilibrium energies) than

the equivalent internal rotation in PFEME.

These results indicate that the rigidity and, hence, viscosity of linear

perfluoropolyalkylethers should rise with an increasing proportion of -OCCO-

linkages in the chain, a conclusion that is in agreement with experimental

observations. These quantum mechanical data will be utilized in future

molecular dynamics simulations of the molecular motions and bulk properties of

PFPAE liquids.
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QUANTUM MECHANICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF MOLECULAR

STRUCTURE AND CONFORMATION IN PERFLUOROPOLYALKYLETHERS

Martin Schwartz

I. INTRODUCTION

Perfluoropolyalkylether (PFPAE) fluids possess the viscoelastic, thermal

and lubricity properties necessary to serve as effective, stable liquid phase

lubricants.' 2 No currently available commercial PFPAE lubricants, however,

are capable of operation at the temperature extremes and oxidative conditions

required for lubrication of high performance gas turbine jet engines.

The viscoelastic properties of polymer fluids such as the PFPAE's are,

of course, intimately connected to the chain flexibility in these systems

which is, in turn, dependent upon the potential energy barriers to internal

rotation about single bonds in the polymer. This summer, Dr. Harvey Paige (of

the Materials Directorate at Wright Laboratory) and I, in collaboration with

Ms. Christine Williamson of my research group, have been engaged in two

computational chemistry research projects on PFPAE homolog molecules, designed

to obtain a better understanding of chain mobility in the perfluoroether

polymers.

In the first investigation, we studied the torsional potential to

internal rotation about the central C-O bond in perfluoroethylmethyl ether

(PFEME), CF3CF2OCF 3. The results have been compared to those from earlier

calculations on perfluorobutane3 ,4 (PFB) and ethylmethyl ether5 (EME). We

are in the process of completing a second study of internal rotation about

about the two central C-O bonds in perfluorodimethoxymethane (PFDMOM),

CF3OCF 2OCF 3. These results have been compared both to those reported for

dimethoxymethane 6 (DMOM) and to our work on PFEME.
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II. CALCULATIONS

Ab initio molecular orbital calculations were performed on a Cray

X-MP/216 computer using the Gaussian 90 MO program. 7

A. PFENE
Equilibrium and saddle point geometries were gradient optimizeda at the

SCF level using the 6-31G(d) 9"'0 basis set. Hartree-Fock energies were also

obtained with the 6-311G(d) 0 '1" basis, using the 6-31G(d) geometries. In

addition, single point second order Moller-Plesset' 2 (MP2) energy

calculations were performed with both basis sets.

Vibrational frequencies were calculated for all conformers using the

6-31G(d) basis set. Transition state geometries were confirmed by the

presence of a single imaginary frequency.

L ~PFDNO

Since the skeleton conformation of PFDMOM depends upon the dihedral

angles of both of the central C-O bonds, the calculation was performed in two

parts. First, a grid of energies was established with all combinations of 4,

and *2 ranging from -1800 to +1800 in increments of 300. Because of the large

number of independent conformations (thirteen), the geometry optimizations

were performed with the 6-31G*(C,O) basis set, which is the 6-31G basis9 '10

augmented by polarization functions on the carbon and oxygen atoms. This was

followed by single point energy calculations with the 6-31G* basis using the

6-31G*(C,O) geometries; for brevity, the energies from these calculations are

not contained in this report.

Second, once the approximate positions of the potential energy minima

and barriers were located, a number of the precise stationary states were

obtained using the 6-31G* basis set; these results are contained in Table 4.

Additional single point MP2 energies were obtained for all grid points and

stationary states. However, again for brevity, these are not shown.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. PFEE
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Geometries

Selected geometric parameters for all equilibrium and transition state

conformations of PFEME are displayed in Table 1. In the table and following

discussion, the atoms are numbered as shown in Figure IA.

The most striking result for the optimized geometries is that the

skeletal dihedral angle, #(CC 20C3), of the equilibrium trans conformer is

twisted from 1800, by approximately 170. The perfluoromethoxy group in this

rotamer is similarly twisted [((F 3AC3OC,)=1620 ] from a purely trans

configuration, giving an overall helical structure to the molecule; this

rotamer is labeled as "Twist-Trans" , TT, in Table 1. Similarly, the stable

gauche conformer is labelled G, and the three transition states are (T)*

[#=180*], (GT)* (1800 < * < 600] and (GG')* [4-00].

Dixon3 '4 and Van Catledge 3 have earlier reported that the structure of

the trans conformation of PFB is helical, characterized by a twist of the

carbon skeleton, *(CCCC)-164.6 0 ,4 and rotation of the fluorines about both

terminal CC bonds, *(FCCC)=17O.20. 4 They have suggested that the calculated

helicity in PFB, and in other perfluoroalkanes, may result from a tendency to

lower the repulsive interactions between CF dipoles on the 1 and 3 carbons,

which are precisely parallel in the perfectly trans structure.

Most significantly, while fluorines on the perfluoromethoxy carbon of

PFEME are twisted from 1800 in the TT rotamer (vide supra), there is virtually

no rotation of the fluorines on the C, carbon about the CiC2 axis

[+(F1ACCzO)=179.1*]. This result lends supportive evidence for Dixon's

explanation of the helicity in perfluoroalkanes since, as seen clearly in

Figure IA, 1,3 CF bond dipole repulsions are absent in trans PFEME.

Pacansky, et al. 13 have reported the geometry of the TT rotamer of

PFEME determined with the 3-21G14 basis set. Their CC bond length is shorter

(by 0.03 A), and their calculated CO and CF bonds are longer (by 0.01-0.02 and

0.01-0.03 A, respectively) than those found here. Bond angles agree to within

1-20 on average. The calculated twist of the skeleton using the smaller basis
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Table 1. Conformation Dependemce of Selected Geometric Parameters in PFEMEO'b

Parameter TT (T)* (GT)* 6 (66')*

R(ClC2) 1.529 1.530 1.537 1.535 1.543

R(C20) 1.358 1.358 1.365 1.364 1.363

R(C30) 1.358 1.359 1.355 1.355 1.351

R(C¶FIA) 1.311 1-311 1.311 1.310 1.310

R(CeF 18) 1.310 1.310 1.310 1.310 1.312

R(CIF l c) 1.310 1.310 1.311 1.310 1.309

R(C2F2A) 1.319 1-320 1.314 1.314 1.320

R(C2Fn) 1.320 1-319 1.318 1.319 1.318

R(C3FA) 1.301 L 301 1.301 1.308 1.301

R(C3 F3) 1.309 1.308 1.307 1.313 1.309

R (C3 F3) 1.307 1.308 1.310 1.301 1.308

< (CIC 20) 107.9 117.5 114.4 115.1 119.8

< (C20C) 121.4 122.5 125.7 125.2 130.3

<(CZCIFIA) 109.1 109.0 108.9 109.0 107.9

< (OC3FA) 107.1 106.6 106.5 106.9 106.6

*(C1C2OC3 ) 162.8 180.0 76.8 61.7 0.0

*(FIACIC 2O) 179.1 180.1 165.8 171.1 169.2

4(F3AC30C2) 162.3 180.0 172.8 160.4 166.1

a) Bond lengths are in angstroms and angles in degrees.
b) See Figure IA for atom numbering.
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Fig. IA. Structure and atom numbering in trans PFEME

CF 3

F" F CF3

Fig. lB. Structure of PFEME at the (GT)* transition state
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was similar to that obtained here, with *(CC 20C3 )-164.6 0 , but the rotation of

the perfluoromethoxy group was substantially higher [#(F CSOC,-147.60]."3

Smart and Dixon'5 have also calculated the geometry of the TT equilibrium

conformer using a DZ+D, basis set, which is a double zeta basis with

polarization functions on carbon. Their results agree even more closely with

those obtained here, particularly for the dihedral angles [#(CCOC,)-160.9g

and #(F3C 30C2-161.2 0]. The observed differences, which are relatively small,

are expected when comparing geometries calculated with and without

polarization functions on the various atoms.

Not surprisingly, since the (T)* energy barrier is quite low (vide

infra), the geometric parameters of the TT equilibrium conformer and the (T)*

saddle point agree closely (Table 1), with the exception of the dihedral

angles, which are all 1800 in the transition state.

From the table, it is observed that both the COC and CCO angles vary in

the order, (T)* a TT < (GT)* = G < (GG')*, reflecting the increased 1,4 atomic

repulsions with decreasing CCOC dihedral angle. Similarly, R(CC,) and R(C0)

exhibit modest increases with diminishing dihedral angle; this trend is not,

however, observed for R(C30), which is slightly longer in the TT and (T*)

rotamers.

Significantly, it may be seen in the last column of the table that,

unlike in PFB, 3 '4 the terminal fluorines remain twisted from 1800 in the (GG')*

conformation of PFEME. This may reflect greater F-F repulsions in the syn

conformation of the ether, resulting from the shorter CO bond lengths.

It is of interest to compare the geometry of PFEME with that reported

earlier for ethylmethyl ether (EME), 5 using the same [6-31G(d)] basis set.

Both of the CO bond lengths in the fluorinated ether are substantially shorter

than in EME, in which R(C2O)-1.417 A and R(C30)-1.390 A in the trans

conformer; in contrast, the CU bond lengths are approximately the same

[R(CC 2)-1.516 A in EME]. Too, the COC bond angle is markedly greater in

PFEME [<(C 20C3 )-114.2 0 in trans EME], whereas the CCO bond angles are
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approximately equal in the two species [<(CC 20)-108.60 in EME].

The shortening of the CO bond lengths and increase in the COC angle in

the fluoroether may be explained on the basis of relative bond polarities.

The calculated difference between the carbon and oxygen Mulliken charges

[q(C)-q(O)] is 1.7-2.1 in PFEME,16 whereas it is only 0.6-0.8 in EME.1 7

Therefore, one expects a more ionic and, hence, shorter CO bond in the

fluorinated compound. Consequently, the COC bond angle should increase to

moderate the otherwise enhanced electrostatic and/or van der Waal's

interactions between fluorines on the 2 and 4 carbons. The same trends in

bond lengths and angles and in Mulliken charges are found in calculations on

dimethyl ether and its fluorinated analogue.18

Energies

Total HF and MP2 energies (in au's) of the five equilibrium and saddle

point conformations of PFEME, calculated with the two basis sets (using the

6-31G(d) geometries) are presented in Table 2A. Energies (in kcal/mol)

relative to the TT rotamer are given in 2B. For comparison, relative

conformational energies for EMES and PFB4'1 9 are also contained in the latter

half of the table.

One sees from the table that the (T)* transition state is only slightly

higher in energy than the TT minimum, with AEu0.3-0.4 kcal/mol at the SCF

level, and AE=0.5-0.6 cal/mol with correlation energy corrections.

One observes, also, that relative energies of the G, (GT)* and (GG')*

conformations are all lower at the KP2 than the HF level, within a given basis

set. This trend may be explained by analysis of Table 2A, from which it is

found that, with the 6-31G(d) basis for example, the correlation energy

correction (in kcal/mol) varies in the order, (T)* [-1190.2 < TT [-1190.4] <

(GT)* (-1191.0] < G [-1191.4] < (GG')* [-1191.5]. It is reasonable that

inclusion of electron correlation will preferentially stabilize the more

structurally congested conformations [lower *(CCOC)] in which the electronic

repulsions are greatest.
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The principal effect of increasing the size of the basis is to increase

relative energies of the G, (GT)* amd (GG') conformations. Again, this trend

arises from analysis of Table 2A, where it is found that the larger basis sets

preferentially stabilize the TT and (T)* states in comparison to the above

conformations. Thus, the effects of increasing basis size and introducing

electron correlation tend to offset one another.

A principal focus of this investigation is to perform a comparison of

the torsional potential for rotation about the central bond in PFEME to those

obtained earlier in the fluoroalkane and in the nonfluorinated ether. The

three energy curves, calculated at the HF/6-31G(d) level for PFEME and EME and

at the equivalent HF/DZ+P1 9 level for PFB, are shown superposed (displaced

from one another for clarity) in Figure 2. As noted, the SCF and MP2 energies

of the stationary state conformers of the latter two molecules are also

tabulated at the bottom of Table 2B.

One observes from both figure and table that the rotational potential of

PFEME is markedly different from that of either of the other molecules in the

vicinity of the G and (GT)* conformations. Most striking is that the dihedral

angle of the (GT)* barrier is shifted by over 400 below the nominal angle of

1200 (see also Table 1). In order to verify this highly unusual behavior, we

have performed additional HF/6-31G(d) optimizations at various fixed values of

*(C1C20C3 ) ranging from 700 to 1200. The resultant energies, plotted also in

Figure 2, confirm the position of the (GT)* transition state.

A possible explanation for the large shift in the torsional angle of

this transition state may be found by examination of the structure of PFEME at

V(C1C20C)=1200 (Figure 1B). One observes from the figure that, at this angle,

the C30 and one of the CzF bond dipoles are precisely antiparallel, which

would lead to a stabilization of this configuration, not expected in either

PFB or EME, and thus result in a shift of the position of the energy maximum.

A very important feature of the potential energy diagram of PFEME is

that the relative energy of its G equilibrium conformers is greater than that
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in either of the two other molecules. The explanation for this difference may

reside in the closer approach distance between terminal fluorine atoms,

resulting from the lower CO and greater CF (compared to CH) bond lengths,

which would destabilize the gauche conformation in PFEME.

The consequence of the unusually high energy of the two G conformations

of PFEME is that, from tte Boltzmann distribution, one would have more than

98% of the molecules in the T conformation. Thus, if a PFPAE has numerous

-O-CF 2CF2-0-CF2-O- linkages, its conformation in the liquid would tend to be

elongated (higher percentage of trans bonds) and stiff (since only one of the

three conformations about the CO bond is thermally accessible).

Ar seen clearly in Figure 2, the overall effect of the displaced

position of the (GT)* transition state and the high energy of the G conformer

is to result in a very shallow, narrow energy minimum for the gauche

conformation of PFEME. From Table 2B, the energy barrier, E[(GT)*]-E[G],

varies from only 0.26 to 0.69 kcal/mol, dependent upon the level and method of

calculation.

Vibrational frequencies for all five stationary states of PFEME were

calculated using the 6-316(d) basis set and are displayed, for reference, in

Table 3; these values have been multiplied by the normal 0.90 scale factor to

account for the effects of vibrational anharmonicity and electron correlation.

L. PFD-O
Selected geometric parameters (and energies) of various of the

stationary states in PFDUDM are displayed in Table 4. As observed in the

above comparison of PFEME and ENE, the CO bond lengths are shorter (by

approximately 0.03 A) and COC bond angles are greater (by roughly 80) than

those reported by Wiberg and Murcko6 in their investigation of

dimethoxymethane (DMOM). Again, these differences can be attributed directly

to the greater bond ioniclty and steric repulsions in the perfluorinated ether.

Both bond lengths and angles are relatively insensitive to the molecular

conformation with the exception of <(01C202 ), which rises if either or both of
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Table 3. Vibrational Frequencies in PFEMNEab

Vib. No. TT (T)* (GT)* 6 (66B)*

1 35 251 281 41 741
2 54 57 41 53 48
3 83 109 113 102 89
4 122 117 174 158 148
5 202 211 189 197 199
6 215 218 221 213 218
7 301 301 308 312 318
8 327 323 335 332 338
9 343 344 344 342 346
10 364 364 363 365 366
11 419 420 440 434 421
12 507 515 457 458 489
13 515 515 514 516 509
14 542 541 546 547 539
15 587 588 585 585 590
16 612 614 606 608 615
17 644 649 650 647 617
18 669 667 706 709 682
19 745 745 724 718 717
20 837 834 793 789 776
21 905 905 929 932 941
22 1119 1121 1113 1114 1120
23 1224 1225 1232 1231 1238
24 1244 1240 1259 1261 1251
25 1280 1281 1271 1269 1262
26 1288 1288 1288 1284 1268
27 1291 1290 1290 1291 1292
28 1302 1301 1301 1305 1306
29 1343 1342 1349 1345 1332
30 1463 1463 1434 1437 1430

a) Frequencies are in units of cm."
b) Calculated frequencies have been scaled by the factor 0.9.
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the torsional angles are 600 or 00. This effect is due to repulsions between

the two terminal perfluoromethyl groups.

It is most interesting that, as found for PFEME, the Trans-Trans form

(nominally with +,-#2u180*) of PFDMOM is actually helical in character, with a

rotation of the two terminal CF3 groups [#(FCOC)#1800 ] as well as a twist of

both of the COCO dihedral angles from 1800, the value found in DMOM. 6

Significantly, there are two separate helical conformations for the Trans-

Trans conformer [180,180(A) and 180,180(B)], which are close to one another in

energy. Analysis of the two structures reveals that in the second

configuration, there is an actual reversal in the direction of the helix

between the two ends of the molecule. This helix reversal is also observed in

the Trans-Gauche [180,60] conformation which, too, has two distinct

conformations of similar energy (Table 4).

In Figure 3 is shown the potential energy curve for rotation of the

second C-0 dihedral angle in PDMOM while the first torsion is held constant at

(A) 41=600 and (B) #,=180', respectively. One observes quite clearly that when

the first C-0 bond is trans (1800), then the second bond is free to assume the

trans or either of the gauche conformations with equal facility (AEGT=O].

Even when #,=600, then #2 can be either 600 or 1800, although +z=-60* (-300*) is

thermally forbidden [AEx8 kcal/mol]. The cause of the very high energy when

#,=60* and 42--600 is that in this conformation, the two terminal

perfluoromethyl groups lie on the same side of the central O-C-O plane, which

causes severe steric repulsions in the molecule.

A comparison of the potential curves for PFEME and PFDMOM reveals that,

whereas only one of the three equilibrium conformations is populated in the

former molecule, the CO bond conformation in the latter species can be in

either two or all three of the equilibrium states. This result has

substantial ramifications on the conformational flexibility of

perfluoropolyalkylether polymers (vide infra).
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IV. SUNNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Molecular geometries and energies of all equilibrium and transition

state conformations of perfluoroethylmethyl ether were determined by ab initfo

molecular orbital calculations using the 6-31G(d) basis set. The CCOC

skeleton in the "trans" conformer is twisted by 170 from 1800. There is a

similar rotation of the perfluoromethoxy fluorines about the terminal CC bond

(by 180), but no twisting of fluorines on the other terminus of the molecule.

These results indicate that, as suggested earlier for perfluorobutane, the

helical structure of the trans conformer in PFEME is induced by dipolar

repulsions between CF bonds on alternant carbons.

The energy of the gauche conformers of PFEME (relative to the twisted

trans structure) is unusually high [2.9 kcal/mol], from which it may be

determined that one would have virtually 100% trans molecules at thermally

accessible temperatures.

The structures and energies of perfluorodimethoxymethane [PFDMOM] were

determined as a function of the dihedral angles about both of the central C-O

bonds. As found for PFEME, the CO bonds were shorter and the COC angles

greater than in the non-fluorinated species. It was also determined that,

here too, the molecules adopt a helical configuration in the nominally Trans-

Trans state.

It was also determined that in PFDMOM, if one of the two skeletal

dihedral angles is 1800 (trans), then the second angle can adopt any of the

three equilibrium values with equal facility; if the first angle is 600, then

the second CO torsional angle can still adopt two of the three values. Thus,

this molecule is substantially more flexible in PFEME, in which all of the CO

bonds are trans.

The most significant conclusion is that if a perfluoropolyalkylether

polymer has a high percentage of -O-CF 2CF2-O- linkages, one expects that it

will be very rigid. If, in contrast, the majority of the linkages are of the

type -O-CF 2-O-, then the polymer will exhibit a much higher degree of
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flexibility and, hence, lower viscosity. These conclusions can be used to

explain the general empirical observation that, for a given molecular weight,

the viscosity of a PFPAE fluid increases with rising C:O ratio, since this

ratio is a measure of the relative number of the former type of linkage.

VI. FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

We intend to extend the above studies to the molecule,

perfluoro-1,2-dimethoxyethane, CF3OCF 2CF2OCF 3 . This will permit us both to

verify the results obtained this summer on PFEME and to determine the

potential surface for rotation about C-C bonds in linear PFPAE's. We also

wish to model the internal rotation in branched perfluoroethers (such as

Krytox). Therefore, we shall study the molecules, CF(CF3 )20CF3 and

CF3OCF 2CF(CF3 )OCF 3.

We plan to use the results of these quantum mechanical investigations to

obtain accurate potential energies for bond stretching, bending and internal

rotation, which will then be utilized in molecular dynamics simulations of

perfluoroether polymers in order to obtain a priori predictions of the

derndence of bulk properties such as viscosity, density, thermal expansion

and isothermal compressibility as a function of molecular structure in PFPAE

lubricants.
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Abstract

Detection of presence of targets and estimation of Angles-of-Arrival (AOA) are two of the

important tasks of a digital EW receiver. lit this report, the time-domain detection problem and

an adaptive frequency/AOA estimation scheme have been studied. For the detection problem,

detection thresholds have been derived for square-law detectors in cases of single and multiple

observation samples. The adaptive frequency/AOA estimation scheme has been studied to analyze

its behavior at various noise and input conditions. Simulation results indicate that the use of higher

estimation model order than the actual order improves the bias and variance of the estimates at

the cost of longer convergence time.
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DE'IECTION AND ADAPTIVE FREQUENCY ESTIMATION
FOR DIGITAL MICROWAVE RECEIVERS

Arnab K. Shaw and Steven Nunes

I. Introduction :

In Electronic Warfare (EW) environments, microwave receivers play a major role in passive

identification and localization of unknown targets emitting high-frequency electro-magnetic signals.

EW signals cover a relatively wide bandwidth, typically in the range of 0.2 to 15 GHz, and existing

microwave receivers utilize mostly analog signal processing tools and techniques [1-3]. In fact, there

are no EW receivers that process microwave radar signals entirely in the digital domain. With the

emergence of increasingly faster and inexpensive digital computers and high-speed A/D converters,

it is expected that digital processing of microwave radar signals would most certainly be the way

of the future.

For the past several years the Electronic Support Measure (ESM) group at the EW division of

the Avionics Directorate, WPAFB, Ohio, has been engaged in the task of re-arch and development

of suitable DSP algorithms and architectures for all-digital microwave ieceivers [4, 5, 12] for USAF

use. The major goals of this summer research were to develop and implement various Digital Signal

processing algorithms in order to study their effect. chess and usefulness to the existing Digital

Receiver Program. The signal processing algorithms that have been studied are:

"* Time-Domain Detection of targets in the presence of noise,

"* Adaptive Frequency/AOA estimation.

The time-domain detection problem is considered for single and multiple samples. Detection

thresholds and Probability of Detection based on Neyman-Pearson Criterion have been derived.

For frequ'mncy/AOA estimation, the effectiveness of Direct-Adaptive-Frequency-Estimation (DAFE)

algorithm [5] has been studied for realistic signal/noise conditions. Some modification of DAFE is

also suggested for improving its performance.

This repor. is arranged as follows : In Section II, the overall problems associated with digital

receiver design are discussed. In Section I11, the time-domain detection problem is addressed in

detail. In Section IV, the performance of the DAFE algorithm is studied. Finally, in Section V

some concluding remarks are given with some discussions on possible fature work.

II. The Digital Microwave Receiver Design Problem:

The primary task of a microwave receiver is to gather data for sorting of signals and identifi-

cation of the type of the radar emitting the received signal. Based on these information, jamming,

weapon delivery or other options are considered. In order to perform these tasks, the receiver must

analyze the received radar pulses and measure or estimate the following six parameters : Angle-of-
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Arrival (AOA), Radio Frequency (RF), Time of Arrival (TOA), Pulse Amplitude (PA). Pulse Width
(PW) and Polarization (P). These parameters may be useful in more than one stages of receiver

operation. For example, AOA, RF. TOA. PW and Polarization data are used for signal sorting,

whereas the RF. TOA, PW and P are utilized for source identification purposes. PA threshold may

also be used for detecting the presence of any source signal. For jamming or subsequent weapons

delivery, all these parameters need to be analyzed properly. Along with the standard requirements

of most conventional radars, the EW receiver design problem is complicated by the fact that no

prior knowledge about the input signal is available at the receiver. The nature of the problem also
requires that measurements and decisions be taken at or near real-time and in an entirely passive

mode of operation [1-41.

In the past two decades, many clames of radar and sonar receivers have been converted from

conventional analog technology to purely digital or hybrid systems [161, but EW receivers are yet to
make that transition. Unlike other sonar/radar receivers [16], there are essentially two major tech-
nological limiting factors that have been holding back analog-to-digital transition of EW receivers.

Firstly, if A/D converters are used at the operating frequency range, the Nyquist rate would ne-
cessitate sampling at the GHZ range and secondly, the digital hardware or firmware must have the

capacity to process such high data rate and produce effective results at near real-time. Considering

the high data-rate of this application, computationally simpler algorithms for signal detection and
estimation must be identified and implemented. It is expected that the time-domain signal detec-
tion and the frequency/AOA estimation algorithms performed during the summer project will be

useful in achieving the desired computational efficiency.

III. Time-Domain Detection :

Almost all existing AOA/RF estimation algorithms assume that the signal is already present

in the observed data. But in the passive mode of operations of EW applications. source signals
may not be present at all within the observation window, or the signals may fill only a part of the

estimation window. In either case. any frequency estimation algorithm would essentially produce

erroneous or noise frequencies because the observed signal would not satisfy the model assumed by

the estimation algorithm. Considering the relatively high computational burden, any estimation

method should be invoked only when a detection scheme indicates high probability of presence of

threat.

Since EW receivers do not have any prior knowledge about the frequency/amplitude/phase of
the received signals, conventional matched filters can not be used in this case. An obvious solution
would be to perform the detection in the frequency-domain, i.e., the presence of targets can be
determined by thresholding of FFT-peaks. The frequency-domain approaches are robust but have

certain disadvantages in that a decision can be made only after a block of data has been collected.

Furthermore, a lot of computational power may be wasted if FFT is taken continuously, even when
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no target is present. Instead, we plan to incorporate a time-domain detection scheme that can detect

targets in real-time using a single observation or a small number of samples. Once a preliminary
decision is taken, FFT or more sophisticated frequency/AOA estimation algorithm can be invoked,

if desired.

111.1 : Signal and Noise Model

Microwave radars signals can be modeled as,

x(n) = Acos(wtk + 0) + n(k) (la)

= Acos(wek)cosO - Asin(..,:k)sinO + nt(k)cos(G..k) + nQ(k)sin(wck) (lb)

where, n(k) denotes narrowband noise samples. To perform the time-domain detection, the received

real data is first converted into a complex analytic signal. This is achieved by passing the real
signal through a Hilbert Transformer to form the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of
the complex analytic signal. When no signal is present, the I and Q components may be represented

as.

Xt(k) = na(k) (2a)

XAQ(k) = nQ(k). (2b)

On the other hand, in the presence of signal, the corresponding components are given as

Xt(k) = AcosO + na(k) (3a)

Xo(k) = AsinO + nQ(k). (3b)

Since the amplitude, frequency and the phase of the received signal are unknown, the detection
criterion has to rely on thresholding of the amplitude (PA) of the analytic signal. The frequency
and phase can be ignored for detecting only the presence of a target signal. The amplitude threshold

can not be based on minimizing the total probability of error because the exact amplitude of the
signal is unknown at the receiver. Furthermore, the probability of False Alarm (PFA) must also
be kept very low (10-6 or smaller). Hence, the best detection scheme would be to calculate the

threshold by setting the PFA to a constant. The thresholds for Square-Law detector have been

derived next for single and multiple samples within a pulse.

111.2 : Square Law Detector

The noise is assumed to be narrowband and Gaussianly distributed with zero-mean and variance

a2. Hence. for the no-signal case of (2) the I/Q noise samples are distributed as

Xt(k) = N(O, a2) (4a)

XQ(k) = N(O,a 2). (4b)
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In the following derivation, the time-variable k will be suppressed until the multiple samples case

is considered.

III.2.a : Single Sample Case

Assuming independent noise samples, when no signal is present, the joint probability density

function (PDF) of the I/Q channel outputs are given by :

(XI, XQ) = 2--z2-o). (5)

Let,

X, = R cos a (6a)

XQ = Rsina. (6b)

Using the Jacobian of this transformation, the joint PDF for this polar form can be shown to be

r r
2

f(r, ) = 2--r2e_2 7 u(r). (7)

From this the marginal for the Envelope (R) is given by,
"2 r 2

fR(r) = f(r, a)da = e--2 e5 u(r), (8)

which is known as the Rayleigh PDF.

III.2.a.1 : The PDF and Characteristic Function with No Signal

A square-law detector forms the following quantity,

Z L X2 + X=R (9)

which needs to be compared to a threshold to decide the presence/absence of a radar target. Since,
Az = 2R = 2v'Z, the PDF of the Square-Law output when no signal (denoted as, j) is given as :dR

fz(zl'§) = fR(v/Z') -2 = 2- u(,), (10)

which is the Exponential PDF. The Characteristic Function (CF) is defined as the Fourier Transform

of the Density function:

C'(W) A2 Yi[fz(z4')]
-0 e-" e-jwzdz

1 + jWo2  (11)
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III.2.a.2 : The PDF and Characteristic Function in Presence of Signal

When target is present, i.e., in case of (3), the I/Q samples are distributed as:

X1 (k) = N(AcosO,a 2 ) (12a)

XQ(k) = N(AcosO,a 2). (12b)

In this case, the joint probability density function (PDF) is given by

12X,2e -J.w[((r - Acos0)2 + (rQ - Asin0) 2]
f(xC,x2) (13)

Once again, using the Jacobian of the transformation, the polar-form joint PDF can be shown to

be :
rl = __ rr 2 + A2 - 2Arcos(o - 0)]u(r)" (14)r'a2s) -• --(

Integrating over a, the marginal PDF of the Envelope is given by,

2r,
fR(rls) f f(r, alslda (15a)

r -_2_.r(A2 + r2) 2-r -ado.e +-re10 e-2!f COS(& )o (15b)

r - ~7 (A 2 + r2) (At)&2 e 2,( 2(15c)

where, Io(.) denotes Bessel Function of the zero-th kind. The PDF in (15c) is known as the Rician.

Similar to the no-signal case in (9)-(10), the PDF of the Square-Law output Z with signal-

plus-noise is given as :

A ( Vf') 1 (A2 + A vfzAfl
fz(zls) = 22. . Io • (16)

In this case, the Characteristic Function can be found as follows

C•.(w) A YF[fz(zls)]

1 - 62 f I" /
-~~ ~ e' ( eVIo I j ewzdz (7

The following Fourier Transform pair can be found in [CF, page-79, pair 655.1]:

-.-. (vTl1 e. (18)

Using (18) and with appropriate substitutions, C (w) is given by:

1 iwA
2I 2~2e- (19)

•(w) = 1 + * 2 e5(21
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III.2.a.3 : The Neyman-Pearson Criterion with a Single Sample

For this one-dimensional case, the decision that the signal is present is taken if the likelihood-

ratio [17]
£ - fz(ZIS) > k(PFA) (20)

where k is a constant that depends on the probability of False-Alarm PFA. From this relationship

it may appear that in order to find the decision threshold, one would need to know or estimate the

signal. But one of the most attractive consequence of Neyman-Pearson criterion is that for a given

predetermined PFA, the threshold can be set by integrating f(zI-i) over the region where the signal

is present [11, 171.

III.2.a.4: Probability of False Alarm

If the threshold is denoted as -t, the false-alarm probability can be calculated as,

PIA = ]fz(:z-1)dz

= 2j e-2,dz from (10),

e 2,- (21)

II1.2.a.5 Detection Threshold

Taking natural logarithm of both sides of (21), the detection threshold is given as,

- = - 2a2 In PkA" (22)

III.2.a.6 : Probability of Detection

If the square-law output z of is greater than y from (22), then the decision is taken that source

target is present. Hence the probability of detection can be calculated from

PD = ffz(zls)dz

1 - jfz(zls)dz
= 1 - 2r----ie e- lo -dz. (23)

22oz
By letting, v2 -27 and with appropriate substitutions,

PDh = I - e0 - "7 -' (v2e Jo 2 vd. (24)
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But this integral possesses the form of an Incomplete Toronto Function [13, pp-348] which is defined

as follows :

TB(m, n, r) A 2rn-m+er 2 j tm-ne- In(2rt)dt (25)

Hence Ph1 can be written in a more compact form as :

PD = 1 - T 1y/-- 1,0, . (26)

III.2.b : Multiple Samples Case

The detector performance can be expected to improve if the decisions can be based on multiple

observations within a pulse. The question would then be how to combine the multiple samples

in order to come up with an inference. For the Envelope Detection case, Tsui and Sharpin have

recently derived an M-out-of-N scheme where the presence of target is decided if at least M samples

out of a total of N exceed the detection threshold [121. In this work we take a different approach
where decisions are taken based on the sum of N squared samples. This approach is more akin

to traditional CW detection schemes where integration over N pulses is performed for making a

decision [13].

Let Y' be the random variable formed with the sum of N independent squared samples, i.e.,

N

Y A 1 Z(k), (27)
k=1

where, the PDF and CF of Z(k) were derived in III.2.a.

III.2.b.1 : The PDF and Characteristic Function of Y with No Signal

When no signal is present, the PDF of Y which is formed as the sum of N independent samples,

is given by the following convolution :

fY(Yj) A fz(zliIz) * Z2) * .. * fZ(ZNj) (28)

where, each of the Z(k)'s has identical distribution. Direct convolution of N PDFs appears com-

plicated. but it is well-known that convolution in PDF-domain implies multiplication in the CF-

domain. Consequently, the CF of Y is given by,

N
C = IfCS(w) = [CI(w)]N

k=1

=(1 + j2w2)N using (11) (29)
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Using the inverse Fourier Transform pair-431 [Campbell and Foster, pp-44j, the PDF of Y is,

fv(y -3) = (2N2)N(N_ 1)4U(Y) (30)

III.2.b.2 : The PDF and Characteristic Function of Y in Presence of Signal

Using arguments similar to those in the previous subsection, when signal is present, the CF of

Y is given by,

N

Mu() = flCZ(W) [C=(W)]N

k=l
12

(1 + j2w, 2 )Ne + ,2.. (31)

Once again, using the inverse Fourier Transform pair-650.0 [Campbell and Foster, pp-77], the PDF

of Y is,
1 y N-1

fy(yjs) 22 e + ')/N-1 2 ) U(y) (32)

III.2.b.3 : The Neyman-Pearson Criterion with Multiple Samples

For this N-dimensional case, the decision that the signal is present is taken if the likelihood-ratio
[17]: t[ = fM(yls) > k(PFA). (33)

For a given predetermined PFA, the threshold can be set by integrating f (ytI) over the region where

the signal is present [11, 171.

III.2.b.4 : Probability of False Alarm

For -7 denoting the threshold, the false-alarm probability is,

PFA = jf(ytj)dy
1 0o e-2• y N-1

1 2''N-1) dy from (30),

a2 ~J(N - 1)!

- 2a•o e-(N -1 dy (34a)

= 1 I- d- ,N-) (346)

where, I(-) denotes Incomplete Gamma Function which is defined as,

-(U t) L / e dv. (35)
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III.2.b.5 : Detection Threshold

For a given PFA, the threshold y can be determined numerically with a computer or using

available plots/tables [13].

III.2.b.8 : Probability of Detection

If the sum-of-squares y is greater than the threshold -1 determined from (35), then the decision

is taken that source target is present. Hence the probability of detection can be calculated from

pN= fy(yls)dy

1 0- fy(yts)dy

=1 ~ 2a2 ) ' I 2( (36)=or 1 - (N A2 0 a2-- e-a2- - d

By letting, P2 = , and with appropriate substitutions,

Ne~ 2 2a 2 NQ fVr2-2 / A20 a2
DV = -I -\ (NA22 24  

2  2 v) dv. (37)

This integral also possesses the form of an Incomplete Toronto Function defined in (25). Hence PN

can be written in a more compact form as :

Pb = 1 - TV; ,4:;2N-IN-1, N2-.2 (38)

111.3 : Envelope Detector

The PDF of the envelope (R) for a single sample was found in (8). Hence, for a given PFA,

the detection threshold is,
7 = V•-22InPFA• (39)

The calculation of threshold with N observation samples can be shown to be [12],

y T N(2-2)+ N / where, (40a)

T is found approximately from,

PFA = 0.5(1 - 0-'(T)) (40b)

and 0(.) denotes the error function. More details for the Envelope Detector case can be found in

[12].
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It may be noted that unlike the square law and envelope detection threshold calculations for

conventional radars [13], the discretized schemes presented here do not use matched filtered output

but use the sampled data directly.

IV. : Adaptive Frequency/AOA Estimation:

Among the six parameters to be estimated by an EW receiver, the AOA and RF information are

probably most important for sorting, identification and jamming. The multiple complex exponential

model can be expressed as,
p

x(n) L Z AieJ,,n" (5)
i=1

Estimation of the wi's is particularly difficult because of the non-linear nature of the optimization

problem. A rich body of literature is available for high-resolution AOA and frequency estimation

[4-11]. But most of the well-known high-resolution techniques appear to be computationally expen-

sive for EW receivers. Recently, an adaptive frequency estimation algorithm that produces good

estimates even at low SNR ha& been developed with digital EW receiver application in mind [5].

The adaptive algorithm is especially appropriate for EW requirements because the frequency

estimates are updated at each sampling instant with a small number of computations. This algo-

rithm makes use of the following recursive relationship followed by sinusoids
jn 2cosej(n-1) - j -2(41)

This relationship implies that a subsequence formea as,

x(1)(n) A x(n) - 2coswl.r(n-1) + x(n-2) (42)

would have no contribution from w, if the frequency is known or its estimate is available. In that

case the subsequence xý')(n) can be used in the same manner to form another subsequence x( 2
)(n)

which will not have contributions from w, and ,,2, if both are known. If this process is continued

with true signal without any noise, the p-th such subsequence x(P)(n) will be identically zero. For

noisy signals and with estimates of frequencies replacing the true values, x(P)(n) will be the modeling

error e(n). It has been shown in [5] that the frequencies can be updated as :

cos~ii(n+ 1) = cosCZi(n) + p(e'(n)x(n-1) + e(n)x'(n- 1)) for. i = 1,2,...,p. (43)

The adaptations for the amplitudes go as follows:

A1 = x(n) - , Ak+lejwk+ln (44a)
Oiwl n

~P~ilejwU..l+1(n-i+l) fl:jcsw.1+
- =tXejwmnn--+I) 1okfo (COSW)p_+l -Ccoswk) io 1,i$p, (44b)2i-1 ej,;,(n-i+1) l'i-1Hk= z(cOs •i -cos WO

AP = ~X(P-1)(n)(4c
= 2M-leiw,(n-P+l) 1l-j(COSWP -coswk)
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This adaptive scheme is attractive because of its computational simplicity as well as its real-time

adaptive capabilities. But in simulations we found that when the model orders chosen in the

algorithm were identical to the actual number of sinusoids, the estimates showed some bias and

large variance. Interestingly, it was also found that if larger than true model order is used in

the adaptation algorithm, the estimation bias as well the variance reduced considerably for the

true frequencies. But the problem then would be to separate the actual frequencies from the

extra ones. An obvious solution for this problem would be to discard the frequencies with lowest

amplitudes produced by the amplitude adaptation scheme in (44). These approach worked quite

well in most cases, though the performance was not entirely consistent. Some simulation examples

that demonstrate these improvements in bias and variance are shown below for the two signals case.

IV.a : Simulation Studies on the Adaptive Algorithm

The frequency estimation part of the Direct Adaptive Frequency Estimation algorithm (DAFE)

has been coded using the MATLAB software package. It may be noted that there were some

inconsistencies in the amplitude adaptation equations in the viewgraphs of the paper which were
supplied by the author of [5]. The corrected equations are given above in (44). The performance of

DAFE was evaluated at various SNR levels to study the accuracy of estimation (both frequency and
amplitude), the number of iterations needed for convergence, and for determination of 'appropriate'

values for the convergence constant,/u.

Fig. la - Fig. Id show the convergence of the frequency updates when 2 frequencies (at 0.1

and 0.3) were present at SNR levels 1000dB (no-noise), 30dB, 20dB and 10dB, respectively. Fig.

le - Fig. h show the corresponding Amplitude adaptation results. The value of p=.01 was used in

these experiments. Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b display the frequency adaptation results at SNR values of

20dB and 10dB, respectively, when the data also had one additional frequency at 0.2. Fig. 2c and

Fig. 2d display the amplitude adaptation results at SNR values of 20dB and 10dB, respectively,
when the data had three frequencies at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4. Fig. 3a - Fig. 3d display the corresponding

results when the data had four unknown frequencies at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. pi was 0.0007 for all

the experiments in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The amplitude of each frequency was 2 in all cases. The

value of i needed for convergence varied depending upon the strength of the noise, the strength

of the signal and the number of frequencies present in the incoming signal. The values given here
were chosen by trial and error until a 14-value worked. It may be noted that these values are not

necessarily the optimum ones for convergence and may be increased. But care must be taken so as

not to increase the p values too much, which may lead to chaotic behavior of the algorithm. The
plots show that for two signals, the algorithm converges within 50-60 iterations at all SNR values,

but it took about 1000 adaptations to converge when there were three frequencies. As evidenced by

these plots, the algorithm performed reasonably well in terms of accuracy, even at low SNR values.

The time of convergence was small in most cases, but in a few it was perhaps too large.
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The amplitude adaptation plots indicate that the average amplitude estimations are quite

accurate for various SNRs. The time of convergence is small in some cases and large in others. We
also found that the time of convergence for amplitude was longer than that for frequency estimation,

possibly due to the amplitude equations' dependence on the frequency estimates.

The results in Fig. 1-3 indicate that the performance of DAFE degrades at low SNR. This
can be observed from the relatively high variability in the converged values at the tail-end of the

plots, especially at 10dB SNR level. The sample-means computed with the frequency/amplitude

estimates obtained at the 50-100 of the tail-end of the adaptation schemes were also found to be

biased. This phenomenon is not entirely uncommon in other spectrum estimation algorithms [4, 6,

10, 11]. In fact, with true model order, the performance of many well-known algorithms such as,
Prony's method, Autocorrelation/Covariance methods, Pisarenko's Method and others, deteriorate
considerably as low SNR. A commonly used solution in such cases has been to use higher model

orders than the actual order in the estimation algorithm. Whether such strategy would have the

desired effect of reduction in bias and variance of the frequency/amplitude estimates from DAFE.
was of considerable interest and the results are shown in the final set of plots.

In Fig. 4 and 5, the data generated was exactly identical to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1.
The only differences are that the algorithm produces 3 and 4 frequency-amplitude pairs for Fig. 4
and Fig. 5, respectively. Interestingly, the amplitude adaptations show that only two amplitudes

converge to the true values (=2), whereas the extra amplitude/s converge to very small values.
Hence, the frequencies corresponding the small amplitudes can be discarded. It should be further

noted that with model order of three, though the variability in the estimates reduced, the bias
became rather high. But, with model order = 4, both the variance and the biases were considerably

low at all SNR levels. Furthermore. the amplitude levels of the extraneous frequencies were also

considerably lower than the true ones. The convergence times were also found to be of the same

order as in Fig. 1, where true model-orders were chosen by the estimation algorithm.

Discussion : Overall, the accuracy of the algorithm under various noise conditions was quite good.
When the adaptive updating were continued for long time, the frequency and amplitude estimates

became very accurate over time (correct to four decimal places). Increasing the order was successful

in the sense that frequencies not present in the incoming signal could be eliminated by thresholding

of the amplitude estimates. However, a not of caution should be added that the time of convergence
may be unpredictable and erratic over various input conditions (Fig. 4. for example).

Choosing the value of p was a process of trial and error. When too large, the frequency estimates
would sometimes be complex and sometimes the adaptations would not converge and grow erratic

instead. When too small, the convergence time would increase. The amplitude estimates were
only affected by j through their dependence on the frequency estimates. The amplitude estimates

sometime became complex when noise was present in the incoming signal, but the magnitudes were
always close to the proper values for the actual frequencies. The frequency estimates were always
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between -pi and pi and 2 *pi was added when the estimates were negative.

V : Concluding Remarks and Future Work

In this report, we have addressed two of the most important aspects of digital EW receiver.
namely, Time-Domain Detection and Adaptive Frequency/Amplitude Estimation. The MATLAB
codes for both algorithms have been provided to the program monitor and the results of a more com-
prehensive simulation study has also been provided separately. Apart from the problems described
in this report, the authors have also thoroughly studied the effect of quantization and hard-limiter
on the estimates obtained from the well-known Prony's Algorithm [4, 6, 11]. The results could not
be included in this report because of space-limitation, but the program codes and simulation results

have been submitted separately to the Program Monitor.

The digital receiver design offers considerable challenge due to the constraints imposed by
the nature of the problem scenario itself. Effects of A-D conversion of such high-frequency wide-
bandwidth EW signals are not well understood. The availability of hardware technology would also

limit the effectiveness of any receiver. We did not incorporate quantization and hard-limiting of the
data in the detection and adaptation schemes presented in this report but these constraints must

be taken into account in the receiver.

We have not considered the frequency-domain detection problem which can be addressed in

many different ways. If tone frequencies exist within the observation window, they will show up as
peaks along with the noise spectra in the estimated spectra of the received signal. The detection

problem then would be to distinguish between signal and noise peaks in the spectra. For calculating
the threshold, the statistics of the signal and noise spectra need to be analyzed. A detection scheme
based on periodogram peaks would also be useful as providing crude frequency estimates which can
be u'ilized to initiate other frequency estimation schemes such as the cyclic algorithm [9]. On the
other hand. the baseband envelope signal could also be used (as in time-domain case) for detecting
the presence of radar signals. The spectral shape of the envelope signal should be that of noise
spectra whether a pulse is present in the estimation window or not. In that case, the detection
threshold could be based on the energy of the spectra which would be much larger when a pulse

is present. Clearly, the performance would depend on the strength of the source signals when
compared to the background noise. The frequency-domain detection and tracking appear to be

open problems and further theoretical research in these lines may have useful applications in other

problems also.

Digital EW receivers can be expected to offer some major advantages over their analog coun-
terparts. Foremost among these is the almost lossless storage capability of digital memories which
can eliminate the dependence on lossy analog delay lines. Digital processors and memory chips are
relatively inexpensive, compact in size and have low weight and the trends are towards even further
reductions. Digital signal processing algorithms and digital computing technology have matured
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tremendously and offer a wide range of capabilities. Parallel processing, pipelining, RISC. VLSI de-

sign, systolic architecture, vectorization and array processing, fault tolerant computing and etc.. are

only some of the well.-known aspects of digital computing that the last few decades of research have

produced. As our research progresses, we intend to study if some of these ideas can be incorporated

in the digital receiver in order to improve the efficiency and accuracy of its performance.
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Abstract

Hardware implementation of the Artificial Neural Vision Learning (ANVIL) system

algorithms has been studied. Major stages of ANVIL processing steps are represented as

separate functional blocks. They are designed as specialized neural networks with the

interconnection weights learned off-line, during ANVIL training and associative mapping

operations. Tradeoff between hardware requirements and computation efficiency was a

motivating factor behind three variants considered during this study. A completely

parallel system was analyzed and was found impractical for implementation. A hybrid

system, which combines parallel processing in neural network layers with sequential

scanning, can be implemented with reasonable hardware costs and perform within an

acceptable time delay. Finally, a system of object identification at a given location was

analyzed. This task was found to be much easier than the combined task of the object

location and identification. Different technologies were considered and my

recommendation is to combine MOS technology with the gallium arsenide ACT devices.
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HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ANVIL ALGORiTHMS:

A STUDY OF THE APPROACH

Janusz A. Starzyk

INTRODUCTION
The Artificial Neural VIsion Learning (ANVIL) system, developed by Booz, Allen

& Hamilton Inc. [I1], is a software tool for automatic target recognition. It analyzes two
dimensional photographs of three dimensional targets in order to detect and identify a
target in a realistic environment. Targets are photographed under variable lighting
conditions, background, and occlusions, and are approached from different elevations,
azimuth angles, and distances. The three stages of ANVIL operations on selected images
are training, associative mapping, and performance. The training stage is used to
automatically extract and learn discriminating features of training objects. Associative
mapping is used to establish connections between neural network layers for feature spatial
locations, as well as object detection, identification and position within a tested image.
The performance stage is used to identify targets on test images, therefore it realizes a
computer simulation of a neural network operation.

In this study, results of the first two stages are used to construct a neural network
with a specific architecture and interconnection weights. First, the general hardware stages
needed to implement the ANVIL algorithms are discussed. Next, a neural network
processor level architecture is presented. Then, specific hardware blocks are proposed and
the implementation technology is recommended.

ANVIL STAGES
The ANVIL algorithms corresponding to the main operations in the performance

stage are as follows:
1. Double variance computation
2. Feature extraction
3. Spatial location
4. Object detection
In order to explain architectural hardware requirements a brief description of these
operations is conveyed first.
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1. The double variance computation results in fuzzy line images, which yield

edge detection more robust to feature distortion than sharp edge detection. Two variances
are computed in fields of 3x3 and 5x5 pixels respectively, using the following equation:

S_ ,0j. (x -i) 1)
k p Card

where Nki is a 3x3 or 5x5 neighborhood of the pixel (ij) for k=l or k=2 respectively,

Card(.) is the cardinality function. Then the double variance is found as

j = ray rlX 0 (2)

This stage is not used in the ANVIL algorithms applied to optical images. However it
will benefit the recognition of the infrared images. These images do not have clearly
defined edges and are not obscured by the background to the same degree as the optical
images are.

2. The feature extraction layer performs two operations: intensity gating and
similarity computation. Intensity gating results in the output of the feature extraction layer
equal to 1.0 if all the pixels in the feature window have values less than the intensity
threshold. In ANVIL, with 8 bit gray level intensity values, this threshold is set to 20 on
the scale from 0 to 255 (0 corresponding to the black and 255 to the white pixels).
Otherwise, the output of the feature extraction layer is computed using the similarity
computation. The learned features are combinations of the edge images and segmentation
masks. Segmentation masks have external edges three pixels wide. These masks are used
to divide the features into internal and external parts. Similarity between a tested image

and a feature mask is computed in two stages. First, internal and external edge similarity
errors are computed using

0'.. sin2Ot (x= yk) 12 (3)

where k = 1,2, and x;, yk are the pixel vectors of the observed image and a learned
feature, which fall under the internal (k = 1) and external (k = 2) masks. Then, the

weighted average of the two errors defined as the fth feature value at (ij)th pixel position

is computed using
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= p sin 2 61 + q sine. (4)
P+ q

where p and q are the numbers of pixels in the internal and the external masks,

respectively. Similarity computation is performed with each learned mask for all possible
feature positions in the test image. The result is a set of feature extraction clusters, where
(ij)th value in the cluster f corresponds to Fjf or 1.0 resulting from the intensity gating.

3. The spatial location layer applies the spatial location layer weight masks of
the learned features to each position of the feature extraction clusters and finds a minimum
error within each mask. It stores the minimum spatial location error value and the
position at which it was found. The spatial location error with respect to the mth feature
activation of the training pattern p at the pixel position (ij) is computed using

S.j.m.,p = mrin FI.qjrf (5)

where (qr) is the location of the feature relative to the center of the training pattern, and
Dq,,.,.p is the spatial location layer weight mask, which depends on training parameters -
scaling, elevation, azimuth, and a relative location of the feature (qr) within the spatial
location mask

1i e3Dp 1qj fP"Dqrl~ - qe w O~~, if0 (6)

D0 otherwise

where

PqrMP~ a

a~p and b, are the lengths of the major and the minor axes of the spatial location mask
(ellipsoid), h.. and vq. are the distances from the (qr) pixel location to the minor and
the major axes.

4. The object detection layer combines outputs from the spatial location layer in
clusters which correspond to all training patterns, chooses candidate targets, and applies

the user specified threshold to identify targets and their locations. The first stage of the
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object detection finds similarity with tb training patterns by computing object detection
clusters. Each object detection cluste •corresponds to a different training pattern p and

its (ij)th element is computed by

Wp

O i- .P = (8,-.N

where T.,, is the value of the mth femre learned for the training pattern p, Np is the

number of activations of the learned fentures in the pattern p.

In addition to the object detectionerror obtained from (8), the system estimates and
validates the actual target position. Tle relationship between the training point position

and its transformed image is expressed by the transformation matricesx [o° os 0-9in 1 0 1
-z s 0 cos* sinqbY (9)

sine 0 mse I -sin* cosi [=oJ

Using two dimensional projections on ti x-y image plane the transformed image moves
to new coordinates

x = s (x, cose + yo zinO sir4 - z. sinO cos*)

y = s (y. cos* + z. sin#)

Having projections of x and y values for several features of a target image, and relating
them to their trained positions x, and ys, the transformation parameters s, e, 40 and the
depth information z, can be estimated. Then the estimated values are validated by
evaluating (10) for all feature activationsand the difference between the observed and the

computed locations is used to compute the validation error

where e. and eb arm the differences between the observed and the calculated distances
from the selected pixel location to the minor and the major axes of the spatial location
mask, respectively. Root mean square- value of the validation errors of all feature
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activations is added to the object detection error. The object detection clusters are then
combined to a single cluster. Each element of this cluster indicates which training object
is the foliORt similar to the tested image at a given object position. Finally spatial
exclusivity and the output threshold are applied to declare object detections. Positions of
the detected objects are indicated.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION STUDY
To set a stage for a system level discussion of these concepts let us introduce the

basic building blocks, their hardware requirements, and terminology. Hardware estimation
is illustrated with example dimensions of the image and feature windows, as well as the
object and spatial location mask sizes. The following system level blocks are defined
(their detailed discussion follows the selected architectural concept.):
1. Two dimensional array of shift registers (SRA). This array stores digital data,

shifts them to the right, left, or upwards, and feeds them to D/A converters. SRAs
form efficient circuits for a parallel scan of memory areas.

2. D/A and A/D converters used in selected areas of SRAs for local signal

conversions.
3. Similarity computation block. Used for feature extraction and object detection.

Uses weights learned during training. Can be conveniently implemented on a
commercial neural network.

4. Winner takes all circuit. Selects an input line with the minimum value. Used in
the spatial location and the object detection stages.

5. Spatial exclusion circuit. It is a clustering circuit which selects a local minima and
suppresses the neighborhood outputs.

The following symbols are used to indicate different dimensions of the required
hardware (numbers in brackets indicate their example values)

Ixi - image size (128x128 pixels)
WxW - feature window (I lxl I pixels)
OxO - object size (31x31 pixels)
LxL - spatial location mask (lOx10 pixels)

F - number of features learned (26)
M - number of activations or spatial location masks (52)
P - number of training patterns (8)
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Below, a system level description of the architectural concept is discussed. Hardware
requirements are expressed by the introduced symbols with the example values in
brackets.

HYBRID HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANVIL
The hybrid realization of ANVIL algorithms has seven functional layers: input

layer, feature extraction layer, spacial location layer, object detection layer, winner takes
all layer, object identification layer, spacial exclusion layer. The block level structure of
the hybrid architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It's functional layers are described next.

1. The input layer stores lxI (16,384) image pixels in the two dimensional shift
register array with Ix(21-W) (31,360) memory locations (see Fig. 2 a)). The upper central
part of the SRA is overlapped with an array of D/A circuits with WxW (121) D/A
converters. Each D/A converter takes its input from a single memory location and applies

its analog output to the corresponding input of the feature extraction layer. There are two
phases of operation in the input layer:
I. The image inout 2hase. I (128) cycles are needed to scan-in the input image in

parallel using I (128) analog inputs connected to A/D converters.
II. The image scannina Dhase. During each clock cycle the entire memory is shifted,

and new data provided to the inputs of the FE layer. The total number of scanning
•ycles is (I+ l-W)x(I+ I-W) (13,924). Fig. 2 b) illustrates the shift operation of the
input layer's SRA by tracing shifts of a single pixel in the image plane.

2. The feature extraction (FE) layer consists of a single neural network trained to
recognize the learned features. It has WxW (121) inputs and F (26) outputs. Each output
is connected to an A/D converter. At each clock cycle the FE network computes the
feature errors and delivers them to the outputs. The FE layer works synchronously with
the image scanning phase.

3. The spatial location (SL) layer consists of M (52) neural networks, each finding
a weighted feature value at different object locations. Each neural network has a single
analog input connected to an A/D converter, an SRA with (I+l-W)x(21-2W+l) (27,730)
memory elements, and a winner takes all circuit, which finds a minimum of the weighted
inputs from a spatial location mask (5). The upper central part of the SRA is overlapped
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FE Layer

1-W(117) 121ý 1(128)

DIA~

W (11)

SRA

It 2t ... 128t

AID
It 2t ... 128 t

S Input

Fig. 2 a) Input SRA and FE layer, b) SRA shifting scheme

with an array of DIA circuits with LxL (100) DIA converters. Each DIA converter takes
its input from a single memory location and applies its analog output to the corresponding
input of the winner take all circuit [2-4]. The total number of analog outputs from the
spatial location layer is M (52). The structure of a spatial location neural network is
shown in Fig. 3 a). There are two phases of operation in the FE layer:
I. The imae scanning hae. During the image scanning phase the input data are

fed through an A/D converter to the SRA. In each clock cycle the entire memory
is shifted, and new data provided to the input of the SRA. After (I+I-W)x(I+I-W)
(13,924) clock cycles the right part of the SRA is filled with the feature values.
The SRA shifting in the image scanning phase is illustrated in Fig. 3 b).

EI. Spatial location scanning. In the next (I+l-O)x(l+I-O) (9,604) clock cycles the
feature values are shifted and passed through a winner takes all circuit. Weights
of the WTA circuits are determined by the spatial locati weight masks (6). Each
WTA circuit in the SL layer takes up to UL (I00) analog inputs and produces a
single output. The SRA shifting in the spatial location scanning phase is illustrated
in Fig. 3 c).
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Fig. 3 a) Spatial location neural network, b) SRA shifting in image scanning phase, c)

SRA shifting in spacial location scanning phase.

4. The object detection (OD) layer and the winner takes all layer are combined In
a single two layer neural network. The network has M (52) analog inputs, P (8) neurons

in the hidden layer, and two outputs. Each neuron in the hidden layer finds a weighted

sum of trained feature values for a single object at different object locations. For current

implementation of ANVIL algorithms, simple averages of the input feature values are

required to compute the object detection error.

More accurate results are obtained if the target position is estimated and validated.

This imulementation requires that outputs of the winner takes all circuits from the spacial

location layer contain the location of the winning signal and the feature location (center

of the feature mask). An additional neural network is used to obtain transformation

parameters s, OID # and depth zv. Then the validation errors (11) are computed and added

to the object detection error. The combined eronrs are the outputs of the hidden layer.

Output signals from the neurons in the hidden layer are fed to a WTA circuit, which finds

a minimum out of the P (8) neuron outputs. The winning neuron number and its output
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signal value are paroed to the two outputs. The og zon of the object detection layer
is shown in Fig. 4.

1 7 3 M(52)

Fig. 4 Object detection layer

5. The object identification layer and the spatial exclusion layer are also combined
in a single neural network (see Fig. 5). The neural network has two analog inputs
connected through A/D converters to an SRA with 2x(I+l-0)x(21+1-20) (38,220) memory
elements. The upper central part of the SRA is overlapped with an array of D/A circuits
with 14x14 (196) D/A converters. Each D/A converter takes its input from a single
memory location and applies its analog output to the corresponding input of the winner
takes all circuit The outputs from the WTA circuit are connected thoug 41D convertes
to a small 7x13 SRA. Finally the left part of the SRA is connected through a 7x7 army
of D/A converters to the spatial exclusion (SE) circuit. There are three phases of
operation in this neural network:
L Spatial ocatimon scannin. In the (I+1-0)x(I+1-0) (9,604) clock cycles of the

spatial location scanning phase the winning neuron number and its output value
from the OD layer are fed through A/D converter to two SRAs. In each clock
cycle the entre memory is shifted, and new data provided to the input of the SRAs.
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The SRA shifting in the spatial location scanning phase is illustrated in Fig. 5 b).
II. Object identification scanning. A winner takes all circuit with the output threshold

applied is used to identify an object in a 14x14 window. The selected winner (the
object number and the winning signal value) and its location are stored in a small
SRA (7x13), and after 14 clock cycles a new 14x14 window is examined and the

results stored. After {E[(1+1-0)/14]xE[(1+1-O)/14]x14-14] (672) clock cycles,
where E[x] stands for the smallest integer greater or equal to x, the object
identification scanning is finished and the small SRA filled with data. The
operation in the object identification scanning is illustrated in Fig. 5 c).

m. Spatial exclusion operation. All outputs from the object identification layer, which

are stored in the small SRA are fed to an SE network. The purpose of this
network is to avoid detection of two overlapping objects. Each input corresponds
to a subarray of the object identification layer. All inputs to the SE layer are
arranged into a rectangular array (7x7). The network suppresses outputs in a
neighborhood of a winning signal. This suppression must correspond to the size
of a single object. For instance, using 14x14 subarrays and the object size 31x31,
the suppressed signals are in the direct neighborhood of the selected signal. The

organization of the spatial exclusion operation is shown in Fig. 6.

The hybrid neural network shown in Fig. 1 may detect, locate, and identify up to
16 simultaneous objects. The network uses scanning to reduce the hardware requirements.
It has five phases of operation, which take 24,329 clock cycles. Estimating the clock
cycle to be on a range of delay time of existing neural networks (5-6 usec), total operation
of the hybrid neural network can be completed in less than 150 msec.

ACT TECHNOLOGY

The estimated performance and hardware requirements for the implementation of
ANVIL algorithms was based on the bipolar CMOS and CHMOS technologies, taking into
account existing neural network chips and their limitations. An alternative solution may
be obtained using the new acoustic charge transport (ACT) technology developed by EDI
[5-8]. An ACT chip is a gallium arsenide device which performs more than 46 billion
multiply and accumulate operations per second. Currently available commercial digital
signal processing chips operate at rates around 40 million multiply and accumulate
operations per second, which is three orders of magnitude slower than the ACT device.
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The ACT device can be used as a programmable transversal filter with the values
of the weighting coefficients (or taps) set by a digital controller [9]. A diagram of the
ACT programmable transversal filter is shown in Fig. 7. A standard ACT programmable

filter has 128 taps. Each tap is controlled by a digital controller, has signed four bits
accuracy and can be set up in 100 nsec per tap. Fig. 8 shows the circuit organization of
a single tap with weight controlled by the values D0,...,D 3, and sign decided by D,.
Nondestructive sense electrodes (NDS) pick-up the value of the delayed input signals
which pass under them, and the weighted signals are added together. As a result, the
inner product of the input vector and the vector stored in the tap weights is computed.

The ACT programmable transversal filter used as a neural network element is a
recommended choice whenever the scanning of the input array is combined with matching
the input with given vectors. For that reason the ACT filter can be used very effectively
in the hybrid hardware implementation of ANVIL algorithms at the feature extraction and
the spacial exclusion operations. This implementation has seven functional layers labeled
as in the hybrid system. Networks in the input and feature extraction layers are slightly
different than the corresponding networks in the hybrid system.

The hybrid neural network for ANVIL algorithms which uses ACT technology has
six phases of operation with the following time requirements:
I. The image input phase takes I (128) clock cycles
II. The weight loading phase takes Fx40 (1040) usec
III. The image scanning phase takes 2xlx(I+1-W)xF (785,408) clock cycles
IV. Spatial location scanning takes (I+1 -O)x(1+1-0) (9,604) clock cycles
V. Object identification scanning takes {E((I+1-O)/14]xE[(1+l-0)/14]xl4-141 (672)

clock cycles.
VI. Spatial exclusion operation takes one clock cycle
The first and the third phases can be clocked with 32.7 MHz frequency so the time needed
to complete the first three phases is 25 msec. This time can be reduced to less than 2.5
msec if W (11) ACT devices are used for feature extraction. Estimating the clock cycle
for the remaining phases to be on a range of delay time of the winner takes all circuit
(100-200 nsec [3]), total operation of the hybrid neural network with W ACT devices can
be completed in less than 5 msec.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Neural network technology is sufficiently mature for the implementation of

sophisticated algorithms like ANVIL, and for providing results in an amount of time

which is acceptable for many tasks including target recognition. The hybrid realization
of ANVIL algorithms is the most suitable solution for the intended system design and is

recommended for practical implementation.

The critical element in deciding detailed system organization is the choice of

technology. Different circuits have been used in neural network designs including analog

[11-14], digital [15], hybrid [16,171, switched capacitor [18], pulse modulated [19,201 and

optoelectronic [21,22] networks. Most of them were based on well established MOS
technologies. Related development was concentrated on analog and associative memories

for neural networks [23,24].

MOS technology is well researched and has reached the stage where large neural
networks can be integrated onto a single chip. For instance, a feature detection step in

ANVIL algorithms can be implemented using a single commercial chip [25]. System

compatibility is another important issue. MOS circuits can be integrated with digital
memories, winner take all circuits, and other elements of the system needed to design the

ANVIL algorithms.

ACT devices are based on the gallium arsenide technology and can speed-up the
neural network computation by two to three orders of magnitude. While this speed may
not be necessary for the target recognition based on the visual images, it is a definite
advantage when one considers other applications such as signal identification, processing

of radar signals, spread-spectrum communication, or voice recognition. A neural network
organization of systems developed for such applications can be performed, and training

of such systems can be completed, using the algorithms developed in the ANVIL system.
The most similar to ACT devices, in the type of operations performed, is the convolution

chip recently designed in digital CMOS technology [261. Like the ACT it can calculate
a full inner product of the input signal vector and the stored tap weights in one clock
cycle, however, it is limited to 24 taps with 4 bits accuracy (or 8 taps with 12 bit

accuracy) and runs with a clock speed of 20 MHz. This is still two orders of magnitude

worse performance than that of a single ACT device.
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The guidelines for implementation of the ANVIL system can be stated as follows:
1. Support research efforts in application of the ACT technology. Anza Research Inc.
from Cupertino, CA has recently completed the first phase of SBIR project "Neural
network image recognition using acoustic charge transport devices" [10]. Their research
has demonstrated that the ACT devices can perform like neural network processing cells.
They are willing to undertake the research in practical implementation of the ANVIL
algorithms as the second phase of their SBIR project.
2. Support the MOS realization of the ANVIL algorithms using commercial chips and
developing other chips necessary for memory scanning combined with the winner take all
operations. Chips which combine the memory scanning with the winner take all will be
useful elements of either system, as the ACT technology is limited to the programmable
convolution evaluation and at present must be complemented with MOS chips.

It should be realized that the MOS and ACT technology interface is not an easy
task. Reaching the maximum achievable speed of the ACT devices may require the
development of special memory buffers and the memory access time of the MOS part
must be fast enough to support the assumed processing rate. If no practical options on
fast memory can be identified, alternative solutions such as multiplexing between ACT
devices could be investigated.
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Wavelet theory provides a new approach to time-frequency analysis of signals.
Waveforms are decomposed into various scales of a single "wavelet." Dilations and translations of
the wavelet provide increased resolution over standard Fourier transform techniques and are useful
in detecting transient signals. The wavelet transform was applied to ultrasonic signals to enhance
the detection of delaminations and other subsurface defects in materials and also to aid in data

compression. Difficulties arise in interpreting the wavelet coefficients and correlatinlg them to
spatial deformities due to the time-variancy of the transform. A better understanding of wavelet
decomposition was gained by analyzing fundamental signals such as impulses and pure sinusoids.
An optimal class of wavelets still needs to be determined for the non-destructive evaluation of

materials.
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WAVELET ANALYSIS OF ULTRASONIC SIGNALS

Theresa A. Tuthill

Introduction

Ultrasound scanning in the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of materials and composites

has become increasingly useful in detecting subsurface delaminations. Research efforts continue to

analyze echo scan lines using both time and frequency signal processing techniques. This study

looks at a new analysis process, wavelet theory, for extracting and interpreting information from

ultrasonic signals. The goal is to improve detection of localized signal fluctuations due to defects

and also to reduce data storage requirements.

Wavelet theory, a recently developed mathematical framework, actually encompasses a

variety of signal processing techniques [1]. Signals are modelled as a composition of dilated and

translated versions of a single waveform or wavelet. As the envelope of the wavelet is shortened,

the frequency increases. Thus, increased resolution is provided in both the time and frequency

domains. Portions of wavelet theory are related to multi-resolution analysis, split spectrum

processing with constant frequency-to-bandwidth ratio, sub-band coding, and other signal

compression techniques.

An appreciation for wavelet transforms can be found in a comparison to the commonly

used Fourier Transform. Fourier analysis interprets a signal as a summation of cosines with

varying amplitude and frequency. Any abrupt change in the time signal is broadly distributed in

the frequency range for a particular windowed segment. Frequency analysis of localized variations

is therefore ill-suited for long segments. Reducing the window length leads to use a "short-time

Fourier transform" which diminishes frequency resolution due to the Heisenberg principle.

Wavelet theory, however, employs varying time windows and frequency bands, thus allowing for

increased frequency resolution within narrow time gates.
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The original objective of this research was to gain an understanding of the wavelet

transform and to determine the usefulness of wavelets over standard techniques in flaw detection

and data compression.

Theory

A typical wavelet, h(t), is shown in Figure 1. The set of scaled and shifted wavelets

forming a wavelet family [ 11 can be described by
ha~tt -b ( ) (1)

where a represents the time scale factor, and b is the time shift. For a<l, the waveform is

compressed, and the frequency is correspondingly increased. The resulting family of wavelets

forms a basis function for the construction of a given time signal. The contribution of each wavelet

is determined by the associated coefficient which is dependent on the wavelet's scale and time

shift.

Figure 1 - Wavelet

The wavelet coefficients, Wt(ib) arc obtained from the correlation of the wavelet with the

signal, f(t), by

Wf(a,b) = f,ha,b C h(t -b at (2)

The reconstruction of the signal is then determined by the equation
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tit) 1 F Wf(a,b) h aab (3)

where C is a constant dependent on the choice of wavelet.

The discretized wavelet takes the form [3]

hj,4n) = aJ/2h(a41 n - kT) (4)

where ao and T are arbitrary constants. However, if ao=2 and T = 1, then the resulting dyadic

wavelets form an orthonormal basis.

In the frequency domain, the wavelet transform behaves like a multi-frequency channel

decomposition [4]. Each wavelet scale has a frequency bandwidth proportional to its center

frequency (constant frequency-to-bandwidth ratio.) One of the advantages for a dyadic wavelet is

the simple implementation of the discrete wavelet transform using digital filters.

The discrete transform coefficients can be plotted as sample points in the time-frequency

domain. Along the time axis, the points are evenly distributed, but along the frequency axis, the

points become closer as frequency increases. Higher frequencies have increased resolution. The

time-frequency plot for the dyadic wavelet is shown in Figure 2.

f 0

t

Figure 2 - Time-frequency spacing
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The choice of a specific wavelet function is dependent on the application. For a lossless

reconstruction, the wavelet must adhere to the following criteria [51:

"* admissibililty - the wavelet has zero-mean

"• finite energy

"• bandpass

"* compactly supported

"• orthonormal

Wavelets forming an orthonormal basis eliminate redundancy in the coefficients and can be

useful in data compression. For a specific application, the scaling and shift parameters, a and T,

and the wavelet function, h(t) must be optimized.

In essence, the wavelet transform is a multi-resolution analysis [6]; a given signal can be

approximated using increasing resolution. For compactly supported orthonormal bases, each of

these approximations can be written as a linear combination of a scale function, cDo(x),

[Pmk' (X) = mcDfm,(X) (5)

where cm are the scale function coefficients. The difference between each approximation

Qm+I = Pm "Pm+i (6)

provides the high frequency detail, and can be written as a linear combination of wavelets, qj(x),

[Qmf' (x) = • dm,iVm,i(x) (7)

where dm are the wavelet coefficients. The decomposition of a signal into low frequency scale

functions and high frequency wavelets is the basis of wavelet transforms implemented through

digital filters.

Discussion of the Problem

Ultrasound has long been used in the non-destructive evaluation of materials, especially in

detecting sub-surface cracks, flaws, and delaminations. The effectiveness and accuracy of this

technique is limited by the inability to detect flaws less than a wavelength and weak signal

amplitude. Current practice relies on C-scan images which are derived from the peak amplitude of
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the returned echo at a specific depth. Other analyses include examination of the frequency content

based on the Fourier transform of windowed segments. The wavelet transform offers another

analytic tool for two areas of continued research - material characterization and data compression

Material Characterization

In theory, the wavelet transform should provide a useful representation of a time signal

such that transient components related to material flaws are identifiable. The implementation of the

transform and the choice of wavelet parameters will determine which signal properties are

enhanced. The effect of a particular wavelet, its form, and the number of points used, must by

examined.

Once a specific wavelet is chosen for the analysis, an understanding of the resulting

transform coefficients must be developed. The transform images can then be interpreted to

determine correlations with a sample.

• Data Compression

The objective of data compression is to reduce the number of points and/or the number of

bits representing each point for ease of storage requirements. Transformations convert a data

sequence of length N, a single point in N-dimensional space, to a point in M-dimensional space.

An orthogonal transform inherently uses an equal number of points to represent a signa!. For

example, the Fourier Transform of an N-point sequence is and N-point complex sequence, yet

because the real part is symmetric and the imaginary part is anti-symmetric, there are only N unique

value,-. However, if there is a redundancy in the data, i.e. the signal is oversampled, many of the

Fourier coefficients will be zero and can be eliminated. Thus, data compression occurs if

transform coefficients can be discarded without creating a large error in the reconstruction process.

The wavelet transform, being orthogonal, retains the same number of data points in its

representation of a signal. Yet, the decompostion of the signal at various frequency scales

corresponds to sub-band coding [21 which is useful in data compression. Thus it should be

possible to determine a reduced number of coefficients to adequately represent a signal.
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The multi-resolution technique for determining the wavelet transform [Eqs. 5-71 is

amenable to implementation through digital filtering. Two filters are used to decompose the signal.

The lowpass filter with impulse resonse, h(n), corresponds to the scale function, and the high pass

filter with impulse response, g(n), corresponds to the wavelet function. After sub-sampling by

two, the highpass output points, dn, are the wavelet coefficients for that resolution level; the

lowpass output points, Cn, are the scale function coefficients. The filtering process is then repeated

on the lowpass output as shown in Figure 3. Note that at each increasing level the number of

coefficients is halved.

g )dl ,n d2,n

Figure 3 - Discrete decomposition

The choice of a specifc type of filter is determined by the wavelet and must meet specific

conditions:

1) The filters must be quadrature mirror filters (QMF) for the wavelet coefficients to

provide an exact reconstruction of the signal. By definition the QM.Fs satisfy the equation

IH(f•2 + IG(fT, 2 = 1 (8)

2) The corresponding impulse responses are given by
x g(n) =0 (9)

Sh(n) = v (10)

whpre the ea2 normalization Iactor is due to the decimation factor in the filter.
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3) The filters must be "regular" such that the filtering iterations converge.

In general, for a given lowpass filter, the corresponding highpass QMF is given by

g(n) = (-)l h(L-1-n) (11)

and the frequency response is

Gf) = e-iMI*f+) (12)

Based on maximally-flat low-pass filters, a variety of wavelets that meet the above criteria were

computed by Daubechies for various filter lengths.

To test the wavelet transform, a graphite epoxy, quasi-isotropic sample was scanned

ultrasonically using a 3.5 MHz (2" focused, 0.5" diameter) Aerotech transducer. The sample had a

known 51b impact defect which was visible on the surface. After placing the sample in a water

tank, the transducer was focused on the top surface. Using 100MHz sampling, a B-scan image

was formed from 500 A-lines spaced 5 mil apart and containing 512 points each. A reflection from

a flat metal plate was also taken as a reference. The data was then stored for later analysis.

Displaying the wavelet transform is difficult because it is two dimensional, a function of

both time and frequency. By defining the squared modulus of the transform as a scalogram, the

energy of the signal can be represented using gray scale on a time-frequency plot. Time or distance

is shown on the horizontal axis and increasing frequency is shown on the vertical axis going from

top to bottom. Because the number of wavelet coefficients decreases with decreasing frequency,

the lateral resolution decreases at each successive level, and more pixels are assigned to a single

coefficient. The highest resolution occurs for the highest frequency and is displayed on the bottom

row. Any loclized or transient phenomena should appear here.

After creating scalograms from scan lines through actual samples, it became apparent that a

basic understanding of resulting image patterns was necessary to aid in interpretation. Wavelet

transforms were made of some basic functions (i.e. impulse and sinusoids) and comparisons were

made on the resulting scalograms.
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*Material Characterization

An ultrasonic scan line through the delamination of the graphite epoxy sample is shown in

Fig. 4. The pulse propagated from right to left, and the front echo is visible on the right. The back

echo is lost in the noise.

Figure 4 - Scan line from delaminated composite

Scalograms of the above scan line were computed usir- two different Daubechies wavelets.

Figure 5 was configured using 6 filter coefficients (referred to as the D3 filter), and Figure 6 is

derived from the 8 coefficient filter (D4).

,, , -. , ..

Figure 5 - D3 scalogram of composite scan line.
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Figure 6 - D4 scalogram of composite.

The higher frequencies have the most resolution and are located at the bottom of the scalogram.

The D4 scalogram has improved resolution because the longer filter length increases the filter

sharpness. Note in both the darker bands occuring at the 4th and 5th level. These correspond to

the center frequency of the insonifying pulse, 3.5 MHz. The scalogram can be interpreted by

referring to the center frequencies for the individual wavelets (which serve as bandpass filters) at

each level (Table 2).

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Freq. (MHz) 38 19 9.5 4.7 2.3 1.2 0.6 0.3

Table 1 - Center frequencies for dyadic decomposition.

To further examine the effect of the choice of wavelet, the bandpass reference waveform

was sampled at a low rate, shifting it to a high pass wavelet. The coefficients were adjusted

slightly to meet the impluse response criteria (Eqs. 9 and 10). The resulting scalogram is shown in

Figure 7. Little difference is noted from that of the D3 wavelet.
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Figure 7 - Scalogram using the reference waveform

To further understand the wavelet transformation, scalograms were made of an impulse

function (Figs. 8 and 9). An impulse has all frequencies present, and the scalogram was expected

to spread out symmetrically with decreasing frequency, appearing as an upside down triangle.

However, due to the causality of the filters, the frequencies are only shown spreading to the left

and are not symmetric. Figure 10 shows a D4 scalogram of a shifted impulse. The pattern is

noticeably different from Figure 9, demonstrating the time-variancy of the wavelet transform.

Figure 8 - D3 scalogram of an impulse.
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Figure 9 - D4 scalogram of an impulse.

.. . .............

Figure 10 - D4 scalogram of a shifted impulse.

The effect of two impulses was also examined. Non-zero points were placed side by side

and gradually moved apart until they were resolvable in the scalogram. Figure 11 shows the D3

scalogram for two impulses separated by 5 sample points. The rightmost sample has twice the

magnitude as the left. Figure 12 is the corresponding D4 scalogram, and the points are just bearly

resolvable.
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Figure 11 - D3 scalogram of two impulses.

.Ut

Figure 12 - D4 scalogram of two impulses.

Further separation shows the two impulses readily resolvable in a D3 scalogram (Figure

13, separation = 15 points). By switching the magnitudes ot the two impulses (FIgure 14), such

that the leftmost is double in magnitude, a new pattern is produced. The left side of the "plume" is

visibly darker.
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Figure 13 - D3 scalogram of two impulses (d=15).

Figure 14 - D3 scalogram of two impulses (d=-15).

Finally, the scalograms of pure sinusoids were also analyzed. A 3.5 MHz signal is shown

in Figure 15. Again, the 4th and 5th levels are the dominant bands. Referring to Table 1, 3.5

MHz falls between the two center frequencies for these levels. The scalogram's periodicity along

the horizontal axis demonstrates that the time variancy of the transform is in fact phase information.
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Figure 15 - D3 scalogram of 3.5 MHz

Scalograms were done for a variety of frequencies. With frequencies related directly to the center

frequency of a level, a single band stands out. Figure 16 shows a D3 scalogram for a 2.3 MIHz

signal, the center frequency for level 4. Figures 17 and 18 give the corresponding D4 scalograms

for 3.5 and 2.3 MHz, respectively. Here, no significant difference between the wavelets is noted.

"" : ":f••.......l.' ".....• .. . . . . ............... " '•"""h": "" "

Figure 16 - D3 scalogram of 2.3 MHz.
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Figure 17 - D3 scalogram of 3.5 MiHz.

Figure 16 - D4 scalogram of 2.3 MHz.

Data Compression

The wavelet transform using an orthogonal basis also employs N coefficients to represent

an N-point sequence. However, in the case of the dyadic wavelet, the removal of the high

frequency coefficients is equivalent to lowpass filtering or subsampling. High frequency

coefficients were removed from both the wavelet (WT) and Fourier (FFM transform coefficients of

the ultrasonic signals from the composite sample. The signals were then resynthesized. and the

mean square-error computed (Table 2). The wavelet transform showed no improvement over the

Fourier technique unless more than 7/8 of the coefficients were zero-padded.
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"Dts FFT WT
ým

1:2 0.24 0.31

1:4 0.34 0.89

1:8 0.81 13.4

1:16 151.6 91.7

Table 2 - MSE comparison of FFT and WT after reducing the number of coefficients.

Conclusions

The wavelet transformation provides another useful means of analyzing signals. Its

effectiveness, however, is limited by the interpretation of the wavelet transform coefficients. The

transform incorporates both magnitude and phase information into a single image, and

correspondingly is time-variant. The choice of wavelet also effects the transform and should be

optimized for a specific use. With ultrasound scanning, the insonifying pulse does resemble a

wavelet and can be used to detect flaws and delaminations. Use of longer filters in the

decomposition of a signal will also improve the overall resolution.

As a data compression technique, the wavelet transform alone does not offer any advantage

over the Fourier transform. However, it does offer potential if combined with a coding technique,

such as Huffman coding.

Further examination of wavelet coefficients from ultrasound scans and their correlation

with the insonified medium is necessary. Tchniques such as the application of neural networks,

could enhance the wavelet transforms utility.
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MBE Surface Kinetics of Semiconductors- A Stochastic Model
Study

R. Venkatasubramanian

Abstract

A stochastic model for the MBE growth of Ge is developed based
on the master equation approach with solid-on-solid restriction and quasi-
chemical approximation. The surface kinetic processes included are: ad-
sorption, evaporation and intralayer and interlayer surface migrations. The
growth rate, the time averaged surface roughness and the time averaged in-
tensity of reflection high energy electron diffraction (RI-EED) (using kine-
matical theory of electron diffraction) were obtained for the MBE growth of
Ge with the temperature in the range 423 - 6981K and a flux of 1 A/sec.
The growth rate was observed to be 1 A/sec implying unity sticking coef-
ficient. The time averaged surface roughness and isolated terrace adatom
concentration which are good indicators of the average surface roughness,
are found to be independent of the substrate temperature below 4731K and
above 648*K. In the intermediate temperature range, the isolated terrace
adatom concentration and the surface roughness decrease with increasing
temperature. The kinetic roughening temperature above which a smooth
surface remains smooth. is identified from the temperature dependence of
the time averaged surface roughness, terrace adatom concentration and the
RHEED intensity, as 6481K. The temperature dependence of the time av-
eraged RHEED intensity and the kinetic roughening temperature obtained
from this study compare favorably with the experimental results. The phe-
nomenon of kinetic surface roughening is explained in terms of competition
between the incorporation of Ge atoms on the surface which is a surface
roughening process and the migration of Ge atoms to energetically favor-
able island edge sites which is a surface smoothing process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of surface morphology of epilayers during the MBE

growth depends critically on the relative rates of the incorporation of atoms

and the surface migration of these atoms to stable surface sites. The growth
surface morphology of these epilayers determine the roughness of the hetero-
interface in a heterostructure device. A rough interface degrades the optical
and transport properties of the structure and hence the performance of the
device. Understanding the mechanisms behind the surface roughening and
their relation to the growth parameters is vital to grow high quality device
structures reproducibly.

Due to the potential use of Ge in Si-Ge heterostructure devices, the
MBE growth of Ge has been studied experimentally by various groups (I-

12]. Chason et al in their experimental study [1], have focussed on the time
evolution of the surface norphology of Ge (001) surface during the growth
as a function of the substrate temperature in the temperature range of 100-
5501C using the steady state intensity of RHEED beam as a measure of the
growth surface roughness. It was observed that at a growth rate of 0.035 -
0.055A/sec., the kinetic surface roughening temperature is 375*C. Above
375*C, the surface remains smooth during growth. This observation was
interpreted in terms of a phenomenological model of crystal growth based
on the competition between two surface kinetic processes, the roughening
process of incorporation of atoms and the smoothing process of migration of
atoms to stable sites. In a later study [2J, they employed ion bombardment
of the growth surface during growth and showed that low energy Argon ions
cause smoothing of the growth surface.

Venkatasubramanian [13,14] has developed a stochastic model for
the MBE growth kinetic studies of compound semiconductors based on the
master equation approach with solid-on-solid restriction and quasi-chemical
approximation. The diamond cubic and two sublattice nature of the crystal
were taken in to account in the modeling. He has considered two applica-
tions of the stochastic model - kinetics of MBE growth of GaAs like system
and alloy clustering kinetics in a hypothetical Si-Ge like alloy. In the former
application, he showed that the temperature dependence of growth rate and
surface roughening can be explained in terms of the temperature depen-
dence of surface migration. In the latter application, he showed that for the
hypothetical alloy system chosen, the growth conditions are incompatible to
grow both a smooth growth surface and an homogeneous alloy.

In this work, the stochastic model for the MBE growth described
in 2,aef.[13] is modified to suit the elemental diamond cubic crystal and em-
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ployed the model for a theoretical study of the MBE growth surface rough-
ening of Ge (001). This manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2, the
modifications necessary to the stochastic model to make it suitable for the
Ge system is presented. In section 3, evaluation of the model parameters us-
ing bulk properties of Ge and the available experimental data is discussed.
The results of this study and a comparison to the experimental work of
Ref.[1] are presented along with a discussion in section 4. Finally, in section
5, the conclusions of this study are presented.

2. MODIFICATIONS TO THE STOCHASTIC MODEL
The time evolution kinetic equations of MBE growth are described

in terms of the primary macrovariables, the concentration of atoms in the
rth layer. C(n), and the atom-vacancy bond density in the nth layer. Q(n)
and is given by Eqs 8a and 8b of Ref.[13I. The secondary variables are:
the vacancy concentration, Cv(n), the second neighbor atom-atom bond
density, .VGaGa2( 2 n), and NAnAa2(f2n + 1), the second neighbor vacancy-
vacancy bond density, fNvv 2 (2n), and INvv 2(2n + 1), the total fraction of
atoms available for interlayer migration, eLo, and the total fraction of sites
available for the interlayer migration process, eLP.
Firstly, the equations given in Ref.[13] are for a two sublattice diamond
cubic crystal (zinc blende). But. Ge is a single element diamond cubic
crystal. Therefore, the number of primary and secondary macrovariables
reduce by half as discussed below.

CGa.(2n), CAa(2n + 1) - CGe.(n))

QG.(2n), QAs(2n + 1) - QGan)

NGaGa2( 2 ,,), Ns.As2( 2 ,l + 1)- N•Ge•2(-)

Rvv 2 (2n), Nvv2(2n + 1) - Nvv 2 (n) (1)

The primary and secondary variables are related as:

fiVGeG2(n) = 2CG.(n) - (1/2)QG.(-)

and

Nvv 2(n) = 2(1 - CG,(n)) - (l/2)QGe(n) (2)
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Secondly, the number of model parameters employed in the de-
scription of the kinetic processes decreases by a factor of two. The model
parameters employed are: chemical potential, Lre, atom pair interaction
energies, kGe, relaxation time constant, rTGe, intralayer migration time con-
stant, ray traGe. and interlayer migration time constant, r,,nterG,.

Thirdly, the process of interlayer migration of atoms between layers
in the diamond cubic structure is different from that in the zinc blende
structure as discussed below. In the diamond cubic crystal, atoms migrate
between two (001) layers, because all the (001) layers belong to the same
sublattice and such migrations do not result in any anti-site defects. In the
case of the zinc blende crystal, there are two distinct sublattices, one for the
anions and the other for the cations. If anti-site defects are not permitted,
then the cations and anions migrate between any two (001) layers which
belong to their sublattice. Such a difference in the migration process due
to the structural difference results in modifications to the term, eLp, which
is described by Eq 6 of Ref.[13J and corresponds to the total number of
available sites for the interlayer migration process and is given by:

4Le = NG.E.2(-la )_CGe(n) I (3)

Due to changes discussed in Eqs 1-2, the term eL° which is described by Eq

7 in Ref.[13], modifies to:

eL@ - CG.(n) - 2CGe(n + 1) + NG.0-2(n + 1)] [&GGe2(n)1e_"Q + '!Qae(n)e ka.

-< 2 CGe(f)]

(4)
Even though, the incorporation process is complex, it is assumed in this
model that the sticking coefficient of an atom arriving at a site having both
its covalent bonds satisfied (Modified Solid on Solid restriction which is
discussed in section IIA of Ref.[13]) is unity. Those Ge atoms arriving at
a site where only one of the surface covalent bonds is satisfied, are allowed

to get into a physisorbed state in which they are allowed to migrate to a
proper nearest neighbor site where the MSOS is satisfied. Thus, all the Ge
atoms arriving on the surface get incorporated resulting in unity sticking

coefficient.
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With the modifications given by Eqs 1-4, the time evolution equa-
tions for the primary rnacrovariables, CG,(n) and QG,,n), are given by:

dCG:(nI I - -e2( CG.(n)4 aLG. (A),

-[CG,(n) -
2 CG,(Y1 + 1) + NýGeGe2(n + 1)1 rQCeGe2(,04. A0 + JQC.(n)ekG]e(B

2 J [ 
2 CGe(fl) (B)

+4-1 if____ CG,(n)e ~Lo (C)
,di.ntevGeQ

-eLp' [CGn) - 2CG(7.( + 1)+ -ýG2(n+1 + 129G,(n~ + 11''a

d~E~) r~ (&G~a2 ) -Ca,(n) eLG. [ RVV 2 (,.) Qae(n)J (E)

- C .n -
2
CG,(n + 1) + NýGeGe2(fl + 1) 'eG.G2(nl)e-kGe + /2Q retn)ekGe]4

[NGeGe2(")tE Ge- + iQG.(n)M. I ' (F)

+. 3~~2(~ Ge CG,,(n)eG /keQn
+ nisraGe ( ;.CGV(fl) ] ke~

x [C49(n) -2Cee(n + 1) + '*.Qýi2.Ž] GeGe 2 (.t)e&k"+ 3en~ke

f4GGa 2(n)e-kae - QGe(,n)ekG- -VV 2 (n) - Qr,.(') 1\(G)
x NGeGe 2(")Ce kQG + JQ(,n)-.G. + 2CV(ui)

+ (fkOCGea 2 (n - ) -CG,(n)i ~L. (VV 2 {n) -Q,,.(.)]
2 - J l 22CV(fl)

+ 9~ [CG.(n) - 2CG,(n + 1) + ko.(+ ][GG2(RGe.QG(n)~iG
x [R 4c~ 2 (n.e-kGe - JQG,(n)**GeE NG, 2(n)4e A0 + JQGu(n).kGI) (H

,,,mnterG* 2

x IC,(i) - 2C.(n + 1)4+ N 0 0 2 ( 1) [N~ 4 () 3G,(n+

x *GG 2 (n)aGe - +Q0 R(2(e4S+ .(6)[ N.G. 2( -).K-Ge + J QC.(.)ekG 2C(m) J A
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respectively. Terms A-D correspond to the change of CGe(n) due to the

incorporation, evaporation, and interlayer migration processes, respectively.

It is noted that the intralayer migration process does not alter the atom

concentration in the layer as the atom stays within the layer. Terms E-H

correspond to change of QGý(n) due to incorporation, evaporation, intralayer

migration and interlayer migration processes, respectively. Term I takes care

of the double counting involved in the description of interlayer migration in

term H.

3. EVALUATION OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS

The model parameters for the present study of the MBE growth

of Ge were obtained from the bulk properties of Ge and the MBE growth

parameters of Refil]. The atom pair interaction energies for the first and
second nearest neighbors were chosen as 1.5 qV and 0.25 eV, respectively,

based on the available bulk cohesive energy data. The frequency factors

for the evaporation and migration processes were chosen as 1.0 x 1013 /sec.

The activation energy for surface migration of Ge atoms was chosen as 1.3
eV which is a typical number reported for diamond cubic semiconductor

surfaces [161. In the temperature range chosen for this model, the above

frequency factor results in negligible evaporation.

The MBE growth parameters for this study were obtained from the

experimental data given in Ref.j1]. The growth temperature was chosen in

the range 423 - 698*K and the flux rate was set at 1 A/sec. The flux rate

chosen is about 25 times larger than that employed for the experimental

studies of Ref.[l]. Such a scaling up of the flux rate was performed to mini-

mize the computer time for the growth of a typical epilayer of 6 monolayers.

Since the growth rate was scaled up by a factor of 25, the frequency factors

for the evaporation and migration processes were also scaled up by the same
factor in order to maintain the kinetics of growth the same. It is noted

that the substrate surface employed in this study is flat without any steps

unlike the substrates with steps on the surface that were employed in the

experimental work of Ref.[1J.

The material and growth data discussed above were employed to
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calculate the model parameters according to the procedure detailed in sec-

tion IVB of Ref.[131. The model parameters were obtained as a function of

growth temperature and are listed in Table I.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time evolution equations given by Eqs 5a and 5b and the bound-

ary conditions corresponding a flat substrate described by Eq 14 of Ref.[13]
were solved numerically on a Silicon Graphics work station. The CPU time

for a typical growth of 10 A of Ge was about 2 hours. It should be pointed

out that for the growths in the high temperature regime. the steady state

was attained within the growth time of 10 seconds. For the low temperature

growths, steady state was not reached within the growth time of 6 mono-

layers, but the time change of growth results with time was not significant.
Concentration profiles were obtained as a function of time for %ari-

ous growth temperatures. The growth rate, G, was obtained from the con-
centration profiles for various growth temperatures. The growth rate was

observed to be constant with temperature at I A/sec. In other words, the
sticking coefficient of Ge is unity for temperatures in the range 423 - 6981K
which is in agreement with the experimental results of Ref.[1].

The instantaneous growth surface roughness can be described in
terms of the the atom-vacancy bond density, QGe(nf, as (151:

io00

IRP(t) = j QG,(i)(t) (7)
:=1

where IRP(t) is the instantaneous surface roughness parameter with arbi-

trary units. The time averaged surface roughness parameter, TRP(T), is
given by: TRP(T) = I7  ='" IRP(t)dt 

(8)TRP() =tgro ft ='0

where t, 7 , is the growth time. The TRP(T) parameter was obtained for
various growth temperatures. Another useful parameter which describes

the roughness of the surface is the instantaneous isolated terrace adatom

concentration, ITAC(t). The ITAC(t) is obtained from the growth data as
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follows:

ITAC~t n=00 (n 4 \ IGeGe,(nl) 0 QG(fl,() \4 (9!TA~t = E n 0 ) ~2.OCGe(nl) (2.OCGe( n) ()
n=1

The time averaged isolated terrace adatom concentration. T!TACP(T), for
various temperatures can be obtained as:

TITACP(T) - ITAC(t)dt (10)

where t..o is the growth time.

Plots of TRP(T) and TIT. &CP(T) versus growth temperature are
shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The TRP(T) and TITACP(T)
parameters are independent of the growth temperature below 473MK and
above 6480 K. In the intermediate temperature range, both parameters de-
crease with increasing temperature.
These observation can be explained as follows. At temperatures below
4730K, intralayer and interlayer migration and evaporation rates are neg-

ligible. The Ge atoms incorporate at random sites and do not migrate to
island edges due to low migration rates and therefore, the surface is very
rough. In the temperature range below 473°K, the TITACP(T) is constant
and very high implying that there is a large number of isolated adatoms on
the growing surface. In the intermediate temperature range, the intralayer
and interlayer migration rates increase witih increasing temperature, aid-
ing in the formation of larger surface islands. Hence the smoothing out of
the growth surface occurs with decreasing surface roughness. In the high
temperature range above 648 0K, the intralayer and interlayer migration pro-
cesses attain the saturation (maximum possible) value owing to the finite
number of available sites for migration process such as the island edges.
Therefore, the surface roughness becomes independent of temperature and
attains its minimum value.

The intensity of a specular spot (1° off Bragg) of reflection high
energy electron diffraction system with 10 kV electron beam was calculated
using kinematical theory of electron diffraction as a function of growth time
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for various growth temperatures. The RHEED intensity as a function of

time for high temperature growth was oscillatory with period corresponding

to the growth of a monolayer. The reason for oscillatory RHEED intensity

is that the starting surface was flat and stepped unlike in the work of Ref.[1].

The time averaged RHEED intensities, TRI(T) were calculated for various

growth temperatures. A plot of TRI(T) versus growth temperature is shown

in Figure 3. The TRI(T) is independent of ttmperature above 6481K and
below 473'K, because the surface roughness is a constant due to the reasons

already discussed. In the intermediate temperature range, since the surface

roughness decreases with the growth temperature, the amount of destructive

inference of the electron beams from various layers decreases, resulting in

an increase in the average RHEED intensity.

The plot of TRI(T) versus temperature obtained in this study was

compared with that of the experimental study of Chason et al [1]. The re-
sults compare favorably well. The kinetic surface roughening temperature

above which a surface remains smooth, is obtained from the temperature

dependence of TRP(T) and TRI(T) shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The kinetic roughening temperature for the MBE growth of Ge thus ob-
tained, is 6481K. In the experimental study (1] with a similar flux rate to

migration rate ratio, the kinetic surface roughening temperature is obtained

as 648*K also. Considering the simplicity of the model and the origin of the

model parameters Which is the bulk properties, the agreement between the
present study and the experimental work is excellent.

The experimental observations of steady state RHEED intensity

were explained in Ref.[1] in terms of the the competition between the in-

corporation of Ge atoms which is a surface roughening process and the Ge

atoms migrating to the step edges which is a surface smoothing process. This

explanation is similar to the one given in this paper as discussed below. Sur-

face roughening occurs at all temperatures due to random incorporation of

atoms. At low temperatures, the surface migration is less and hence the

surface smoothing effect is less. But, at high temperatures, the interlayer

and intralayer surface migration, aid in atoms reaching energetically favor-
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able sites. In the case of Ref.[l], the energetically favorable site is kink sites

located at the step edges since the starting surface was a stepped surface.

In this study, since the starting surface is a flat smooth surface, there are no
step edges and therefore, the energetically favorable sites are island edges
where more than one of the inplane second neareit neighbor bonds are sat-

isfied. Thus, the stochastic model developed in Ref.[13,14] and used in this
study for the MBE growth studies of Ge, accurately describes the kinetics
of surface roughening of Ge and also aids in understanding the details of the

mechanisms underlying the surface roughening phenomenon.

Here, it is appropriate to discus the advantages and limitations of
the stochastic model in comparison to the existing theoretical models such as

Monte Carlo simnulations, Molecular Dynamics simulations and other mod-
els. The advantages are: Firstly, it is not size limited unlike Monte Carlo
and Molecular Dynamics simulations and therefore, is suitable for substi-

tutional doping kinetics studies. Secondly, for the same growth simulation.
it takes much less CPU time compared to Monte Carlo and Molecular Dy-

namics simulations. Thirdly, the author has developed the stochastic model

for growth of tetranary alloys in either 100 or III directions with either

monoatomic or diatomic or tetratomic anionic molecular beam [17] which

shows the versatility of the approach. Overall, the stochastic model can be
employed for the macroscopic simulation of MBE growth of compound semi-

conductors to investigate such surface phenomena as ordering and clustering

in alloys and surface roughening and incorporation of dopants. The disad-

vantages are as follows. Firstly, it is based on a rigid lattice gas model like
Monte Carlo simulations and therefore it is difficult to develop a stochastic

model for defect creation studies. But, the author has, recently, developed a
stochastic model incorporating possibilities of stacking faults in the epilayer

[181. Secondly, the effect of surface reconstruction is completely ignored as
is the case in all other models. Thirdly, it is based on a random distribution

approximation weighted by energy of a surface configuration (like second
approximation or Bethe-Pierles approximation) and does not provide step

density information directly unlike the Monte Carlo simulations. But, by
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making certain physically reasonable assumption, such growth information

can be obtained.

5. CONCLUSION

A stochastic model of the MBE growth of elemental semiconductors

such as Ge is developed. It is based on the master equation approach with

solid-on-solid restriction and quasi-chemical approximation. The growth

rate, the time averaged surface roughness and the time averaged RHEED

intensity were obtained for various growth temperatures. The kinetic sur-

face ,oughening temperature for the MBE growth of Ge at a flux rate of 1

A/sec. is identified as 6481K from the temperature dependence of the time
averaged surface roughness and the time averaged RHEED intensity which

compare favorably with experimental results obtained under similar growth

conditionsfl]. The phenomenon of kinetic surface roughening is explained in

terms competition between the incorporation of Ge atoms which roughens

the surface and the surface migration of Ge atoms to energetically favorable

site which is a smoothing process.
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Table I. The model parameters, flux parameter, LG, and adsorption and

evaporation time constant, •rge were kept equal to 69.0 and 1.4 x 1030 so

that the growth rate is I ,/sec. The surface diffusion parameter, rd, and the

second nearest neighbor pair interaction energy parameters, kGe, for various

substrate temperatures. It is assumed that rntra= inte-r .

T(* K) rd(sec.) kG.
423 724.0 6.85
473 12.6 6.12
498 2.2 5.82
523 0.47 5.54
548 0.12 5.29
573 3.16e-2 5.06
598 9.67e-3 4.84
623 3.26e-7 4.65
648 1.19e-3 4.47
673 4.71e-4 4.30
698 1.98e-4 4.15
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Plot of the surface roughness parameter, TRT(T) vs temperature

in the range of423 - 6980 K.
Figure 2. Plot of the isolated terrace adatom concentration parameter,

TITACP(T) vs temperature in the range of423 - 6981K.

Figure 3. Plot of time averaged RHEED intensity, TRI(T) vs temperature

in the range of423 - 698°K.
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Resonant DC Link Inverters have negligible switching

losses compared to the conventional hard-switched inverters.

A three phase dc link inverter suitable for feeding an

induction motor was developed. The complete operation of the

resonant dc link inverter system was studied using the

simulation package PSpice. The elements of the inverter like

the link inductor and the link switch were designed and

built. The control circuit for the three phase inverter was

then developed. The experimental system with the inverter

feeding the induction motor was tested. The principle of the

resonant link was later extended to a single phase Pulse

Width Modulated (PWM) inverter.
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DEVELOPMENT 01 A RESONANT DC LINK INVERTE
FOR INDUCZION MOTOR DRIVM

Subbaraya Yuvarajan

INTRODUCTION

Variable speed induction motor drives are used in a

number of industrial applications. High power density

induction motor drives are likely to be used in aircraft

control systems. The efficiency of the inverter feeding the

induction motors can be improved through soft-switching by

employing a Resonant DC Link (RDCL) (1] - (4]. The inverters

operating on a resonant dc link can be made to switch at

zero voltage. With the result, there are no switching

losses. Also, the semiconductor devices realizing the

switches need not be protected by snubbers. The RDCL

inverters will be suitable for space power and aircraft

applications. While the concept of RDCL is very attractive

with a lot of application potential, there are some specific

problems to be solved before building a reliable inverter.

The major problem is to establish a stable dc link whose

amplitude is independent of load fluctuations. The

Electrical Laboratory at the Wright Patterson Air Force Base

is interested in developing an RDCL inverter-fed induction

motor drive for aircraft applications.

OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH WORK

The aim of the summer research at Wright Patterson AFB

was to understand the operation of the RDCL inverter through
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PSpice simulation, to build an experimental inverter system,

and to suggest possible modifications to improve its

performance. Since the operation of RDCL is basically

nonlinear, the analysis is to be carried out using a

simulation package like PSpice [5]. The preliminary results

obtained from simulation were to be used as a basis for the

choice of switching devices and the design of the other

components for the inverter system. The control circuit for

a three phase full-bridge inverter was to be developed using

digital logic gates and drivers. The operation of the

experimental inverter feeding the induction motor was to be

tested. Certain limitations of the circuit like the link-

voltage overshoot and resonant frequency change with load

current were to be studied. Some of the problems observed

will be later studied in detail under the Air Force Office

of Scientific Research Initiation Program (RIP) award.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE

The block diagram of the complete induction motor speed

control system is shown in Fig. 1. It is the same as that of

a conventional inverter-fed system except for the resonant

inverter in the place of a hard-switched inverter. The

system is shown to contain standard speed and current

controllers. However, induction motor drives tend to use

field oriented controllers whose operation depends very much

on digital signal processors (DSPs). In both the control

schemes, the actual speed of the induction motor is compared
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with the reference speed and the speed error is used to

drive the inner current loop. A Proportional-plus-Integral

(PI) controller and a function generator are used to derive

the reference input for the current loop.

The frequency information from the speed loop is used

to operate the inverter. The error in the current loop is

used to operate the inverter switches in the correct

sequence. The drive also includes the 'constant volt/Hz'

implementation. The harmonic content in the output current

is reduced by using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM).

RESONANT DC LINE

The input voltage to a conventional inverter is a

smooth dc voltage obtained from a three phase rectifier and

filter. The switching of the inverter on a stiff dc bus

rusults in considerable power loss which increases with an

increase in the switching frequency. In addition, the

devices are to be protected by adequate snubber circuitry.

The above problems are overcome by allowing the dc link to

resonate at a chosen frequency and turning-on and off the

inverter switches only when the link voltage goes through

zero [1]. The arrangement of the resonant link is shown in

Fig. 2. It consists of a series inductor and a shunt

capacitor. The resonant frequency of the inverter is chosen

to be much higher than the inverter output frequency with

the result the harmonics introduced have negligible effect

on the load.
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Before building the resonant link in the laboratory, it

was simulated using PSpice. In the first phase of the

simulation, the inverter was assumed to be a constant

current source as shown in Fig. 2. The waveform of the link

capacitor was obtained. It was noted that the capacitor

voltage oscillates in the form of a damped sinusoid. In

order to sustain the oscillations, the current through the

inductor is to be varied as a function of the load current.

A second order relation between the two currents will result

in an undamped dc link.

An ideal switch was added across the link capacitor to

provide the inductor. with adequate initial current that

helps to sustain the oscillations. The switch was kept

closed for a fraction of the resonant period (small duty

cycle). A duty cycle whose value lies between 10% to 15% was

found to give a satisfactory performance. It was also found

out that the resonant period varies with the load current in

a nonlinear form.

The final simulation was carried out using single phase

and three phase inverters connected to the resonant link.

The load on the inverter was chosen to be of R-L type as

well as a periodic current representing an induction motor.

Several useful results were obtained from simulation. When

the inverter switches are not synchronized with the link

switch, irregular load voltage spikes were found to occur.

It was also observed that relatively higher voltage spikes
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occur when the load current undergoes a sharp transition.

Therefore, the inverter switches are to be closed or opened

only when the link voltage goes through zero. Some of the

simulation waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.

The main problem with building the resonant link is to

design an inductor with a very high 'Q' factor. A high 'Q'

means that the L-C oscillations are fairly undamped, a

feature essential in sustaining a resonant link. Several

designs were tried before arriving at a satisfactory one.

The air-cored inductor selected uses a one-inch well

insulated copper plate [6]. The inductance value is 25uH

with a Q of 45. The capacitor used is of polypropylene type

with a value of 0.33uF. Together, the L-C circuit has a

resonant frequency of about 38kHz.

The oscillations in the link have to be stabilized by

using a switch across the capacitor. The switch is

periodically closed thereby allowing the inductor current to

build up. When opened after a small a time duration, the

inductor current charges up the capacitor compensating the

lost charge. The switch is realized using a Power MOSFET

which is capable of operating at very high frequencies. The

gate is supplied with a low duty cycle square wave generated

by a 555 timer and a MOSFET driver SG 3626. The duty cycle

is low and is adjustable depending on the load conditions.

THREE PHASE INVERTER

The complete control circuit of the Resonant DC Link
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inverter is shown in Fig. 4. The high frequency clock signal

f or the link switching MOSFET is generated by a 555 timer

and applied through the driver SG 3626. The signal is also

used to synchronize the inverter control signal. Since the

MOSFET is switched or when the capacitor voltage is zero, it

does not need any snubber.

The low frequency control signal with frequency f0 for

driving the inverter switches is generated using a 555 timer

and three J-K Flip-flops. The timer generates a clock signal

whose frequency is triple the frequency (6fo) of the desired

output. The frequency is continuously variable using the

potentiometer Rx. The flip-flops are interconnected to

produce a balanced three phase square wave signal. Each of

the three signals is passed through a D-type flip-flop for

synchronization with the link switching signal to ensure

zero-voltage switching. The output from the D flip-flops are

passed through a set of logic inverters to get the

complementary signals for the low and high side switches in

each of the three phase groups.

The power circuit of the three phase inverter is shown

in Fig. 5. The high side switches are to be isolated through

special drivers like IR 2110. The operation of the MOSFET

driver IR 2110 is sensitive to the amplitude of the input

signal. It requires a signal level of around 15V for a

driver supply voltage (VCC - VDD) of 20V. A 15V signal is

obtained using open-collector inverte-s and pull up
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resistors.

The complete inverter was built and tested in the

Electrical Laboratory at the Wright Patterson AFB. First,

the resonant dc link was tested without the inverter. After

adjusting for the correct resonant frequency and link-switch

duty cycle, the inverter was added. The inverter feeds an

induction motor coupled to a blower. The experimental

waveforms of the link-switch drive signal and the capacitor

voltage recorded on a digitizing oscilloscope are shown in

Fig. 6. The inverter drive signal, the load current, and the

load voltage are shown in Fig. 7.

PULSE WIDTH MODULATION

In an inverter with Sine Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM)

having P pulses per half cycle of the reference sine wave,

all harmonics below (2P - 1) will be eliminated. The SPWM

was implemented on a single phase resonant dc link inverter.

The sine and triangular waveforms required for the SPWM were

generated using two ICL 8038 waveform generator ICs E71 as

shown in Fig. 8. Each IC uses a fixed capacitor and a

potentiometer to make fine adjustments in the output

frequency. The number of pulses per half cycle, P is

controlled by the ratio of capacitors as

P - Cs/(2Ct).

Both the waveform generators are fed with the same dc

voltage at the frequency modulation pin from the buffer OAl.

This ensures a constant value of P. The triangular waveform
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is synchronized with the sine waveform with the help of a

JFET which shorts the capacitor at the end of each

sinusoidal cycle. The gate pulse for the JFET is generated

using a comparator (0M2) and a monostable operating on the

sine wave.

The sine and triangular signals are compared using the

comparator OA3 to get the SPWM signal. The resulting signal

is synchronized with the link-switch signal using a D-type

flip-flop. The gate drive signal for the diagonal IGBTs Q1-

Q2 are obtained by carrying out an AND operation with the

output of OA2. The gate signal for the pair Q3-Q4 is

obtained by inverting and ANDing as shown in Fig. 8. The

IGBTs are driven by two IR 2110 drivers. The link-switch

MOSFET QL is driven by an SG 3626 driver. The complete

circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 8. The experimental

waveforms of the various signals are shown in Fig. 9.

The gate signal for the IGBTs can also be obtained

using the dedicated driver EXB 841 supplied by Fuji Electric

[8]. Two drivers supply the gates of the high-side IGBTs Qi

and Q3 and an SG 3626 driver supplies the gates of the low-

side switches Q2 and Q4. The driver EXB 841 provide the

isolation for the high side switches Q1 and Q3. They also

provide the necessary overcurrent protection through a

feedback of the collector voltage through a fast recovery

diode MUR 1100E. The drivers along with the power circuit of

a single phase inverter are shown in Fig. 10.
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HEbULTS

The operation of te RDCL inverter was demonstrated by

first simulating the inverter using PSpice. Simulation

provided several useful information that helped in the

design and development of an experimental inverter. Both

single phase and three phase inverters operating on an RDCL

were built and tested. The experimental waveforms of the

experimental inverter feding a three phase induction motor

were obtained on a digitizing oscilloscope. The waveform of

the motor current is smooth and is free from any high

frequency harmonics introduced by link-switch. A Sine PWM

inverter was also developed and tested on the RDCL.

The following are some of the observations made in the

course of the development and testing of the RDCL inverters:

a. The link voltage in an RDCL inverter with a limited value

of Q-factor does rat go to zero for loads with a high

power factor. The link-switch turns on at a small dc

voltage which introduces some power loss.

b. The link voltage shows an overshoot at inverter switching

instants. Both simulation and experiment confirmed this

phenomenon. The overshoot, however, decays subsequently.

c. In the case of FWM inverters operating on RDCL, some

additional overshoot was observed for inductive load.

d. The gate drivers used for the RDCL inverter failed on

some occasions. The source of the failure is to be

identified.
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Some of the problems identified in the course of the

summer research will be studied in detail under the RIP.

The concept of RDCL inverter is simple and highly

efficient. Induction motor drives using RDCL inverters will

be ideally suited for aircraft applications. Computer

simulation with PSpice provided several data which were

useful in designing an experiental inverter. The experience

in building the complete inverter system including the

control circuit and the power circuit was highly rewarding.

Some of the problems identified in the course of the summer

research will be solved under the subsequent RIP grant.
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